From:
Sent:
To!
Subject:

10 June 2013 16::<0
radloactivewaste (OECC)
MAWS

I wholeheartedly support the views of '

. submitted - see below.

The Request
Government policy for the long-term management of the UK's higher-activity radioactive waste is
geological disposal. In 2008 the Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper was
published which outlined the framework for implementing geological disposal. The MRWS White
Paper set out Government's preferred approach to site selection on the principles of'voluntarism
and partnership.
Three local authorities formally expressed an interest in the MRWS programme: Copeland and
Allerdale Borough Councils, and Cumbria County Council. In January 2013, the three local
authorities voted on whether to proceed to stage 4 of the process. The two boroughs voted in
favour, but the county voted against. The Government had in 2011 given a specific undertaking
that the existing site selection process would only continue in west Cumbria if there was
agreement at both borough and county level. The county's decision therefore ended the existing
site selection process. Shepway District Council in Kent had also taken soundings from local
residents, but subsequently decided against making a formal expression of interest in the current
MRWS process.
The Government remains firmly committed to geological disposal as the right policy for the longterm safe and secure management of higher-activity radioactive waste, and continues to hold the
view that the best means of selecting a site for a geological disposal facility (GDF) is an approach
based on voluntarism and partnership.
In line with Secretary of State Edward Davey's written Ministerial statement of 31 January 2013,
Government has been considering what lessons can be learned from the experiences of the
MRWS programme in west Cumbria and elsewhere. We are now inviting views on the siteselection aspects of the ongoing MRWS programme in this call for evidence, particularly from
those who have been engaged in (or have been interested observers of) the MRWS process to
date. The responses to this call for evidence will inform a consultation that will follow later in the
year.

My response

1. Firstly, I whole-heartedly endorse the cross party decision taken by Cumbria County Council
and the reasoning for it given by the then Leader (Eddie Martin - Con) and
Deputy Leader
(Stewart Young - Lab).
2. Secondly, it is absolutely imperative that it is acknowledged by all concerned that our
radioactive waste is a NATIONAL issue and that safety, and not convenience of any sort, has to
be paramount.
3. Thirdly, if it is perceived that a GDF is the best solution and to be the National Interest, and if
it is to be assumed that it has to be safe (ie in one of the best geological locations), then surely it
is in the interests of all that a truly objective and independent assessment of the national geology
is undertaken without delay. This could be undertaken cheaply and quickly.
That said, it should be noted that sllch a cou rse of action was begun in the 80s by the British
Geological Survey and Nirex see for instance
http' www davldsmythe.o"q nuclea(chapman .·20etaIC 0201986°020geolo ,,20envlronments O ,,20cle
ep" o20dlsposal o 0201 LW= 020UK.pdf
Of course, this identified that significant areas of the country (mainly in Eastern England) were
potentially suitable for a GDF due to simple and stable geology, low hydraulic gradients and
permeabilities
4 . Without such a prior objective and independent assessment evidencing that geology in x, y, z
areas is potentially suitable/safe then it is patently obvious that no areas in the UK will ever, ever,
ever volunteer for a GDF.
And that is irrespective as to what community benefits are offered.
Indeed, even with such an assessment, the chances of any geologically suitable area, in ou r
densely populated and affluent country , actually volunteering are probably remote. However, if
any area is to volunteer then the whole process must be beyond any kind of reproach or query
and be completely and utterly transparent - namely in short entirely unlike MRWS to date.
Simply, voluntarism will only work if the area volunteering is first known to be potentially geological
suitablefsafe.
5. This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now said
no; notwithstanding that the area has effectively been "groomed" for a GDF for a generation and
that most of the UK's waste is already here.
6. To proceed further with this process, it is imperative, and in the National Interest, that lessons are
learned from both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS process in West Cumbria. Fundamentally
this means that geological suitability, and not any other factors, must underpin the future strategy
including any ultimately "voluntarism".
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7. Specifically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years with regard
to West Cumbria and a GDF has been irrational, flawed and contrary to the National Interest and our
democratic values. Specifically, through concentrating GDF efforts on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex
and MRWS) the UK is no nearer finding a solution to radioactive waste than it was 30 thirty years ago.
Valuable time has been and continues to be lost as a consequence of insisting on forcing "a square peg in a
round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition posing a threat to humans
and the environment - see recent National Audit Office report.

8. It is important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first of all siting
the UK's nuclear industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria location, then allowing the
UK's radioactive waste to either be created at or relocated to Se"afield over the last 60 years (all
without any form of consultation or democratic mandate); whilst a" the time the local economy
grew to be increasingly dependent upon the nuclear industry. Thereby making it (geology and
other issues aside) an economic and political candidate for a GOF.
The upshot of the '·grooming" is that the nuclear industry has had, and has, an unprecedented
degree of control over not just the West Cumbrian economy, but also local politics and policy. A"
of which is entirely inconsistent with a modern, democratic country and any true/sensible
voluntarism.
.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" position led to first of all Nirex [irrationally on
geological grounds] choosing a West Cumbria location as the centre for its search· for a GDF
(notwithstanding there was significant and incontrovertible evidence that there were better geological
sites elsewhere) and more recently, in my opinion, led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expressing
an interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the 2008 White Paper being publishednotwithstanding the previous failure of Nirex in West Cumbria and their then objection to it ....
9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely und~mocratic attempt to
unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably on all levels - not least of all in its attempts to
explain issues to the general public in an objective and independent way. Ultimately there was widespread
mistrust about the whole ·process and consultation. Indeed the consultation failures of MRWS were
acknowledged by the NDA pUblically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process extremely badly. There is
widespread mistrust of not just the NDA but also DECC - the concerns being centered upon their apparent
desire to site a repository in West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of government should at all times be
objective and act in the National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be replaced with a
new statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (if any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the country's nuclear new
build strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was inextricably related to local
nuclear new build and/or further nuclear investment in West Cumbria ie the latter would only happen if
the GDF happened ... This misconception does not seem to exist in Somerset or North Wales or Suffolk! It
was very wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 75% of the area under consideration being
in the Lake District National Park.
The legal protection afforded to National Parks means that, in essence, no GDF could proceed in, under or
close to a NP without, at the very least, first exhausting ALL suitable sites elsewhere in the Country. This
effectively rendered, and renders, any "voluntarism" of a National Park pOintless. Note - no doubt for
similar reasons - even the flawed Nirex process had excluded all environmentally sensitive sites (including
National Parks) at an early stage.
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For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness. Practically, from a legal
perspective such sites were never, ever going to be deliverable (even if geologically suitable) and the
process would have wasted more time and money before ultimately failing - although in the meantime
the process could, and probably would, have blighted the local non nuclear economy which includes a
£2bn tourism industry employing over 50,000 people.
There would also have been enormous practical problems in the National Park given that 25% is owned by
the National Trust and is inalienable -let alone the national and international outcry which would occur if
an Lake District NP GDF ever proceeded.

12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of Conservations (SACs), sites of
Special Scientific Interest and an Area of Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All of
these were ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would effectively render any GDF
impossible without first exhausting sites elsewhere in the country - again rendering voluntarism of a SAC
etc practically pOintless.
13. The issues in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning that if the process had
continued to Stage 4 in Cumbria, then it could have gone any further without effectively an exhaustion of
ALL other sites in the country ie end of voluntarism.
14. If it is not self eVident, I re-iterate that to consider any environmentally sensitive sites within the
MRWS process is ridiculous, delusionary and negligent. Such sites are simply not legally and practically
deliverable -let alone objections on other grounds. So environmentally sensitive areas (including National
Parks, AONBs and SACs) should be excluded going forward as should areas of public water supply. If this
had happened in West Cumbria then the only area "left" would have been immediate to Sellafield - which
of course was founding wanting in Nirex ...
15. In my opinion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to procuring better and
safer interim storage of nuclear waste at Sella field . The present state of affairs is simply not acceptable.
16. Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should be instigated which
could potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF.
Please let me know if you require any more information at this stage. Please add me to any lists or
databases for any further consultation and/or input.
Yours

Thi, ell1.1i1 \\.1' r~,eil·ed froll1 tlie I'\TER:>:ET alld ,call ned b~ tile Gm erlll11cnt Sccurc Imr.lIlct anti-I in!'
,\!I·I icc 'Lippi ied b) Vod ~lrone in p.\rlller,hip \\ ith S) 1I1..llllec. (CCT:\1 Certifkate ;-.; Limber 2009/0'IJ0052. 1 In
Cd,e "r problem,. pica,e ,·all ~lllir llrg..ln i,.ltinn·., IT HcJpde,l;..
lllIllIllUnic.lIion., \ ia tile GS, l1la~ be .lutl1l1l.lIicall) logged. lIlonitored and/or rccnnJcd for icg.1i pLlq,o,e,.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

13 May 201312'50
rad oactlvewaste (DECC)
Cumbria site

Please no more nuclear waste In the only almost unspoiled place 01 beauty we have left. This country has become so
ugly with cheap shoddy bUildings erected quickly and for profit alone.
This green and pleasant land the poem promises and what is It now? France keeps it's buildings French in
appearance we build houses without beauty and power stations so ugly so dangeerous so badly serviced wIth such
limited security we have to look at alternatives don't we.
Can we just keep being the nuclear dump for the world for money. What good IS money if our children suffer cancer
and other awful consequences of shoddily built power stations In our Lake District or wherever in the country.
Nuclear power stations are bUilt always near water to keep them cool so why don't you bUild a power station on the
Thames preferably oppposite The house'of commons! Then the politicians can risk the consequences of nuclear rad iO
active power stations on their doorstep.
Regards

Thi, email II a;, r~"eil cd rromthe I;'-ITERl':ET and scanned b) the GllI'emment Seeur~ Intranel ani i-I in"
scn icc ,uppl ied by \' od.d·one in parlner,hip with Symantec. ICCTi\ I Certi lieate Number 200lJlU'JI0052.) In
case or probh.'nb, ric.1W call )our organisalion's IT Helpde,J...
(\lI11munic.ilion, \ ia the GSi Illay he aUloll1atically logged. monitored and/or recorded 1'", icg.d purpo,c"

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

13 May 201314:03
radioactivewaste (DECC)
Managing Radwaste Consultation Process

Dear Sir or Madam
Ptease find my views on the current radwaste consultation process and how It may be improved .
The current approach is to s<;lurce local areas that are minded to accept radwaste repositories and to get their
approval. This IS first done on a district level and then approval is sought from the wider regional level.
In the past districts In West Cumbria and Kent, both of which have nuclear faCilities in the loca area and where the
local population has a good knowledge and appreciation of the excellent safety record of the nuclear Industry have
expressed a desire to have radwaste facilities Sited In their district. However subsequently the approval deCision has
been moved to the wider County Council where active campaigns based on emotive raliOnales have been
successfully mounted for a 'no' vote. This has lead to the local areas views being over-ruled arid In my view against
the original intention of the current consultation process.
Accordingly the consultation process should be changed to allow radwaste repository siting based on approval at the
District level.
Regards

Thi, eillail II a., r~ccj I eel rllllll lhe I:--:TER;\ET and .,cann~d b) the Cilll eflllllcnl Securc Inlr,1I1el anli -I inh
'~llic~ ,upplieel b) Vodafonc in p,lrlncr.,hip \\ilh S)lllanlcc. (CCT:'I Certificale NUlllber 200'J/O'J/O052.) In
ca,e or problelll.', plea,c call) our organi ,alion', IT Ilclpdc'k.
Cnlllllllll1icalion, \ i,1 the CiSI Illa) be aUlnlllalic.tll) logged . llloni lolcLi and/or n:cll rd~elilli legal purpo,c,.

Response form
Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY

Name

REDACTEDREDACTED

Organisation / Company
Organisation Size (no. of employees)
Organisation Type
Job Title
Department
Address

REDACTEDREDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED

Email

REDACTEDREDACTED

Telephone

REDACTED

Fax

Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes

Would you like your response to be kept
confidential? If yes please give a reason

No

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

I do not think that the site selection can be ‘improved’ as this is predicated on
the assumption that waste disposal under a densely populated island is a
good thing which can be improved. I think this is a false assumption based
on specious assertions such as that underground storage could ‘ensure that
no harmful quantities of radioactivity ever reach the surface environment’.
Because of the enormous risks to people, country, ocean and atmosphere of
the material to be disposed of I think it is immoral to try to ‘attract’
communities into the ‘site selection process’, and especially invidious to
manipulate them to do so with spurious, short-term bribes such as ‘job
creation’ and ‘wider benefits’.
It is well documented that pound for pound large infrastructure projects such
as nuclear power stations and nuclear waste facilities, heavily subsidised by
government tax receipts, do not provide a local economically and
environmentally sustainable platform for work which benefits society and
people’s welfare; they are not value for money.
Where communities are attracted into the process it will be because they
have not been informed about the full costs as well as the benefits of the
project.
Information that honestly spelled out the lack of social return on investment,
the costs as well as the benefits, the risks and the impact of worst case
scenarios would engage communities. They would engage in order to reject
the proposals.

-

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

13 May ~Ul J ZU:UI
radioactivewaste (DECC)
Comment on site selection process

Dear Sirs
Thank you for your email and invitation In ~"hrT';' M~~ont. nn Iho cao ."I"o.lion 9rocess for the geological disposal
I ,~ able to draw some
facility for nuclear waste.
parallels with the consultation processes trlcH (UUI\ tJ10l.C VV 11-'::; , I " , ...... , II , ..... tI~
~
:ere under diScussion
and being planned. Granted, in the 1970's the climate in the country was much more pro technology than IS the case
today. There was a prevailing view that technology was important and mattered. Technology created wealth and high
tech jobs and as such there was a sense of pride in technologically challenging programmes. This gave rise to
industry leaders and champions - Lord Marshall comes to mind - who pioneered and lead the public debate on
nuclear power. Today, I am afraid to say similar people do not seem to exist or at leasl if they do they keep a very
low profile. We, the country desperately needs industry experts to champion the need for nuclear power. You cannot
leave the arguments to Politicians which is what is happening and we are going nowhere. The political class does not
have Ihe knowledge, educalion or industrial experience to take decisions on Ihis or any olher aspect of nuclear
development. The industry has to stand up and sell ilself because this country desperately needs this waste
problem resolving and we must move on to develop new nuclear power stations. Its time 10 stop this endless merry
go round of never ending consultations and discussions. Please stand up for the induslry and get the message
across to Ihe public that we need these facilities and the wealth and jobs this will bring. Please put this message over
the heads of Ihe here today, gone tomorrow politicians and just get on and built these facilities in the only place In the
country that Vlill entertain them and where the core industry skills and expertise resides - Cumbria.
......... ,

..... " ....

'

......

....

•

Thank you for listening.

Ila, r~I.Till.'d 1"111111 th~ I:"T[R\ET dnd 'L",lIln~d b~ Ihe Gll\~rnlll~nl SeCure Inlr,lI1el ,lilli-I III"
'~rI i.:~ ,upplil.'d b~ \ od,ilnll~ ill pdrillel'llip II'ilh S~lllallll."C. (CCTI\I Ccnil"it:al~ ~ulllhcr 2()UlJ/Ol)/0052.) In
Cd,~ or problellh. pic,,,.: c,ill ~ 11111 org,lIl1'.lIillll·., n Hclpck'''COllllllllllic,lIi"Il' I 1,llhe GSi 1lj,1~ be aUlotll,lIieally logg~d. ll1"nil\'r~d ,1I1(l/or r~c"rck'd rill' leg,11 pUIIKhC'.
Thi,

~Ill.lil

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

13 May 201316.44
rad oactlvewaste (DECC )
comment on consultation

Time scales.
The problem with getting agreement on a deep level repository is that the public are only too aware of the
time scales involved ( 5000 years in some case)
I would suggest you show how you are going to guarantee safety and non leakage over such a space of
time.
Magnox and was shocked at the time scales and costs involved
You can hear the interview here

\\

"

Why don't you also consider sending this waste into space towards the sun for a final solution.
A programme which could do this, run by UK, could provide a solution world wide and rebuild our space
industry at the same time

Thi, 1.'111,,1\ \\.h rl."I.'II·l.'d rr"l11lhc Ii\TER:\ET alld ,c.lI1llcd b) Ihl.' G()\ 1.'1 nllll.'l1l Sl.'curl.' Il1Ir.lI1cl.lI1li-llIlh
'1.'1"1 icc ,uppllcd by \' nd a 10111.' in part Ill.'r,hip \I ilh S! 111.1l11l.'c·. (("CT\ I C I.'rti Ik.lIl.' :\ ul11bl.'r 200l)/O')/0052.) In
C·'''I.' 01 pr"bll.'lll-. pica,\.' call your organi,atiLlll·' IT I klplk,"COllllllUllic.lIiolh 11.1 Ihl.' GSi Illay bc "IHolllalic.llI) Ipggcd. lltnnildll.'d alld/Ol rcccltdl.'J I"r k f.11 pUrplhl.".

From:
Sent:

To:

13 May 201314:54
radloactivewaste (DECC)

Subject:

MRWS

Dear Sir,
I presume that the present approach to managing radioactive waste is to store such waste
until the radioactivity has decayed to an acceptable level. Is that correct?
Radioactive waste originating from nuclear pOloJer stations contains a multiplicity of
radioactive waste products. That being so, is there a reference available that describes
the waste products, their relative amounts, and for how long they need to be stored before
being deemed safe?
The present radioactive waste products arise from nuclear fission of certain Uranium and
Plutonium isotopes. The waste products therefore contain, inter alia, sources of neutrons
\'Jhich would be useful for 'burning' in a reactor that uses Thorium as its fuel. The
resultant waste from such a Thorium reactor is far lower and of overall much shorter half
life than that produced by Uranium-based or Plutonium-based reactors.
Thus, does the approach to managing radioactive waste make any reference to the use of
Thorium-based reactors to burn the radioactive waste produced by nuclear reactors that are
Uranium-based or Plutonium-based?
Yours faithfully

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

15 May 2013 08:13
radioactivewaste (DECC)
radioactive waste safely - siting process managing government call for evidence on the

Thank you for tile mail. I am interested in the process of selecting geological repositories for
nuclear waste disposal sir

Look forNard to Ilearing if you know of some mechanism that could be lIsed so I may offer my
comments to you.

~ didn't ask for a printout.

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

.. ---------------------------------------------------------------------13 May 201315:05
radloactivewaste (OECC)
Waste

If the County Council in the North don't the waste underground in their County, then what else can be
done other than making a law to overcome them, or store it for thousands of years above grouna!

miles from Sizewell Power Stations.
Thi .. email \\a, nxci\cd rrom the I:"TERi\'ET aml .. cdnned b) thc G n\\.~rnmcnt S~cllre Illlr.mct anti -\ irll"
,en icc 'lipplied h) Vodafonc in p.lI"lnership \\ ith S) malllee. (Ccr:-'i Ccrtitic.\te Number 200<)/O<)!O052,j In
l'a .. e of pmblcm ... plc~be call your nrgani,ation ' ~ IT Hdpde,k,
COlllmunication, \ ia the GSi Ill.!) be autolllJticali) logged. mOl1itllled and/or rccorded for Ieg.11 purpl»C ...

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

1U June 2U1;J 22:19
radioactivewaste (DECC)
MANAGING RADIOACTIVE WASTE SAFELY: CALL FOR EVIDENCE OF THE SITING
PROCESS FOR A GEOLOGICAL DISPOSAL FACILITY

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
The Consultation was totally governed by the objective to attain a Nuclear Waste Dump as close as
possible to Cellafield regardless of
irrefutable evidence that the GEOLOGY OF THE LAKE DISTRICT IS UNSAFE.
Ifthis Government is serious about dealing with NUCLEAR WASTE SAFELY, it has to find GEOLOGICALLY
SUITABLE SITES, then ask
Volunteer Communities from these areas, instead of 'PUTIING THE CART BEFORE THE HORSE'.
Cumbria County Council's honest decision to REJECT an Underground Waste Repository MUST be adhered
to.
Yours sincerely

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Vodafone in partnership with Symantec. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In
case of problems, please call your organisation's IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored andlor recorded for legal purposes.
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-----Original Message----From: REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED
Sent: 01 May 2013 11:20
To: Yates Tom (Office for Nuclear Development)
Subject: RE: For Baroness Verma
Dear Tom,
I would like to contribute to both the current "lessons-learned" exercise as
well as any future public consultation please.
At a time when I REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED a CALC meeting was addressed
by the Leader of Copeland Borough Council on the MRWS process; this must have
been one of the very earliest occasions on which she spoke.
Her input provoked a lot of questions and concerns and I carried these issues
and reassurances back to my REDACTED for their next meeting.
Their conclusion though can be characterises by the following:
.
"The timescales of this are so long we'll all be dead by then"
.
"They would never get permission to put it in the National Park"
.
"They are probably just angling to put a facility at Sellafield in
which case OK"
The most telling reassurance from Councillor Woodburn was that, "this is a
staged process and if any community, at any stage, wished to withdraw then the
whole process would stop." Ironically the failure to enshrine the "right to
withdraw" in statute prior to the process starting coupled with the failure to
define what was meant by a "host community" were early signs of strategic
weakness that were to be telling.
However those early attitudes and reassurances led to a level of complacency
that was later to be interpreted as offering support for the process. This may
explain why a substantial and expensive attempt to inform the general public
about the MRWS process largely passed people by. It seems that much of the
literature was consigned to household bins and the public remained largely
unaware.
It was the controversy of the geological discussion that suddenly raised
consciousness; whether or not this was factually accurate, it was suddenly
clear that MRWS process was much more immediate than had been assumed and that
possible locations for an underground repository were close to, in or under
the National Park.
In REDACTED the impact was sudden and unexpected. A meeting called to discuss
the issues was very well attended and, as people heard the logic of the pro
and anti arguments, apathy was replaced by anger. The 'party line'
was to dismiss any discussion about possible sites as "scaremongering; after
all no site had been chosen and therefore any argument not to proceed to Stage
4 was based on speculation". For many it was clear that there were few
possible locations and the National park was one such. The politician's
refusal to express any view on the Lake District Batholith as a possible
location for the repository fatally undermined political credibility.
Other areas of Cumbria were dismissed as being of value because they
represented a potential resource for the Government. The Communities in
Cumbria could not understand why a National park was not seen as a resource

too. The process may well have succeeded if a site in or under the National
Park had been excluded from consideration.
One of the most serious flaws in the MRWS process was in identifying a
"volunteer community" first and then checking the geological suitability
almost as an afterthought. Any revised process should look at geology first
and foremost and then approach affected communities and persuade them to
"volunteer".
The MRWS process in signing up "partners" and to engage them as part of the
consultation was sound. However, the process itself tied them into slavishly
being led by the nose, constrained not to offer any contrary view, towards
what seemed like a predetermined conclusion that West Cumbria would host an
underground repository. Whilst such groups were not allowed to make public
pronouncements on the merits of different possible solutions, many did speak
privately to us, partly to express their frustration and being gagged, as they
saw it, and partly to reassure us that when they were free to do so they would
speak out and campaign strongly against a west Cumbrian solution. In fact
this silencing of the opposition voice merely served to galvanise people to
protest.
The failure of politicians locally was further undermined by the public
pronouncements of the local Labour MP. In Hansard he was quoted as saying, "I
am the MP for Sellafield"; his partisan view of his constituency
responsibilities was reflected again and again in his increasingly frantic
interventions. Those who did not know before soon understood that as a former
Sellafield employee, he was strongly aligned to the nuclear industry and with
the Sellafield Workers Union. The strident and sometimes threatening
behaviour of some of their members added fuel to the local perception that
this was a "Sellafield stitch-up". Our contacts with workers at Sellafield
argued that the Sellafield Workers Union did not represent the views of that
workforce; no ballot had ever been taken of the membership and the union
leaders had no mandate.
Part of the political mantra was about the benefits to be found in increased
employment locally. Arguments were dismissed that the hotel and tourist
trade, which employs many more people than Sellafield ever would, were put at
risk by the negative impact on tourism of such a repository in the Lake
District National Park. Sellafield's MP even dismissed the part of his
constituency around Keswick as "not having a legitimate voice in the debate"
(I guess he wrongly anticipated Boundary changes would leave him immune from
negative reaction to those comments) In fact the whole of Cumbria, indeed the
UK, has an interest in what happened in the National park and it is of greater
concern than transient jobs on the west coast of Cumbria.
The behaviour of the majority of politicians, especially in the way they
condemned the genuine public concerns as the work of extremists and trouble
makers, added to the opposition to the MRWS process and didn't weaken it.
This appeared not to be an impartial fact finding mission, rather a strategy
devised to create a repository in West Cumbria by stealth and both local and
national politicians seemed complicit in that conspiracy. In the vast
majority of cases these protests were not from people with a political or
partisan view of the world, they were ordinary constituents with significant
anxieties about the process as practiced in Cumbria.

By the time the Leader of Copeland Council came to our village to answer
villagers concerns any political trust had evaporated. Her plea, "I love this
area just as much as you; do you think I would damage the Western Lakes?"; the
silence spoke volumes. Politicians locally and nationally did not cover
themselves in glory and it will take a generation or more before people forget
that behaviour.
Lies, damn lies and statistics; the use of a Mori Poll to argue that an
overwhelming majority of West Cumbrians were in favour, was clearly
fundamentally flawed. In the telephone poll people were asked about the
general principal of underground storage and so many raised no objection to
investigation; had they been told, "even if this means putting it under the
National park", their answers would have been different. The assertions about
the Mori poll outcomes were not supported by the poll data and the "spin"
placed on that data was unsound by any mathematical measure. Later the
emphasis was changed to imply that the "popular mandate" came from the ballot
box; unfortunately the issue was never raised as an election issue locally or
nationally and so that argument continues to fall.
It was the disingenuous use of the Mori poll that led to the setting up of
several 38 degrees on-line petitions. In the four weeks from the first
village meeting to the vote by the 3 Councils on the MRWS process our
petition, the most successful, had amassed over 50,000 signatories. Our
ability to use postal codes (otherwise the data was anonymous) allowed us to
demonstrate two things; massive objection nationally to the proposition of
storing nuclear waste under a National park, and the number of Cumbrians
voting against the proposition that dwarfed the small sample used by Mori.
As a consequence less biased local politicians were persuaded that the level
of opposition was very substantial and this was a key issue in the final
debate in Cumbria County Council.
There was consternation locally as it became clear from the Audit commission
report and from the work of Rt Hon. Margaret Hodge MP and the public accounts
committee that management of Sellafield were presiding over a chaotic
facility. The failure to secure the short term safety of legacy and imported
radioactive materials was putting the lives and health of West Cumbrians at
risk. Further the failure to curb costs was seen as throwing good money after
bad.
"What worked well in west Cumbria, what didn't work, and any suggestions that
would improve the site selection process if we revise it in the future?"
The siting of an underground repository is anathema in this National Park as
it would be in any. National parks should be excluded from such storage
solutions.
The starting point was geology; the proposition that you can store nuclear
waste in an unsuitable geological site and allow the "engineering" to mitigate
against later problems is arrant nonsense. Start the search for suitable
geology and then move to identify volunteer communities in those areas deemed
suitable. The cost of the failed MRWS process in West Cumbria cannot be
continually repeated; it is financially unsustainable. By focussing on
geology-first makes the outcome more likely to be positive.
Openness and responding to genuine concern: The MRWS process appears to close
down real debate rather than being clear about the issues. Whether or not

there was any predetermination of the outcome, the unwillingness to debate all
of the issues at every point of the process gave the impression that from a
political and nuclear industry standpoint the outcome was a foregone
conclusion.
The Department were clearly poorly advised about the likelihood of success in
West Cumbria; the closer the consultation got to real people the more
objections were evident. Look for example at the spread of "no to stage 4"
votes taken by Parish Councils; only the heartland of the Sellafield mafia
voted in favour. So Sellafield mafia seems like a strong term?; look at the
extent to which political balance has been lost to the voracious demands of
one industry. Count the number of Councillors (and then add the MP of
course) who are or who have been employed by Sellafield; no wonder the advice
was so biased and so poor. These are constituencies where any balanced
discussion about the future of the nuclear industry is not possible; the
political process is run by Sellafield, for Sellafield. For the Department the
question has to be to ask how an unbiased view of the potential for a site can
be sought.
Before launching any revised MRWS process, first ensure the immediate short
term (100 year) security of existing waste.
Sorry it's long and rambling, but I hope that in some small way it helps.
REDACTED
REDACTEDREDACTED
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Cc:
Subject:
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't!sponse to (.;all for Evidence on Process for MRWS

Dear Sirs,
Please find below my personal response to your Call for Evidence on the Process for MRWS.
I am unable to download your formal response form. Also a~ a result of recently being a victim of internet
fraud, I do not currently have Word. Therefore, I am using e-mail to correspond with you.
Yours faithfully,

E-mail:
As this is a personal response, the other questions on your formal response form do not apply.
RESPONSE:
I.

It is fundamental that the public ha~ trust in the Government and the nuclear industry.
Unfortunately, there is currently very little, in part owing to:
the 'revolving door' that exists in DECC, whereby members of staff from e.g. EDF are
seconded to work in the department, which creates the impression of a cosy

relationship;
- the privileged access that the nuclear industry operators have to Ministers, which creates
the impression of an incestuous relationship;
the impression that neither the Government nor the nuclear industry is really listening.
It is to be hoped that the 'No' vote in Cumbria will be a wake-up call.
2.

The current MRWS process should apply only to legacy wastes, for which a fairly accurate
inventory should exist. As things stand, it is difficult to imagine any community that would be
willing to accept wastes from new build as the amounts involved are completely unknown.
Under the current process, Government should simply not be asking any community to take this on
in ignorance (Government and community) of what is involved.
The storage of new build wastes should be subject to a separate consultation, similar to that carried
out after intensive public and stakeholder engagement by the first Committee on Radioactive Waste
Management, and in which the public can have trust.

3.

We should actually not be proposing to create new nuclear wastes.The proposal to invest in nuclear
new build should be dropped in favour of investment in renewable energies, that will not require to
be decommissioned and which will not have lethal wastes that require storage for centuries to come.
If highly-industrialised Germany can do it, so can the UK with its greater renewable resources.

4.

It might be best to follow the process as recommended by CoRWM I. For example, the Committee
1

suggested that deep geological disposal was the best approach in the state of current knowledge but
only in conjunction with a proper process for interim storage. Long-term storage of wastes will, in
any event, be necessary as no national GDF is in sight and may never be.
I suggest re-visiting the Committee's proposals instead of re-inventing the wheel - and spending
more taxpayers' money.
5.

The priority at present must be the safety and security of the wastes being stored at Sellafield, the
state of which was recently heavily criticised.
The fact has to be faced that the UK is not doing well with storage for its legacy wastes, some of
which will have to remain in completely unsuitable locations, such as Bradwell, for decades to
come, if not indefinitely.

6.

Instead of asking all communities if they would be willing to host the. nation's radioactive wastes, a
screening-out process should first be undertaken and sites that do not have suitable geological
conditions, that are important culturally or are close to large populations, etc. may be omitted. Thb
was a CoRWM recommendation.

7.

The idea of voluntarism must not be abandoned and any communities that do volunteer should have
the opportunity to withdraw at any time prior to the start of construction of a GDF. Volunteer
communities should also receive compensation and benefits commensurate with agreeing to become
a national sacrifice area.

8.
To create a level playing field, voluntarism - and compensation - should be applied to those
communities already hosting ILW (e.g. Bradwell) and spent fuel (e.g. Sizewell).

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Vodafone in partnership with Symantec. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In
case of problems, please call your organisation's IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Response form
Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY

Name

REDACTEDREDACTED

Organisation / Company

REDACTEDREDACTED

Organisation Size (no. of employees)

REDACTEDREDACTED

Organisation Type

REDACTED REDACTED

Job Title

REDACTED REDACTED

Department

REDACTED REDACTED

Address

REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED

Email

REDACTED REDACTED

Telephone

REDACTED REDACTED

Fax

Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes

Would you like your response to be kept

No

confidential? If yes please give a reason

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to
consider the following issues in your response:
•
•
•

What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper
do you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the
MRWS site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with
the MRWS site selection process?

DECC Evidence on radioactive waste disposal
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED

7 June 2013

1) What is the goal ?
The desired aim for radioactive waste disposal in the UK changes through time.
During the last comprehensive publicly available review by CORWM1, the goal
was to identify and develop a secure site for long-term disposal of intermediate
level waste, possibly with additional high-level waste. In the recent past, during
the course of MRWS, the publicly stated goal appears to include spent fuel and
plutonium in this inventory. It remains unclear if military waste will be separately
identified. Secure disposal in the UK appears to be legally defined as an excess
death rate of one in 1 million or less for the affected population during the next 1
million years. There is an unclear position on retrievability of waste - is that
condition satisfied by emplacement during many decades, or should
retrievability be specifically engineered to be feasible at 500, or 10,000, years
into the future ? It is also unclear which waste should be stored, a
precautionary approach implies including ILW, HLW, SF and Plutonium.
However it is possible that (currently un-developed) new technologies may be
able to utlise HLW, SF and Pu. It is at present necessary to take a dual
approach to design fro ILW, and to design for the hotter high activity wastes, but
also to anticipate that some wastes may not enter disposal. The defence within
the UK that SF or Pu “is not waste” is playing with words.

2) Origin of the radwaste
CORWM 1 was quite clear that discussions on waste disposal should include
both legacy waste, and waste anticipated to arise from the operation and
decommissioning of the existing fleet of nuclear reactors and other facilities in
the UK. This definition was adapted under MRWS, to include the potential for
storage of all future waste arising is from a future reactor fleet. That expansion
of inventory created doubt and suspicion amongst many public participants.
CORWM1 had no geoscience input, and very little science input. So the
technical criteria fro candiate site seach, and the path way to that were not fully
planned. By contrast although CORWM 2 contained a lt of science and
technical expertise, that advisory body became very compliant to Government
wishes, only influencing detail, not fundamental policy.
Even within the existing inventory the waste is not constant. During the course
of MRWS a quantity of HLW and Plutonium was switched-in by UK government,
in exchange for repatriation of some non-UK waste. That also created doubt
and suspicion in public observers.
It is not clear what the government attitude is towards high-level waste, spent
fuel, and plutonium. These categories of waste can make the search for, and
engineering of, a disposal site extremely difficult. Yet, these are all potentially
useful sources of radioactive fuel. Global research may continue to develop
reactor types capable of reusing suitably processed and packaged wastes. In
such a case, the GDF may be needed only for ILW. A clear, and durable,
adaptive strategy on this waste inventory would be useful.
3) Transportation, surface storage and timescales
It is frequently stated that about 75% of existing radioactive wastes are held in
West Cumbria. That is often coupled with a statement that disposal is urgent,
and an implicit message that transportation is dangerous. It is not clear how
compelling are any of these arguments. Waste has clearly been transported to
West Cumbria from all over the UK, and the transportation grouping within NDA
proudly assert their unblemished record. If any site lies out with the Sellafield
boundary, it would imply that transportation to full safety standards is required
even if only for a 1 km journey. It is hard to reconcile these observations with
the implication that transportation is impossible. Consequently, either access to
disposal has to be from within Sellafield, or all parts of the UK are available.
Additionally the remaining 25% or more of committed wastes will still need to be
transported.
A GDF is likely to become a national facility, costing between £10 billion and 30
billion. Consequently, such a site designed to last for 1 million years, should be
chosen for long-term reasons, not simply because existing waste happens to be
located at that position, for reasons of location which are founded on

remoteness of Windscale during World War II.
In any situation, it appears inevitable that processing, and packaging, of existing
wastes will take many decades. Many of the surface storage facilities for UK
waste are in a poor state, and some are notoriously abysmal. Much greater
effort is needed towards rapidly providing secure storage capable of 100 to 200
years of design life, and also capable of withstanding malicious or terrorist
activity. Some of these may be underground at shallow burial
Even on the most optimistic timescales, construction of a geological disposal
facility is unlikely to start before 2030, and could be as late as 2070.
Transporting waste to emplace in a GDF will take many decades. The public
expression of these plans and strategies managed by NDA, does not seem to fit
with the expression by DECC of the urgency of MRWS and several political
statements underpinning it. MRWS will take longer than 6 months, or 2 or 3
years.
4) Propositions for disposal
Several industrial nations who use nuclear power have taken multi-decade
timescales to identify candidate sites. The disposal concepts usually involve
multiple layers of containment from engineered and controlled near field, close
to the waist, including carefully chosen attributes of far field containment relying
on deep geological factors. Several nations have decided to construct
underground rock laboratories to make directly relevant in situ testing, and also
have undertaken national campaigns of drilling or subsurface investigation to
obtain contextual data. Neither of national contextual data, or dedicated
underground rock laboratories appear to be a feature of the NDA proposition in
MRWS. It is hard to understand how a unique UK proposition for combined
storage of ILW with spent fuel can be sensibly located without additional
scientific investigation.
5) Concept of near field and far field
Disposal of radioactive waste is a uniquely difficult and publicly contentious
problem. There is no other activity which has to assess multi-billion pound costs
fro a national facility, which lasts for one million years. If a design failure occurs,
it is clear from existing experiences ranging from Chernobyl, to Dounreay shaft,
to Windscale fire, that remediation and cleanup of unwanted movement is
extraordinarily difficult and costly. Consequently all disposal propositions
include an engineered near field close to the waste, surrounded by a carefully
chosen far field suite of geological conditions.
Confidence in engineering claims for robust and high performing designs are
hard to believe. Nothing has been built by humanity to last even part of these
timescales. Also, the record of disasters such as Windscale fire, Three Mile
Island, Chernobyl, Fukishima, shows all-too clearly that risks calculated at 1 in
100,000 or less are much more frequent than anticipated. Recent discovery that
copper waste canisters may be much less durable than anticipated, is a good

example, The discovery was made by independent Swedish academics,
unfunded by radioactive waste industry, showing the public value of
independent scrutiny and parallel practical science work.
It appears that the UK has gradually evolved a proposition that only the near
field is significant to containment, and the performance of the far field is merely
to contain the near field engineering. This is regarded as false, and falsifiable,
by the history of unexpected performance discovered in both near field design,
and in far field conditions in other European countries. Consequently both of
near field and for field are essential requirements, which are needed to meet
the one in 1 million risk stipulation. Therefore excellent far field containment is
needed, which can function to provide full containment, independently of the
near-field.
From this short, but deeply important, argument on public perception, it follows
that only candidate sites which have the prospect of excellent geological
containment are eligible for detailed investigation. This was an essential part of
CORWM 1, but has been gradually degraded in the UK, maybe by the evolution
of internal corporate conversations within NIREX and NDA.

6) Generic problems
Many aspects of radioactive waste disposal are well identified, but remain
essentially unsolved. These include A) the generation of gases from the waste,
and from radiologists of water - and the requirement to leak gas pressures,
whilst also excluding large groundwater fluxes. B) heat arising from waste, ,
especially HLW and SF, causing changes in near field containment properties,
and in far field groundwater circulation. C) chemistry of groundwater requiring
to be both reducing and alkaline, is an uncommon natural condition. Selection
of candidate sites can be specified to have groundwaters which assist with
engineered containment. D) groundwater flow should assist containment by
being predictable, and slow in a direction away from biosphere. E) geological
setting and architecture should be simple, to enable accurate prediction for
construction of a GTF, and especially for minimal change during long-term
performance assessment.
Generic problems in radioactive waste disposal need to be considered and
mitigated, by choosing helpful far field geology. This restricts the search to
regions of the UK known and mapped to be conducive. These have already
been reported by BGS to Nirex and NDA during the 1980’s and subsequently.
Rapid substantial progress in identifying regions can be made rapidly.
Obtaining more detailed analysis, can be quickly undertaken within a few years,
by using more modern data held in the National GeoScience Archive. Resurveying selected areas of the UK is also possible by modern geophysical
surveys, combined with drilling of deep scientific boreholes. Such a campaign,
focused on selected regions could cost £100-400M. During the past 40 years
of offshore exploration, abundant additional data exists, and it is surprising that

the offshore remains excluded for radioactive waste storage, when similar
offshore areas are accepted to be viable for CO2 disposal.
7) Focusing on west Cumbria
Since the 1980s, there has been a persistent focus by UK government on
attempting to create a GDF in West Cumbria. The present MRWS was the
second major public rejection of such a site, essentially for technical reasons.
Continuing to focus on West Cumbria may be politically attractive, but is
scientifically and technically unhelpful for the following reasons 1) The
attractiveness of West Cumbria appears to rely on the perceived captive
workforce and public endorsement. However this MRWS has also clearly
shown that these publics have very little knowledge of radioactive waste
disposal, and consequently are not technically equipped with knowledge to
make decisions. 2) a detailed and extensive adversarial planning enquiry during
the 1990s definitively rejected both a specific site within West Cumbria, and the
entire West Cumbria region. Spasmodic attempts to develop a GDF beneath
West Cumbria persistently waste time and public money. There is no DECC
institutional recognition or DECC memory of these failures. 3) Founding the
development of the GDF on the existing Cumbria workforce brings with it
allegations of a poor safety culture and erratic achievement in delivering and
operating large complex projects to time and to budget. 4) The benefits of
nuclear power have apparently not flowed to west Cumbria, which is one of the
least affluent parts of the UK; any future MRWS benefits package would
usefully ensure that genuine wealth transfers to the host communities and host
region.
MRWS process
It is appreciated that Government tried to design a participative process.
However this was fatally flawed, for reasons which include conflicted
composition of MRWS ownership, inability to examine scientific and technical
factors, rapid timescales and obscured and withheld rights to proceed or to
withdraw.
Residents are temporary in the face of a facility which lasts for up to a million
years. And siting rapidly, for political purposes may be poor Value for Money, if
compliant residents live on a site which could be engineered to be safer with
large expense, contrasted with other sites where residents live above sites
which are technically easier to develop.
The separation between Government DECC, NDA developer, and MRWS as
agents became increasingly difficult to determine. Public engagement has to be
explicitly distant from Government and developers. A new organisation
independent of DECC is required.
Important features for the future may include
i) operators of MRWS should be clearly distinct from UK government and

developers.
ii) re-examining the existing national UK appraisals of plausible regions for deep
disposal of radioactive wastes.
iii) undertaking a tactical and strategic engagement of information with regional
and local governance bodies. This may take several years to raise the level of
understanding about radioactivity, risk, and construction.
iv) a right to withdraw has to be clear and unambiguous
v) the representation of region, or of communities, needs to have much greater
democratic accountability both to the electorate of that community and to the
wider region. The definition of,and representation from, a community needs
careful inclusive identification.
vi) Prior information on science and technology and social factors, as well as
information generated during the MRWS process, needs to be openly available,
unlike in this recent MRWS
vii) In this recent MRWS, the real debate, on geology, was offered to MRWS,
and rejected on several occasions. Consequently the real debate took place in
public, outside of the MRWS process. MRWS needs to be able to tackle
technical and scientific disagreement and make progress, rather than simply
recording a difference of opinion.
vii) Expert advice and review, extending explicitly to the extent of undertaking
replicate research, is required to advise communities separately from the official
MRWS information packs. Such expert investigation can probe both the official
MRWS information, and also probe into the opposing views. It is very likely that
any candidate sites will meet opposition, so that a process enabling agreement
and reconciliation, rather than battle and exhaustion would be much more
helpful.
viii) clear conditions for success are required, rather than the assertions of
potentially suitable performance. Such conditions could include numerically
defined risk targets, defined subsurface flow rates groundwater flow volumes,
suitable geochemical ranges of groundwater, acceptable temperature ranges
and heating rates, surface road access, surface construction impacts and
duration.
ix) candidate sites need to be clearly defined at an early stage, rather than
fuzzy discussion of regions to be investigated.
x) valuable surface areas need to be explicitly excluded e.g. National Park,
SSSI, AONB. The areas included and excluded are important for the clarity of
the boundaries for search.
xi) greatly improved democracy and representation is needed, because sites

will ultimately be developed at local level, not at regional Council level. In the
recent MRWS, the staff serving on the MRWS were very similar to those
making the final decisions, and excluding most other councillors, and all of the
public. There are ramifying conflicts of interest. It is not surprising that MRWS
managed to convince the decision-making Councillors that development should
proceed, as these were the same people. That does not work.
xii) interpretations of information generated during MRWS were very debatable,
in particular the MRWS communication of public opinion polling was frequently
challenged, as being incorrect. MRWS neither acknowledged nor adapted to
these critiques. Credibility was lost.
Replies to Questions: Selection of site for MRWS
1) A new organisation is needed, which is not conflicted by the development
aims of DECC or NDA to provide new nuclear power plant, or military
purposes. A future site search “MRWS” could perhaps be operated by
such an organisation. But, site search is likely to be even more
independent and less conflicted, if “MRWS” is again separate from the
nuclear waste organisation.
2) The duration of site search process may take 5 years, but more probably
30 years, by analogy with peer-group EU nations.
3) If co disposal of ILW with HLW and SF is required, then additional basic
and fundamental research needs to be undertaken, including at sitespecific level. This in itself may take 10-20 years.
4) Generic problems in radioactive waste disposal need to be solved: eg gas
generation, heat, groundwater flow, groundwater chemistry, predictability
into the far future, extreme difficulty of remediation from any leaks.
5) Settings offshore and near-coastal need to be considered. If a site is
secure, leakage into the ocean is not predicted so disposal could be viable
– legal definition needs attention.
6) All of 1 – 6 contribute to a process of building public consent through
many years and decades. But 1-6 of course are insufficient on their own.
7) West Cumbria has been persistently rejected on scientific and technical
criteria. Future searches should look elsewhere, and not return to onshore
Cumbria.
8) Geology comes first, not last. Several criteria must all be satisfied for a
potential GDF. These include excellent far field geology, to enable longterm prediction; the possibility to obtain public agreement of communities
either by the absence of public residents or by progressive long-term
education; technical containment feasibility resilient against low probability
outcomes; legal permission.
9) Multi-year engagement by a new radwaste organisation (currently by
DECC), to advise candidate communities on their (un)suitability for waste
disposal.
10) Identify multiple candidate sites (say, 6 – 8) in outline. Reduce to say, 2-4
by selection of the published and newly acquired information. These may
each be initially investigated by remote sensing geophysics (eg seismic)
modelling and test boreholes. It is likely that extended site-specific testing

by underground laboratories will be required. This may be a 10-30 year
programme.

Attracting communities to engage in MRWS
11) Transportation of radioactive waste by road, rail, or shipping, is safe
and secure, and has been practised for many decades within the UK
without incident. The whole UK has potential to be considered to solve this
whole-UK legacy.
12) Creation of a new and different “disposal agency” independent of
pressure from DECC or NDA to promote nuclear development.
13) Selection of multiple candidate sites is important. Obtaining enough
information to assert “suitability” may take several years, rather than
needing to be completed within months. Construction of a rock laboratory
may be necessary, at the proposed locations, or at analogous UK
locations. Engineered containment on its own, is excellent, but is
insufficient to provide guarantees. Excellent understanding of surrounding
geology and groundwater is needed, amongst a swathe of detail to enable
prediction.
14) An essential action, is to create and fund a significant independent
advisory body, which is capable of replicate research to distinguish
between propositions advanced by developers or objectors. This body
could be funded at 10% of NDA total budget. This would advise and work
for Local Authorities, affected communities of interest or communities of
geography, or affected publics. This empowers community information
and representation – to build trust.
15) Public education on risk, radioactivity, disposal, time.
16) Definition of who communities are, and that there is a right of
withdrawal enshrined in primary law. Conflicts of geography, size,
administrative structure, local representation and local democracy need to
be resolved.
17) Clear definition of what the “benefits” to a community are, and how the
benefits can be shared amongst the local community and the regional
community affected by a GDF
Information to help communities engage with MRWS
18) The waste inventories should be defined as legacy and committed waste,
not including unknown quantities of future waste.
19) Local authority boundaries will not be reconfigured to obtain a favourable
vote.

20 Much longer availability of time within “MRWS”, and technical information
to enable informed debates to examine both the proponents and the
opponents information. There have three attempts in the UK at “rushing” IGS
drilling in the 1970’s / 80’s, Nirex Longlands Farm mid 1990’s, MRWS 2013.
All have failed, and all in one place.
21) Explicit lack of control by DECC or NDA .
22) Full technical information sets of previous technical, academic, and
international work to be available and catalogued – open web access.
23) Very clear numerical criteria parameters for GDF pass or fail, for example:
predictable geology, groundwater, Eh, flow rate, pH, temperature,
retrievability.
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rad,oacltvewaste (DECC)
Comments on Slling Proposat for a Geological Disposal Faclilly

Dear Sir/Nadam
I refer to the consultation on ~lanaging Radioactive Waste Safely. I am an interested
individual and have observed from a distance ~Ihat has been happening regarding encouraging
communities to express an interest in hosting a repository
1 . The current process for communities to express interest in hosting a geological
disposdal facility is not conducive to encouraging a community to express interest. The
process for identifying a locality for disposal of radioactive waste needs to address
emotional matters associated \~ith a community expressing interest.

2. In many areas of England and Wales, mere mention of the posibility of a community
considering vOlunteering to engage with the process is sufficient to arouse very strong
negative emotion amongst a minority of
people. Consideration of this
irrational backlash is likely to be an
important consideration for any community leaders considering expressing an interest ,~ith
a vieIV towards getting benefit for the community in the medium to long term. The current
process does not give any short term benefit to a community "Ihich expresses interest in
hosting a geological repository whilst at the same time it will create difficulties for
the local leaders putting forI-la r d such a proposal .
3. In my view, the process for expressing an interest must be linked IVith short term
benefit for the community involved. This could perhaps be achieved by giving preference to
the are in government spebding plans and prioritising infrastructure enhancments, health
care improvements, schools improvements etc fOl' that locality . In this way, local leaders
can shm. some immediate benefit from the expression of interest . Such an approach could
encourage more communities to express inter est in hosting a geological disposal facility .
4. The process involved in determinining the acceptability of a locality could also be
streamlined and aligned IVith comments above - for example : soon after a community has
expressed interest (and an initial package of support agreed with government) test
drilling could be carried out to check out the geological suitability of the area.
This information could be available at an earlier stage and allow a community to make the
decision to proceed with the process based on actual information gathered.
In view of my ,.ork, and the likelyhood of those IVith a vested interested in creating a
negtive backlash against the search for a repository, I wou l d appreciate if you were not
to publish any of my contact details
Yours sincerely

Brief Submission to DECC MRWS Consultation 2013. REDACTED
I am an associate of REDACTEDREDCATEDREDACTEDREDACTED), and support our submission.
However, the following comments are my own. They do not necessarily form a chain in a single line
of argument.
What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS site-selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the MRWS site selection
process?
Issues Raised by these questions:
1) Geology or Voluntarism first? Both are essential, but geology must come first. What has
happened in Cumbria has exposed the danger of not doing it the right way round. The
eagerness of certain local parties to move ahead to subsurface exploration of sites admitted to
be mediocre is likely to mean that the money is not then available for the investigation of
mainstream sites with much better prospects. This was in effect the Nirex Inspector’s view1,
one reason why he was not persuaded by Nirex’s claim that the application was merely
premature. The Inspector’s Report (Section 3B) makes it clear that one legal requirement is to
demonstrate that alternative sites do not exist with a better balance of benefits versus
detriments. This would not be Value for Money.
2) DECC’s case for geological disposal in the UK still rests on the statement that there is at least
30% of the UK land mass which would be suitable for a repository2. I have researched this
statement, and I conclude that it is traceable back to a 1986 paper by Chapman et al (for an
ILW repository)3 , and that it is this same paper, with its five model regional hydrogeological
environments, which is the source for Nirex’ “The Way Forward” document (1987), which
generated the long list of 537 sites drawn up in secret, and which, incredibly, resulted in
Sellafield being chosen as the best site in Britain. Both these documents contained maps
indicating the suitable areas, but these are no longer available from Government sources4.
3) It is the map which gives credibility to the statement that n% of the UK is suitable. Without a
map, none of this theoretical knowledge can be put to use by either Government or
communities. The Government doesn’t supply a map to help communities know whether this
invitation to participate affects them, so naturally communities do not respond, and then we
have a self-fulfilling prophesy, one which very nearly happened.
1

His words were “the indications are overwhelmingly that the site is not suitable” Nirex Inquiry Inspector’s
Report, #8.53
2
DECC Arrangements for the management and disposal of waste from new nuclear power stations. A
summary of evidence, Nov.2009, para 124, refs 120 -125.
3
Geological Environments for Deep Disposal of Intemediate.Level Waste Chapman, McEwen and Beale, in
Siting, Design and Construction of Underground Repositories of Radioactive Waste, IAEA 1986
The key reference which makes the link is Nirex Viability Report,pp.51-52, Ref.43, (which is the Chapman 86
paper, in which Figure 9 shows the origin of the Nirex “Way Forward” map)
4
However the sites, searchable by county, are available on the NDA website.

4) (Using the map) Studying this list of sites (searchable by county on the NDA website), is
therefore still instructive. A very large proportion are disused airfields still owned by the MoD.
What therefore is the procedure where a local community would express an interest in its local
disused airfield being taken for a repository site?
5) Since then I get the impression that the Government no longer supports the Chapman ‘86/
Nirex Way Forward Method? If that is the case, it is disturbing. It means that a theory about
the validity of geological disposal upheld by Government turned out to have a credibility life of
little more than 10 years, which is not very promising for a technology which must continue to
inspire confidence for 10,000 years and more. I see the EA and ONR are suggesting a reassessment of the Nirex MADA 5exercise which concluded the Nirex site search process6, that
sounds like a good idea. I conclude by pointing out that many geologists would still agree with
that method , which starts by assessing the regional hydrogeology and then moves inwards to
search for possible sites. Does the Government not believe that this is a good strategy?
6) REDACTED has called for more work on the ethics of disposal. Here are some of the issues:
Equity Issues (ethics). Equity (Fairness) is often divided into two categories,
equity over space or distance,
Other terms are often used eg intra-generational equity,

equity over time
inter-generational equity
trans-generational equity

Equity over distance
With regard to legacy waste, and in particular ILW, I would like to suggest that, if it is true
that there is a large amount >30% of suitable land available in the UK, that this waste is divided up
and put into a set of underground silos7 rather than into one lumpen-repository. It is fairer to share
the burden among several communities, if this is possible. The other intragenerational aspect of
concern is the exposure to workers, and the environmental degradation, caused by the mining and
milling of uranium, which takes place outside the UK, whose negative consequences are not counted
in the justification exercise.
Equity over time
With regard to new-build waste, I think that it is unethical to build new nuclear power
stations at present. The reason is that the people who will be called upon to put the spent fuel in the
containers (ie in the encapsulation plants for which no design has yet been offered) will not have
been born when the decision is taken to build the plant, and thereby to produce the spent fuel.
5

Multi attribute decision analysis. Evidence on this technique was presented at the Nirex Inquiry by Nirex
(Prof L. Phillips), and by Greenpeace (Dr. Andrew Stirling)

6

ONR and EA: Regulatory scrutiny of RWMD's work relating to geological disposal of radioactive waste: Summary
of work (April 2010 to March 2012) page 10
7

I don’t actually know what these are. EA mentions them in Review of Nirex Viability Report, Version 3.1
NWAT/Nirex/05/003 November 2005, p.7 “Choice of Disposal Concept.”

Currently the spent fuel produced by the two PWR reactors on offer (EPR and AP1000) require 90
years of cooling prior to encapsulation if run at full capacity. That is beyond most people’s lifetimes.
This fact is not compatible with the IAEA’s Fundamental Safety Principles8, particularly
Princ.s 4 and 7. Principle 7 enjoins us to protect present and future people and the environment
from the risks of ionizing radiation.
Protecting people in the future cannot mean the same as “leaving people in the future with
the task of clearing up radioactivity which they had no hand in producing”.
Principle 4 says that all activities and facilities must be justified by their overall benefit. The
overall benefit would be the value of the electricity produced. The detriment is the danger to health
from radiation. But with nuclear new build this trade-off is asymmetric over time. The benefits fall to
the generation which builds them, the detriment to following generations. The fact that money has
been set aside to meet this work is not a sufficient answer, the question is one of freedom and
liberty to decline to do the work, the same freedom we attribute to ourselves. It is arguably a human
rights issue if we are relying on people three generations hence to make safe the spent fuel we have
left behind. If every one refused to do this work it wouldn’t get done – so somewhere along the line
some people are being forced to do the work – and forced labour is prohibited by Article 4 of the
Human Rights Act.
When interpreting the FSP, certain internal instructions must be taken into account,
particularly the instructions to treat the principles as a set (ie “applicable in its entirety”) and to
apply every relevant principle when appropriate (para 2.3) It follows from this instruction that the
protection of future people (called for by Princ.7) must be considered prior to making the big
“overall balance judgment” called for by Principle 4.
The UK does not abide by this order of procedure. The justification of the stations (under
The Justification Regulations, 2004} was agreed in Parliament well before waste arrangements were
approved by the regulators in the GDA Process, an approval which has proved to be premature in
the light of events in Cumbria.

REDACTED, 11 June, 2013
REDACTEDREDCATEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED
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Upon which the UK’s own Safety Assessment Principles are ‘benchmarked”

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lJ May ~U1~ 15:42
radloactlvewaste (DECC)
Response to MRWS Call for Evidence

Good afternoon.
I consider that the case for geological dlsposa should be revIsited.
these are my personal views:
I.

Geological disposal IS Inappropriale (despile 'the Government remaining firmly commlted) because of the
high anticipated cost, and now the lack of volunteer communities
The current process of storage on the surface should be continued. uSing the security of active nuclear power
station sites to prOVide the security against terrorist or other malicious action. Active sttes are important
because security villi be conslstenlly beller where there IS daily traffic associated With an adve site. rather
than a decommissioned site

3. The level of surface security could be enhanced by making it more difficult and more time consuming to steal,
damage or open the eXisting containers to cause radioactive dispersal and contamination. This could
conceptually be as simple as covering eXisting canisters With, say, 10m of earth to slow any such allempt
sufficiently to allow stronger security forces to arrive. Naturally the insulating properties of earth and the need
for heat dissipation would have to be addressed
~.

In time we may expect much more economic disposal methods to be available. If not Ihen geological
disposal could be implemented at that stage. If a period of 50 years IS adopted before re-evalualion of
surface storage, there 1'1111 stili be another 10 years before the anticipated 60 active year life of tile new bUild
stations 1'1111 expire. AllOWing for planning and construction lime and life extensions extends the 10 years
considerably.

5.

Some transport of conta ners betweer eXisting nuclear power stalion sites will be needed to ensure
containers are In active nuclear power stalion sites The amount of transport will depend on hoVi effeclive the
Government is in ensuring new burd happens.

The 'volunteer community' approach has reached an Impasse. A poSillve policy. such as that oullined above.
provides a suitable way forward to support new bUild.
regards

Til;, ~-IlI.1I1 h." be~n .,canned 1.11 .ill \ irll'~' b~ St.11" '1he
'~I \ ;c:~ i, Pll\\ ~I cd b~ \ k".lg~ Lib, FLlr 1l111l C I nl (l1111.1tilln Oil .1 PJ"t'.lCli \ ('
.lnt;-I Ill" 'CI \ icc II orking .l1'lll1lld the cinch. .trolilld Ihe gf"h~. 1 hit:

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

15 May 2013 09:26
radioactivewaste (DECC)
West Cumbria

I rcall~ hope )llli will .111 listcn to the resounding "NO" from Cumbria Count~ CUl1I1l"il and not ,tdrt
bull) ing and brihing tOIl')' and make Ihcm changc Ihcir mind .... no-on.: II ,Int- Ihi, \\ aqe an) \\ hcrc nCdr Ihcm
bUI if il ha' 10 be blll icdlhcn Ilhink nearer London \\'Ould bc good - e1o'.:r 1(\ Ih",c 1lI,i1.. ing thc lkci,illn In
a) producc Ihi' \\ d,le and hi \\·ant 10 bury il. .. il will nc\cr bc a GbC or "OUI of 'ighl Olll <1f mind '· \\ ilh Ihi,
malerial ..... umil-rgwl1nd I, NOT Ihc an,\\'cJ'. .. il necd, III be kepI whcrc il can bc llIonilllred e1o,c1~ .

best wlslles,

'1 hi, cmail lid' recci\l'd f'"1l1 the 1;\ ITR"ET and ,canncd hy Ihe Gll\Crllnk'11l Securc Inlr,1I1CI anli-\ iru,
,cn icc .,upplied b) \'nd,ilonc in P.Jilller,hip wilh SYllIanlcc. '.C.TT:\'I Certificalc NUl11b~r 2009l0l)f0052.1 In

C,I'': "f pnlblclll'. ple.J'c call )llUI organi"III11n', IT Helpdc,".
lOllllllunil"lli()n, \ 1,'lhc GSI 1ll.J~ bc "ulllnJ.llil'ally loggcd. llIonilored and/Ilr recorlkd

I,ll

legal purp(l,e,.

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

15 May 20131 6:55
radloactivewaste (OECC)
Underground repository

Hi,
I am from west cumbria, and understand the problems you face.
r·ly suggestions are:
1/. Initially do a desk top su r vey of uk to identify most suitable areas from the
geology.
2/. Keep al-Jay from. All national parks, and ssi' s 3/. ,.hen you identify regions you,d like
to do test bores - get the approval of the local community first. Referendum is best way.
This does not mean the approval of the local councilor county council, because different
villages etc, can easily have differing viel'ls, as you found in west cumbria.
4/. If a local community says NO, respect their decision, and keep away
5/. If a local community says go ahead, do so.
6/. As well as offering community benefits, also explain in full detail, the down sides,
such as the volume of waste.
7/ . Do not do a telephone poll !! In cumbria I-Ie thought it l'las A fiX!!
8/. The panel running the sho,1 locally, needs to be more detached from the decision . They
need to be impartial, which was not the case in I-Jest cumbria.
It was run by labour cronies,with a vested interest, siphoning off the expenses. The
local. Labour ~lP also upset a lot of people. If you objected, you were a scaremonger,
threatening the local economy!!
Regards,

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

16 May 201313'03
radloactlvewaste (DECC)
Inlo
MRWS West Cumbria

Thank you for the chance to respond. My observations are:
Geological Storage.
If this is the route to be taken then stable, safe geology comes first.
Any Cumbrian old enough to remember Nirex will tell you of the shocking waste of public money that was
incurred.
Even we could work out that the pressure of nearby mountains would make underground water rise.
Storage in stable geology, perhaps in East Anglia or the chalk beds under the English Channel (proven
tunnel technology) are good contenders.
At the conclusion of the Nirex debacle we believed that enough had been said to forever discount
underground storage here.
Lessons should have been learned.
Volunteering.
A deeply flawed and worrying concept. It is wrong to volunteer others!!
We were forced to conclude that the only folk who will volunteer are those who stand to gain the most
personally.
The Community Bribe.
Another worrying concept. We appeared to be offered a Science Park. Wow! If a bribe has to be offered it
desperately weakens the logic
of the proposal. Had some thought been given to what might be needed, a list could have offered:
New hospitals (with cancer special isms) and local cottage hospitals so that the Cumbrian people could
have medical treatment within half an hour
travelling time. Do you have a choice of local hospitals with public transport? End of argument.
Upgraded train services, reinstate the PenrithjWorkington rail line. and free County bus services. That
would even save the cost of chauffeurs taking important visitors to Sellafield from Penrith.
A County wide low rate if income tax coupled with monthly cash support to help reduce the impact of loss
of tourism and consequent blight.
The last thing that is needed is an advertising campaign putting money into the' West End of London.
Employment Benefits.
Much was made of the contribution Sellafield makes to the West Coast economy. There is a strong local
impression that however many millions have been involved, their
economy is not in a buoyant state and even child poverty is quite shocking, for example, in Whitehaven.
After the construction (non local workforce) we were told that

the added workforce would be about the same as a supermarket.
Sella field as a World Leader.
It is difficult to believe that the current management has any hope of managing a safe underground facility
when your Audit Commission tell us that they cannot
even store waste in a suitable state above ground. Despite all the money. It was was very worrying to learn
that the heating waste and gases could be put underground and might be made irretrievable.
We never found out how pumps could be guaranteed to work for thousands of years.
Lastly. Mr. Martin of Cumbria County Council earned the gratitude and deep respect of so many
Cumbrians with his words opposing the process. I am still very worried that we may still be steamrollered
into a tragic mistake to the detriment of future generations. I would urge Baroness Verma to renew the
search for a safe location but to put stable geology first.

Thi, email \\asrcc.ci\cdi.rllmlhcE\TER\.ET;lIld.c.IIlIlCdh)lhcCilllclnlllcnISecurclnlr.lIlcl anli-\irll'
;,cn ice 'lIpplied by Vndal'one in partner,hip \\ illt S) m.tnlec. ICC 1',\1 Cerlillcalc i\'lImhcr 200lJ/()910052.) In
ca,e
pmblellh. plca;,e c.tll )ollr nrgani,alion', IT Ildpde,'.
Cnllllllllllicalinns \ ia Ihe GSi 111,1) be allllllll'IIIC,III~ l(lgged. ml\llilnrcd and/or rccmtlcd I'or kg,11 purPlhC'.
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Response form
Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY

Name

REDACTED

Organisation / Company
Organisation Size (no. of employees)
Organisation Type
Job Title
Department
Address

REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED

Email

REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED

Telephone

REDACTED REDACTED

Fax

Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes

Would you like your response to be kept
confidential? If yes please give a reason

No

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

The MRWS process is back to front and therefore not credible. The first step
must be to establish whether the geology is suitable before wasting money
on the voluntarism process. The geology in Cumbria is probably one of the
most unsuitable in the country in the opinion of many leading geologists,
whereas other parts of the country are very similar to other international
sites. The other countries mentioned did the geological work first before
asking for volunteers.
The result in Cumbria came about because the local population lost trust in
what was seen as a flawed process. Although the two Borough Councils
voted yes, that process was also flawed as it was only the “cabinets” that
voted – both labour dominated – and not the whole council. The more
representative vote was from the Cumbria Association of Local Councils
where an overwhelming majority rejected the proposals. The perceived
undemocratic process was exacerbated as the definition of who could object
at later stages was very unclear but seemed to be a very small area, and
there were no guarantees that the process could be stopped with a no vote.
Any community will only be attracted if the pertinent facts regarding
feasibility (especially geology), security, methods of operation, and the
opportunity for the voice of the people to be heard and acted on
democratically are clearly detailed, and are presented upfront before asking
for volunteers.
It is highly unlikely that any community would welcome such a facility.
Copeland and Allerdale are naturally biased in favour given the reliance on
Sellafield for employment. However, a nuclear repository will not provide a
significant number of jobs, and there will be a huge requirement for the
current skilled workforce for the foreseeable future just to manage the
current waste situation.

The fact that no other council has volunteered should make it apparent that
it is necessary to a) find a site that unquestionably has the right geology, b)
determine exactly how the site will be constructed, c) agree exactly how it
will be operated in the future – in the Cumbria example it is still not known
whether the waste would be buried and sealed, or whether access to the
waste would remain, and d) have a clearly defined democratic process that
is inclusive of all affected people, with guaranteed rights of withdrawal at all
stages.
In summary, the MRWS process in Cumbria was always doomed to fail as
rational people who took the time to understand what was going on all came
to the same conclusion – the cart was very definitely in front of the horse,
and therefore without the necessary facts the process was fatuous.
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

The process of looking for a suitable place for a Geological Disposal Facility
(GDF) in West Cumbria was flawed from the beginning. West Cumbria had
already been through a similar process in the 1990’s with the Nirex
investigations. The sites had been studied and monitored in great detail and
were found to be completely unsuitable due to the nature of the geology.
Safe geology is vital to managing this country’s radioactive waste so the
geology should be proven to be safe before any decisions are made.
I strongly believe that the voluntarism process should be strongly reviewed
as the people of the county had very little say in the matter. The views
shown by the members of Copeland and Allerdale Borough Councils did not
represent those of the wider communities.

published which outlined the framework for implementing geological disposal. The MRWS White
Paper set out Government's preferred approach to site selection on the principles of voluntarism
and partnership.
Three local authorities formally expressed an . terest in the MRWS programme: Copeland and
Allerdale Borough Councils, and Cumbria Count
ouncil. In January 2013, the three local
authorities voted on whether~ooceed to stage 4 0
e process. The two boroughs voted in
favour~butthe county voted
Ins!. The Government Ii in 2011 given a specific undertaking
that the exiSti site selection : ! s would only continue west Cumbria if there was
y level. The county's dec' ion therefore ended the existing
agreement at bo borough and c
Shepway Dis iWl.J:ouncii in Kent had also ken soundings from local
site selection proce
residents, but subseque I decided agai~ making a formal expres . n of interest in the current
MRWS process.
~

-S

The Government remains firmly mmitted to ge6logical disposal as the rig
olicy for the longterm safe and secure management higher-activity radioactive waste, and co tinues to hold the
view that the best means of selecting a ite for a geological disposal facility (GO is an approach
based on voluntarism and partnership.
In line with Secretary of State Edward Davey's ritten Ministerial statement of 31 Janu
Government has been considering what lessons
n be learned from the experiences of e
MRWS programme in west Cumbria and elsewhere. e are now inviting views on the siteselection aspects of the ongoing MRWS programme in is call for evidence, particularly fro
those who have been engaged in (or have been intereste observers of) the MRWS process to
date. The responses to this call for evidence will inform a consultation that will follow later in the
year.

My response
FROM

1. Firstly, I whole-heartedly endorse the cross party decision taken by Cumbria County Council
and the reasoning for it given by the then Leader (Eddie Martin - Con) and
Deputy Leader
(Stewart Young - Lab).
2. Secondly, it is absolutely imperative that it is acknowledged by all concerned that our
radioactive waste is a NATIONAL issue and that safety, and not convenience of any sort, has to
be paramount.
3. Thirdly, if it is perceived that a GDF is the best solution and to be the National Interest, and if
it is to be assumed that it has to be safe (ie in one of the best geological locations), then surely it
is in the interests of all that a truly objective and independent assessment of the national geology
is undertaken without delay. This could be undertaken cheaply and quickly.
That said, it should be noted that such a course of action was begun in the 80s by the British
Geological Survey and Nirex see for instance

2

http://www.davidsmythe.org/nuclear/chapman%20etal%201986%20geol%20environments%20de
ep%20disposal%20ILW%20UK.pdf
Of course, this identified that significant areas of the country (mainly in Eastern England) were
potentially suitable for a GDF due to simple and stable geology, low hydraulic gradients and
permeabilities
4. Without such a prior objective and independent assessment evidencing that geology in x, y, z
areas is potentially suitable/safe then it is patently obvious that no areas in the UK will ever, ever,
ever volunteer for a GDF.
And that is irrespective as to what community benefits are offered.
Indeed, even with such an assessment, the chances of any geologically suitable area, in our
densely populated and affluent country, actually volunteering are probably remote. However, if
any area is to volunteer then the whole process must be beyond any kind of reproach or query
and be completely and utterly transparent - namely in short entirely unlike MRWS to date.
Simply, voluntarism will only work if the area volunteering is first known to be potentially geological
suitable/safe.
5. This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now said
no; notwithstanding that the area has effectively been "groomed" for a GDF for a generation and
that most of the UK's waste is already here.
6. To proceed further with this process, it is imperative, and in the National Interest, that lessons are
learned from both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS process in West Cumbria. Fundamentally
this means that geological suitability, and not any other factors, must underpin the future strategy
including any ultimately "voluntarism".
7. Specifically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years with regard
to West Cumbria and a GDF has been irrational, flawed and contrary to the National Interest and our
democratic values. Specifically, through concentrating GDF efforts on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex
and MRWS) the UK is no nearer finding a solution to radioactive waste than it was 30 thirty years ago.
Valuable time has been and continues to be lost as a consequence of insisting on forcing "a square peg in a
round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition posing a threat to humans
and the environment - see recent National Audit Office report.
8. It is important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first of all siting
the UK's nuclear industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria location, then allowing the
UK's radioactive waste to either be created at or relocated to Sellafield over the last 60 years (all
without any form of consultation or democratic mandate); whilst all the time the local economy
grew to be increasingly dependent upon the nuclear industry. Thereby making it (geology and
other issues aside) an economic and political candidate for a GDF.
The upshot of the "grooming" is that the nuclear industry has had, and has, an unprecedented
degree of control over not just the West Cumbrian economy, but also local politics and policy. All
of which is entirely inconsistent with a modern, democratic country and any true/sensible
voluntarism.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" pOSition led to first of all Nirex [irrationally on
geological grounds] chOOSing a West Cumbria location as the centre for its search for a GDF
(notwithstanding there was Significant and incontrovertible evidence that there were better geological
sites elsewhere) and more recently, in my opinion, led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expressing
an interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the 2008 White Paper being publishednotwithstanding the previous failure of Nirex in West Cumbria and their then objection to it ....
3

9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely undemocratic attempt to
unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably on all levels - not least of all in its attempts to
explain issues to the general public in an objective and independent way. Ultimately there was widespread
mistrust about the whole process and consultation. Indeed the consultation failures of MRWS were
acknowledged by the NDA publically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process extremely badly. There is
widespread mistrust of not just the NDA but also DECC - the concerns being centered upon their apparent
desire to site a repository in West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of government should at all times be
objective and act in the National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be replaced with a
new statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (if any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the country's nuclear new
build strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was inextricably related to local
nuclear new build and/or further nuclear investment in West Cumbria ie the latter would only happen if
the GDF happened ... This misconception does not seem to exist in Somerset or North Wales or Suffolk! It
was very wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 75% of the area under consideration being
in the Lake District National Park.
The legal protection afforded to National Parks means that, in essence, no GDF could proceed in, under or
close to a NP without, at the very least, first exhausting ALL suitable sites elsewhere in the Country. This
effectively rendered, and renders, any "voluntarism" of a National Park pointless. Note - no doubt for
similar reasons - even the flawed Nirex process had excluded all environmentally sensitive sites (including
National Parks) at an early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness. Practically, from a legal
perspective such sites were never, ever going to be deliverable (even if geologically suitable) and the
process would have wasted more time and money before ultimately failing - although in the meantime
the process could, and probably would, have blighted the local non nuclear economy which includes a
£2bn tourism industry employing over 50,000 people.
There would also have been enormous practical problems in the National Park given that 25% is owned by
the National Trust and is inalienable -let alone the national and international outcry which would occur if
an Lake District NP GDF ever proceeded.
12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of Conservations (SACs), sites of
Special Scientific Interest and an Area of Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All of
these were ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would effectively render any GDF
impossible without first exhausting sites elsewhere in the country - again rendering voluntarism of a SAC
etc practically pointless.
13. The issues in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning that if the process had
continued to Stage 4 in Cumbria, then it could have gone any further without effectively an exhaustion of
ALL other sites in the country ie end of voluntarism.
14. If it is not self evident, I re-iterate that to consider any environmentally sensitive sites within the
MRWS process is ridiculous, delusionary and negligent. Such sites are simply not legally and practically
deliverable -let alone objections on other grounds. So environmentally sensitive areas (including National
Parks, AONBs and SACs) should be excluded going forward as should areas of public water supply. If this
had happened in West Cumbria then the only area "left" would have been immediate to Sellafield - which
of course was founding wanting in Nirex ...
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15. In my opinion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to procuring better and
safer interim storage of nuclear waste at Sellafield . The present state of affairs is simply not acceptable.
16. Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should be instigated which
could potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF.
Please let me know if you require any more information at this stage. Please add me to any lists or
databases for any further consultation and/or input.
Yours

Thi, email \\<I.n:cci ..:dfrollltheINTERNETund.cannedbytheGo \eI.llIllCIll Securc Intranet anti- \ iru,

sen icc ,upplicd b) V(ld,lIone in partncr,hip \\ ith S) Illantce. (CCT;"·I Ccrlilic,ltc 1':umher 2009109/0052.) In
ca,.: or problcm,. plca,c call )ollr org.rni., mi(ln·, IT Ilclpclc,l".
Cumlllunicati(ln, \ ia the GSi ilia) be autlJlIlaticall) l(lgged, Illo nilmed ancl/or recorded f(lr legal purpn,c.' .
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From:
19 May 20131639
rad 'oactivewaste (DECC)
MRWS Consultation

Sent:

To:
Subject:

"1(0 II hUlIllhl' 111.11 l:()I1Celn

CiOlernll1~nl

polky fclr the lon~-lcrl11l11al1"gell1cl1l ollhe L K', highel-acli\,iIY radin,lclil~ 1I'~"le i,
geolngical disp("al. In 200~ Ihe \I,maging RadioaClilc \\'~"Ie Sard) (\lRWS) While P.lper II,,, publi,hed
II hich oUllined Ihe fral11ellOr~ for il11plelllellling geolngic,r1 dispo,al. The :\'IRWS \Yhile l'.Ipel ,CI<lUI
GlllerlllllCnl', prderred appr(l,lch Ic) ,ite Sdcc'linn un Ihe principle, 01 loIUllIari,," alld p.lrtl1er,hlp,
Threc' "'C,lI ,llllhlirilie,; r,'nn,llly c'\prc"ed ,Ill inlcrc,llllik \IR\\S progral1l1l1c': C(lpdand ,lIld .\lIeld,lIc
l30rnugh C"UIKil" and ('ulllhria ('(llInl) Council. In .Ianu.lr) 2013, lhe lilree loc'al aUlhl)lili~, Illied (In
II helher 1(1 pruc~cd 1(1 slage -l (If Ihe pmces>, Th~ 1110 hlll(Juglh 1()I~d In fal'llUI'. bUI Ihe CIlUIlI) I !lIed
again,1. The Ci(lwrIll11cnt had in lOll gl\'cn a sp~cil'ic undcrta~lng Ih,1I Ihe existing ,ill' ,~kclion pllll~"
II nuld L)nl) l'l1ntinue in II'e,1 CUlllbl '" if Ihere II a, agreelll..:nl al bOlh bOl'l1ugh and COUnl) kId, Ille
l'(lUnl)', decision Iherefore ~nd~d Ih~ e\iSling ,ill' ,d~cllon pl'<lce", Sh~p\\'ay Oislrkl Council in Kenl h.lci
aJ,l) I.!~en ,oulllling" I'rom l(lc,t\ re,iden", hUI sulhequellll) ,lecidcd ,'g,lIn,1 Illaking a fOIIll,t\ C\Jllc"illn III
inl~re'l in Ihe CUlTenl "IR\\'S procc"',
The GOI ernlllCIlI rL'l11ain, fill11l) conlillill~d In ge(l\cl,"IC,t\ di'plh,t\ a, 11ll' righl polk) 1'01' Ihe long -lcllll "Ire
and 'eLlII'C 111,IIl,lgc'l1enl or higllCr-aclil il)' radi"aclil C II .I'lL', and l'lmlinu~' 10 hold Ihe I i~11 Ih,lIlhe be, I
l11e,IIlS or ,;decli ng a ,il': tor a g.:o" Igil'al el i'po"l1 r.lCIIII) I G OF) i, an .Il'pn ldCh h~"ed on I olunlari 'Ill and
p,lrlm:I,llIJl_
01- SUIC lodll,'rd I)al e) " II I ill':ll \linlslcrial '1,'leIH~11I of -' I hnuar) 201 y,
G(lI'~llll11enl ha, b~ell Cllihlcicrillg II h,'1 Ie""'ll, c,ln b~ \c,IIIl.:d fl'llill the c\pCri.:ncL·' of Ihe \IR\\'S
pnl':;ldllllllc in \\~ ... l Cumhlld lind d ... ('\\'h~l\~. \\\: arc nll\\ il1\'illng \iC\\.,l)11 the . . ill.!-:-.ck~tiol1 a"pl..~l..·h nflilc
llngning \-IRWS I'rogr,II\)I11C in Ihi, c,lIllor ~I idence, p,micularl) rl'llll1llHhc II Ito hale hC~1l ellg"gcd ill (llr
Ihll'l' becil illlcrc,II:11 ob,eners (lllllr~ \IR\\'S pl'llce" II' d,lIe, The rC'p()lb':' !(lIlli, c,dl ror CI id':llc~ II ill
1111(11111 a C()IlSUllaliolllh,,1 will 1',,1"1\( 1,,1':1 Illlh~ )edl.
In line Il'illt

I Ro\l

S~crCI,lr)

I. Firstly, I whole-hearledly cndorse the cros, parly decision taken by Cumbria County Council and thc
Deputy Lcader (Stcwart Young reasoning ror it given by the thcn Leader (Eddie Martin - Con) and
Lab).
1. Secondly, it is absolutely imperative that it is ac~no\\'ledged b) all concerned that Ollr radio,lctive wa'ite
i, a NATIONAL is'iuC and that ;,alety, and not convenience or an) ,ort, has to be paramount.
3. Tllirdly, if it is perceived that a GDF i, the best ;,olutton and to be the National Intere;,t, and if it i;, to be
a"umed that it has to he ,afe lic in onc 01 the best gcological location,), then surely it is in the imercst, or
all that a trul) ohjective and independent ",sessmcnt or the national gcology is underlaken without delay,
Thi;, could be undcrlaken cheaply and quid"y.
That 'iaid, it ,hould bc noted that such a course or action was begun in thc 80s by the British Geological
Sur\cy and Nire,\ sec for instance
hUp:/'" ww .davidsmvtlle.org!nuclcatkhapman%"'Oetal 'jf,20 I986"j,10!!eol %::!Oen \ ironments%10dcep'7n::!Odi,
po,.I1%101LW%10UK.pdf
or course, thi;, identilied that signirJ<:ant areas of the countr) (mainly in Eastern England) were potentially
,uitable 1'01' a GDF due to simple and stable geology, low hydraulic gradients ,lIld penncabilities
4. Without ,uch a prior objective .md independent assessment evidcncing that geology in \, y, Z area;, is
potenti,tlly suit,tble/sale thell it is patently obvious that no areas in the UK will ever. ever. e\'er volunteer 1'01'
aGDF.
And tlmt is itTe'pecti\e as to what cOlllmunity bencrits arc offered.
Indeed, even with such an asseS'iment, the chances of any geologically sllitable area, in our densely
populated and ariluent country, actu.llly \olunteering .Ire probably remote. Howe\'er, ifany area is to
volunteer then the \\ hole process must be beyond any kind of reproach or qucry and be completely and
utterly transparent - namel) in short entirely unlike MRWS to date,
Simply, voluntarislIl will only WOl'!.. il'the area volunteering is lir'il !..no\\n to he potentially geologic'll
suitahle/sale.

S. Thi, is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now said no:
notwith'tanciing that thc area ha, el'ICctivcly been "groomed" for a GDF for a generation and that mo,t or
the UK''i waste is already here.
6. To proceed rurther With this procc,s, it i~ imperati\ c. and in the National Interest. that lessons arc
le,mled from both the Nircx dehacle and also the recent MRWS proce<,'i in West Cumbria. Fundament.llly
thi, means that geological ,uitability, and not any other factor,. must underpin the ruture strategy including
any ultimately ''\ oluntarism·'.
7. Spedlicall) thcre need, to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years with rcgard
to We,t Cumbria and a GDF ha, been in ational , llawed and contrary to the National Interest .lIld our
democratic value,. Specifically. through concentrating GDF elTort, on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex
and MRWS) the UK i, no nearer finding a 'iolution to r,ldio,lctive waste than it was 30 thirty years ago.
Y.llu.lhle time 11.1, been and continues to hc lost a' a conscquence of in'ii,ting on forcing "a squarc peg in a
round holc".
Meantime the \Va'te continues to he stored in a rar from 'iatisI'.tctory condition posing a threat to hum.IIl' and
the el1\ ironment - see recent National Audit Ol'lice report.
!!.

It i, important to undcr,tand that this grooming proce" elTccti\ely began by first or all siting the UK' _
,

nuclcar industry in a malleable and remotc West Cumhri.t location. then allowing the UK's radioactivc
\\a,tc to either hc created at or relocated to Sellalield over the last 60 years (all without any rorl1l of
con,ultation or dcmocratic mandate): \\ hilst allthc time the local cconomy grew to be increasingly
dependent upon the nuclear indu,try.Therchy making it (geology and othcr issues aside) an economic and
political candid.lte for a GDF.
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The upshot or the "grooming" is that the nudear indw.try h.l' had. and lIas, an unprecedented degree or
control over not just the West Cumbri,1Il economy. but also local politics and policy. All or which is entirely
inconsistent with a Illodern , democratic coulllry and any 11 ue/sensible voluntarism.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" position led to IIrst of all Nirex [irrationally on
geological grounds) choosing a West Cumbria location as the ceillre 1'01' ih search l'or a GDF
(notwithstanding there was signiric:ant and inc:ontrovenible evidence that there were beller geological site,
elsewhere) and more recently, in my opinion, led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expre,sing an
interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the :2008 White Paper being publishednotwithstanding the previous railure or Nirex in West Cumbria and their then objection to it.. ..
9. The rec:elll MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely undellloeratic allemptto
unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. II railed miserably on all levels - not least or all in its allempts to
explain issues to the general public in an objective and independent way. Ultimately there was widespread
mistrust about the whole process and consultation. Indeed the consultation failures or MRWS were
acknowledged by the NDA publically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out or thc whole. process extremely hadly. There is
widespread mistrust or not just the NDA but also DECC - the concerns being centered upon their apparent
desire to site a repository in West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of go\,ernment should at all times be
objective and act in the Nationallnteresl.
It may be that hoth DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be repl.!ced with a
new statutory based body.

At the very least. the relationship (ir any!) hetween MRWS/the GDF proce~.s and the country's nuclear ne\\
build strategy must he c:icar. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was ine'\tricahly related to local nuclear
new huild and/or rurther nuclear investmcnt in West Cumbria ie the laller \\ould only happen irthc GDF
happcned ... This misconception docs not seem to exist in Somerset or North Wale, 01' SulTolk! It was vcry
wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
II. The MRWS process in West Cumbria cnded up with over 75% of the area under consideration being
in the Lake District National Park.
The legal protection arfordcd to National Par~s mean> that. in essence. nn GDF could proceed in. under or
dose to a NP \\ ithoul. at the very least. lirst exhausting ALL suitable site~ elsewhere in thc Country. This
elTccti\ ely rendered. and renders, an} "\'oluntarism" or a National P.lrk pointless. Note - no doubt ror
similar rea,ons - e\en the flawed Nirex process had excluded all em ironmentally sensitivc sites (inc:iuding
National Par~') at ,111 early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allO\\ such areas to be volunteered was. and is. madness. Pr.!ctically. from a legal
perspective such site, were never. e\'er going to be deli\crable (even ir geologically suitable) and the
process would h'l\e wasted more time and money bcl'ore ultimately failing - although in the meantimc the
process could. and prob.lbly would. have blighted the local non nuclear economy \\ hich includes a £2bn
tourism indu,try employing over 50,000 people.
Tllere \\ ould aho ha\c been enormous pr.lctic.l1 problems in the National Park given that 25% is owned b}
the National Tnt,t and i, inalienable - let alone the national and international outer} \\'hich would occur if
an Lake Di,trict NP GDF ever proceeded.
12. Similari} the area under con,ideration included Ill.ljor Special Area' of Conserv.ltions (SACs), sites or
Special Scientific Interest and an Area 01' Out,tanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All
of these were ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would elTectivcly render any GDF
impm"ible without liN c'\hausting ,ites else\\' here in the country - again rendering \oluntarislll of a SAC
etc pr.lctic.llly pointless.
13. The issue, in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning tiM ir the process had
continued to Stage -l in Cumbria, then it could have gone any further without effecti\ely an e.x haustion 01
ALL other site, in the country ie end or \Olunt,lrislll.
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1-1. If il i, Illlt ,,:Ir c'\ idclll. I r.:-iler,llc IhJI 10 wlhidel .til) em tnmmenlally ,en,ili\e ,iIC' \\ ilhin Ihe
VIR\\ S PIIlLC" i, ridiculllll\. ddu,iLlIl.lr) ,lIld negllgcnl. Such ,llc, ale '11111'1) nol legall) and prdclic,llI)
deli\"ldbl.: - lei ,dune objcclions on olher grounds. So en\ irllnillenl,dl) ,elhili\'c .Ire.!, (including 1'\allon,1I
Pdr!..., . .-\0'113, allli SACs) should be e\c\udcd going fum aid ,h ,hould are,!' nf public waler suppl). If Ihth,ld 11,lppcned in We.,1 CUl11bria Ihen Ihc only arca "\el"!"' \",uILi h,1\ e been immcdiatc 1(' SeliafieiLi - \1 hich
PI' l'lllll ,,(, \\ ~lS fOllnding wailling in I\il~\' ...
15. In nlyopinion DECC alltlthc :--:DA ,ltlluld de\otc ,III dlorh in tlte ,holt tcrl11 10 pnlcuring hellci ,lIld
., afcr inici il11 siorage tlf nuciear \\'aSle al Sellalield . The pre"' 111 ,1.IlC (If arrdir, is simply nOI acceplab\c.
I(), :\\c,lIllimc a Iruly indcpcndcnln,lIilln.li gcological ,UI\e) (,h ,llole'did) should be insligatcd \\hich
could potcnlially pa\'c Ihe way for any further plans fill a GDF.
B":"'Il r~gdrds.

' II", l'I11,,,1 \\ ,h ICl'ci\cd frnmlhe I'TER,\Ll .1I1" ,,'anncd b) Ihc GIlICI nllleni Sl'lule IIII r,IIlC I anli -\ iru,
,cn iec ,uppliL'l1 b) \ llc\,tlllne in p.lIlncr,hip II lilt S) manll!e ICC I :\ I Celtifil'dlc :'\ul11hcl 2009/Ol)/OnS2.) In
c·a,.: III plohknh, piea,e l,dl )llUI org,lIli,.lIi(ln', II I klpde,~
COflllllunic-dllolh \ i,llhe (iSll11d) hl' dUlllllldlll'dll) logged. 1Il,lI111 111c'd ,lilli/PI I':Cllllkd fllr leg,ll pUlpn,e"
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REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
Sir, Regarding your ‘Ministry wants N-waste views’ in this week’s edition I would firstly like to provide the addresses that your
piece failed to provide - The MRWS Team, DECC, 55 Whitehall, M07, London SW1A 2EY or
radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk and secondly use this as an ‘Open Letter’ to the DECC for I cannot understand the reasons for
them to once again waste tax payers money on a subject that has been twice rebutted by West Cumbrians, once in the mid 1990’s
with Nirex and now through to the latest MRWS farce - unless they are hoping to slyly re-open the discussion.
Having spent some 3yrs reading and compiling much correspondence on the subject as well as distributing the essence of the
arguments against the hosting of the GDF in Cumbria I know that from within the MRWS’s consultation replies alone that there
are many valid and disparate views expressed against the GDF which are already in the hands of the DECC/NDA MRWS
hierarchy that they have continuously ignored.
REDACTED after the CCC had rejected the MRWS process I wrote REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED requesting that REDACTED take a look at the whole NDA/MRWS process which with the connivance of the
supposed West Cumbria political representatives was focused upon producing a YES vote by any means available and not based
upon ‘the science’ or an educated public opinion. Unfortunately ‘Benefits, Inducements and Bribes’ seem to take priority in the
minds of the upper echelons of Copeland’s political cadre even to the extent of entering into the initial ‘Expression of Interest’
phase in June 2008 after only12 days from the Issue of the 94page White Paper. This action was both contrary to Copeland’s
Constitution and the White Paper’s recommendations and as late as 2012 Copeland’s leader had to admit to a further
misunderstanding of the Constitution by her in the MRWS DMB voting process.
My REDACTED (which along with REDACTEDREDACTED REDACTEDREDACTED) further fully points out 4 other key
areas of abject failure viz. 1) how democratic could the MRWS process be with the same councillors acting as both Judge and Jury
on a report that they themselves produced. 2) how the MRWS questionnaire poll results could be accepted when it had to be
publicly admitted that ‘brown envelopes’ stuffed with illegitimate votes were allowed to be included in the results. 3) that an Ipsos
Mori telephone Poll (including non-electoral roll residents and after 3yrs of MRWS supposedly informing the public) showed that
the OVERALL figure for the randomly selected public who ‘Knew of at least a little’ or even ‘less/nothing/never heard of it’ was
80% whilst the figure for the BEST informed area who ‘Knew of at least a little’ or even ‘less/nothing/never heard of it’ was still
62%. 4) The hands of the inappropriately named BEC nuclear quango are not clean either with its resources being abused by the
NDA/MRWS to promote their singularly YES views.
As in BBC 1’s 8/10/12 Inside Out North East ‘Cumbria’s Nuclear Future’ REDACTEDREDACTED of the Finnish POSIVA
Nuclear Waste Company said “On the basis of this overall screening there were picked 100 sites that turned out to be suitable for
final disposal in terms of geology. We got favourable advances from 5 municipalities and that was the starting point for drillings”
why couldn’t the Nirex/NDA choose the same strategy of identifying as many geologically safe sites first and then ask for
volunteers?
The entertaining thing about the Copeland political relationship is it appears that both the MP and Council Leader are now
indignantly trying to denigrate the ‘Nuclear hand’ that has fed Copeland with the Tax Payers money for the 10,000 Sellafield
salaries and for each of the last 2yrs has also shared out £20m in bonuses amongst these employees. Additionally the Tax Payer is
now funding via the same ‘Nuclear hand’ the £20m for a new 1000 seater office building in the heart of a town after their own
useless leadership failed in their attempts to achieve the same over many years.
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
Distribution:
Subject: MRWS: Call for Evidence on the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility Distribution.
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED

Attachment
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED

A request to consider the effectiveness, efficiency and economics of the MRWS Consultation Process
Dear Mrs Hodge,
I was informed by Mr Adrian Jenner that it is permissible for me to submit for your Committee’s possible consideration a
subject that I and other members of the public who live in Cumbria consider to be an abject failure on the part of the DECC/NDA
sponsored MRWS Consultation Process on the siting of a underground Geological Disposal Facility (GDF) for Nuclear Waste
which we have endured in Cumbria over the past 3yrs at a cost of circa £3.25m to the tax payer. I have intentionally refrained
from submitting this request until this process had hopefully, but now doubtfully, reached its conclusion on the 30th Jan 2013.
My issue is about the effectiveness, efficiency and cost of not only the MRWS Consultancy process itself but also the total
cost since 2004 of ‘morphing’ Nirex into the MRWS which has precisely the same previously rejected Nirex ‘ambition’ in mind.
Some would say that the total undemocratic, un-transparent nature and ‘engineered’ process carried out has totally failed to inform
the public FULLY of the consequences that came with the project proposed before they were asked to decide on the next step in
the process. I tend to agree with that statement and try to show the financial and undemocratic costs of their strategy.
I have limited the ‘evidence’ in this submission to fit this one page and two attachments as I neither wish to waste your time or
mine should you feel that the subject matter is not within your Committee’s remit. The initial documentary evidence starts with
the 2004 attachment which I consider to also be the start of the financial excesses of those behind the basic thinking adopted by
Nirex after their failure in the 1995/6 £400m Enquiry. There is no doubt that this MRWS process is their brainchild in achieving
what they failed to achieve under Nirex i.e. an underground facility in Cumbria, and this is somewhat illustrated by the following.
1) The financing of a ‘MRWS Stakeholder’ advisory panel was for it to be able to call for or have evidence submitted to it for
consideration from all sources over a 3yr period to enable them to produce a final unbiased report with recommendations for
submission to the ‘Decision Making Bodies’(DMB’s). Oddly however, persons on these DMB’s also chaired and served on
this advisory panel i.e. thus acting as both Judge and Jury - not the most effective democratic advisory process.
2) The financing of a MRWS’s Consultancy questionnaire/poll that allowed ‘brown envelopes’ stuffed with illegitimate votes to
be included in the results even after the organising company employed was forced to publicly admit that they were distinctly
odd is, once again, not the most effective demonstration of the democratic process held at the tax payer’s expense.
3) The dubious method agreed by the MRWS Stakeholders of including non-electoral roll residents in the Ipsos Mori telephone
Poll but more disturbingly this poll showed that the OVERALL figure for the randomly selected public who ‘Knew of at
least a little’ or even ‘less/nothing/never heard of it’ was 80% whilst the figure for the BEST informed area who ‘Knew of
at least a little’ or even ‘less/nothing/never heard of it’ was still 62%. This being the case, what did the 3year £3.25m
MRWS Consultancy funding do in supposedly informing the public to a reasonable standard so as to enable them to make an
informed decision in the Ipsos Mori telephone poll that they funded? Surely a 20% OVERALL to at - BEST 38% who said
that ‘I know a fair amount about it’ is not good enough when that amount of tax payer money has been spent?
4) When the DBM’s initial decision day was rescheduled to the 30th Jan 2013 additional unscheduled funding was provided to
try to boost their seemingly ‘failed process’ with full page advertisements in Cumbria’s local CN Press to combat the adverse
effects of a perceived ‘public uprising’ against the GDF. This matter also brings into view the MRWS Consultancy’s
extensive coverage via the CN Media Group’s freely distributed quarterly magazine on behalf of ‘Britain’s Energy Coast’
using its local newspaper reporters to provide many of the articles. The BEC is a quango that distributes the NDA-NMPSellafield Ltd sourced funding and even administers certain Copeland ‘projects’ thus the MRWS Consultancy’s positive spin
is both advertised and distributed using tax payer money ultimately coming from the NDA. Is that in their remit?
The ‘public rising’ referred to has been basically ‘fired’ by the evidence contained in Attachment 2 which the MRWS
Consultancy failed to promote on an equal footing with their own and in fact tried to suppress and ridicule it as “scaremongering,
deceit and lies”. (Two newspapers were forced to retract this type of statement) The fact that the MRWS Consultation refrained
from also promoting the ‘other side of the coin’ (and even tried to denigrate it) is a main bone of contention in Cumbria as this is
the ONLY information source that fully explained the precise nature and the likely consequences of moving to the Stage 4 of the
process. The fact that it was provided, not by the MRWS Consultancy, but by two independent self -funded and respected experts
in the field with its distribution being by public meetings, web sites and emails makes one question more what was the aim of this
£3.25m MRWS Consultancy process? Was it to suppress and rubbish views contrary to theirs and prevent the public knowing
about the possible negative consequences? That would seem so, so not exactly a transparent process paid for by the tax payer then.
Conclusion (at last):- The DECC from the 2004 Nirex management to the present day NDA appears to believe that it, along
with a cadre of political and nuclear devotees, could get its way with their historical but internationally disputed modus operandi
and which along with its flawed oversight of its MRWS Consultancy process has both financially and operationally failed the tax
payer. Surely this sequence of failures deserves your attention when you to consider the effectiveness, efficiency and financial
consequences (not to mention its lack of transparency) of this whole MRWS Process?
Yours Sincerely,
REDACTED

REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED

.

I,

From:
Sent:

19 May2013 20 08
radloacbvewaste (DECC)
MRWS Feedback

To:
Subject:

We fully endorse the pomts made below by
1. Firstly, I whole-heartedly endorse the cross party deCision taken by Cumbria County Council
and the reasoning for it given by the then Leader (Eddie Martin - Con) and
Deputy Leader
(Stewart Young - Lab).
2. Secondly, it is absolutely imperative that it is acknowledged by all concerned that our
radioactive waste is a NATIONAL issue and that safety, and not convenience of any sort. has to
be paramount
3. Thirdly, if it is perceived that a GDF is the best solution and to be the National Interest, and if
it IS to be assumed that it has to be safe (ie in one of the best geological locations), then surely it
is in the interests of all that a truly objective and independent assessment of the national geology
is undertaken without delay. This could be undertaken cheaply and quickly.
That said , it should be noted that such a course of action was begun in the 80s by the British
Geological Survey and Nirex see for instance

--- ..

'

--

Of course, this identified that significant areas of the country (mainly in Eastern England) were
potentially suitable for a GDF due to simple and stable geology low hydraulic gradients and
permeabilities
4. WitiloUt such a prior objective anci independent assessment evidencing that geology in x, y, z
areas is potentially suitable/safe then It is patently obvIous that no areas in the UK will ever, ever.
ever volunteer for a GDF.
And that is irrespective as to what community benefits are offered
Indeed. even with such an assessment, the chances of any geologically suitable area. in our
densely populated and affluent country, actually volunteering are probably remote. However, if
any area is to volunteer then the whole process must be beyond any kind of reproach or query
and be completely and utterly transparent - namely in short entirely unlike MRWS to date.
Simply, voluntarism Will only work if the area volunteering IS first known to be potentially geological
suitable/safe.
S. This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now said
no: notwithstanding that the area has effeclively been "groomed" for a GDF for a generahon and
that most of the UK's waste is already here.
6. To proceed further with this process, it is Imperative, and in the National Interest, that lessons are
learned from both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS process In West Cumbria. Fundamentally
this means that geological SUitability, and not any other factors, must underpin the future strategy
including any ultimately "voluntarism"
7. Specifically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years with regard
to West Cumbria and a GDF has been irrational, flawed and contrary to the National Interest and our
democratic values. Specifically, through concentrating GDF efforts on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex
and MRWS) the UK is no nearer finding a solution to radioactive waste than it was 30 thirty years ago

Valuable time has been and continues to be lost as a consequence of insisting on forcing "a square peg in a
round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition posing a threat to humans
and the environment - see recent National Audit Office report.

8. It is important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first of all siting
the UK's nuclear industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria location, then allowing the
UK's radioactive waste to either be created at or relocated to Sellafield over the last 60 years (all
without any form of consultation or democratic mandate); whilst all the time the local economy
grew to be increasingly dependent upon the nuclear industry. Thereby making it (geology and
other issues aside) an economic and political candidate for a GDF.
The upshot of the "grooming" is that the nuclear industry has had, and has, an unprecedented
degree of control over not just the West Cumbrian economy, but also local politics and policy. All
of which is entirely inconsistent with a modern, democratic country and any true/sensible
voluntarism.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" pOSition led to first of all Nirex [irrationally on
geological grounds] choOSing a West Cumbria location as the centre for its search for a GDF
(notwithstanding there was significant and incontrovertible evidence that there were better geological
sites elsewhere) and more recently, in my opinion, led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expressing
an interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the 2008 White Paper being published notWithstanding the previous failure of Nirex in West Cumbria and their then objection to it.. ..
9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely undemocratic attempt to
unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably on all levels - not least of all in its attempts to
explain issues to the general public in an objective and independent way. Ultimately there was widespread
mistrust about the whole process and consultation . Indeed the consultation failures of MRWS were
acknowledged by the NDA publically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process extremely badly. There is
widespread mistrust of not just the NDA but also DECC - the concerns being centered upon their apparent
desire to site a repository in West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of government should at all times be
objective and act in the National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be replaced with a
new statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (if any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the country's nuclear new
build strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was inextricably related to local
nuclear new build and/or further nuclear investment in West Cumbria ie the latter would only happen if
the GDF happened ... This misconception does not seem to exist in Somerset or North Wales or Suffolk! It
was very wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 75% of the area under consideration being
in the Lake District National Park.
The legal protection afforded to National Parks means that, in essence, no GDF could proceed in, under or
close to a NP without, at the very least, first exhausting ALL suitable sites elsewhere in the Country. This
effectively rendered, and renders, any "voluntarism" of a National Park pOintless. Note - no doubt for
similar reasons - even the flawed Nirex process had excluded all environmentally sensitive sites (including
National Parks) at an early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness. Practically, from a legal
perspective such sites were never, ever going to be deliverable (even if geologically suitable) and the
process would have wasted more time and money before ultimately failing - although in the meantime
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the process could, and probably would, have blighted the local non nuclear economy which includes a
£2bn tourism industry employing over 50,000 people.
There would also have been enormous practical problems in the National Park given that 25% is owned by
the National Trust and is inalienable -let alone the national and international outcry which would occur If
an Lake District NP GDF ever proceeded.
12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of Conservations (SACs). sites of
Special Scientific Interest and an Area of Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All of
these were ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would effectively render any GDF
impossible without first exhausting sites elsewhere in the country - again rendering voluntarism of a SAC
etc practically pointless.
13. The issues in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning that if the process had
continued to Stage 4 in Cumbria, then it could have gone any further without effectively an exhaustion of
ALL other sites in the country ie end of voluntarism.
14. If it is not self evident, I re-iterate that to consider any environmentally sensitive sites within the
MRWS process is ridiculous, delusionary and negligent. Such sites are simply not legally and practically
deliverable -let alone objections on other grounds. So environmentally sensitive areas (including National
Parks, AONBs and SACs) should be excluded going forward as should areas of public water supply. If this
had happened in West Cumbria then the only area "left" would have been immediate to Sellafield - which
of course was founding wanting in Nirex ...
1S. In my opinion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to procuring better and
safer interim storage of nuclear waste at Sellafield . The present state of affairs is simply not acceptable.
16. Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should be instigated which
could potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF.

Tid, CIl1,til II,h Ic,'cilcd IWIl11hc I,\TER;\ET and \c,mncd h) Ihc G,,,crIlll1cnl Sccurc Illlr,md ,Hlll-IIrL"
,cn i,'c ,uPl'itcd h, \ '(ld,l li1l1c in p,l r' n,'r,hir \I illt S,ll1alllc ..·. (CC 1\1 Ccnilicalc t'unlhcr 21)()l) I()')/l~)~2.) In
,',hC III rllll'icllh. pk.l'c (,111 ,OUI IlIg,mi"tlinn', IT I'klrlic,k,
Cnnlll1Unlc,tliulh 11.llh .. GSIIII,I, I'c ,IUI Otl1.1licall, k\g~Cll. nlonlllllcd ,lIld/"r rCL'nrdcd rPI k:,!,tiI'UII'''''''
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

15 May 201 ~ ;,'.J:q!J
radloactlvewaste (DECC)
Radioactive waste geological sltmg

Dear Sir/I-ladam
I oppose the geological siting of radioactive waste and opposed it last time the
Government attempted to "buy off" Cumbria "Iith promises of increased funding to
communities and councils. I live in Cumbria and I am raising my child here. ~ly father,
grandparents and further lived in l~es t Cumbria. I do not believe your plan to be safe nor
well developed and it has too many possible outcomes that could result in catastrophic
long term damage to life of all kinds.

I urge the government to use its resources and time to finding a less environmentally

abusive method of reducing I.aste (and suggest a long term proactive strategy of creating
less waste by investing in green energies) and for one, ,·!ish to officially make knm·m my
wholehearted objection to the proposed geological siting, in Cumbria or any area.
Though maybe you "JQuld like to suggest Surrey as an alternative? I am sure it would prove
Ilighly interesting to see the response.
Yours,

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

19 May 201322:52
radloactlvewaste (DECC)
MRWS programme

I am aware you are seeking views as to the site selection aspects of this programme.
In responding to your request I have been shown a copy of a lengthy e-mail letter
sent to you today
This letter summarises succinctly the views I wish to express, and
the approach I would wish to see adopted, and I would wish to be associated with it.
It is absolutely fundamental to any resumption of this process that a national survey of suitable geological sites is
undertaken as the first step in the process. Such a survey should necessarily concentrate on areas within which,
applying only the appropriate geological criteria, the possibility of locating a suitable site is at its greatest.
The initial survey should exclude any areas comprising a National Park, SSSls and any other environmentally
sensitive registered sites. I am not qualified to state whether a desk-top survey would be adequate or reasonable to
establish whether any site could be regarded as potentially suitable. But on the basis of previous surveys I
understand that several sites have already been identified in areas where the geology is simple and stable With mild
gradients and low permeability, so it may well be that no large scale intrusion within any given area would be
necessary to formally establish suitability.
No attempt should be made to engage with the public on a voluntary baSIS until all suitable sites have been
identified and feasability studies carried out and costed ..
Proper public consultation should be the keystone of whatever means are adopted to aquaint the public With the
salient aspects of the consultation process
With regard to the perceived failings of the MRWS process 10 Cumbria I was struck 10 particular by:1 the growing realisation of the public at large that the vollmteering process was being manipulated/abused
towards a pre-determined outcome in which a GDF in LDNP would become a reality in any event and so-called
"volunteerism" was the means by which this was on course to being achieved.
2 the impact of the Partnership'S fmal report in August 2012 which, by reference to the reaction of the wider public
on becoming aware of its contents, revealed it to be
(a)(Partnership)self-serving and wholly inadequate in ItS assessment of public opinion
(b) the first indication (after 3 years) of the enormity of the engineering works to site a GDF.
(c) Inadequate as to the scale of operations likely to be needed to investigate the suitability of the geology after
completIOn of a desk top survey
At this point the whole process smacked of a smoke and mirrors exerCISe in which sOllle of the most august bodies
in Cumbria had allowed themselves to become partiCipants without a full appreciation of the implications of a
process in which there were no adequate safeguards including a legal framework for withdrawal. There was a
Widespread feeling that Illany of these bodies had chosen to "Sit on the fence and had failed to think the process
through . The Government seemed to be taking full advantage of weaknesses within the process to speed it up and
to conflate stages 4 and 5 The actions of the some proponents of the process and the lack of willingness by anyone
other than objectors to debatethe issues served only to increase mistrust of it
Any future consultation process must be frameworked to reach grass roots public from the outset. Public meetings
should be held routinely at every stage where conflicting arguments can be properly aired. Panel representation
from interested organisations is Inadequate and insuffiCient It was quite astonishing how little the proponents of a
GDF and the process In Cumbria were prepared to take the public platform, and how equally astonishing was the
lack of referral back to Its members on the part of Interested organisations within the Partnership.
I knew little about the issues until I became aware of the Partnership fll1al report. The public meetings I attended
thereafter were organised only by those who like me were concerned at the lack of proper public consultation and
the Implications for Cumbria both commerclal :y and environmental y. Panel members included representatives from
NDA and one geologist who did not support the argument that the geology was unsuitable. However none was
prepared to engage m open debate The one meeting that I was aware of which had been organised by a trade
union in favour of a GDF was not open to the public
I hope you fmd these observations helpful
Smcerely

-

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

20 May 2013 09.21
rad,oactivewaste (DECC)
V,ews on sIte-selectIons

Dear Sirs,
Rather than wri!;ng a long letter to you, we have opted to copy
saying in it. Please see below.

response, as we agree with all he is

Reaards

Response from

1. Firstly, I whole-heartedly endo' se the cross party deCISIon taken by Cumbria County Councl' and the reasonong
for it gIven by the then Leader (EddIe Martin - Con) and
Deputy Leader (Stewart Young - Lab l.
2. Second y, It IS abSOlutely Imperative that It is acknowledged by all concerned thai our rad oacl lve waste IS a
NATIONAL Issue and Ihat safety. and not convenience of any sort has to be paramount.
3. Thirdly f It IS perce ved that a GDF IS the best solutIon and to be the NatIonal Interest, and If It IS to be assumed
that It has 10 be safe \ e In one of the best geologIcal locations), then surely It IS III the interests of all that a truly
objective and Independent assessment of the natIonal geology IS undertaken WIthout delay Th IS could be undertaken
cheaply and qUIckly
That saId, It should be noted that such a course of act,or was begun In the 80s by the British Geolog,.a Survey and
Nirex see for IIlstance
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Of course, th s Identf,ed tl ,at slgn ,f'ca c' t areas of the country (maInly In Eastern England) were potent a,'Y sUItable for
a GDF due to s mple and stab e geo 'gy L ','1 hydraulic gradIents and permeablilties
4. WIthout such a prior oblectoVe and I ,dependent assessment eVldenc,ng that geology III x. y Z areas IS potent ially
suitable safe then ,t IS patent ,y obv 'ous that no areas in the UK will ever ever ever volunteer for a GDF
And that IS Irrespect·ve as tl what communIty benefIts are offered.
Indeed. even w,th such an assessment the chances of any geological ly swlabe area, III our densely pop. lated and
affluent country, actually volunteering are probably remote. However. If any area IS to volunteer then the whole
process must be beyc,nd any kind of reproach or query and be complete ly and utterly transparent - namely on S' ,rt
entirely unlIke MRWS to date.
S mply. voluntansm will only wo rk 'f the a' ea velunteering Isirst known to be p, ,tentially geologcal sUitable safe

5. This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now said no; notwithstanding
that the area has effectively been "groomed" for a GDF for a generation and that most of the UK's waste is already
here.
6. To proceed further with this process, it is imperative, and in the National Interest, that lessons are learned from
both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS process in West Cumbria. Fundamentally this means that
geological suilability, and not any other factors. must underpin the future strategy including any ultimately
IIvoluntarism".
7. Specilically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years with regard to West
Cumbria and a GDF has been irrational, flawed and contrary to the National Interest and our democratic values.
Specifically, through concentrating GDF efforts on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex and MRWS) the UK is no
nearer finding a solution to radioactive waste than it was 30 thirty years ago. Valuable time has been and continues to
be lost as a consequence of inSisting on forcing "a square peg in a round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition posing a threat to humans and the
environment - see recent National Audit Office report.
8. It is important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first of all siting the UK's nuclear
industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria location, then allowing the UK's radioactive waste to either be
created at or relocated to Sellafield over the last 60 years (all without any form of consultation or democratic
mandate); whilst all the time the local economy grew to be increasingly dependent upon the nuclear industry. Thereby
making it (geology and other issues aside) an economic and political candidate for a GDF.
The upshot of the "grooming" is Ihat the nuclear industry has had, and has, an unprecedented degree of control over
not just the West Cumbrian economy, but also local politics and policy. All of which is entirely inconsistent with a
modern, democratic country and any true/sensible voluntarism.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" position led to first of all Nirex [irrationally on geological
grounds] choosing a West Cumbria location as the centre for its search for a GDF (notwithstanding there was
significant and incontrovertible evidence that there were better geological sites elsewhere) and more recently, in my
opinion. led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expressing an interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case
within weeks of the 2008 White Paper being published - notwithstanding the previous failure of Nirex in West
Cumbria and their then objection to it.. ..
9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely undemocratic altempt to
unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably on all levels - not least of all in its attempts to explain
issues to the general public in an objective and independent way. Ultimatety there was widespread mistrust about the
whole process and consultation. Indeed the consultation failures of MRWS were acknowledged by the NDA publicly.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process extremely badly. There is widespread
mistrust of not Just the NDA but also DECC - the concerns being centered upon their apparent desire to site a
repository In West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of government should at all times be objective and act in the
National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be replaced with a new
statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (If any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the country's nuclear new bUild
strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was Inextricably related to local nuclear new bUild
and/or further nuclear Investment in West Cumbria Ie the latter would only happen if the GDF happened ... This
misconception does not seem to ex st In Somerset or North Wales or Suffolk! It was very wrong indeed to allow
waters to be muddled In this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 75 0 0 of the area under consideration being in the Lake
District National Park.
The legal protection afforded to NatIOnal Parks means that, In essence, no GDF coutd proceed in, under or close to a
NP without, at the very least, first exhausting ALL SUitable sites elsewhere In the Country. This effectively rendered,
and renders, any "voluntarism" of a National Park pOintless. Note - no doubt for similar reasons - even the flawed
Nirex process had excluded all enVIronmentally sensitive sites (Including National Parks) at an early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness. Practically, from a legal
perspective such sites were never, ever gOing to be deliverable (even if geologically suitable) and the process would
have wasted more time and money before ultimately failing - although in the meantime the process could, and
probably WOUld, have blighted the local non nuclear economy which includes a £2bn tourism industry emplOYing over
50,000 people.
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There would also have been enormous practical problems in the National Park given that 25% is owned by Ihe
National Trust and is inalienable - let alone the national and internalional outcry which would occur il an Lake District
NP GDF ever proceeded.
12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of Conservations (SACs), sites of Special
SCientific Interest and an Area of Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All of these were
Ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would effectively render any GDF impossible without first
exhausting sites elsewhere in the country - again rendering voluntarism of a SAC etc practically pointless.
13. The issues in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning that if the process had continued to
Stage 4 in Cumbria. then it could have gone any further without effectively an exhaustion of ALL other sites in the
country ie end of voluntarism .
14. If it is not self eVident. I re-iterate that to consider any environmentally sensitive sites within the MRWS process
IS ridiculous. delusionary and negligent. Such sites are simply not legally and practically deliverable - let alone
objections on other grounds. So environmentally senSitive areas (includrng National Parks, AONBs and SACs) should
be excluded going forward as should areas of public water supply. If this had happened in West Cumbria then the
only area "left" would have been immediate to Selia field - which of course was founding wanting in Nirex ...
15. In my op'nion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to procuring better and safer Interrm
storage of nuclear waste at Sellafield . The present state of aflalrs is simply not acceptable.
16. Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should be instigated which could
potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF.
Please let me know if you requ're any more information at this stage. Please add me to any lists or databases lor any
further consu tation and/or Input.
Yours
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supp ied by Vodafone in partnership with Symantec. (CCTM Certlfrcate Number 2009 109;0052.) In case of problems.
please call your organ satlon' s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged. monitored and 'or recorded for legal purposes.
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Response form
Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY

Name

REDACTED

Organisation / Company

REDACTED

Organisation Size (no. of employees)

REDACTED

Organisation Type

REDACTED

Job Title

REDACTED

Department

REDACTED

Address

REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED

Email

REDACTED REDACTED

Telephone

REDACTED

Fax

Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes/No

Would you like your response to be kept
confidential? If yes please give a reason

Yes/No

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

1. The problem is a national one. The process that fell apart last year was
marginalised as Cumbrian issue, with insufficient national debate.
2. Site selection using geological criteria must precede local consultation. The
geological characteristics of a good disposal site are well understood by the
international scientific community, and preliminary site selection need not take
long or cost a huge amount – the BGS already made a preliminary site list in
the 1980s.
3. I recommend a panel of geological experts outside the BGS (people like
REDACTED of Leeds University) be involved in the process, ensuring
maximum public transparency
4. Once suitable locations have been identified, then discussion with potential
communities should follow. It is imperative that community benefits are made
clear at the outset. One of the shortcomings of the Govt approach in Cumbria
was that the benefits were not clarified.
5. Benefits such as employment are intangible and, in the case of a geological
disposal facility only likely to accrue to future generations. I suggest simple upfront financial inducement is more likely to persuade a local community to host
a disposal site.

Note: These comments are made in a private capacity. I do not claim to speak on
behalf my employers.

From:

-----------------------------------------------

Sent:

20 May 2(',309:49

To:

radloactivewaste (DECC)
Nuclear Wasle

Subject:
Dear Sirs,

Long Term Storage 01 Nuclear Wasle
Iliv"
lollowing reasons:·

I object to the proposals lor the

1, The Government was oflglnally making prposals without any proper geological survey,No country in the world was
considering such a plan.
2. The engineeflng teclmiqlles for making the deposits safe In perpetuity. do not yet exist.
3. There is the prospect of a new method oilitilising 11ighly active waste to create power. which have the prospect of
reducing the halJ life to a limited number 01 years. This is a worldWide undertaking. it would be wonderful if the UK
made the progress but thiS solution will happen in a foreseeable time frame.
4. The vlay the Government set up the Inquiry prom' sed to respect Localism. Surety we can trust the Government to
honour its committments.
Yours faithfully

fhi, cl11ail lIa, ICc'ci'l'd rllli11 thc 1','1LR,\ET dnd 'canncd b) thc G,,'clnl11l'nt SCclilC Intrdilci anti·\Il'lh
'CI' ic'c 'lIpl'licd h) \'",LllllIlC in plitllchhip II ilh SYl11dIlICl·. ICC I \1 eel tilil\ilC '\lIlllher ~IX)l)IOl)fOO,i~.) III
c'a,c Ill' pn 1bkl1h, pk .. ,c e',dl )IlLII UI~,ll1i'dllllll" I r Ilclpdc'h
lllIl1l111111lc' ,\I illl1- , i,1 the' (i<; i 111,1) be ,(lito 1I11dlle',dl) I",:!gc'll. 111011i1l'l cd ,lIlel/l >1' I'cl·l.lrdcd (PI' Icg,d pUl'pl "c',

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject :

20 May 20 1:; 1<!:"U

rad,oact,vewaste (OECC)
MRWS Consultation

Dear Sir or Madam,
1. Firstly, I whole-heartedly endorse the cross party decision taken by Cumbria
County Council and the reasoning for it given by the then Leader (Eddie Martin Con) and Deputy Leader (Stewart Young - Lab).
2. Secondly, it is absolutely imperative that it is acknowledged by all concerned that
our radioactive waste is a NATIONAL issue and that safety, and not convenience of
any sort, has to be paramount.
3. Thirdly, if it is perceived that a GDF is the best solution and to be the National
Interest, and if it is to be assumed that it has to be safe (ie in one of the best
geological locations), then surely it is in the interests of all that a truly objective and
independent assessment of the national geology is undertaken without delay. This
could be undertaken cheaply and quickly.
That said, it should be noted that SLlch a course of action was begun in the 80s by
the British Geological Survey and Nirex see for instance
http://l-vwvv.cla vidsillythe.orwnuclear!chapman" o20etal~ 020 1986° o?Oqeol O o20environ
lllents C ,,20c!eepoo20disposalo ~20ILW: o?OUK.pdf
Of course, this identified that significant areas of the country (mainly in Eastern
England) were potentially suitable for a GDF due to simple and stable geology, low
hydraulic gradients and permeabilities
4. Without such a prior objective and independent assessment evidencing that
geology in x, y, z areas is potentially suitable/safe then it is patently obvious that no
areas in the UK will ever, ever, ever volunteer for a GDF.
And that is irrespective as to what commu nity benefits are offered .
Indeed, even with such an assessment , the chances of any geologically suitable
area, in our densely populated and affluent country , actually volunteering are
probably remote. However, if any area is to volunteer then the whole process must
be beyond any kind of reproach or que ry and be completely and utterly transparent
- namely in short entirely unlike MRWS to date.
Simply, voluntarism will only work if the area volunteering is first known to be
potentially geological suitable/safe .
5. This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has
now said no; notwithstanding that the area has effectively been "groomed" for a
GDF for a generation and that most of the UK's waste is already here.

6. To proceed further with this process, it is imperative, and in the National Interest,
that lessons are learned from both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS
process in West Cumbria. Fundamentally this means that geological suitability, and
not any other factors, must underpin the future strategy including any ultimately
"voluntarism".
7. Specifically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last
30 years with regard to West Cumbria and a GDF has been irrational, flawed and
contrary to the National Interest and our democratic values. Specifically, through
concentrating GDF efforts on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex and MRWS) the
UK is no nearer finding a solution to radioactive waste than it was 30 thirty years
ago. Valuable time has been and continues to be lost as a consequence of insisting
on forcing "a square peg in a round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition
posing a threat to humans and the environment - see recent National Audit Office
report.
B. It is important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first
of all siting the UK's nuclear industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria
location, then allowing the UK's radioactive waste to either be created at or
relocated to Sellafield over the last 60 years (all without any form of consultation or
democratic mandate); whilst all the time the local economy grew to be increasingly
dependent upon the nuclear industry. Thereby making it (geology and other issues
aside) an economic and political candidate for a GDF.
The upshot of the "grooming" is that the nuclear industry has had, and has, an
unprecedented degree of control over not just the West Cumbrian economy, but
also local politics and policy. All of which is entirely inconsistent with a modern,
democratic country and any true/sensible voluntarism.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" position led to first of all Nirex
[irrationally on geological grounds] choosing a West Cumbria location as the centre
for its search for a GDF (notwithstanding there was significant and incontrovertible
evidence that there were better geological sites elsewhere) and more recently, in
my opinion, led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expressing an interest in
hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the 200B White Paper being
published - notwithstanding the previous failure of Nirex in West Cumbria and their
then objection to it....
9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely
undemocratic attempt to unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably
on all levels - not least of all in its attempts to explain issues to the general public in
an objective and independent way. Ultimately there was widespread mistrust about
the whole process and consultation. Indeed the consultation failures of MRWS were
acknowledged by the NDA publically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process
extremely badly. There is widespread mistrust of not just the NDA but also DECC the concerns being centered upon their apparent desire to site a repository in West
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Cumbria "come what may". Arms of government should at all times be objective and
act in the National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process
and be replaced with a new statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (if any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the
country's nuclear new build strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought
a GDF was inextricably related to local nuclear new build and/or further nuclear
investment in West Cumbria ie the latter would only happen if the GDF
happened ... This misconception does not seem to exist in Somerset or North Wales
or Suffolk! It was very wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 75% of the area under
consideration being in the Lake District National Park.
The legal protection afforded to National Parks means that, in essence, no GDF
could proceed in, under or close to a NP without, at the very least, first exhausting
ALL suitable sites elsewhere in the Country. This effectively rendered, and renders,
any "voluntarism" of a National Park pointless. Note - no doubt for similar reasons even the flawed Nirex process had excluded all environmentally sensitive sites
(including National Parks) at an early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness.
Practically, from a legal perspective such sites were never, ever going to be
deliverable (even if geologically suitable) and the process would have wasted more
time and money before ultimately failing - although in the meantime the process
could, and probably would, have blighted the local non nuclear economy which
includes a £2bn tourism industry employing over 50,000 people.
There would also have been enormous practical problems in the National Park
given that 25% is owned by the National Trust and is inalienable -let alone the
national and international outcry which would occur if an Lake District NP GDF ever
proceeded.
12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of
Conservations (SACs), sites of Special Scientific Interest and an Area of
Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All of these were
ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would effectively render any
GDF impossible without first exhausting sites elsewhere in the country - again
rendering voluntarism of a SAC etc practically pointless.
13. The issues in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning
that if the process had continued to Stage 4 in Cumbria, then it could have gone any
further without effectively an exhaustion of ALL other sites in the country ie end of
voluntarism.
14. If it is not self evident, I re-iterate that to consider any environmentally sensitive
sites within the MRWS process is ridiculous, delusionary and negligent. Such sites
are simply not legally and practically deliverable - let alone objections on other
grounds. So environmentally sensitive areas (including National Parks, AONBs and
3

SACs) should be excluded going forward as should areas of public water supply. If
this had happened in West Cumbria then the only area "left" would have been
immediate to Sellafield - which of course was founding wanting in Nirex ...
15. In my opinion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to
procuring better and safer interim storage of nuclear waste at Sellafield . The
present state of affairs is simply not acceptable.
16. Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should
be instigated which could potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF.
Please let me know if you require any more information at this stage. Please add
me to any lists or databases fo r any further consultation and/or input.

Kind regards ,

Till, ~lIl.lil lId' r~(~il~d rrolll Lh~ I\TER.' \[T dlld 'L'.IIlIl~d b~ Lh~ (j'l\~rnll1eIlL S~C'urL' IIlLr.II1~L <lilLi-I inh
i(~ ,uppliL'd h~ \ llddl<lll" ill IMllllcr-hip II iLh S~ 1ll.II1L('L·. ICC 1':\1 ('('llili(dL'" '\Ull1h~1 200Yl09/()052.) III
L'<h~ "I' pr<lblcl11'. pll'.he c.dl ~ llUI orgdllh.llioll·, IT I klpd~,k.
11l1l1I11UniL'.11I<llh I 1.1 Lh~ G'il 11I.t~ hl' .tULlllIl.tLiL'.tII~ logged. nH)lIiLnr~d and/or rl'ltllIi.:d for kg.11 PUI·p,,,e,.
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

20 May <!U13 13:34
radloacfvewaste (DECC)
voluntarism of s'te l

I feel that before regions are asked to volunteer there should be a sound geological reason for that process to
continue there. If the only local authorities which volunteered last time are already dependent on the finance they
receive for haVing such a facility then the whole voluntarism somes down to money. In Cumbria the wishes of Parish
Councils and District Councils were totally ignored and Allerdale, In particular, as a District Council which houses part
of the Lake District totall y went against the wishes of the residents of the National Park, tilankfully Cumbria County
Council listened to the views of all who would be affected.

Thi, cll1.111 \\,b rccci\cd fll1ll1 the I'\TERNETanLi scanned h~ the Gmcrnment Secure Intr.lI1ci .lI1ti-\inh
'en ice ,upplied h) Vud.lfonc in p.lrtner,;hip with S Yll1antcl'. (CCT:\I Ccrtilkate Number 200I)/O<)f0052.) In
C,he of prohlellls. ple.lse c,lil yuur organisation's I r I·klpde,".
ClJmmunil',nion, \ i.l the GSi may he automatically logged. IlIllnitored and/or recorded for Ieg.Ii purpo,e,.

From:
Sent:

20May201314:13
rad,oactlvel'laste (DECC)
Fw: MRWS Cosultatlon

To:
Subject:

..... Onglnal Message .....
From:
To

Sem: Monday, May 20. 2Ul:; 12 U4 t-'M
Subject: Fw: MRWS Cosultat on
Dear SirS
We comptetely and whole·heartedly agree with every pont made by Mr Wilson In the attached response to your
Invitation to the pubhc for feedback on MRWS and hope that you w I have learnt lrom thiS costly and wasteful
expenence how wrong and lIawed the process had been

..... On~ina l Messaae .....
From:

To:
Sent: Sunday. May 19. 2013 3:52 PM
Subject: MRWS Cosultatlon
Dear Folks
Hope you are all well.
DECC want feedback on MRW5 - see
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Please take 5 mins to give it to them politelyl!
For your info plse see below email just sent to DECC re the MRW5 programme.
So if you haven't already - plse respond to DECC at
~e~. deL,
- plse feel free to use
any or all of the below or just forward to DECC saying you agree - if you do!! Or just do your own thing ...
Plse feel free to send this on to anyone else who is interested or was interested in the MRW5 stuff/
t'Dump.
I'm afraid we can' t relax on this one ... .
Best wishes

From:

_

Sent: Sunday, 1V1ay 19, 2013 3:29 PM
To: radloactlvewaste Qdecc.gsi.qov .uk

Subject: 1V1RWS C05ultation

The Request
Government policy for the long-term management of the UK's higher-activity radioactive waste is
geological disposal. In 2008 the Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper was
published which outlined the framework for implementing geological disposal. The MRWS White
Paper set out Government's preferred approach to site selection on the principles of voluntarism
and partnership.

Three local authorities formally expressed an interest in the MRWS programme: Copeland and
Allerdale Borough Councils, and Cumbria County Council. In January 2013, the three local
authorities voted on whether to proceed to stage 4 of the process. The two boroughs voted in
favour, but the county voted against. The Government had in 2011 given a specific undertaking
that the existing site selection process would only continue in west Cumbria if there was
agreement at both borough and county level. The county's decision therefore ended the existing
site selection process. Shepway District Council in Kent had also taken soundings from local
residents, but subsequently decided against making a formal expression of interest in the current
MRWS process.
The Government remains firmly cornmitted to geological disposal as the right policy for the longterm safe and secure management of higher-activity radioactive waste, and continues to hold the
view that the best means of selecting a site for a geological disposal facility (GDF) is an approach
based on voluntarism and partnership.
In line with Secretary of State Edward Davey's written Ministerial statement of 31 January 2013,
Government has been considering what lessons can be learned from the experiences of the
MRWS programme in west Cumbria and elsewhere. We are now inviting views on the siteselection aspects of the ongoing MRWS programme in this call for evidence, particularly from
those who have been engaged in (or have been interested observers of) the MRWS process to
date. The responses to this call for evidence will inform a consultation that will follow later in the
year.

My response
FROM

1. Firstly, I whole-heartedly endorse the cross party decision taken by Curnbria County Council
Deputy Leader
and the reasoning for it given by the then Leader (Eddie Martin - Con) and
(Stewart Young - Lab)
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2. Secondly, it is absolutely imperative that it is acknowledged by all concerned that our
radioactive waste is a NATIONAL issue and that safety, and not convenience of any sort, has to
be paramount.
3. Thirdly, if it is perceived that a GDF is the best solution and to be the National Interest, and if
it is to be assumed that it has to be safe (ie in one of the best geological locations), then surely it
is in the interests of all that a truly objective and independent assessment of the national geology
is undertaken without delay. This could be undertaken cheaply and quickly.
That said, it should be noted that such a course of action was begun in the 80s by the British
Geological Survey and Nirex see for instance
http://www .davidsmythe. org/nuclear/chapman%20etal%201986%20geol%20envi ronments%20de
ep%20disposal%20ILW%20UK.pdf
Of course, this identified that significant areas of the country (mainly in Eastern England) were
potentially suitable for a GDF due to simple and stable geology, low hydraulic gradients and
permeabilities
4. Without such a prior objective and independent assessment evidencing that geology in x, y, z
areas is potentially suitable/safe then it is patently obvious that no areas in the UK will ever, ever,
ever volunteer for a GDF.
And that is irrespective as to what community benefits are offered.
Indeed, even with such an assessment, the chances of any geologically suitable area, in our
densely populated and affluent country, actually volunteering are probably remote. However, if
any area is to volunteer then the whole process must be beyond any kind of reproach or query
and be completely and utterly transparent - namely in short entirely unlike MRWS to date.
Simply, voluntarism will only work if the area volunteering is first known to be potentially geological
suitable/safe.
5. This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now said
no; notwithstanding that the area has effectively been "groomed" for a GDF for a generation and
that most of the UK's waste is already here.
6. To proceed further with this process, it is imperative, and in the National Interest, that lessons are
learned from both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS process in West Cumbria. Fundamentally
this means that geological suitability, and not any other factors, must underpin the future strategy
including any ultimately "voluntarism".
7. Specifically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years with regard
to West Cumbria and a GDF has been irrational, flawed and contrary to the National Interest and our
democratic values. Specifically, through concentrating GDF efforts on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex
and MRWSj the UK is no nearer finding a solution to radioactive waste than it was 30 thirty years ago.
Valuable time has been and continues to be lost as a consequence of insisting on forcing "a square peg in a
round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition posing a threat to humans
and the environment - see recent National Audit Office report.

8. It is important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first of all siting
the UK's nuclear industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria location, then allowing the
UK's radioactive waste to either be created at or relocated to Sellafield over the last 60 years (all
without any form of consultation or democratic mandate); whilst all the time the local economy
grew to be increasingly dependent upon the nuclear industry. Thereby making it (geology and
other issues aside) an economic and political candidate for a GDF.
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The upshot of the "grooming" is that the nuclear industry has had, and has, an unprecedented
degree of control over not just the West Cumbrian economy, but also local politics and policy. All
of which is entirely inconsistent with a modern, democratic country and any true/sensible
voluntarism.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" position led to first of all Nirex [irrationally on
geological grounds] choosing a West Cumbria location as the centre for its search for a GDF
(notwithstanding there was Significant and incontrovertible evidence that there were better geological
sites elsewhere) and more recently, in my opinion, led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expressing
an interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the 2008 White Paper being publishednotwithstanding the previous failure of Nirex in West Cumbria and their then objection to it.. ..
9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely undemocratic attempt to
unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably on all levels - not least of all in its attempts to
explain issues to the general public in an objective and independent way. Ultimately there was widespread
mistrust about the whole process and consultation. Indeed the consultation failures of MRWS were
acknowledged by the NDA publically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process extremely badly. There is
widespread mistrust of not just the NDA but also DECC - the concerns being centered upon their apparent
desire to site a repository in West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of government should at all times be
objective and act in the National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be replaced with a
new statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (if any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the country's nuclear new
build strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was inextricably related to local
nuclear new build and/or further nuclear investment in West Cumbria ie the latter would only happen if
the GDF happened ... This misconception does not seem to exist in Somerset or North Wales or Suffolk! It
was very wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 7S% of the area under consideration being
in the Lake District National Park.
The legal protection afforded to National Parks means that, in essence, no GDF could proceed in, under or
close to a NP without, at the very least, first exhausting ALL suitable sites elsewhere in the Country. This
effectively rendered, and renders, any "voluntarism" of a National Park pointless. Note - no doubt for
similar reasons - even the flawed Nirex process had excluded all environmentally sensitive sites (including
National Parks) at an early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness. Practically, from a legal
perspective such sites were never, ever going to be deliverable (even if geologically suitable) and the
process would have wasted more time and money before ultimately failing - although in the meantime
the process could, and probably would, have blighted the local non nuclear economy which includes a
£2bn tourism industry employing over 50,000 people.
There would also have been enormous practical problems in the National Park given that 25% is owned by
the National Trust and is inalienable -let alone the national and international outcry which would occur if
an Lake District NP GDF ever proceeded.
12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of Conservations (SACs), sites of
Special Scientific Interest and an Area of Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All of
these were ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would effectively render any GDF
impossible without first exhausting sites elsewhere in the country - again rendering voluntarism of a SAC
etc practically pOintless.
4

13. The issues in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning that if the process had
continued to Stage 4 in Cumbria, then it could have gone any further without effectively an exhaustion of
ALL other sites in the country ie end of voluntarism.

14.

If it is not self evident, I re-iterate that to consider any environmentally sensitive sites within the
MRWS process is ridiculous, delusionary and negligent. Such sites are simply not legally and practically
deliverable -let alone objections on other grounds. So environmentally sensitive areas (including National
Parks, AONBs and SACs) should be excluded going forward as should areas of public water supply. If this
had happened in West Cumbria then the only area " left" would have been immediate to Sellafield - which
of course was founding wanting in Nirex ...
IS. In my opinion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to procuring better and
safer interim storage of nuclear waste at Sella field . The present state of affairs is simply not acceptable.

16. Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should be instigated which
could potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF.
Please let me know if you require any more information at thi s stage. Please add me to any li sts or
databases for any further consultation and/or input.
Yours

Thi, clll.lil 11.1' rCl'cilcd IILllllthl' I'\TER:\I:T ,md 'l'anncd by the GOlclnlllcnt Sccurc Intranct anli-linh
,cl'lic'c ,upplicd b) V"d,ll'"nc ill p,lItncr,hip lIith SYIll.lntCl'. (CCI \I \crtil'ic,lte '\ulllber 2()Ot)fOl)f0052.) III
l',hl' "I' pr(lblellh. ple,I'C call your (lrg,lIli"lIi(ln ', IT Ilclrdc,I...
CUIllIl1Ullic,lIiulI, I I.Ithc (iSI 111,1) he ,IlIlLl lllatic,dl y loggcd. lI1<1nitDred and!nr reeDldcd 1'(11 lega l purl'll,C' .
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

To

,'I~lI1h~r.,

20 May 2U13 14:44
radioactive waste (OECC)
MAWS C05ultation

of the \IR,YS

t~lIl11

I entlnh~ lhc dCc'j,iCln b) lhc CUlllhria ("(lUnl)" Counl"illll reru,c lO go ahcad II ilh the pfllpOS.II., for an
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,ullahlc 'aic loc.uion for" longer lCrIlI pmpl),al fOl sak ,11'rage"
L'nlil an independenl n.ui"n.11 g.:ol(lgicdl 'LII"\"ey is ulllicnaKcnlo I'rO\ ide 'lllllC finll .,cielllific all"lcr, lO
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,delllilic paper,.
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

20 May 201315:2:<
radioactivewaste (DECC)
MRWS consultation

Sir,
Having followed very closely the 'consultation' process that took place recently on this matter, I am
convinced that the starting point viz volunteerism for this consultation was flawed. The primary concern
in dealing with this waste material must be safety. There needs to be a national geological survey which
identifies those areas which are geologically suitable i.e. they are safe. It is to give false hope to a
community to initiate with them the prospect of gaining whatever financial or economic inducements
acceptance of a repository might bring, if the area from which they are volunteering is not in the first
instance proven to be geologically safe.
As a geologist, it is clear to me that the simpler the geology, the more predictive its behaviour. Complex
geological structures, such as Cumbria, are of their nature unpredictable. In general and simplistically,
areas to the South and East of a line drawn from the River Exe to the River Tees provides the simplest
geology and therefore the geology whose behaviour is more easily predicted.
Those who headed up the consultation in Cumbria lost all credibility simply because it became increasingly
apparent during the discussions that openness to consider and weigh seriously different points of view
which would impede their purpose was not on their agenda. Even the fact that the independent geologist,
who was in their employment when pressed in public, had to confirm his concerns about the proposed
siting on the grounds of safety did not deflect them from their own agenda.
I recognise the urgency and importance of a solution to the problem but I would simply re-state that the
starting point and the finishing point must be geological Since this is the only safe way forward in this
difficult area.
Yours sincerely,

Thi, ~Ill"il \\a, r~ ,: cl\ed rr<llll the 1,\ rER\ET and ,c,lIlned b~ the G (l \~lnlllent Sc~ule Intr,lIlet .lnli- \lI'lh
'~I \ ic'c ,upplted h~ \' Od,lrlln~ in P,1I Incr,hip \\ ith S ~ lll.lnlCc·. (eel :-'1 C CIlil·ic·.lk !':umber 200')/0')/0052. ) In
':,he llll'lI,hklll'. pk,,,c .:,!l1 )OUI '"g,lI1i'.lll l)Il·' IT I klpdc,~
Cnnllllllllic.lli(llh \ i.1 I h~ GSi 111.1) h.: ,1I1l<\I\l,lIic,llI~ lugg"d . 1ll()lIlllll~d alld/Ol I ~c ,'rllc<.l rill' Ie g,1I plIrp,h c,.

From:
Sent:

20 May 201315 <!~
rad oact,Vel'l3ste (DECC)
FI'I MRWS Cosuitahon

To:
Subject:

I agree who'eheartedly with all the commanls made belol'l by
vou would keep me onformed of any lurther developments

----. Onoin~t
Fron

I

and would be gratelul If

MF.55i10e ---- -

To:
Sent: Sunday May 19 2013352 PM
Subject: MRWS Co.uBatlon

Dear Folks
Hope you are all well
DECC want feedback on MRWS - see

Please take 5 mlns to give it to them politely!!
For your info plse see below email Just sent to DECC re the MRW5 programme
50 if you haven't already - plse respond to DECC at
any or all of the below or just forward to DECC saying

YOll

- plse feeJ free to lise
agree - if you do!! Or just do your own thing ...

Plse feel free to send this on to anyone else who is mterested or was interested in the MRW5 stuffl
t'Dump.
I'm afraid we can't relax on this

one._

Best wlshe'

From:
Sent: Sunday,

To:
Subject:

~lay

~IRWS

19, 2013 3:29

Cosultatlon

P~l

The Request
Government policy for the long-term management of the UK's higher-activity radioactive waste is
geological disposal. In 2008 the Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper was
published which outlined the framework for implementing geologicat disposal. The MRWS White
Paper set out Government's preferred approach 10 sile selection on Ihe principles of voluntarism
and partnership.
Three local authorities formally expressed an interest in the MRWS programme: Copeland and
Allerdale Borough Councils. and Cumbria County Council. In January 2013, the three local
authorities voted on whether to proceed 10 slage 4 of Ihe process. The IIVO boroughs voled in
favour, but the county voted against. The Government had In 2011 given a specific undertaking
that the existing site selection process would only conlinue in wesl Cumbria if there was
agreement al both borough and county level. The county's decision therefore ended the existing
site selection process. Shepway Dislrict Council in Kenl had also taken soundings from local
residents, but subsequently decided against making a formal expression of interest In the current
MRWS process.
The Government remains firmly committed to geological disposal as the right poticy for the longlerm safe and secure management of higher-aclivity radioactive waste, and continues to hold the
view Ihat the best means of selecting a site for a geologlcat disposal facility (GDF) is an approach
based on voluntarism and partnership.
In line with Secretary of State Edward Davey's written Ministerial statement of 31 January 2013.
Government has been considering what lessons can be learned from Ihe experiences of the
MRWS programme in west Cumbria and elsewhere. We are now inviting views on the slleseleclion aspects of the ongoing MRWS programme in Ihis call for evidence. particularly from
those who have been engaged in (or have been inlerested obselVers of) the MRWS process to
date. The responses to this call for eVidence will inform a consultation that will follow later in the
year.

My response
FROM

1
Firstly I whole-heartedly endorse the cross party decIsion taken by Cumbria County Council
Depuly Leader
and the reasoning for it given by the then Leader (Eddie Martin - Con) and
(Stewart Young - Lab).
2. Secondly. It IS absolutely Imperative that It IS acknowledged by all concerned that our
radioactive waste IS a NATIONAL Issue and thai safely and nol convenience of any sort. has 10
be paramount
3. Thlrdty . if IllS perceived that a GDF IS the best solution and 10 be the National Interest, and if
it IS 10 be assumed Ihat It has to be safe (Ie in one of Ihe best geologicallocalions). Ihen surely it
IS In the Interests of all that a truly objective and independent assessment of Ihe national geology
IS undertaken Wllhout delay ThiS could be undertaken cheapty and quickly.

That said, it should be noted that such a course of action was begun in the 805 by the British
Geological Survey and Nirex see for instance
http://www.davidsmythe .org/nuclear/chapman%20etal%201986° o20geol%20environments%20de
ep%20disposal%20 ILW%20 UK. pdf
Of course, this identified that significant areas of the country (mainly in Eastem England) were
potentially suitable for a GDF due to simple and stable geology, low hydraulic gradients and
permeabililies
4. Without such a prior objective and independent assessment evidencing that geology in x, y, z
areas is potentially suitable/safe then it is patently obvious that no areas in the UK will ever, ever,
ever volunteer for a GDF.
And that is irrespective as to what community benefits are offered.
Indeed, even with such an assessment, the chances of any geologically suitable area, in our
densely populated and affluent country, actually volunteering are probably remote. However, if
any area is to volunteer then the whole process must be beyond any kind of reproach or query
and be completely and utterly transparent - namely in short entirely unlike MAWS to date.
Simply, voluntarism will only work if the area volunteering is first known to be potentially geological
suitable/safe.

5.

This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now said
no; notwithstanding that the area has effectively been "groomed" for a GDF for a generation and
that most of the UK's waste is already here.
6. To proceed further with this process, it is imperative, and in the National Interest, that lessons are
learned from both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS process in West Cumbria. Fundamentally
this means that geological suitability, and not any other factors, must underpin the future strategy
including any ultimately "voluntarism".
7. Specifically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years with regard
to West Cumbria and a GDF has been Irrational, flawed and contrary to the National Interest and our
democratic values. Specifically, through concentrating GOF efforts on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex
and MRWS) the UK is no nearer finding a solution to radioactive waste than it was 30 thirty years ago.
Valuable time has been and continues to be lost as a consequence of inSisting on forcing "a square peg in a
round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition posing a threat to humans
and the environment - see recent National Audit Office report.
S. It is Important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first of all siting
the UK's nuclear industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria location, then allowing the
UK's radioactive waste to either be created at or relocated to Sellafleld over the last 60 years (all
without any form of consultatJon or democratic mandate); whilst all the time the local economy
grew to be increasingly dependent upon the nuclear industry. Thereby making it (geology and
other issues aside) an economic and political candidate for a GDF.
The upshot of the "grooming" IS that the nuclear industry has had, and has, an unprecedented
degree of control over not just the West Cumbnan economy, but also local politics and policy. All
of which is entirely inconsistent with a modern, democratic country and any true/sensible
voluntarism.
This IS relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" position led to first of all Nirex (irrationally on
geological grounds] chOOSing a West Cumbria location as the centre for its search for a GDF
(notwithstanding there was significant and incontrovertible evidence that there were better geological
sites elsewhere) and more recently, in my opinion, led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expressing
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an interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the 2008 White Paper being publishednotwithstanding the previous failure of Nire~ in West Cumbria and their then objection to it....
9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely undemocratic attempt to
unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably on all levels - not least of all in its attempts to
explain issues to the general public in an objective and independent way. Ultimately there was widespread
mistrust about the whole process and consultation. Indeed the consultation failures of MRWS were
acknowledged by the NDA publically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process extremely badly. There is
widespread mistrust of not just the NDA but also DECC - the concerns being centered upon their apparent
desire to site a repository in West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of government should at all times be
objective and act in the National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be replaced with a
new statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (if any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the country's nuclear new
build strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was inextricably related to local
nuclear new build and/or further nuclear investment in West Cumbria ie the latter would only happen if
the GDF happened ... This misconception does not seem to exist in Somerset or North Wales or Suffolk! It
was very wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 75% of the area under consideration being
in the Lake District National Park.
The legal protection afforded to National Parks means that, in essence, no GDF could proceed in, under or
close to a NP without, at the very least, first exhausting ALL suitable sites elsewhere in the Country. This
effectively rendered, and renders, any "voluntarism" of a National Park pointless. Note - no doubt for
similar reasons - even the flawed Nirex process had excluded all environmentally sensitive sites (including
National Parks) at an early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness. Practically, from a legal
perspective such sites were never, ever going to be deliverable (even if geologically suitable) and the
process would have wasted more time and money before ultimately failing - although in the meantime
the process could, and probably would, have blighted the local non nuclear economy which includes a
£2bn tourism industry employing over 50,000 people.
There would also have been enormous practICal problems in the National Park given that 25% is owned by
the National Trust and is inalienable - let alone the national and international outcry which would occur if
an lake District NP GDF ever proceeded.
12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of Conservations (SACs), sites of
Special Scientific Interest and an Area of Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All of
these were ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would effectively render any GDF
impossible without first exhausting sites elsewhere in the country - again rendering voluntarism of a SAC
etc practically pointless.
13. The issues In 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning that if the process had
continued to Stage 4 in Cumbria, then it could have gone any further without effectively an exhaustion of
ALL other sites in the country ie end of voluntarism.
14. If it is not self evident, I re-iterate that to conSider any environmentally sensitive sites within the
MRWS process is ridiculous, delUSionary and negligent. Such sites are simply not legally and practically
deliverable -let alone objections on other grounds. So environmentally sensitive areas (including National
Parks, AONBs and SACs) should be excluded gOing forward as should areas of public water supply. If this

had happened in West Cumbria then the only area "left" would have been immediate to seJiafleld - which
of course was founding wanting in Nirex .. ,
15, In my opinion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to procuring better and
safer intenm storage of nuclear waste at Selia field The present state of affairs is simply not acceptable,
16, Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should be instigated which
could potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF
Please let me know if you require any more information at this stage, Please add me to any lists or
databases for any further consultation and/or input.
Yours
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

20 May 201315:38
radloactlvewaste (DECC)
RESPONSE TO THE DECC CONSULTATION ON THE WEST CUMBRIA MRWS
PROCESS

Response to the DEEC consultation on the West Cumbria MRWS
process
We fully endorse the brave decision of the Cumbria County Council not to proceed to Stage Four
of the MRWS process, which was subsequently unanimously supported by the Council's Scrutiny
Panel. The main reasons for our opposition to siting an underground nuclear waste repository in
West Cumbria are as follows:
1. A complete lack of transparency whicll characterised the entire process, with most local
voters being kept totally in the dark about what was being proposed - supposedly in
their name - until the very last moment, when some insightful community organisers
alerted them to what was going on.
2. The Government's treating the disposal of nuclear waste as a local rather than national
issue. It very much looks to us as if, having made West Cumbria overly reliant on the
nuclear industry and having bribed local politicians by unquantified promises of
·community benefits", the Government had already decided to treat the area as a
nuclear dump - irrespective of safety, environmental, and other, considerations.
Consequently, it failed to undertake a truly independent survey of the national geology.
We are fully aware that large areas of the country (particularly in Eastern England) have
been identified as potentially suitable and feel that it would be utter folly to proceed any
further without a thorough, objective, assessment of the geology of the entire country.
3. Our deep distrust of the Government's, and its agencies', ability to find a 100oo-safe
(since nothing less will do) solution to storing nuclear waste underground. How can we
possibly trust politicians and those in their pay when Sellafield's waste is stored in
unsatisfactory conditions and widely-publicised safety lapses (and probably many more
hushed-up ones) have been allowed to occur? (Please see the recent report by the
National Audit Office.) Moreover, today's technology will be little more than laughing
stock in 50 years' time , yet we are talking about storing nuclear waste underground for
thousands of years!
4. The extreme environmental sensitivity of most of the area under consideration (the Lake
District National Park and the Solway Plain, both of which are protected by legislation).
5. The fact that much of thiS area had already been found to be geologically unsuitable by
Nirex, with safer locations having been identified elsewhere (notably Eastern England ;
see above).

6. The negative impact of the proposed development on the tourism and tourismdependent industries in the Lake District National Park and on the Solway Plain and on
their image.
7. The Govemment's failure to provide the West Cumbria MRWS Partnership with a legal
framework for withdrawal from the process, expressly requested by the then Cumbria
County leader Cllr Eddie Martin.
8. Either unwitting ignorance or witting duplicity of some of the local politicians involved in
the process. In explaining her decision to vote "yes" to proceed to Stage Four of the
MRWS process, Copeland's Cllr Elaine Woodburn is on record as saying that
establishing the area's suitability during Stage Four would be merely "a desk exercise",
with its findings being "extrapolated" (she didn't specify how exactly). Yet the glossy
folder produced by the West Cumbria MRWS Partnership clearly states (on page 5):
"We believe it will only be possible to find out if there is a suitable site for a repository if
there are more detailed investigations, including boreholes [our emphasis], to test the
rocks in the area." In other words, Stage Four would be unlikely to yield any conclusive
results, and proceeding to Stage Five would be necessary, at which point so much
taxpayers' money would have been spent that withdrawal could well be impossible. The
Govemment has been explicitly asked to enshrine the right of withdrawal in law, yet it
has failed to act (see above).
9. A sobering insight into governmental modus-operandi gained from the Nirex report and
other Nirex-generated information. Nirex:
• Felt that the process paving the way for finding an underground nuclear waste
repository "couldn't be high profile" (Why not? Those who have nothing to hide are
not afraid of adopting a high profile.)
• Advocated using two classic PR techniques: the third party (bribe someone credible
into being a mouthpiece for an unpopular policy) and divide and rule (butter up
supporters, convince the indifferents and "isolate or convince those MPs who are
against")
• Refused to release a list of some 537 areas identified as potential nuclear dump
sites in the UK until after the 2005 general election
• "Sexed up" a report on nuclear dumping, failing to examine concerns that the
proposed concrete and steel containers to be used for burying nuclear waste could
leak within 500 years
• Advocated keeping journalists on side and grooming opinion leaders
• Dismissed concerned communities as "NIMBY areas" and their justifiable anxiety as
"the NIMBY syndrome fear"
• Believed that, if all else failed, an organisation could just change its address, source
of funding and name and people would be fooled.
Nothing we have heard or read about the politics behind the West Cumbria MRWS
process has convinced us that the tactics used during this process have been any
different from those earlier employed by Nirex.
10. Our general mistrust of politicians and their motives, a feeling which, sadly, resonates
with many people - certainly all those we know. We positively long to live in a
democracy where we could actually trust our rulers, but, on current evidence, we can't tragically. You would thus have to be - and be seen as being scrupulously transparent and unfailingly open about any further moves relating to siting
an underground waste disposal - be that in Cumbria or anywhere else. Given the
critical importance of the issue, spouting politically-expedient sound-bites, hiding behind
a few organisations branded as "a partnership" and failing to engage with the electorate
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at large simply won't do, In short, we believe that, to regain some of our trust, you would
need to alter your entire modus operandi,
Please add

LIS

to your list of any further consultees, Thank you,

Kind regards,
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From:
Sent:

20 May 201315"47

To:

radloactlvewaste (DECC)
Fw: MRWS Cosultat on

Subject:
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To:
Sent: Sunday May 19, 2013 3:52 PM
Subject: MRWS Cosultatlon

Dear Folks
Hope you are all well.
DECC want feedback on MRW5 - see
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Please take 5 mins to give it to them politely!!
For your info plse see below email just sent to DECC re the MRW5 programme.
So if you haven't already - plse respond to DECC at
- plse feel free to use
any or all of the below or just forward to DECC saying you agree - if you do!! Or just do your own thing ...
Plse feel free to send this on to anyone else who is interested or was interested in the MRW5 stuff/
t'Dump.
I'm afraid we can't relax on this one ._
Best wishes

From:
Sent: Sunday, May 19, 2013 3:29 PM

To:

radl0active\vaste.adecc.o~i~9-QY. ,J.f
~tRWS C05ultation

Subject:

The Request
Government policy for the long-term management of the UK's higher-activity radioactive waste is
geological disposal. In 2008 the Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper was
published which outlined the framework for implementing geological disposal. The MRWS White
Paper set out Government's preferred approach to site selection on the principles of voluntarism
and partnership.
Three local authorities formally expressed an interest in the MRWS programme: Copeland and
Allerdale Borough Councils, and Cumbria County Council. In January 2013, the three local
authorities voted on whether to proceed to stage 4 of the process. The two boroughs voted in
favour, but the county voted against. The Government had in 2011 given a specific undertaking
that the existing site selection process would only continue in west Cumbria if there was
agreement at both borough and county level. The county's decision therefore ended the existing
site selection process. Shepway District Council in Kent had also taken soundings from local
residents, but subsequently decided against making a formal expression of interest in the current
MRWS process.
The Government remains firmly committed to geological disposal as the right policy for the longterm safe and secure management of higher-activity radioactive waste, and continues to hold the
view that the best means of selecting a site for a geological disposal facility (GDF) is an approacll
based on voluntarism and partnership.
In line with Secretary of State Edward Davey's written Ministerial statement of 31 January 2013,
Government has been considering what lessons can be learned from the experiences of the
MRWS programme in west Cumbria and elsewhere. We are now inviting views on the siteselection aspects of tile ongoing MRWS programme in this call for evidence, particularly from
those who have been engaged in (or have been interested observers of) the MRWS process to
date. The responses to this call for evidence will inform a consultation that will follow later in the
year.

My response
FROM

1. Firstly, I whole-heartedly endorse the cross party decision taken by Cumbria County Council
and the reasoning for It given by the then Leader (Eddie Martin - Con) and
Deputy Leader
(Stewart Young - Lab)
2. Secondly, It IS absolutely imperative that It IS acknowledged by all concerned that our
radioactive waste is a NATIONAL issue and that safety. and not convenience of any sort, has to
be paramount
3 Thirdly, if It IS perceived that a GDF IS the best solution and to be the National Interest , and if
it is to be assumed that It has to be safe (ie In one of the best geological locations), then surely it
IS In the Interests of all that a truly objective and independent assessment of the national geology
is undertaken without delay. This could be undertaken cheaply and quickly.
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That said, it should be noted that such a course of action was begun in the 80s by the British
Geological Survey and Nirex see for instance
http://www.davidsmythe.org/nuclear/chapman%20etal%201986°o20geol%20environments%20de
ep%20disposal%20ILW%20UK.pdf
Of course, this identified that significant areas of the country (mainly in Eastem England) were
potentially suitable for a GOF due to simple and stable geology, low hydraulic gradients and
permeabilities
4. Without such a prior objective and independent assessment evidencing that geology in x, y, z
areas is potentially suitable/safe then it is patently obvious that no areas in the UK will ever, ever,
ever volunteer for a GOF.
And that is irrespective as to what community benefits are offered.
Indeed, even with such an assessment, the chances of any geologically suitable area, in our
densely populated and affluent country, actually volunteering are probably remote. However, if
any area is to volunteer then the whole process must be beyond any kind of reproach or query
and be completely and utterly transparent - namely in short entirely unlike MRWS to date.
Simply, voluntarism will only work if the area volunteering is first known to be potentially geological
suitable/safe.
5. This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now said
no; notwithstanding that the area has effectively been "groomed" for a GOF for a generation and
that most of the UK's waste is already here.
6. To proceed further with this process, it is imperative, and in the National Interest, that lessons are
learned from both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS process in West Cumbria. Fundamentally
this means that geological suitability, and not any other factors, must underpin the future strategy
including any ultimately "voluntarism".
7. Specifically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years with regard
to West Cumbria and a GDF has been irrational, flawed and contrary to the National Interest and our
democratic values. Specifically, through concentrating GDF efforts on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex
and MRWS) the UK is no nearer finding a solution to radioactive waste than it was 30 thirty years ago.
Valuable time has been and continues to be lost as a consequence of insisting on forcing "a square peg in a
round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition posing a threat to humans
and the environment - see recent National Audit Office report.
8. It is important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first of all siting
the UK's nuclear industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria location, then allowing the
UK's radioactive waste to either be created at or relocated to Sellafield over the last 60 years (all
without any form of consultation or democratic mandate); whilst all the time the local economy
grew to be increasingly dependent upon the nuclear industry. Thereby making it (geology and
other issues aside) an economic and political candidate for a GOF.
The upshot of the "grooming" is that the nuclear industry has had, and has, an unprecedented
degree of control over not just the West Cumbrian economy, but also local politics and policy. All
of which is entirely inconsistent with a modem, democratic country and any true/sensible
voluntarism.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" position led to first of all Nirex [irrationally on
geological grounds] choosing a West Cumbria location as the cen.tre for its search for a GDF
(notwithstanding there was significant and incontrovertible evidence that there were better geological
sites elsewhere) and more recently, in my opinion, led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expressing
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an interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the 2008 White Paper being published notwithstanding the previous failure of Nirex in West Cumbria and their then objection to it ....
9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely undemocratic attempt to
unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably on all levels - not least of all in its attempts to
explain issues to the general public in an objective and independent way. Ultimately there was widespread
mistrust about the whole process and consultation. Indeed the consultation failures of MRWS were
acknowledged by the NDA publically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process extremely badly. There is
widespread mistrust of not just the NDA but also DECC - the concerns being centered upon their apparent
desire to site a repository in West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of government should at all times be
objective and act in the National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be replaced with a
new statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (if any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the country's nuclear new
build strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was inextricably related to local
nuclear new build and/or further nuclear investment in West Cumbria ie the latter would only happen if
the GDF happened ... This misconception does not seem to exist in Somerset or North Wales or Suffolk! It
was very wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 75% of the area under consideration being
in the lake District National Park.
The legal protection afforded to National Parks means that, in essence, no GDF could proceed in, under or
close to a NP without, at the very least, first exhausting ALL suitable sites elsewhere in the Country. This
effectively rendered, and renders, any "voluntarism" of a National Park pOintless. Note - no doubt for
similar reasons - even the flawed Nirex process had excluded all environmentally sensitive sites (including
National Parks) at an early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness. Practically, from a legal
perspective such sites were never, ever going to be deliverable (even if geologically suitable) and the
process would have wasted more time and money before ultimately failing - although in the meantime
the process could, and probably would, have blighted the local non nuclear economy which includes a
£2bn tourism industry employing over 50,000 people.
There would also have been enormous practical problems in the National Park given that 25% is owned by
the National Trust and is inalienable -let alone the national and international outcry which would occur if
an lake District NP GDF ever proceeded.
12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of Conservations (SACs), sites of
Special Scientific Interest and an Area of Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All of
these were ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would effectively render any GDF
impossible without first exhausting sites elsewhere in the country - again rendering voluntarism of a SAC
etc practically pointless.
13. The issues in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning that if the process had
continued to Stage 4 in Cumbria, then it could have gone any further without effectively an exhaustion of
ALL other sites in the country ie end of voluntarism.
14. If it is not self evident, I re-iterate that to consider any environmentally sensitive sites within the
MRWS process is ridiculous, delusionary and negligent. Such sites are simply not legally and practically
deliverable -let alone objections on other grounds. So environmentally sensitive areas (including National
Parks, AONBs and SACs) should be excluded going forward as should areas of public water supply. If this

had happened in West Cumbria then the only area "left" would have been immediate to Sellafield - which
of course was founding wanting in Nirex ...
15. In my opinion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to procuring better and
safer interim storage of nuclear waste at Sellafield . The present state of affairs is simply not acceptable.
16. Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should be instigated which
could potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF.
Please let me know if you require any more information at this stage. Please add me to any lists or
databases for any further consultation and/or input.
Yours
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

20 May 2013 16:34
radioactivewaste (DECC)
response to request for views

Dear SirlMadam,
I am stronQly aQainst the

propos~1 In

investioate a West Cumbrian site for the storage of nuclear waste. As a
. the group that is working to have the Lake District listed as
a UNESCO World Heritage Site, it is my considered opinion that such investigation, let alone any consequent such
use of the area, would cause permanent damage to the international reputation of the region and would be certain to
destroy any change of UNESCO World Heritage Site listing, with immense consequent damage to the economic
prospects of the area which are to a significant extent dependent on cultural, heritage and landscape tourism . Serious
damage to employment in the area could not be avoided, regardless of the creation of some jobs by the nuclear
storage scheme.
I hope that this matter can be considered closed and that the use of the area for large-scale nuclear waste storage is
an option that will not be further pursued.
Yours faithfully,

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Vodafone in partnership with Symantec. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems,
please call your organisation's IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes .
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REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED
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REDACTED REDACTED
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Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes.

Would you like your response to be kept
confidential? If yes please give a reason

No

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

Having been concerned about the recent proposals in the Copeland district
of Cumbria and the (in my opinion) extremely poor PR once the proposed
move to stage 4 of the process became public, I hope that future proposals
will be thought through more carefully.
The selection process should start by eliminating areas that are unlikely to
be geologically sound. The agreed initial criteria for an underground storage
facility are low relief, stable geological areas, so suggesting that any of the
mountainous regions of Britain might be suitable seems to me to be a
mistake. They are not low relief, and would not be mountainous if the
geology was stable (assuming we are looking at geological time frames, not
human ones).
The second point that seemed to be overlooked by the ‘pro’ group recently
was the need to preserve the legacy of our countryside. National Parks were
created to help preserve our heritage, ignoring their boundaries seems
contrary to the spirit which created them in the first place, and the laws that
were passed to protect them. Recognising that we need to create a safe
storage for our legacy of nuclear developments should not come at the cost
of other equally important legacies. Indeed, much of the protest over the
recent stage 4 proposals would have evaporated if the need to recognise the
sacrosanct nature of the National Park boundaries had been agreed.

If all members of local communities are to see the MRWS process as a benefit
to them. (and not just those that have a close vested interest), then the
benefits package must be made much clearer, and be legally binding. As a
recent parliamentary committee found, the Nuclear Industry has not provide
the sort of benefits a large industrial complex would normally have provided
the local area, and indeed frequently uses companies and travelling labour
rather than the local community.
Having lived in other parts of the UK, and seen the sort of benefits other

areas have had from their local industries, when I moved to West Cumbria in
1986, I was shocked at how little benefit the West Cumbrian communities
seemed to get from their major industry. As other industries in the area have
shrunk and closed, the dependency on the Nuclear Industry has become even
greater, but the community benefits have shrunk. Unless you are actually
employed in the industry, or supported by them (as many local politicians
are), the ‘benefits’ amount to busy minor roads, some support for local sports
teams,

and a few high profile events and developments. Infrastructure in the area is
extremely poor, there is limited public transport, roads are narrow; rail
connections very limited; sports and leisure facilities are limited; mobile
communication signals are inconsistent. We do have the beauty of the Lake
District on our doorstep, but the MRWS proposals for stage 4 did not exclude
damaging this (or even closing parts of it).
If the general public are to be attracted to the idea of applying to be
considered as a possible site, then the improvements to the area, the benefits
(direct or indirect) need to be clear and binding. It is important that the
communications and discussions about the proposals take place actually
within the communities that will be affected. The recent exercise in West
Cumbria did not take enough cognisance of the feelings at a local level,
relying on the Borough politicians rather than the Parish Councils who have a
better understanding of their local rural communities.

If local communities are to feel involved in the process of site selection, then
their needs to be a much more detailed explanation of the possible outline
proposals. The consultation over the recent stage 4 proposals kept saying
that ‘there was no site selected’. This was only true up to a very limited point.
No site had been selected, but it was not hard, by a simple process of
elimination, to see the areas that would be considered. It was disingenuous
to suggest otherwise, led to a lack of trust, and ultimately led to the County
Council taking a more objective view than the local Borough Council as to the
lack of clarity of benefits, the lack of thought given to the local communities
that would be directly affected by the proposals.
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal facility
site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive Waste Safely
(MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider the following
issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

The MRWS starting points for the consideration of an area for GDF are that it
should have simple relief and simple geology. These points should be the first
considerations in asking for areas to volunteer to host a GDF, not asking for
volunteers and then trying to make the relief and geology criteria match.
Point 5 above: Evidence from abroad.. [shows]…. good progress in countries like
Canada, Finland, France and Sweden – The countries cited here are a) much larger
land areas b) have much smaller populations. I think this is highly relevant to the
consideration of a GDF in England or Wales
Voluntarism & partnership – these are noble-sounding words, but in fact weaselwords unless clear and detailed information is available to any community in an area
where the basic starting points exist: information about what exactly would be involved
in the creation of a GDF; the impact its creation would have on existing infrastructures
and industries; what exactly the “community benefits” would be. Dangling the carrot of
“job creation” is misleading – huge engineering projects do not create jobs for local
unemployed people, because the company carrying out the projects imports skilled
and experienced workers.

CUMBRIA - MRWS:
MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS
REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED

From REDACTED REDACTED viewpoint, the importance and absolute
certainty of a veto, and the opportunity to withdraw from the process at any
point, enshrined within primary legislation was paramount. So, too, was the
importance of the guarantee of a considerable economic package (a Sovereign
Wealth Fund) in the process.
The issue of a ‘veto’ had always been central to REDACTED consideration of the
MRWS process in West Cumbria. The absence of a clear legal position on this meant
that much time and energy was spent in trying to understand what would happen if a
community (however defined) or a decision making body decided to end its
involvement. The absence of primary legislation and the Government’s apparent
reluctance or, at least, reticence to guarantee that it would address this fundamental
issue through primary legislation was a significant contributory factor to REDACTED
REDACTED decision to end its involvement in the process before entering into Stage
4 of the Government’s MRWS process.
In relation to the issue of economic package, REDACTED REDACTED sought
numerous clarifications and assurances from Government that its in-principle
agreement to a package of Community Benefits in recognition of the national role our
communities in West Cumbria were being asked to play would be translated into early
practical economic actions. The vagueness of such responsive guarantees suggested to
us that the risks of Cumbrian, and West Cumbrian communities, in particular, not
receiving a substantial package were great. In addition, such economic benefits had to
be assured in perpetuity whilst storing the waste. No such assurances were
forthcoming. REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
the fact the Government’s policy was only ever framed in terms of a White Paper as
opposed to being enacted into legislation weakened it substantially. The numerous
ambiguities and unresolved issues within the White Paper were cause for confusion
and a fundamental lack of trust between the main participants from time to time.
Is the ‘voluntarism site selection’ selection a valid policy? From the view of
REDACTED might consider what is the best potential policy considering the
failings of the current progress and, indeed, past failures? Furthermore, we
should ask what role, if any, could the law play in guaranteeing that a proper
geological site search is carried out before courting communities into taking part
in the MRWS site partnership process?
The principles of voluntarism are to be applauded where they genuinely place
decision making in the hands of well-informed local communities and their decision
making bodies.
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It was recognised by some within the West Cumbria MRWS Partnership that the UK
Government’s approach departed from that of other countries, such as Finland and
Sweden where more was known about a region’s geology before the relevant
communities came forward.
Others felt that a decision such as this was too big to be taken at the local level.
So there is a dichotomy here. Should the work be done first to identify a suitable
geology in the hope that a relevant community will then come forward (with some
believing that as the work has been done and such expense incurred that greater
pressure would inevitably be placed on that community to accept the facility in due
course) or, as we have seen in West Cumbria, only start the work of identifying an
appropriate geology if there is a willing community with which to engage. The Nirex
case is often sited as an example of Government (or its agent) identifying its preferred
solution first and then seeking its imposition on an unwilling community.
Both approaches have flaws. Neither, so far as Cumbria is concerned, has delivered
what the Government needs in terms of a long-term disposal solution for the nation’s
waste.
Now that REDACTED has given its view it is somewhat academic to consider
whether it might have reached a different view had the geology already been
identified as potentially suitable but lessons for elsewhere need to be learned from
our experience. One of those lessons surely must be whether it is justifiable to engage
with communities when it is not known at such a fundamental level as basic
geological conditions whether an area is potentially suitable or not.
In West Cumbria all we had was the information provided to the MRWS Partnership
by the British Geological Survey about areas where there were likely mineral deposits
and aquifers and therefore areas for exclusion from search. It was left to others, such
as Professor Smythe, by default to ‘inform’ the public about the area’s suitability (or
rather lack of it) filling the information vacuum left by Government’s preferred
approach of ‘engage first, find out later’.
Indeed the intervention of Professors Smythe and Hazeldine and other eminent
geologists was one of the factors that led to such a high level of objection from the
public to moving to Stage 4. People also seemed incredulous that the Government did
not already know enough about Cumbria’s geology as why else would it commit so
much energy and resources to the MRWS process here?
Is it important that measures are taken to make sure that a local authority can
be sure that it has the backing of its people before committing to becoming a
waste site community? Should there be legislation to guarantee such measures?
The significance of a development such as this to both current and future generations
and its national impact made this a particularly unique decision for REDACTED.
REDACTED felt able to reach the decision it did based on the information it had
available and, perhaps also, because it felt not enough information was available to
give it confidence that a decision to continue to participate in the MRWS process
would be a sound one.
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While REDACTED was aware of the views of many of the public who were
expressing them, the decision was not the result of a formal public consultation
exercise. All REDACTED was being asked to take a view on was the opinions
expressed by the West Cumbria MRWS Partnership on the relative merits of moving
forward into the next stage of the process based on a number of criteria it had
considered and the feedback it had received from its own public engagement and
consultation activity.
Given that the decision was only about moving to Stage 4 (desk top geological
studies) the issue of the peoples’ backing for the decision did not really arise
although, as REDACTED, we were fully aware of the varying views people were
expressing at the time, both for and against. Had the decision we were tasked in
making been one on whether to host a facility then the issue of the public’s views in
backing a decision, in my opinion, would have been brought into sharper focus.
REDACTED would have advocated a local, Cumbria-wide referendum.
There has been a long history of neglect of the issue of Nuclear Waste in the UK,
along with the poor handling of the issue by successive Governments and
responsible agencies since concentrating on the problem. It could be argued that
this has created a legitimacy and credibility deficit too big to be filled by any
future policy or law.
While the MRWS process has ended in West Cumbria who is to say that another
community might not be found elsewhere in the UK willing to engage in terms of the
principles set out in the White Paper and, with learning from the West Cumbria
experience, not turn this into a positive outcome from the Government’s perspective?
What is clear in West Cumbria is that we already have the waste in our communities
and it is essential we squander no more time in finding an alternative set of solutions
that do NOT involve deep underground disposal or storage and which are acceptable
to the people who live and work here. We are more than ready to start talking to
Government and its agencies to find that solution which, I have gone on record as
saying, involves a solution not unlike that in Sweden where materials are retrievable
and stored effectively in well engineered near surface facilities. We would need such
facilities even if there were to be a GDF in West Cumbria given the long lead-in times
for the development of such a facility as we already have the legacy waste problem on
our doorstep and it must be dealt with now, not in 30 or 40 years time.
Do you feel that the institutional framework (especially the role of the NDA post
its merger with Nirex) in the UK has a harmful impact on the nuclear waste
disposal process?
The agencies we have are those that we deal with. The institutional arrangements
may appear labyrinthine on occasion and I am sure I would like to see a greater role
for REDACTED REDACTED the statutory Strategic Waste Authority, on many
matters relating to the treatment of nuclear waste within the County, but I am also
quite sure that safety must always be paramount. I would direct you to the recent
NAO report on Sellafield’s decommissioning operations and the subsequent PAC
inquiry into the matter. Clearly, there are issues of efficiency and cost that the NDA
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must quickly getget to grips with, but I am not sure these problems necessarily arise
from the nature of the institutional framework as much as the sheer technical
complexity of what the agency is having to grapple with.
Did the Government make a mistake by ignoring important views from those
such as the HoL Technology Committee, which recommended that an
independent body should have been established to oversee implementation, with
a statutory basis or at least with direct accountability to Parliament? Has the
MRWS programme, therefore, been a watered down version of what it should
have been?
I share the view of the HoL Technology Committee that the problem of nuclear waste
in this country is one the Government must urgently address. I am not sure, however,
that establishing another body to whom DECC and its Ministers would be accountable
would add anything. Ministers are already ultimately accountable to Parliament.
CoRWM provides a scrutiny role and the recommendations of CoRWM, as I
understand it, remain the basis for Government policy in respect of high level
radioactive waste. In my view, certainly in so far as West Cumbria is concerned, deep
geological disposal is not the way to proceed, not least given the lead-in times
necessary to deliver a GDF when all the while we have the waste with us now stored
in sub optimal conditions above ground... and more 'waste or 'fuel' - as it is
euphemistically named - arriving from such as Harwell. However, I understand the
views of CoRWM are based on international scientific research and it is right that
CoRWM now take the role of scrutinising Government’s delivery of that policy so
long as the process remains open to the possibility that other solutions may also need
to be factored in to take account of specific local circumstances and public opinion,
the importance of which simply cannot be overstated.
I believe that there may need to be a review by Government of its current MRWS
policy if no other potential host community volunteers.
It is perhaps worth reflecting on the cumulative factors and evidence which led the
county council to withdraw from the process.

SUMMARY OF REASONS FOR NOT PROCEEDING WITH
STAGE 4:
1. No legislated statutory Right of Withdrawal
2. No legislated guaranteed Sovereign Wealth Fund – in perpetuity.
3. Plethora of expert opinion against the geology – NOT effectively rebutted
by NDA
4. No proposals for a Strategic Environmental Assessment
5. Allerdale area ruled out nem con by County Cabinet.
6. Copeland simply too small without infringing designated/protected areas.
7. Significant democratic deficit. No credible local support.
8. Huge potential for planning blight/property devaluation
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9. Received no commitment to invest in international standards of safe
surface or sub surface storage. The ‘twin-track’ approach which we
argued for...
10. The findings of the NAO and the comments by the Public Accounts
Committee.
11. REDACTEDREDACTED commitment to nuclear energy but also to
alternative, surface or sub surface storage investment at Sellafield and in
West Cumbria (along with our persistent urging of government for new
reactors (such as PRISM) and a new MOX plant.
REDACTED
REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

The biggest flaw in this process, was not discounting the Lake District
National Park from the outset. If you had done this I don’t think the
Ennerdale community (and therefore the rest of the Lake District Residents)
would have activated, and you would probably be starting stage 4 now.
As for informing the communities, I was aware of the magazines that came
through the door and treated them like the rest of the junk mail that appears.
If the government was serious about siting the Deep Nuclear Repository
under the National Park and discovered during the MRWS process that
nobody was turning up to the meetings it should have gone door to door in
the villages or written personally to the properties who were potentially
affected.
However all that said, why oh why did you start this type of process in the
first place? knowing that GEOLOGY is the fundamental starting point for any
seriously dangerous process as burying nuclear waste.
If you now want to attract other sites around the country you have to have
SERIOUSLY large financial offers in place before you begin. Life-changing
amounts of money, for communities and the home-owners of those directly
affected.
But above all you need to stay away from the National Park. Not discounting
it made the Govenment look incompetent, as it suggested that those
organising the process had not appreciated the impossibility of not
discounting the National Park, and therefore making us question their
integrity at any level of the organisation of the process.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

21 May 2013 13:08
rad loactivewaste (DECC)
MRWS Process In Cumbna

Comments from
I alIgn my vIews wIth those well expressed by

The text of hIs emaIl beIng copIed at the end.

AddItIonally I would make the following comments about the process & my expenence of it, that. I have to admIt
shocked me, & has lead to a cYnical vIew of the governmental process whIch I rapIdly came to understand had one
objectIve only. SItting of an underground waste reposItory In Cumbna regardless of any other Jactors.
The consultatIon process was ill conceIved as IndIcated by my emaIl to Rhuari Bennett [rhuan@3kq.co.uk) followIng
the f,rst meeting In our community In Jan 2011.
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Also, throughout the MRWS process, & in correspondence w,th government off clals it was notable that they chose to
completely ignore the geologIcal case against the sIttIng that was beIng presented by the Profs Smythe & Haszeld,ne.
ThIs made It quite clear the Profs had a sound case whIch could not be refuted & there was only one objectIve - a
repoSItory In Cumbna regard ess of geological condItIons.
ThIs Just leaves a bad taste that the public were being taken as fools ( perhaps loons?)
I see no alternatIve to do,ng the Job properly now - dustmg off the c ountry WIde geologIcal survey of potential sites &
trying to gain an agreement w thin one of those areas
The big questIon though, IS wlil anyone trust the Government?

My response

1. Firstly . I whole-heartedly endorse the cross party decision taken by Cumbria County Council
and the reasoning for it given by the then Leader (Eddie Martin - Con) and
Deputy Leader
(Stewart Young - Lab).
2. Secondly. it is absolutely imperative that it is acknowledged by all concerned that our
radioactive waste is a NATIONAL issue and that safety. and not convenience of any sort. has to
be paramount.
3. Thirdly. if it is perceived that a GDF is the best solution and to be the National Interest. and if
it is to be assumed that it has to be safe (ie in one of the best geological locations). then surely it
is in the interests of all that a truly objective and independent assessment of the national geology
is undertaken without delay. This could be undertaken cheaply and quickly.
That said. it should be noted that such a course of action was begun in the 80s by the British
Geological Survey and Nirex see fo r instance
http: IVV. i .daviclsmythe.org nuclear chapmall o0209ta100201986" c?OCl801' o?OenvirollmentsO o20de
eD' o20dlsposal o0201 L\file o20UK.pdf
Of course, this identified that significant areas of the country (mainly in Eastern England) were
potentially suitable for a GDF due to simple and stable geology. low hydraulic gradients and
permeabilities
4. Without such a prior objective and independent assessment evidencing that geology in x. y. z
areas IS potentially suitable/safe then it is patently obvious that no areas in the UK will ever. ever,
ever volunteer for a GDF.
And that is irrespective as to what community benefits are offered.
Indeed, even with such an assessment , the chances of any geologically suitable area, in our
densely populated and affluent country. actually volunteering are probably remote . However. if
any area is to volunteer then the whole process must be beyond any kind of reproach or query
and be completely and utterly transparent - namely in short entirely unlike MRWS to date .
Simply. voluntarism will only work if the area volunteering is first known to be potentially geological
suitable/safe.
5. This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now said
no; notwithstanding that the area has effectively been "groomed" for a GDF for a generation and
that most of the UK's waste is already here .
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6. To proceed further with this process, it is imperative, and in the National Interest, that lessons are
learned from both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS process in West Cumbria. Fundamentally
this means that geological suitability, and not any other factors, must underpin the future strategy
including any ultimately "voluntarism".
7. Specifically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years with regard
to West Cumbria and a GDF has been irrational, flawed and contrary to the National Interest and our
democratic values. Specifically, through concentrating GDF efforts on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex
and MRWS) the UK is no nearer finding a solution to radioactive waste than it was 30 thirty years ago.
Valuable time has been and continues to be lost as a consequence of insisting on forcing "a square peg in a
round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition posing a threat to humans
and the environment - see recent National Audit Office report.
8. It is important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first of all siting
the UK's nuclear industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria location, then allowing the
UK's radioactive waste to either be created at or relocated to Sellafield over the last 60 years (all
without any form of consultation or democratic mandate); whilst all the time the local economy
grew to be increasingly dependent upon the nuclear industry. Thereby making it (geology and
other issues aside) an economic and political candidate for a GDF.
The upshot of the "grooming" is that the nuclear industry has had, and has, an unprecedented
degree of control over not just the West Cumbrian economy, but also local politics and policy. All
of which is entirely inconsistent with a modern, democratic country and any true/sensible
voluntarism.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" position led to first of all Nirex [irrationally on
geological grounds] choosing a West Cumbria location as the centre for its search for a GDF
(notwithstanding there was significant and incontrovertible evidence that there were better geological
sites elsewhere) and more recently, in my opinion, led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expressing
an interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the 2008 White Paper being publishednotwithstanding the previous failure of Nirex in West Cumbria and their then objection to it ....
9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely undemocratic attempt to
unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably on all levels - not least of all in its attempts to
explain issues to the general public in an objective and independent way. Ultimately there was widespread
mistrust about the whole process and consultation. Indeed the consultation failures of MRWS were
acknowledged by the NDA pUblically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process extremely badly. There is
widespread mistrust of not just the N DA but also DECC - the concerns being centered upon their apparent
desire to site a repository in West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of government should at all times be
objective and act in the National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be replaced with a
new statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (if any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the country's nuclear new
build strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was inextricably related to local
nuclear new build and/or further nuclear investment in West Cumbria ie the latter would only happen if
the GDF happened ... This misconception does not seem to exist in Somerset or North Wales or Suffolk! It
was very wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 75% of the area under consideration being
in the lake District National Park.
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The legal protection afforded to National Parks means that, in essence, no GDF could proceed in, under or
close to a NP without, at the very least, first exhausting ALL suitable sites elsewhere in the Country. This
effectively rendered, and renders, any "voluntarism" of a National Park pointless. Note - no doubt for
similar reasons - even the flawed Nirex p.rocess had excluded all environmentally sensitive sites (including
National Parks) at an early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness. Practically, from a legal
perspective such sites were never, ever going to be deliverable (even if geologically suitable) and the
process would have wasted more time and money before ultimately failing - although in the meantime
the process could, and probably would, have blighted the local non nuclear economy which includes a
£2bn tourism industry employing over 50,000 people.
There would also have been enormous practical problems in the National Park given that 25% is owned by
the National Trust and is inalienable -let alone the national and international outcry which would occur if
an Lake District NP GDF ever proceeded.
12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of Conservations (SACs), sites of
Special Scientific Interest and an Area of Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All of
these were ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would effectively render any GDF
impossible without first exhausting sites elsewhere in the country - again rendering voluntarism of a SAC
etc practically pointless.
13. The issues in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning that if the process had
continued to Stage 4 in Cumbria, then it could have gone any further without effectively an exhaustion of
ALL other sites in the country ie end of voluntarism.
14. If it is not self evident, I re-iterate that to consider any environmentally sensitive sites within the
MRWS process is ridiculous, delusionary and negligent. Such sites are simply not legally and practically
deliverable -let alone objections on other grounds. So environmentally sensitive areas (including National
Parks, AONBs and SACs) should be excluded going forward as should areas of public water supply. If this
had happened in West Cumbria then the only area "left" would have been immediate to Sellafield - which
of course was founding wanting in Nirex ...
15. In my opinion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to procuring better and
safer interim storage of nuclear waste at Sellafield . The present state of affairs is simply not acceptable.
16. Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should be instigated which
could potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF.
Please let me know if you require any more information at this stage. Please add me to any lists or
databases for any further consultation and/or input.
Yours

Thi, ellhlil \I .1, rec~i\ ed i'l'lllll the 1:,\1 ER "ET and ".Il111cd b~ the Gm ernmellt Sl'CllIC Intr.lIlet anti-\ ii'll'
'en ice ,uppli.:d b~ \' lld.do ne in p.lrtner,1l1 p \I itll S ~ 11l.lIlt~L. (eeT:\ I Certificate i\ ulllb"r 200lJ/09/005 2.) In
C.he llf pl'llblclll'. pie.I'C call) [lUI' nrgdnh.llion·, IT Helpde,)".
Cllilullunicatio n, \ 1.1 the GSI 111.1) he dutolll.lllCall~ logged. l1l(}11itl1l'ed and/or rCl'llrd"d for legal purl"""'.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

21 May 2013 15:46
radioactivewaste (DEC C)
MRVS

Dear Sir
As a resident (and Business Owner) in Cumbria I would like to express my concern that again you require
consultation regarding a nuclear waste repository in Cumbria, and particular the lake District National
Park.
I was pleased with Cumbria County Councils decision not to proceed to the next stage and wish the
government to uphold this decision. Please do not overrule the decision just because it suits Westminster
- please take into account the geology of the area (which is unsuitable according to independent
geologists) as well as the negative impact it would have on tourism in Cumbria.

Kind regards

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Vodafone in partnership with Symantec. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In
case of problems, please call your organisation's IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

21 May 2013 15:46

radioactivewaste (DECC)
MRVS

Dear Sir
As a resident (and Business Owner) in Cumbria I would like to express my concern that again you require
consultation regarding a nuclear waste repository in Cumbria, and particular the Lake District National
Park.
I was pleased with Cumbria County Councils decision not to proceed to the next stage and wish the
government to uphold this decision. Please do not overrule the decision just because it suits Westminster
- please take into account the geology of the area (which is unsuitable according to independent
geologists) as well as the negative impact it would have on tourism in Cumbria.

Kind regards

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Vodafone in partnership with Symantec. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In
ca~e of problems, please call your organisation's IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

21 May201311:02
radloactivewaste (DECC)
Views on the site-setection aspects of the ongoing MRWS programme

I participated in the MRWS programme ever since its inception, as an interested local resident
rather than as a member of any group_ My views are as follows:

1_ The emphasis upon finding a volunteer community before identifying geologically adequate
sites was, and still is, wrong-headed. As was shown in practice, the natural reaction was to
do anything but volunteer, especially at the start of the process, when the advantages of
volunteering were not at all clear. Left with no alternative, the Government found itself in
the farcical position of planning to insert large amounts of highly radioactive waste under
the country's premier tourist destination, or under an AONB, these being the only sites
having any geological potential within the volunteer area. Is there a reputable geologist who
seriously considers West Cumbria as anything but the least suitable place in England for a
GDF?
2. It was not obvious what the MRWS process was about during its early days. The
Government appeared completely unwilling to state what advantages would accrue to the
local communities, and in those circumstances the local authorities could do nothing to
convince their residents - especially those who were educated enough to understand the
fundamental long-term dangers of a geologically inadequate site (and, it has to be said , one
where the waste storage would probably be managed by people who had, according to the
2012 NAO report, periormed so inadequately over the last 40 years at and around
Sellafield).
3. The overall strategy for a GDF appears to have ignored an obvious class of potential sites:
those owned by the MoD (who, of course, generate a large fraction of the radioactive waste
in the first place). Military sites such as firing ranges and training areas are often very large
in area and, crucially, are uninhabited. Hence, no need for volunteers. Given the
geological situation, the Stanford military training site in Noriolk is an obvious candidate but there may be many more, once the geological assessment has been made.

Thi, em.lil II a, r~ceiled i'rul11the !:-\TER\ET and ,canned h) the GOlcrnm.:nt Secure Intranet anti-I in"
,cn icc ,upplied h) Voti .lrone in partner,hip II ith SYlIlantce . (CCT:\\ Certilicate "'ulllbcr 2009/09/(}()52.j In
ca,e or problcll1'. ple.he (.tli ) Olll' o rgani,.lIion·, IT Hclpde,k,
COI11IllUniL' .ltion, I ia the GSi 111.1) be ..tutonlatkall) logged. l11<.mitn lcd .md/or recorded 1'..)1' legal purpo,e'.

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

22 May 2013 00:42
radloactivewaste (DECC)
tr: MRWS Cosultatlon

> Objet: ivlRWS Co,ultation

>

Dear Sir,
We were very concerned about the MRWS process that was being followed in an attempt
to impose an underground nuclear waste repository in West Cumbria and were delighted that
common sense eventually prevailed and it was not allowed to progress onto stage 4.
We had intended to respond at length to your consultation request but, having read the response
already sent to you by
(see below), we feel that it effectively covers all of the points
that we would have mentioned.
Yours faithfully,

1. Firstly, I whole-heartedly endorse the cross party decision taken by Cumbria County
Council and the reasoning for it given by the then Leader (Eddie Martin - Con) and
Deputy Leader (Stewart Young - Lab).

I

2. Secondly, it is absolutely imperative that it is acknowledged by all concerned that our
radioactive waste is a NATIONAL issue and that safety, and not convenience of any sort,
has to be paramount.
3. Thirdly, if it is perceived that a GDF is the best solution and to be the National Interest,
and if it is to be assumed that it has to be safe (ie in one of the best geological locations),
then surely it is in the interests of all that a truly objective and independent assessment of
the national geology is undertaken without delay. This could be undertaken cheaply and
quickly.
That said, it should be noted that such a course of action was begun in the 80s by the
British Geological Survey and Nirex see for instance
http://www .dav ldsm vthe.org/nuclear/cha p man o o20etal 0 0201986~o2 0geol%20environm ents

%20deep%20d Isposal o020 ILWo o20UK.pdf

Of course, this identified that significant areas of the country (mainly in Eastern England)
were potentially suitable for a GDF due to simple and stable geology, low hydraulic
gradients and permeabilities
4. Without such a prior objective and independent assessment evidencing that geology
in x, y, z areas is potentially suitable/safe then it is patently obvious that no areas in the UK
will ever, ever, ever volunteer for a GDF.
And that is irrespective as to what community benefits are offered.
Indeed, even with such an assessment, the chances of any geologically suitable area, in
our densely populated and affluent country, actually volunteering are probably remote.
However, if any area is to volunteer then the whole process must be beyond any kind of
reproach or query and be completely and utterly transparent - namely in short entirely
unlike MRWS to date.
Simply, voluntarism will only work if the area volunteering is first known to be potentially
geological suitable/safe.
5. This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now
said no; notwithstanding ~hat the area has effectively been "groomed" for a GDF for a
generation and that most of the UK's waste is already here.
6. To proceed further with this process, it is imperative, and in the National Interest, that lessons
are learned from both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS process in West Cumbria.
Fundamentally this means that geological suitability, and not any other factors, must underpin the
future strategy including any ultimately "voluntarism".
7. Specifically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years
with regard to West Cumbria and a GDF has been irrational, flawed and contrary to the National
Interest and our democratic values. Specifically, through concentrating GDF efforts on West
Cumbria alone (through Nirex and MRWS) the UK is no nearer finding a solution to radioactive
waste than it was 30 thirty years ago. Valuable time has been and continues to be lost as a
consequence of insisting on forcing "a square peg in a round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition pOSing a threat to
humans and the environment - see recent National Audit Office report.
8. It is important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first of all
siting the UK's nuclear industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria location, then
allowing the UK's radioactive waste to either be created at or relocated to Sellafield over
the last 60 years (all without any form of consultation or democratic mandate); whilst all
the time the local economy grew to be increasingly dependent upon the nuclear industry.
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Thereby making it (geology and other issues aside) an economic and political candidate
for a GDF.
The upshot of the "grooming" is that the nuclear industry has had, and has, an
unprecedented degree of control over not just the West Cumbrian economy, but also local
politics and policy. All of which is entirely inconsistent with a modern, democratic country
and any true/sensible voluntarism.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" position led to first of all Nirex [irrationally
on geological grounds] choosing a West Cumbria location as the centre for its search for a GDF
(notwithstanding there was significant and incontrovertible evidence that there were better
geological sites elsewhere) and more recently, in my opinion, led to the District Councils in West
Cumbria expressing an interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the 2008
White Paper being published - notwithstanding the previous failure of Nirex in West Cumbria and
their then objection to it.. ..
9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely undemocratic
attempt to unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably on all levels - not least of all
in its attempts to explain issues to the general public in an objective and independent way.
Ultimately there was widespread mistrust about the whole process and consultation. Indeed the
consultation failures of MRWS were acknowledged by the NDA publically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process extremely badly.
There is widespread mistrust of not just the NDA but also DECC - the concerns being centered
upon their apparent desire to site a repository in West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of
government should at all times be objective and act in the National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be
replaced with a new statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (if any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the country's
nuclear new build strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was inextricably
related to local nuclear new build and/or further nuclear investment in West Cumbria ie the latter
would only happen if the GDF happened ... This misconception does not seem to exist in Somerset
or North Wales or Suffolk! It was very wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 75% of the area under
consideration being in the lake District National Park.
The legal protection afforded to National Parks means that, in essence, no GDF could proceed in,
under or close to a NP without, at the very least, first exhausting All suitable sites elsewhere in
the Country. This effectively rendered, and renders, any "voluntarism" of a National Park
pointless. Note - no doubt for similar reasons - even the flawed Nirex process had excluded all
environmentally sensitive sites (including National Parks) at an early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness. Practically,
from a legal perspective such sites were never, ever going to be deliverable (even if geologically
suitable) and the process would have wasted more time and money before ultimately failingalthough in the meantime the process could, and probably would, have blighted the local non
nuclear economy which includes a £2bn tourism industry employing over 50,000 people.
There would also have been enormous practical problems in the National Park given that 25% is
owned by the National Trust and is inalienable -let alone the national and international outcry
which would occur if an lake District NP GDF ever proceeded.
12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of Conservations (SACs),
sites of Special Scientific Interest and an Area of Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a
J

RAMSAR site. All of these were ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would
effectively render any GDF impossible without first exhausting sites elsewhere in the country again rendering voluntarism of a SAC etc practically pointless.
13. The issues in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning that if the
process had continued to Stage 4 in Cumbria, then it could have gone any further without
effectively an exhaustion of All other sites in the country ie end of voluntarism.
14. If it is not self evident, I re-iterate that to consider any environmentally sensitive sites within
the MRWS process is ridiculous, delusionary and negligent. Such sites are simply not legally and
practically deliverable -let alone objections on other grounds. So environmentally sensitive areas
(including National Parks, AONBs and SACs) should be excluded going forward as should areas of
public water supply. If this had happened in West Cumbria then the only area "left" would have
been immediate to Sellafield - which of course was founding wanting in Nirex ...
15. In my opinion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to procuring
better and safer interim storage of nuclear waste at 5ellafield . The present state of affairs is
simply not acceptable.
16. Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should be instigated
which could potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF.
Please let me know if you require any more information at this stage. Please add me to any lists or
databases for any further consultation and/or input.
Yours
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From:
Sent:

22 May 2013 10:37

To:

radioactivewaste (DECC)
West Cumbria experience

Subject:

My comments on the process in finding a sui table site in

~~est

Cumbria are as folIo_Is:

The process allowed people to perceive a threat to the Lake District
National Park particularly at Ennerdale.
The _Ihole of the national
park, any national park, should be removed from any future consultation process right from
the start. As that did not happen, people I-Jere cynical from the start.
After that principle, geology rather than ignorant volunteerism should
be the determining factor.
We have been told in previous surveys that
Cumbria has unsuitable geology for long term storage - this makes sense
in a mountainous and lake filled area.
It is only natural that local
people fear that local authorities are acting in collusion with a government desperate to
find a solution will manipulate the evidence to
suit the end result they desire.
We believe that this I-Jill lead to a
disaster in the future.

From:
Sent:

.

"

22 May 2013 12:29

To:
Cc:
Subject:

radloactivewaste (OECC)
West Cumbna MRWS Process· Consultation

Dear
I hope all is very well. I am writing - copied into the DECC Consultation email address regarding the current review of the West Cumbria ~tRWS process, since I gather you are
collecting evidence as part of the inquiry.
I would like to endorse the points made by Friends of the Lake District (FLO) in their
recent submission. In particular, I would like to highlight their points that there seemed
generally to be an imbalance in the degree to which certain issues were highlighted to the
community (for example, the potential job creation and community spending was highlighted
over and above any scientific research, which ought to have been carried out before any
community engagement programme was established); and also the need for full involvement of
all parish and town councils. It is also imperative that any County authority gives any
location full approval.
I personally would like to see any future process involve a panel of 'critical friends',
as has been modelled in Scandinavia. Such a panel would provide impartial advice on
geological aspects, and this advice would be measured against a strict set of criteria
defining exactly what we mean by 'safe geology': we need numerical targets on speed,
volume and predictability of water-flow; data on direction, return-time and chemical
properties of the soil; and such information must be published and widely available, peerreviewed if necessary.
The most prominent academic critics of repositories should be involved and, to encourage
public trust in the process, a representative from the judiciary, also. The key things we
must ensure are scientific rigour, and the restoration of public trust in the matter both of ~Ihich, I fear, were lacking in the Cumbrian case.
With very best wishes,

DISCLAIMER: The information in this email is confidential. The contents may not be
disclosed or used by anyone other than the addressee. If you are not the intended
recipient(s), any use, disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to
be taken is prohibited and may be unlawful.. If you have received this communication in
error please notify us bye-mail and then delete the e-mail and all attachments and any
copies. I will treat as confidential all personal information you give to me or to my
staff, however I may need to pass on this information to others so they can help you. I
undertake to handle the information you give me in line with the requirements of the Data
Protection Act 1998. I would also like to use your information to let you know about
constituency news and events that may be of interest to you. If you do not wish to receive
any information, please let me know by return. You can contact us at any time if you
change your mind and no longer wish to receive information from me.

From:
Sent:

23 May 2013 10:56

To:

radloactivewaste (DECC)
Consultation Response

Subject:

Dear Chairman MRWS team,

From what I read the MRWS team and CoRWM seem to be approaching the challenge in a logical and
appropriate way. The issue is clearly very sensitive and the "man in the street" tends to be suspicious and
fearful. Those communities most likely to be in favour are those standing to gain and those who have
worked in or close to the nuclear industry, understand it and believe from direct related experience that
safe management of radioactive material is possible.
Thus locations close to existing nuclear installations are more likely to have communities that will support.
However, these will not always be regions in which the geological structures are favourable. I am sure the
team have long ago recognised this factor so it is unfortunate that we have now apparently burnt our
boats in Cumbria.
I don't quite understand whether the Government simply waits for a community to express interest or
actively encourages potentially "attractive' communities to do so. I suspect the time has arrived for a fairly
proactive approach. However, this will need to be very sensitively managed or it will be perceived as
undesirable pressure and be counterproductive.
I wish the team every success. If there is a way in which I can assist please let me know.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Vodafone in partnership with Symantec. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In
case of problems, please call your organisation's IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

The Managing Radioactive WZiste Safely team
Dcp,trtlllent of Energy Zlnd Climate Change

55 Whitehall. M07
Lundon SW lA 2EY
23 May 2013
Managing Radioactive Waste Sarely: Call ror evidence 011 the Siting Process ror a geological
Disposal Facility
1submit some comments on the call for evidence as
and someone invulved in the riulioactive waste m.lnagement L'1slIC lur o\'cr

to years , I wa~

I write here though a, an individual.
Fulluwing the recent decision of Cumbri.l County Council, I believe that the Government needs to
rctlect broadly and deeply on the reason.' why lung term geolugical disposal 01 radiuactive waste
is proving to be so lhfficult tu re.lhse. Thi, i, not a prohlem peculiar to the UK as many cuuntries,
notahly including the USA and Japan, h,IVe also struggled to move their programmes furward
effectively. In the developed world only Swede n, Finl,lIld and probably France seem to have 111.1de
~cnollS

progress over th e last 2 dCfddc'\, and nppe,lI' to have goud Lhancc uf starting aClliJI

disposal operations.
·Why is thi, so dilficult'! Disposal of radio,lctive waste is a highly technical issue, involving
integrtltion of engineering and the natural sciences (notably geology) to develop

ZI

system that ran

manage the waste safely with the risk of harm to the puhlic being reduced to negligible levels.
Numerous national and international assessments over the last 4 uecades havc come to the same
conclusion that geological dispoS.l1 is the best solution both in terms of safety and likely co,t.
However, the issue is not just technical. Locations have to be identitied and in democl'atic
socil' tie~ communities agree to host the operations. Thus the policy of community \'oluntcerism

h;\s been adopted in the UK and several other countries.

\Vhile some technit:al challenges remain, it is the involvement of communities, which has proved
to be the majol' obstacle to developing a successful outcome. Thus community engagement in the
prote.ss and dedsion · mal.;ing is now recognised as critical. This is not the place for iln in depth

analy., is but some of the factors that have led to heing unahle to per'"ddecommunities in the UK
include: a history of suspicion of the behaviour of nuclear organisations and sometimes
governments; fear of radioactive materials' difficulty ill understanding the science involving
periods of ge oiogicallime that are incunceivable to many people; the highly technical character of
some aspect' of the safety case; well-orgalllsed and effective environmental groups whu oppose
the nuclear industlY in general; nimbyism; and ineflective approaches to engagement and
dialogue with communities. On the other hand there are positive benefits from communities such
,1~ employme nt ilnd local investment

in Cumbri41,

in communities. One can sec all

the~e factors

in the outcom e

On top of these factors is the failure of politics. A radioactive waste management prugramme

like ly require, J few decades to get to the point of pia ling waste underground and over a Lentury
tor the operatIOn; to be mmpleted. These are time scale, that greatly exceed electoral Lycles.
However, the UI( is typical in having policy devcloped on short time sLales where electorallycles
and different political perspectives playa major role. Examples in the UK include: strong lobbying
in the 1980's against technically favourable sites in rUI\,1 Conservative constituencies with the
progl'anlJne being ahandoned due to upcoming elections; following the decision by the publk
enquiry in 1997 to prevent an underground laboratory being developed by Nirex in West
Cumbria there was a lack of decision-making as a consequence of the 1997 election; an innuential
cllvironmcnt minister in the Labour government who was anti-nuclear cnergy; succcssive
Governments who have tcnded to procrastinatc through either inactiun ur setting up of panels

and conlllllltees. With regard to the latter setting up ofCoWRM has generally been regarded
tavollI'ably, especially as its membership renects that this is not just a technical issue. f1owever,
notwithstanding CnWRM's positive role pi'tlgre% has 'till not been made. Finding the solution to
racho:'lCtlve waste is not a vOlc-winner and appeal's to become even lower priority for decision-

making and policy development as nationol elections loom.
A particukll' problem in the recent \Vcst Cumbria case was the "hsel1cc of effective Chdlllpioning

of the case for moving forward into stage 'I. While NDA was able to provide information to the
communities this was constrained to be passive rather than proactive. The opposition groups
were vocal and effective, even though many in the science community were concerned abollt
l11ic,infol'matiull of aspects of the science. The information needed for Cumhria County Council to
readl an informed and evidence-hase decision on stage 4 appears tu have heen imhalmH.:cd.

TakIng the above points together I suggest some possible ways forward. First in foture
intcroctiOlt.., with voluntary communities cummunication ot technical and policy needs to he
much mol'c effective if the \'nluntary approtlclt is to succeed. The main sources oftcchniGIl advice
and lor inrormation on the proce", arc the R~tWO or NDA. They shollid he able to be mOl'e
proJ.clivc in championing the \'oluntary pnH.:cS'i and pn)\'iding the authoritath'c inrorlllr:ttion. Thi~
should include the ability to challenge the views ot independent groups and individuals where
appropria te in the ,,,me w"y that independent or outside gJ'OlIps can challenge the NDA. ~Iore
dimeult to oddress is how to hove an environment where qualified and informed voices and truly
indepe ndent of special;,t interest group, (such a, environmental groups and indostl)') can be
heard. E.\ amples include HEI researLhers and the British Geological SlIl'I'ey. Policy on radioactive
waste would benefit from belOg taken Ollt of the political cycle as far as possible. Establishing
cross-party agreement anti estahlishing structures of decision-making that are independellt of

changes of government and electoral cycle. should be considered. If volunteerism docs not work
then sume attention needs to be given to:ln jS~lIe that is ot key strategic importilncc to the UK
Argu.,bly tim is at least as important as developing other kinds at critk,,1 infrastructure, such as
rail links, in the national interest.

Brcs<;cndon PI,u:c
LONDON

SW IE SDU

'7'" h'I a) _'01'"

_

D~ar

Managing Rudioaclhc 'Yuste Safe"
In re,pon;,e to ~our ICllcr of 13'h ~I,I) rcg.mJing the gO\\:l'Ilment', \IRWS proce", lila)
,uhmit the following for your consider.llion .~

I.

Kc\' a<;peets of the "ite seicction proo:e".

Unlike sOllle countric<; which choose a site first and then tcllthe conlIllunity th,ltthe~ arc
going 10 have a repo,itory (eg. Switl.eriand) thc UK has cllo,en a 'tr,lteg~ of a,"ing the
community if they arc prepared to host one.
By delinition. this places all dccision-making in the hand, or rur.tl county councilillr, ( ie. no
space in the to\\"I1S and cities I Thesc councillors work hard and . gcner,dl~ spea"ing.
rcpresclll their communities well. I-IO\\C\CL mcntion radio-acti\il) and the) \\ill itillnediatcl~
look ovcr their shoulders at the next clection.
ACllIally. what they forget. or choose to ignore, b that their pari) ruic boo'" tcllthemth.tt
\\hen thcrc i, an issue which is being dc.tlt \\ith at a nationalle\cl.then thc~ I11U<;t gi\\: \\ay
to wllat the national party wants. It is \\ rillcn in their pari) ntle boob.
Therefore, one pari or the proce,s in o\'ero:oming re,islance at 10c.11 Ic\ el i, for cClllral
government to per,uadc its constituency /\'IP, 10 rcmind councillor, of their obligalion, to
their party rulc book and their go\·ernmcnt. A" the government \\ i'hes 10 pur,ue a rcpo<;itor)
programme. thcy ought ob\ iously to wor" towards a solution bCI\\'ccn them,ell c<; and Ihc
local authoritic<;. This applics 10 all political partics. And it \\ould gi\c 'comfort' to an)
council thai had thc Iml\ cry to becomc interestcd in ho.,ting a GDF.

~

\\'hal can he done
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(Ilirael comillunilies inlo Ihe MR\\,S

,ile-~eJcclinn

prol:!!" ,)

In pre\ IOU' allelllpl, In inleresll:Ouncib, explamllory leller, I'lOmlhe NDA \\cre eilher
'binned' h) Chid' ExcClili\'es or put on Ille ,hell' I'llI' another day, i\'kmbcrs "ne\\ nOlhing
ahoul the propma" hecause senior orneer, decided that il \\a,n't in the best interc"h ol'thcir
I:llunl:il to gener.lte potentially negati\'c publicity
FollO\\ ing thb and , ancr advice from stakeholder" tilC rxOA \\ ", a,"cd to write to indi\ idu.11
I:ouncillor, on the basis tlfat it takes only t\\'o Illclilber, - a propo,er and .I semnder - to
introducc the topic and I:reate a debate, I haw ,een no c\ idcnce that thi, e\'er happened,
No\\ \\ould bc a good time to try again, The last time l'\OA made mnlaCl \\'ith council, an
elel:tion loollled, A, of this month, most rurall:oull<:il, h.l\e nc\\ cOllncil, and will therefore
11.1\ e foul' )car, in \\ hidl to explore the propmab (Illd ma"e up their lIlinds, \\ hi I,t at the
'.lIne time 1"1\ ing thi~ I'our- year 'cushion' belore the ne\t clcl:tion"
They will 011\ iou, I)' need to he tlioroughl) and expertl) apprai<,cd allLl a,slIred tli.lt thcre arc
no danger" (wntrar) tll prcssure-group exaggeration, ) and that, al'ter I:onstruction or the
I'acility their rur,ill:lllllltryside will he rcstored to 'hul:Olic' reacdulnc<" , \\'ith nothing
'indll,trial' "howing, The cOlllpensation pacbge \\ould al,o h.l\e to be \ery allracti\c,
All this i, nplained in a book entitled 'Slaying the :,\imh) Or.lgon.' Ithoi'oughl) rCl:OlIllllcnd
that NOA e:\ccuti\cs familiarise themsel\'e, \\'ith thi, boo", It i, cxactl) what i<, needed attlli,
tillle, Ii I' b) Herhcrt Inllaber (Transaction Publisher" 199R, ISB:'\ 1-56000-219-0) It i,
,till mailahle on Alilazon and an excellent \ ideo of ih mntent, is gi\en hy the author aner
selecting Googlc \\ ith the hook's title and thcn going to the YouTuhe page,
3, What information dn \outhin" \\lluld help wn\lllunitie, en~.J!!e \\ ith the MR\\'S site
~clcclinll proce~,

'!

The infornliltion I would ,uggc,t th.lt he~t cnahlc, cOll\munitic, to 'engagc in a cOlllro\cr,ial
i,<,suc is onc which i, lir,tl) cOil\cyed hy the local hro.Jdca,t lIledia, ic .. radio and tde\ i,ion,
There i, thcn u,uall) a I'ollo\\-up peliod in the local prc" if the b~uc i, 'frolll-p.Jge' lIl.lterial.
thus cn;,uring that the b,uc \\ ill get the \\ ide,t heJl'lng aero" the cOllllllunit), II' the NDA
under,tand, and anticipate, thi~ procc", then it can be 1'1Ill) prepared to engage \\ ith l'ounc'il,
and make it> ea,e. a la Inh.lher.
1 hope thi,

1\

ill be or <;OIllC u<,c,

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

22 May 2013 20:32
radioactivewaste (DECC)
NO to buring rdioactive waste.

Dear Sirs,

I live on the beautilul coast 01 Cumbria, and have to live with the Sellalield group. This is enough lor Cumbria and we
do not want any more waste buried here, Ennerdale or elsewhere in Cumbria.

Copeland Council have got it very wrong to think we Will benefit from it being buried here. the recent flooding and the
unsafety 01 the rocks has been proved time and again. Sellafleld no longer helps the community to Its utmost.
(??Amercian management!!!)
There is already evidence of radlooacltve waste on the beaches, less fish, seaweed not edIble and mussels are
contaminated. Enough is enough. Nuclear Power is not the power we need, already the last 50 years of rubbish
cannot be disposed of safely, and what about the rubb'sh waste in the next 50 years.?? what a heritage for our
grandchildren and and others to be born, God made a perfect world and Science is gradually destrOYing it alt.
I am just an ordinary old widow, with no perfect knowledge, but an understanding of the order of nature, which is
being disrupted.
Yours faithfully,

Thi, Cllhlil II to' r~ceil'ed rrom the Il':TERNET and ~canneJ h) the GOI ernl11cnt Secure Intranet anti-I iru,
~en icc ,upplicd by Vodarone in partner~hip II ith S) Illlllllec. (CCTM Crrti ricate NUlllhc)' 200l)f09/00S2.) In
ca,e or problem". please call your organi,ation', IT HcJpde,l...
Communication, I ia the GSi Illay be autol11aticall) loggcd, monitored and/or recorded ror legal purpo,e,.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

24 May 2013 14:57
radioactivewaste (DECC)
Fw: MRWS Cosuitatlon

---- - !-ol'\\'Urdcd :\Ic":t!!c ----From

To:
Sent: Sunday, 19 May 2013, 15:52
Subject: MRWS Cosu tat Ion
Dear Folks
Hope you are all well.
DECC want feedback on MRW5 - see

hnp ... :1.\\ \\'\\

~i") \

.uk..

!..!\ 1\ L~l'n tlll"nt/l"lllbliltal il\lb/lllana~ Ill!..! .. r~ld itti.h..'( i \'L'-\\ d ~tI:-'<lk l \

-I.'at! .. fl n"-I,.' \ i dL'Ih.:t:-on -lhe

. . it tn ~-pn)L't..'., . . !llr-.l-~~L \h1~iL'i.lI-d i."lh \~al- fa\.' i li l \
Please take 5 mins to give it to them politely!!
For your info plse see below email just sent to DECC re the MRW5 programme.
So if YOll haven't already - plse respond to DECC at radioactlvewaste ii'decc.osi.oov.uk - plse feel free to use
any or all of the below or just forward to DECC saying you agree - if you do!! Or just do your own thing ...
Plse feel free to send this on to anyone else who is interested or was interested in the MRW5 stuff/
t'Dump.
I'm afraid we can't relax on this one .....
Best wishes_

From:
Sent: Sunday, May 19, 2013 3:29 P~l
To: radioactlvewaste Q decc.gsl.gov.uk
Subject: MRWS Cosultation
The Request
Government policy for the long-term management of the UK's higher-activity radioactive waste IS
geological disposal. In 2008 the Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper was
1

published which outlined the framework for implementing geological disposal. The MRWS White
Paper set out Government's preferred approach to site selection on the principles of voluntarism
and partnership .
Three local authorities formally expressed an interest in the MRWS programme: Copeland and
Allerdale Borough Councils, and Cumbria County Council. In January 2013, the three local
authorities voted on whether to proceed to stage 4 of the process. The two boroughs voted in
favour, but the county voted against. The Government had in 2011 given a specific undertaking
that the existing site selection process would only continue in west Cumbria if there was
agreement at both borough and county level. The county's decision therefore ended the existing
site selection process. Shepway District Council in Kent had also taken soundings from local
residents, but subsequently decided against making a formal expression of interest in the current
MRWS process.
The Government remains firmly committed to geological disposal as the right policy for the longterm safe and secure management of higher-activity radioactive waste, and continues to hold the
view that the best means of selecting a site for a geological disposal facility (GDF) is an approach
based on voluntarism and partnership.
In line with Secretary of State Edward Davey's written Ministerial statement of 31 January 2013,
Government has been considering what lessons can be learned from the experiences of the
MRWS programme in west Cumbria and elsewhere. We are now inviting views on the siteselection aspects of the ongoing MRWS programme in this call for evidence, particularly from
those who have been engaged in (or have been interested observers of) the MRWS process to
date. The responses to this call for evidence will inform a consultation that will follow later in the
year.

My response
FROM

1. Firstly, I whole-heartedly endorse the cross party decision taken by Cumbria County Council
and the reasoning for it given by the then Leader (Eddie Martin - Con) and
Deputy Leader
(Stewart Young - Lab).
2. Secondly, it is absolutely imperative that it is acknowledged by all concerned that our
radioactive waste is a NATIONAL issue and that safety, and not convenience of any sort, has to
be paramount.
3. Thirdly, if it is perceived that a GDF is the best solution and to be the National Interest, and if
it is to be assumed that it has to be safe (ie in one of the best geological locations), then surely it
is in the interests of all that a truly objective and independent assessment of the national geology
is undertaken without delay. This could be undertaken cheaply and quickly.
That said, it should be noted that such a course of action was begun in the 80s by the British
Geological Survey and Nirex see for instance
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http://www.davidsmythe.org/nuclear/chapman%20etal%201986%20geol%20environments%20de
ep%20disposal%20 ILW%20UK.. pdf
Of course, this identified that significant areas of the country (mainly in Eastern England) were
potentially suitable for a GDF due to simple and stable geology, low hydraulic gradients and
permeabilities
4. Without such a prior objective and independent assessment evidencing that geology in x, y, z
areas is potentially suitable/safe then it is patently obvious that no areas in the UK. will ever, ever,
ever volunteer for a GDF.
And that is irrespective as to what community benefits are offered.
Indeed, even with such an assessment, the chances of any geologically suitable area, in our
densely populated and affluent country, actually volunteering are probably remote. However, if
any area is to volunteer then the whole process must be beyond any kind of reproach or query
and be completely and utterly transparent - namely in short entirely unlike MRWS to date.
Simply, voluntarism will only work if the area volunteering is first known to be potentially geological
suitable/safe.
5. This is especially so given that Cumbria (the only area to express an interest) has now said
no; notwithstanding that the area has effectively been "groomed" for a GDF for a generation and
that most of the UK.'s waste is already here.
6. To proceed further with this process, it is imperative, and in the National Interest, that lessons are
learned from both the Nirex debacle and also the recent MRWS process in West Cumbria. Fundamentally
this means that geological suitability, and not any other factors, must underpin the future strategy
including any ultimately "voluntarism".
7. Specifically there needs to be an acknowledgment that the approach over the last 30 years with regard
to West Cumbria and a GDF has been irrational, flawed and contrary to the National Interest and our
democratic values. Specifically, through concentrating GDF efforts on West Cumbria alone (through Nirex
and MRWS) the UK is no nearer finding a solution to radioactive waste than it was 30 thirty years ago.
Valuable time has been and continues to be lost as a consequence of insisting on forcing "a square peg in a
round hole".
Meantime the waste continues to be stored in a far from satisfactory condition posing a threat to humans
and the environment - see recent National Audit Office report.
8. It is important to understand that this grooming process effectively began by first of all siting
the UK.'s nuclear industry in a malleable and remote West Cumbria location, then allowing the
UK.'s radioactive waste to either be created at or relocated to Sellafield over the last 60 years (all
without any form of consultation or democratic mandate); whilst all the time the local economy
grew to be increasingly dependent upon the nuclear industry. Thereby making it (geology and
other issues aside) an economic and political candidate for a GDF.
The upshot of the "grooming" is that the nuclear industry has had, and has, an unprecedented
degree of control over not just the West Cumbrian economy, but also local poHtics and policy. All
of which is entirely inconsistent with a modern, democratic country and any true/sensible
voluntarism.
This is relevant to MRWS as this "nuclear dependent" position led to first of all Nirex [irrationally on
geological grounds] choosing a West Cumbria location as the centre for its search for a GDF
(notwithstanding there was significant and incontrovertible evidence that there w~re better geological
sites elsewhere) and more recently, in my opinion, led to the District Councils in West Cumbria expressing
an interest in hosting a GDF - in Copeland's case within weeks of the 2008 White Paper being published notwithstanding the previous failure of Nirex in West Cumbria and their then objection to it.. ..
3

9. The recent MRWS process in West Cumbria was an expensive and entirely undemocratic attempt to
unsuccessfully manipulate local opinion. It failed miserably on all levels - not least of all in its attempts to
explain issues to the general public in an objective and independent way. Ultimately there was widespread
mistrust about the whole process and consultation . Indeed the consultation failures of MRWS were
acknowledged by the NDA publically.
10. In my opinion both the NDA and DECC came out of the whole, process extremely badly. There is
widespread mistrust of not just the NDA but also DECC - the concerns being centered upon their apparent
desire to site a repository in West Cumbria "come what may". Arms of government should at all times be
objective and act in the National Interest.
It may be that both DECC and the NDA have to be removed from any siting process and be replaced with a
new statutory based body.
At the very least, the relationship (if any!) between MRWS/the GDF process and the country's nuclear new
build strategy must be clear. In West Cumbria many thought a GDF was inextricably related to local
nuclear new build and/or further nuclear investment in West Cumbria ie the latter would only happen if
the GDF happened ... This misconception does not seem to exist in Somerset or North Wales or Suffolk! It
was very wrong indeed to allow waters to be muddied in this way.
11. The MRWS process in West Cumbria ended up with over 75% of the area under consideration being
in the Lake District National Park.
The legal protection afforded to National Parks means that, in essence, no GDF could proceed in, under or
close to a NP without, at the very least, first exhausting All suitable sites elsewhere in the Country. This
effectively rendered, and renders, any "voluntarism" of a National Park pointless. Note - no doubt for
similar reasons - even the flawed Nirex process had excluded all environmentally sensitive sites (including
National Parks) at an early stage.
For MRWS to potentially allow such areas to be volunteered was, and is, madness. Practically, from a legal
perspective such sites were never, ever going to be deliverable (even if geologically suitable) and the
process would have wasted more time and money before ultimately failing - although in the meantime
the process could, and probably would, have blighted the local non nuclear economy which includes a
£2bn tourism industry employing over 50,000 people.
There would also have been enormous practical problems in the National Park given that 25% is owned by
the National Trust and is inalienable -let alone the national and international outcry which would occur if
an lake District NP GDF ever proceeded.
12. Similarly the area under consideration included major Special Areas of Conservations (SACs), sites of
Special Scientific Interest and an Area of Outstanding National Beauty and bordered a RAMSAR site. All of
these were ignored by MRWS although again sites such as SACS would effectively render any GDF
impossible without first exhausting sites elsewhere in the country - again rendering voluntarism of a SAC
etc practically pointless.
13. The issues in 12 and 13 were ultimately acknowledged by the NDA meaning that if the process had
continued to Stage 4 in Cumbria, then it could have gone any further without effectively an exhaustion of
ALL other sites in the country ie end of voluntarism.
14. If it is not self evident, I re-iterate that to consider any environmentally sensitive sites within the
MRWS process is ridiculous, delusionary and negligent. Such sites are simply not legally and practically
deliverable -let alone objections on other grounds. So environmentally sensitive areas (including National
Parks, AONBs and SACs) should be excluded going forward as should areas of public water supply. If this
had happened in West Cumbria then the only area "left" would have been immediate to Sellafield - which
of course was founding wanting in Nirex ...
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15. In my opinion DECC and the NDA should devote all efforts in the short term to procuring better and
safer interim storage of nuclear waste at Sellafield . The present state of affairs is simply not acceptable.
16. Meantime a truly independent national geological survey (as aforesaid) should be instigated which
could potentially pave the way for any further plans for a GDF.
Please let me know if you require any more information at this stage. Please add me to any lists or
databases for any further consultation and/or input.
Yours

Thi, email Ila' rceciled rmmthe I.'\TERl\'ET and '>canned h) thc GOICrIlIllcnt Securc Intr,lIlct anti-I ii'll'
'en icc ,upplicd b) Voci.lrollc in p,lftncr,>hip II ith S) IllJntc.:. (CCTM CCllillc.ltc NUlllhcl 200<)/0<)10052.) In
caw or probICIll'. ple.l'c c,11I ) our l)rg,lIli,ation', IT Ilclpdc,\".
COllllllunication, I i.l the GSi 111..1) he autllmaticall) logged. monitored ,lilli/or rccordcd 1'01' legal PUI po,c.,.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

31 May 201310:02
radioactivewaste (DECC)
repository offshore

1h

13 May; REPLY TO Of NO - call for views by 10th June 2013
Rp~i""inn "0 r.~11

for evidence on site selection for managing [Hi active] nuclear waste" via
group shall respond by:- detailing an offshore repository
in the Atlantic/Cumbria!
Because
. are asking us to send our views:- and the Oil/Gas industry has been sending pigs along pipelines for
50 years. it seems Hi waste could be wrapped in glass & contained in steel barrels, to be waterborn to offshore
double steel skinned pre-drilled wells, "n" miles out on a suitable seabed site via manifolds/diverters etc:- so cheap,
safe and engineered in only a couple of years. With water continuously circulating cans could be monitored , even
recoverd by reversing the flow. N.B. An origional specification requirment of the 80's! Also too difficult for current
geological designers.
Whilst admitting to "fesson learned" regarding rejection by all UK Counties of their government's commitment to bury it
Onshore, they intend still to pursue a geological site and still expect voluntarism from us citizens until 2040!?
Governments have only been prepared to listen to civil engineers on CoWM quango and civil servants in NIREX both
now debunked by Govts papers.
N.B. All of the UK's Hi waste could be stacked in an area the size of Lowestoft Townhall and its actual toxivity has
always been vastly overstated
We viewed thIs HI waste in baths at Sizewell B recently when the plan was to transport it to Sellafield, which is now
already too overloaded. But it is on the Atlantic coast, so is a suitable launch Jar this pipeline! Who could object? - the
Crown perhaps. Offshore appears to be the only alternative solution now, [Space is definitely out l ] Current
government advisors seem hell-bent on digging holes for us - and themselves.
Why continue to knock on a portcullis UK counties have locked against their absurd alliance to England's soil. So we
urge them to revert to an offshore solulion and revoke onshore thus admitting defeat by just examining this well used
pigging system. Or is it that all future Govts shall welcome a stalemate so THEIR party are not seen dabbling in
nuclear waste, but also because of course it wastes their sparse budget? An oil industry system is amazingly cheap!
P.O'w.E.R . [Pipeline Operated Waste Energy Repository] was one such bid around 19861 was involved with.
Maybe the Finland granite geology [2050 completion] repository will sU it UK, where we pay them billions into eternity
for our grandchildren to pay, Instead of having the guts to do II ourselves - bring back BruneI.

Thi, cm,lil II'" rCL'cil cd from th.: I~TERl\ET and ,canncd b) lhc GOI .:rnmcnt S.:c:ure Inlr,mct anti - I il'u,
;,en icc supplied h) Vod.lfol1c in punner,hip II ith SYlllantcc. (CCTM Cerlificale Numbcr 2009/09/0052.) In
l'a'c of prohlcm" plea,c call )ollr organiS.llion-, IT Hdpdc,l...
COllllllllniL,llion, I i~l lhe GSi mdY be uUlomdlio;,llly logged, llIonilored ;md/or recorded for leg,,, pllrpo,e,_

Response form
Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY

Name

REDACTED

Organisation / Company
Organisation Size (no. of employees)
Organisation Type
Job Title
Department
Address

REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED

Telephone

REDACTED

Fax

Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes

Would you like your response to be kept
confidential? If yes please give a reason

No

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

Fundamentally, the process should start with a screening for potential sites
where the geology stands the best chance of being acceptable using
established international criteria. The local communities of several areas
where the geology stands the best chance of being suitable should then be
approached to discuss volunteering for the next stages in the selection
process. Certain environmentally-sensitive areas such as national parks and
AONBs should be excluded from this whole process. Having ignored this
issue for the first 30 years and then not given it the priority it deserves for
the next 30 years, this issue must be prioritised at the highest level if the
country is to proceed with the development of further nuclear power
generation – what other industry is allowed to construct new industrial
facilities when the disposal of its waste (particularly of such a hazardous
waste) in the best possible manner is not assured?

REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED
Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive Waste
Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk

Or by post to: The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY
Name

REDACTED

Organisation / Company

REDACTED REDACTED

Organisation Size (no. of employees)

REDACTED

Organisation Type

REDACTED REDACTED

Job Title

n/a

Department

n/a

Address

REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED

Email

REDACTED REDACTED

Telephone

REDACTED

Fax

n/a

Would you like to be kept informed of Yes
developments with the MRWS programme?
Would you like your response to be kept No
confidential? If yes please give a reason

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal facility site
selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive Waste Safely
(MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider the following issues
in your response:
 What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do you
think could be improved and how?
 What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS site
selection process?
 What information do you think would help communities engage with the MRWS
site selection process?
1. Improvements to the Site Selection Process
1.1 Faster Assessment of Potential Geological Suitability
I think that one of the difficulties encountered in West Cumbria was that there were
serious doubts about the geological suitability of the area and it was evident that these
would not be resolved until relatively late in the site selection process. The prospect of
uncertainty continuing for many years made hosting a geological disposal facility (GDF)
unattractive to some members of local authorities (LAs), who compared it with other
nuclear and non-nuclear related projects that would bring inward investment to the area.
This may also have been a factor in other areas where no expression of interest was
made.
My suggestion is to change the MRWS site selection process so that there is a faster
assessment of potential geological suitability. I would also suggest involving the British
Geological Survey (BGS) in the assessment, rather than leaving it entirely to the Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority’s (NDA’s) Radioactive Waste Management Directorate
(RWMD). This is because I think BGS is seen as a more neutral party than RWMD and is
trusted to a greater extent.
I envisage that BGS, under contract to Government, would carry out the sub-surface
screening as in Stage 2 of the current MRWS site selection process. This would be done
as soon as practicable after the submission of an Expression of Interest (EoI). Then BGS,
under a new contract with Government, would assess those rock formations that had not
been screened out and identify those that were most promising from the point of view of
the characteristics that influence the long-term safety of a GDF. BGS would also consider
the size of a GDF that the formations might accommodate and likely ease of GDF
construction. RWMD would contribute to this assessment. Although the assessment
would be largely desk-based (i.e. it would rely on existing information), it would be
recognised in setting out the site selection process that geophysical surveys might be
needed to reduce major uncertainties about the location and extents of rock formations in
a particular area.
When the most promising rock formations had been identified by BGS and its findings
accepted by Government, RWMD would identify potential locations for the surface
facilities of a GDF. As in the present Stage 4, if there were a significant number of
possible combinations of underground and surface locations, RWMD would carry out a
multi-attribute assessment of these in order to identify a smaller number for further study.
The multi-attribute assessment would involve local communities and other stakeholders.
Its results would be submitted to Government for the decision on the sites to be taken
forward to Stage 5. As in the current site selection process, Stage 5 would involve

geophysical surveys and the drilling of investigative boreholes to assess the suitability of
the underground locations.
1.2 Decisions about Participation
I do not think it is helpful to make the first Decision to Participate (DtP) a stage in the site
selection process, nor to make continued participation the default position that can only be
changed by exercising the Right of Withdrawal (RoW). The impression given is that the
DtP is a “cliff edge” and that communities will have few opportunities to consider the
advantages and disadvantages of continuing to participate after the DtP. I believe it would
be better to allow for communities to make a series of Decisions about continued
Participation (DaPs), one after each stage in the site selection process. This would
empower communities and put the emphasis on the positive reasons for carrying on,
rather than the negative reasons for withdrawing. It would be more consistent with the
partnership approach.
1.3 Underground Investigations
Stage 6 of the current site selection process is “underground operations”. I do not think
that this stage was well thought through when the 2008 White Paper was written. Despite
advances in surface-based investigative techniques, it is likely that significant
uncertainties will remain about underground conditions at candidate sites at the end of
Stage 5. To take the final decision to construct a GDF at a particular site before these
uncertainties had been resolved would constitute poor management of the risks of the
geological disposal project.
I think that Stage 6 should be “underground investigations”, not “underground operations”.
The decision at the end of Stage 5 would then be about which site (or sites if more than
one is likely to be needed) should be the subject of underground investigations, not at
which site the GDF(s) will be constructed. The final decision on GDF construction would
be taken after underground investigations have been carried out and the results
evaluated. For the reasons given by CoRWM (in its document 2543), the underground
investigations should include R&D, as well as characterisation of the host rock and
overlying formations.
Such an approach would allow Government to take the final decision on GDF construction
on the basis of more extensive and more accurate information than in the current site
selection process, including a better indication of likely acceptability to regulators and
improved estimates of the costs of GDF construction and operation. It would be more
consistent with the way that commercial organisations take decisions (e.g. decisions to
construct new nuclear power stations).
I would also suggest that the final community DaP be at the end of Stage 6, that is that the
ability to exercise the RoW continue throughout the underground investigations. This
would provide communities with reassurance that they will not be “steam rollered”.
1.4 Stages in the Site Selection Process
For clarity, I set out the stages that I envisage in an improved site selection process, with
an indication of the points when there would community decisions about participation.
Stage 0: Government issues invitation to express an interest
Stage 1: community submits an EoI
Stage 2: BGS carries out sub-surface unsuitability test
Community DaP

Stage 3: BGS-led assessment of geological suitability
Community DaP
Government decision on rock formations to be considered in Stage 4
Stage 4: RWMD-led assessment of potential candidate sites (combinations of locations for
underground and surface facilities)
Community DaP
Government decision on sites to take forward to Stage 5
Stage 5: RWMD-led surface-based investigations for candidate sites
Community DaP
Government decision on site(s) to take forward to Stage 6
Stage 6: RWMD-led underground investigations at candidate site(s)
Community DaP
Government decision on construction of GDF(s).
2. Attracting Communities
2.1 Benefits of Hosting a Geological Disposal Facility
The benefits of hosting a GDF are of two types: the employment, infrastructure
improvements and other social and economic benefits generated by GDF construction
and operation (which I will call “direct GDF benefits”), and the Community Benefits
Package (CBP) to be provided by Government. I think there is a need for greater clarity
about both of these types of benefit in the early stages of the site selection process,
preferably in ways specific to the areas being investigated. It is essential that hosting a
GDF be seen by LAs and others as at least as attractive as other ways of securing inward
investment to an area.
I suggest that during communities’ consideration of whether to submit an EoI they be
provided with information about the potential direct GDF benefits to their area. This would
include information about which roads and other transport infrastructure would need to be
improved, as well as information about employment, contributions to the local economy
etc. It would include benefits during site investigation, as well as those during GDF
construction and operation. The intention would be to present a GDF as a prestigious
project, which is worth hosting (as in the current Canadian site selection process).
Emphasising the associated R&D activities for a GDF, including those underground (see
Section 1.3), would help in this respect. The information about direct benefits to the area
would then be refined as the site selection process moved through its various stages and
considered at each DaP.
LAs are well aware that there has been more experience with CBPs since the 2008 White
Paper was written. The Hinkley Point C experience will inevitably be cited. While the exact
scope of any CBP must be a matter for negotiation, communities will expect some
indication of the potential size and nature of a CBP early in the GDF site selection
process.
2.2 Other Means of Attracting Communities
Previous attempts to attract communities have been overshadowed by the MRWS
process in West Cumbria. It would probably be sensible to try some of the means again,
particularly talking to LAs at nuclear sites where decommissioning is proceeding most
rapidly. I also think that the improvements to the site selection process that I suggest in
Section 1 would help to reassure communities who have previously shied away from
considering an EoI.

3. Information for Communities
3.1 General and Area Specific Information
To date, much of the information produced by Government and by RWMD that is relevant
to the MRWS site selection process has been general. As such, it does not directly
answer questions of the type “what would a GDF mean for us?”. To enable people to
engage with the MRWS process they need information that is directly relevant to them. In
West Cumbria such information tended to be produced by or at the request of the West
Cumbria MRWS Partnership (WCMRWSP). I believe that Government should have been
more proactive in requiring RWMD to produce area-specific information on the potential
impacts (see Section 3.2) and benefits (see Section 2.1) of a GDF.
3.2 Earlier Information on GDF Safety and Environmental Impact
RWMD’s emphasis to date has been on producing the type of detailed safety information
that will be required by regulators and on preparing for site specific environmental impact
assessments (EIAs). This approach neglects the needs of communities in the early stages
of the MRWS site selection process. I suggest that RWMD should begin to prepare areaspecific GDF safety assessments and EIAs in Stage 3 (see Section 1.4) or earlier. These
should be described in concise, accessible documents in which all the simplifications,
approximations and assumptions are transparent. They could draw on existing generic
information but might entail additional analyses and calculations.
3.3 Inventory of Wastes for Geological Disposal
I think that the use of reference and upper inventories of wastes for geological disposal
has been confusing for everyone. The idea should be dropped. Instead it should be made
clear that the inventory of wastes that may require geological disposal depends on
decisions yet to be taken (e.g. on new build and advanced nuclear fuel cycles) and that
the inventory of wastes that could safely be placed in any particular GDF depends on the
characteristics of the host rock formation. Communities should be given information about
the range of possible inventories and it should be made clear to them when and how they
would be consulted about inventory decisions for a GDF in their area. The provision of
inventory information to communities should be seen as an exercise that is separate from
RWMD’s technical work, but related to it and to the UK Radioactive Waste Inventory.
3.4 Use of Websites
I notice that, with the transition to GOV.UK, the old MRWS website has been replaced by
something more basic with a few links to other information (some of which are either out
of date or too general or both). The parts of the NDA website that deal with geological
disposal are cluttered and do not present a clear picture of what RWMD is doing. While
WCMRWSP existed, its website was a good source of information about what was
happening in the MRWS process in West Cumbria. However, it became rather detailed
and did not provide an overview of MRWS as a whole. Other websites (e.g. the
Environment Agency’s, CoRWM’s) focus on the work of particular organisations.
In the short term it would seem essential to ensure the relevant GOV.UK page1 is correct
and up to date. It would also be desirable for NDA to rethink how it presents information
about geological disposal on its website. In the longer term, as the MRWS site selection
process moves forward, there will be a need for all the organisations involved (including
LAs) to develop co-ordinated website strategies.
1

https://www.gov.uk/managing-radioactive-waste-safely-a-guide-for-communities

4. Other Issues
4.1 Accountability and Responsibility for Making Decisions
I think it would be helpful to communities, and others, for Government to set out clearly
the lines of accountability in the MRWS site selection process, where the responsibilities
for taking decisions lie, and the roles of advisory groups and discussion fora. There is a
particular need to explain how RWMD is accountable to Government, both directly and
through the NDA executive and board, now and when it becomes a wholly-owned
subsidiary of NDA. I also think it is important that communities understand which
decisions will be taken by Government (hence my inclusion of such decisions in the list of
stages in Section 1.4). Government might also consider what purpose the Geological
Disposal Implementation Board serves, and whether the Geological Disposal Steering
Group is sufficiently open and accountable.
4.2 Financing Geological Disposal
There is some information in the public domain about the costs of geological disposal of
both legacy and new build wastes but there is little detail of the costs to particular
organisations such as Government, NDA’s Site Licence Companies (SLCs), EDF (for
wastes from existing nuclear power stations) and the Ministry of Defence (MOD). This
may be one of the reasons why there has been so little publicly available work on ways of
meeting these costs.
I think it is important to take a holistic view of UK geological disposal costs, in which all of
the components are considered explicitly (including the costs of a CBP (or CBPs)). It
should be made transparent how money spent by one part of Government (e.g. DECC)
could save money for others (e.g. MOD) and for electricity consumers (via EDF and new
build operator costs).
I also believe that there is an urgent need to consider innovative ways of financing
geological disposal as a whole. The aim should be to ensure that “UK plc” only spends as
much as is absolutely essential to get the geological disposal job done and to avoid
adding to Government debt. This requires new thinking, not a continuation of the
emphasis on NDA’s costs and on new build operators’ contribution to a GDF.
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1) When It comes to possible nuclear contamination safety has to be the top priority (not
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:
 What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
 What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
 What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?


The key issue in relation to the site selection process, in the light of
experience in West Cumbria, is to decide whether it is worth clinging to the
principle of voluntarism enshrined in the MRWS White Paper, Cm 7386.



Regardless of whether this principle is to be retained, the sequence of
steps in the process set out in Figure 1 on page 62 of the White Paper
needs to be reordered so that invitations to participate in the process are
targeted on those areas judged to be technically capable of providing a
suitable host geology.



This would require a desktop survey of the whole country to identify and
mark on a map all those areas that can offer one of the various types of
host geologies that have been identified as being technically suitable, taking
account of international experience.



These areas should then be narrowed down having regard to their
logistical suitability for a Geological Disposal Facility (GDF), given the
current and likely future locations of those wastes planned to be consigned
to a GDF.



At this stage, there are a number of possible ways forward. One
possibility would be to seek conventional planning approval for the
construction of exploratory boreholes to further examine the geological
suitability of the target areas. Any areas found suitable after this stage –
equivalent to Stage 5 on Figure 1 under the present system – could then be
approached to ascertain whether they were willing (in the spirit of
voluntarism).



A second option would be to recognise that due to the strength of ‘NIMBY’
attitudes, there is at best only a remote chance of finding a volunteer
community, and therefore to progress both the preliminary site investigation
works and the construction of a GDF on the eventually chosen site in the
usual way using the current planning legislation. In the event of the
rejection of the planning application for either preliminary works or for the
actual construction of a GDF at the local level, an appeal to the Planning
Inspectorate and ultimately to the Secretary of State could be used to
decide whether the project should go ahead. This frequently happens for
new developments where there is strong local opposition, for example new

housing estates in existing Green Belt areas, wind turbines, etc. The
argument for handling the GDF project through the conventional planning
process is that the footprint on the surface and the employment levels
provided are likely to be comparable to those of a new factory, and that
therefore securing planning consent ought to be treated in exactly the same
way as a planning application for a new factory. In the normal planning
application process there is little or no role for a Community Siting
Partnership as each step is part of a well-established formal process.


A third option would be to progress the scheme under the Planning Act
2008 as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP). The latter
course might require a re-examination of National Policy Statements and/or
the definition of a Hazardous Waste Facility (see Sections 5 and 30 of the
Planning Act, respectively), but the Planning Act was designed specifically
to deal with exactly those kinds of major national project for which a host
community was unlikely to volunteer.



Experience from West Cumbria suggests that communities are unlikely to
volunteer to participate in the MRWS process if they have (i) little initial
knowledge of what it might involve, (ii) no knowledge of the Benefits
Package on offer, or (iii) no idea of whether they stand any chance of being
chosen as a potentially suitable area to host a GDF.



Asking for volunteers at the very start of the MRWS process amounted to
a scattergun approach that was always going to be a highly inefficient way
of selecting a potential site for a GDF. One only has to look at the huge
amount of effort expended by all participants in the West Cumbrian MRWS
process prior to its rejection on 30 January 2013 by Cumbria County
Council.



If volunteers are to be sought, they are more likely to be found if details of
the Benefits Package have already been published, thus providing a solid
basis on which to explain the costs and benefits of participating in the
MRWS process. In the case of West Cumbria, the planning lead on waste
and mineral matters is currently at County level, with the Boroughs as
consultees. In order to succeed, the process should have been targeted
more at County level than was the case in West Cumbria.



For the future, it might be worth considering whether the planning laws
should be changed to shift the planning lead from County to Borough, i.e. to
a more local level. In the West Cumbrian example, if the usual planning
process had been used instead of a partnership approach and Cumbria
County Council had been merely a consultee of Allerdale and/or Copeland
Borough Councils, the County Council’s opposition would not have been
binding, and the site assessment process might not have been terminated
prior to Stage 4. The way in which the Guidance in Annex C of the MRWS
White Paper on Community Siting Partnerships was interpreted in West
Cumbria left the process open to veto by too wide a community, many of
whom saw themselves as unlikely to see any slice of whatever Benefits
Package might be on offer.



One can argue that Annex C of the 2008 MRWS White Paper gives far too

high a prominence to the concept of a Benefits Package, which has never
been an integral part of the planning process. It should not be necessary to
‘bribe’ a community to accept a development of this kind: the White Paper
sets an unfortunate precedent that carries the potential to set local factions
arguing with central government and each other about the size, timing,
nature and distribution of the benefits, whether in cash or kind, rather than
concentrating on the usual planning considerations of environmental
impact, job creation, etc. Indeed, the mere offer of a Benefits Package
could be seen as creating the suspicion that the detriments of the project
are such that ‘inducements’ are needed to sweeten any opposing views, so
leading to increased distrust of central government’s underlying motives.
One of the main aims of the GDF design should be to minimize any
perceived intrusion and preserve the local environment as far as possible.


In any case, local communities need to be reassured that any proposed
GDF will sit within a strong existing regulatory framework that will need to
be satisfied on all aspects of environmental and nuclear safety.
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Introduction
The biggest problem with the MRWS site selection process was not dealing with geological suitability until stage 4 of
a 6 stage process (other than the most basic screening in stage 2). The introduction to this current consultation IS
wrong when It says:
4.... . The Government also contmues to hold the vIew that the best means of selectmg a site for a geologIcal
dIsposal facility (GOF) is an approach based on voluntarism and partnershIp
5. Evidence from abroad shows that this approach can work, with sImIlar waste dIsposal programmes based on
these key prmciples makmg good progress in countnes like Canada, Fmland, France and Sweden.
This is Incorrect. Finland, France and Sweden all considered geological suitability before embarking on volunlarlsm.
The MRWS approach of seeking local opinion (whose value is questionable without any hard Informallon on the
geology being available) IS seriously flawed both In pnnclpal and because in practice It has restricted the UK's search
to one of the least geologically suitable areas - thus wasting millions 01 pounds and many years.
It this process IS to reta n any credibility, a national geological survey must take place before seeking expressions of
interest from those areas which are amongst the most sUitable.
Openness and Transparency
There IS no public trust In the MRWS process In Cumbria. The geologists had links to the nuclear Industry and the
leaked N,rex Report from October 2004 advises tactics that are both underhand and entirely Inappropriate when
dealing With a matter of national importance with such massive safety implications.
Some of the Original NIREX professionals are involved with MRWS today, including the MP for Copeland - a vocal
supporter of the plan and former NIREX employee.
It DECC I NDA is to ga n the public's trust, it Will have to stop acting in this way. In particular the grooming of senior
local councillors needs to stop. One way to prevent this grooming or lessen ItS effect IS to ensure that all council
votes on MRWS matters are full counc;1votes, not just executivelcabinet members.
MRWS must also avoid contllcts of Interest I ke: the Allerdale and Copeland leaders also chairing WCMRWS: and a
director of the communications company employed by MRWS being the chair of the Keswick TOUrism AssoclallOn
(who were bIzarrely Silent on the subject untol a very late stage when they could no longer Ignore their members'
protests).
Voluntarism
The assumption underlYing the MRWS process is that the public are in favour. This is not and was never true. The
public were Initially ignorant of, then largely against, the process. DECC continues to ignore all other evidence and
highlight a MORI poll (Feb/March 2012) as evidence of public support. The only credible Information highlighted by
the poll was that 80 0 0 of those responding knew little or nothing about the proposal. This clearly demonstrates that
only a tinY minority of Cumbrlans were even aware of the process, hlghllghtong the almost complete failure of the
MRWS consultation process. At the public meeting in Keswick (January 2013), the NDA acknowledged that the
consultation had failed. The proper response to the discredited MORI poll would have been to halt the process and
consider better ways of consulting With the population, not chalk It up as some sort of '·pro·vote".
Widespread public opposition gathered momentum in autumn 2012 but was ignored by those who seek to justify thiS
process who favoured the discredited MORI poll. Nevertheless huge numbers of people who contacted Eddie
Martin, then Leader of Cumbria County Council, In the weeks before the January 2013 deCision, the ratio of
opposition to support was around 20 to 1.
It an MRWS process IS gOing to begin In another part of the country, lessons need to be learned from the failed
consultation In West Cumbria. Voluntarism should mean that the people can choose to say no and be listened t If
they do.
Town and Pansh Councils
If the views of town and parish councils are Ignored then there is a strong possibility of an urban majority chOOSing to
Impose a GDF on a rural minority many miles away from them , against theIr Will.
85 0 0 of town and parish councils across Allerdale and Copeland which voted , opposed the move to stage 4, and yet
executive members of these councils ignored their opinions.
If thiS is a voluntary process, town or parish councils covering the actua ' s,te being investigated must be g'ven the
option to Withdraw from the site selection process at any time.
Secure Interim Storage
The Nallonal Audit Office has recently reported that Sellafleld's nuclear waste storage poses an Intolerable risk and
that for 50 years the site operators have failed to develop a long·term plan for the waste.
Even if a GDF sIte was found after a proper national search, some of the higher activity wastes Including plutonium
cannot be bUried for we'l over a hundred years. There IS an urgent need for secure Interim storage on the Sellahe d
SIIe. ThiS Will also allow research Into the principles of geological disposal to continue.

Summary and Recommendallons
1) The very first step of MRWS should be to conduct an independent and detailed national survey of the geology to
highlight the most geotoglcally sUitable areas In the whole of the UK for a GOF.
2) MRWS should only seek expressions of interest from areas which are both geologically sUitable and not
enVIronmentally sensitive.
3) Any future process should be transparent and fair. All votes must go to full council to help prevent the culture of
grooming senior councillors.
4) MRWS must allow towns or parishes to exclude themselves from consideration at any time for any reason.
5) The Right of Withdrawal must be enshrined in law.
6) A benefits package must be specified and sufficient to provide a substanllal improvement to the Wider area for
the full life of the waste. Areas near SeIJafield have been failed, and continue to be failed by their politicians and
councillors, many of whom have close links to the nuclear industry. Where are the community benefits for storing
thiS waste for the last 60 years and why should any volunteer community believe it will be different thiS time?
7) There is an urgent need for secure interim storage on the Sellafield site to remove the Intolerable risk identified
by the NAO.
If all of these recommendations are set out and followed with full transparency, it should enable potential volunteers to
have sufficient trust the process and enable a good chance of success.
It can work, and It has worked In other countries - but onty if It IS done properly and fairty.
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Department of Energy and Climate Change
55 Whitehall
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Sir ,
IVI) name is
Ili\'c in Widnes, Che~hire, and I would like to take part in
the consultation. I am a member of
but I
du not represelll them in this consultation. IVly \' ie\\' ~ arc expressed a, an individual. not an)
organisation.
I) I think the Gmernment ,hould take into consideration. placing its geological storage ,ite
ncar a nuclear pm\er ,tation.
Nell' nuclear power ,tation;, \1 ill be huilt close to old nuclear power stations. Showing the
locals are not again~t nuclear energy and its by-product,.

2) PUlling the geological storage ,ite under the sea, could reduL'e people', fear of nuclear
waste nc'<lr them.
Building a !LInnel from:-- SdlaficId. or a coa,wlnuclear p(J\\er station: se\'emlmile:. out to
,ca. \\ould reduce the fear or nuclear waste.

3) The Govcrnment plans to place carbon dioxide from L'Oal fired power stations, into old
offshore oil wclls. It could do the ,ame \\ ith nuclear \\'aste. The nuclear waste could be

mi\ccl \\ ith a cel11etll ,Iurr),. and pumped into old oil or gas \\'clls.
There are Gas rigs ofT the coast or lVlersey~idc, bclonging to Briti~h Ga,. and Hamilton
Brothers. The~e ga, \\ells L'Ould he used to ,tore nuclear \\aste, such as the IOO,DOD tun, of
depleted Uranium. near me. The ga~ II ould havc been u~edup by the time ne\\ nuclcar
power station waste i, ready III be pumped into them.

-t) Bur)ing the nuclear \\aste on an uninhahited i~\and ,uch a<; Rod.all. 320Km from the
Outer Hebrides. \\ ould remO\ e the need to con~ult local people. I al11 as,uming there are
uninhabited island, around England.
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Managing Radioactive Waste Safely: Review of
the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal
Facility
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Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal facility site selection
MRWS Consultation Response

1

REDACTED REDACTED

process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper.
To assist us you may wish to consider the following issues in your response:
•What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do you think could
be improved and how?
•What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS site selection
process?
•What information do you think would help communities engage with the MRWS site
selection process?
Introduction
I am relying on colleagues REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED in West
Cumbria to deal with issues of geology and alternatives to GDF.
Here I focus REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED on political
aspects of the MRWS process.
1

What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do you think
could be improved and how?
I start from the position that host communities have to give informed consent. The
issue is therefore to determine which communities should be asked to consider
consenting, and at what stages in the process that consent should be sought and
renewed, and ultimately secured.
A further issue relates to the quality and relevance of information as it emerges and
which must inform that consent. I note that in the early stages the information will
tend to be general and not site specific; as definition is added increased clarity should
be an outcome. Consequently, consent in the early stages will be either in principle
or ‘scoping’ in nature but inherently less informed. The process needs to recognise
this.
These considerations lead me to the conclusion that the process should begin with
the technical assessment of potential candidate sites based on suitability of geology
alone and without political considerations in play.
A hierarchy of technically preferred locations should be generated, and this should
form the basis of any subsequent public consultation processes.
This approach would also tend to exclude less suitable sites, and certainly exclude
unsuitable ones.
Had this approach been followed, West Cumbria would never have been considered
as a candidate location for a GDF.
To focus attention, I think the big question you need to honestly address therefore is
why West Cumbria was ever seriously considered. Most of us involved in the
process whether pro or anti know the answer to this – see below - but it has never
been addressed transparently by the proponents. Thus a gulf in trust has been built
in from the start.
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What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS site
selection process?
The above in part answers your second question.
However, I note in your para 6 above that you state:
“The fact that two local authorities in west Cumbria voted in favour of continuing the
search for a potential site for a GDF demonstrates that communities recognise the
substantial benefits that are associated with hosting such a facility – both in terms of
job creation and the wider benefits associated with its development.”
This statement exposes a second fundamental flaw in the MRWS process as applied
in West Cumbria, as it conflates ‘local authorities’ with ‘communities’.
Had local government not been rendered increasingly impotent over the past five
decades or so, your presumption –that local authorities represent local communitiesmay have had some currency. However, the reality is that as local government has
become increasingly dependent on central government – for grants, allocations and
even for constraints on how much council tax each is permitted to raise – and on
‘partnerships’ to make up any shortfall, the link between local authorities and the
communities they should represent has been increasingly eroded. One only has to
look at falling electoral turnouts to evidence this.
Thus a major failure in the MRWS process was that Government was in dialogue with
proxies for communities rather than with communities themselves, and poor and
compromised proxies at that.
The Stage 3 Consultation Process had brought these ‘interested parties’ into a loose
coalition of overlapping vested interests within the MRWS Partnership, which was
further reinforced through the parallel Britain’s Energy Coast (BEC) partnership.
It was therefore inevitable that the MRWS partnership would eventually convince
itself that its work thus far justified progressing to Stage 4, but based on a rather
vague endorsement from the wider public.
This position might have been politically sustainable had not the geological
community locked horns in the summer and autumn of 2012, permitting the debate
on suitable geology to break free of your exclusionist process. As real potential host
geologies began to emerge, ill-informed general support in principle inevitably
switched to better informed and vociferous local opposition.
I believe that the disparity between the decisions of the two district councils and the
county council can be largely explained by these factors.
Allerdale and Copeland had convinced themselves through the MRWS that the waste
already in West Cumbria was not going to go anywhere else, and so the exercise
was about finding the most suitable geology in the sub-region regardless of how
poorly it might compare with potential candidate geologies elsewhere in England and
Wales.
County took a more holistic view, which was also far more ‘porous’ to wider public
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opinion in a way that the narrower vested interests with the BEC consortium in West
Cumbria were not.
Overall the attraction of local communities into a revised MRWS process must rest on
the following recognitions:
that vested interests cannot speak on behalf of communities
that Local Government has itself become a vested interest though no fault of its
own
that the geography of a GRF will inevitably be smaller than that of a district or
county council, and
that there is therefore the political potential for the larger population to chase
community benefits whilst dumping the disbenefits onto a minority community, and
therefore
that community engagement must be direct and not indirect
A statutory Right of Withdrawal (RoW) to be invoked by the actual potential host
communities and not by their proxies would have helped alleviate some of these
issues, but Government’s apparent determination to talk about it rather than introduce
it further undermined trust, and I would guess will have been taken not unreasonably
as evidence of both bad faith, as well as that even proponents believed in their guts
that deploying ‘smoke and mirrors’ would be the only way of getting this policy
implemented.
In short you had 5 years to legislate for a RoW and failed to do so. So January 30th
2013 was widely understood within the community to be the last opportunity to
disembark 'the gravy train', even though this decision was seen in some quarters to
have been technically premature.
3

What information do you think would help communities engage with the MRWS site
selection process?
Much of this question as framed is answered inter alia above.
However, the question as framed focuses on information content and not on the
wider issues of what is understood by 'communities' and how to engage them.
The MRWS process speaks loosely about ' communities' and 'voluntarism', but given
the debacle leading to Stage 4 I do wonder to what extent those who thought they
were controlling the agenda actually understood the concepts they were trading in?
I have been engaged for much of the last 40 years in community activity and the
voluntary sector. You can't do it successfully by bandying slogans. So a question you
should ask – perhaps an audit you should undertake? - is to establish how many of
the people who framed the terms of reference for MRWS have ever been involved in
the voluntary sector and especially in community development. I suspect few if any.
You got community engagement wrong because you tried to run it on your terms, and
didn't bother to try to understand how it actually gets delivered on the ground. For
example, anyone involved in community development knows you can't substitute
focus groups or partnerships or opinion polls for communities. You seemed to think
you could. How come?
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You tried to progress MRWS in conference rooms and working groups, and to
understand it from and through those perspectives, but when the public i.e. 'the
community' first truly engaged in debate it was in the village halls, streets, pubs,
shops and local media of West Cumbria where you had no presence; no control.
In Summary
geology first – the entire nation uses electricity, so the entire country should be
considered for potential siting
community engagement follows, and only with those communities where the
geology is optimal – in other words where the risks can be convincingly
minimised
keep vested interests at bay throughout – they already have seats at table
without masquerading as community representatives as well.
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED

4th June 2013
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

04 june 2013 20:46

radloactivewaste (DECC)
Re MRWS experience

I was involved as a member of the public in the consultation process in Cumbria from
January 2011 until the final vote in 2013.
As a member of the public, it was clear to me from the very first meeting that the whole
process was flawed and that this directly resulted in the lack of trust in the
consultation which became its chief characteristic.
It seems to me that the following issues need to be addressed if the consultation process
is going to stand any chance of success.
1. The process must start by identifying those areas of the country which are most likely
to be geographically suitable. The geological survey conducted by Nirex in the 1990s could
be an appropriate starting point. Unless this is done first, no member of the public will
ever trust the process.
2. Only when those areas likely to be geologically suitable have been identified should
the "voluntarism" processs begin and it should only involve these identified areas. Any
other approach is illogical and the patent stupidity of allowing any area, however
unsuitable, to put itself forward in the hope of jobs was a fundamental error. This lesson
is the most important one to learn from the Cumbria experience.
3. The financial and other benefits to the chosen area should be clearly identified in
advance and be made legally binding. The construction of a depository .lill have a major
environmental impact and the chosen area must be properly compensated for this. It was
never clear to those of us who live in Cumbria what the advantages were going to be. No
sensible Cumbrian trusts that the govenment (of .Jhatever colour) will deliver on any of
its promises i f they .Jere not backed up in law.
4. All National Parks NUST be excluded from any such development.
National and international opinion and law will be against you if you try to go down this
route. Ignoring this will waste money and time and cost you dearly in terms of trust.
I hope you find these comments helpful.
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

For several reasons the choice of West Cumbria as a potential host site for a GDF was a case of
convenience over common sense. The identification of an area with suitable geology should always
come before asking for volunteer communities, just as it has in all other countries seeking to store
their highly toxic nuclear waste.
Despite claims to the contrary we in Ennerdale (and I suspect others in potential GDF sites too)
were remarkably ill informed by MRWS as to the true nature of their intentions. Very few people
locally had any idea that this area was being considered as a potential location for a GDF until a
matter of days before the initial Cumbria County Council vote was to be taken. It is claimed that this
inability to get the message across was a genuine failure of the process but many feel that it was a
deliberate policy of the NDA to keep things vague until a positive decision in their favour was
secured.
We were told that nowhere had been positively identified which was why it was necessary to move
to Stage 4 in order to find out. By not ruling out The Lake District National Park and Ennerdale in
particular, the NDA were admitting that, in the extremely unlikely event that the geology was found
to be suitable (and the geologist employed by them admitted himself that the chances were very
poor) they would be prepared to explore this region despite the objections of the majority of local
people and the national and even international protestations.
It was this intransigence on the part of MRWS that forced the parish council to undertake a secret
ballot of the entire electorate of the Parish of Ennerdale and Kinniside in order to discover the true
feelings of the community, and as you know 94% voted NO to Stage 4. This has been the only
genuine test of public opinion to date and it came on top of overwhelming opposition to moving to
Stage 4 from CALC the Cumbrian Association of Local Councils.
All I would like to say about the geological issue is that many firmly believe that Professors Smythe
and Haszeldine are the most authoritative experts on the geology of West Cumbria ( see
http://www.geos.ed.ac.uk for Stuart Haszeldine's response to MRWS process) and the two with
nothing to gain financially from continuing this colossal exercise in gambling with public money.
The NDA and MRWS gave the impression that they felt a YES vote by CCC on Jan 30th was a
formality. DECC perhaps believed the assurances from the 'MP for Sellafield' and others in
Copeland Council that West Cumbrians were 100% behind this project regardless of where or how it

was to be constructed.
The information that would help communities engage with the MRWS site selection process would
be an assurance that the safest possible type of geology in the country had been identified from the
outset.

Response from REDACTED on the MRWS process
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED I attended some MRWS
meetings and was aware of growing concern about the suitability of the geology in
West Cumbria. For many who considered the proposal in depth it seemed that safety
was not paramount and the question continually posed about the wisdom of selecting
a site based on 'volunteerism' regardless of the suitability of the geology within the
area. If the proposal to pursue deep geological disposal continues it is essential that a
nationwide geological assessment of suitability is undertaken and only "volunteer"
hosts considered from those areas.
Concerns about safety and the impact of deep disposal upon a major source of
employment- Tourism and the internationally valued and recognised Lake District
Brand- created repercussions in the business community.
There were unrealistic and eventually unsubstantiated projections about the number
of jobs that would be generated particularly long term.
Meanwhile virtually no information about the proposal was being circulated to
Cumbrian businesses either through Cumbria Tourism or the Chamber of Trade.
REDACTED of Cumbria Tourism was questioned about this failure at the Cumbria
Tourism AGM. He expressed the opinion that the issue was of little interest to the
wider Tourism community in the County.
The impact upon the Cumbrian/Lake District brand and the potential economic
consequences were eventually explored in a MRWS commissioned Brand Strategy
report.
The report outlined that damage that could occur but the MRWS partnership was
unrealistically confident that PR work could be undertaken to mitigate that despite
that being at unknown cost and with unpredictable success.
Poor communication was not limited to the economic community. Two years into the
consultation period REDACTED REDACTED representative on the MRWS
partnership, had failed to communicate widespread economic concerns or the
presence of the Brand Strategy report and its findings to the Leader of Cumbria
County Council and presumably other Councillors on the Cabinet.
The outcome was that as awareness and concerns grew through public meetings a list
of businesses opposed to the siting of a nuclear waste repository in West Cumbria was
established and quickly grew to over 600 by the time the County and Borough
Councils met to consider proceeding to Stage 4.
In addition to the economic concerns I noted the following:1] Throughout the whole process there appeared to be questions from the public arena
that were never successfully answered in public meetings or elsewhere.
2] Some related to the geology, others queried the criteria of the ‘host community’.
There was an absence of clarity about the nature or volume of the waste to be buried.
3] Most disturbing was the absence of any national plan B should the MRWS process
fail in West Cumbria. This led to growing concern that high level waste would be
buried in the County regardless of its suitability, a concern fed by the apparent pronuclear attitude prevailing in the MRWS partnership.
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To Whom it may concern
Nobody believes that Cumbria is geologically safe as a site for a dump. The studies in the 90s and
subsequently can not simply be ignored or whitewashed with a "new" survey, as this will not be accepted
as anything other than political expediency. The starting point HAS to be geological suitability not
groomed population. No amount of spin will get the dump accepted in Cumbria.
Hope this helps
Yours sincerely

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Vodafone in partnership with Symantec. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In
case of problems, please call your organisation's IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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radloactivewaste (DECC)
Nuclear waste

Non of the above in (umbria, NO,NO, NO.
Sent from my ipad
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

If, a big if, a depository has to be made, the known safe geology should
inform the siting. After that, only solid long lasting bribes of the highest
order will make volunteerism realistic. An area already blighted by the
nuclear industry, with a financial, environmental, health and safety
investment in finding a solution rightly turned it down for sound geological
environmental reasons.
The nuclear industry and government never properly engaged with the
debate. I asked the DECC rep and the geologist at the Kendal public meeting
asked about alternative plans if volunteerism didn’t work. What was the
cost/risk analysis of waste staying in Cumbria against being transported
elsewhere. What could they say to answer points made by anti dump
scientists.
Nothing. No reasoned evidence. “There is no plan B”
The nuclear waste situation is a serious problem. It comes from a secretive
and free spending industry. No one asked for it. It emerged from the cold war
with no long term realistic strategy for disposal. Solving the problem via
volunteerism is an abdication of governmental responsibility. The safest
areas for disposal are known. There will have to be a law passed to make the
chosen area accept on behalf of future generations. Meanwhile, throw
money at them as you have done with the industry so far.
You may get lucky and a scientific development may help to burn and
reduce the radioactivity of some of the waste.
I find it depressing that the political reality is that no politician, political party
or civil servant is likely to advocate any of these difficult outcomes, hence
widespread cynicism and mistrust that led to the recent rejection. The
politicians, conservative, liberal and labour of Cumbria should be applauded
for having an open mind and making the right decision. It was by no means
certain, but the evidence based decision was the right one, even though they
were placed under enormous pressure by the government and nuclear
lobby.

For once democracy, particularly local democracy, came out ahead.
Meanwhile, make some serious investment in the current inadequate storage
facilities at Sellafield and immediately stop any new nuclear build. Only
resume when the waste issue has a resolution.
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Submission to DECC consultation request on UK nuclear waste disposal, 5 June 2013.
Large amounts of nuclear waste exist, and no routine successful method of disposal has been
developed. The UK has a particularly large UK inventory of Intermediate and High Level
radioactive waste, much of which is currently stored at Sellafield, with no established method of
disposal. The UK Government has adopted a single strategy approach which has failed, leaving a
considerable hiatus on a very complex problem. Until recently, the approach to policy has been
defensive, but now there is a willingness to consult, for which the UK community is grateful.
This brief note raises a few points which it is hoped will prove helpful.
Interim storage.
It is now obvious that the radwaste accumulating at Sellafield and surround is going to remain
there for a long time, decades if not centuries. This makes it vulnerable to something going
wrong with devastating consequences, due to accident, terrorism, natural disaster etc. This has
been sidelined as a relatively minor issue due to prominence given to deep burial and the GDF,
along with counter arguments of the unsuitability of the West Cumbrian geology to host such a
radwaste
disposal site. Future considerations must address this potential lack of safety extensively. This
should include avoidance of further accumulation arising from future radwaste being offloaded at
Sellafield. Surface management and possibly shallow interim burial is an important sister topic
requiring consideration.
Plutonium.
Another issue which has been allowed to cause considerable potential hazard is that of
Plutonium. The inventory of plutonium stored (some unwittingly) in Sellafield is uncertain due
to poor recording in early days, and its storage or disposal is another topic for extensive
consideration.
Sellafield work force.
A simple management point. Now that the nuclear authorities are more ready to listen, the work
force at Sellafield may have some useful ideas. There will be a natural bias towards continuing
due to the maintenance of jobs, but if the work force is persuaded that there will be no damaging
consequences resulting from their input, they may have a few useful surprises. There is at least
considerable experience on tap.
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

Firstly, in order to get councils to volunteer there needs to be a tangible
benefit that lasts a long time. Modern building methods will mean the GDF
will be built relatively quickly-who remembers the jobs that were generated
by HS1 or the M25, or how long will those jobs generated by Crossrail last?
An analysis of these projects in terms of the number and length of time of
jobs created may inform the process. From that and publicity around the
need for a decision will encourage volunteers.
Secondly, I think the population demographic is different in England and
Wales to the other mentioned countries that are looking at deep disposal,
which may be the reason why there are so few volunteer communities. There
are much higher densities of people here and the types of example areas
used in Sweden and Finland for comparison are precisely the areas in
Britain that are cherished as natural treasures. Other countries solutions
such as those of France, Belgium and Germany should be included as
examples. Also Korea is well down the path of selecting a disposal method
and site and should be cited. I’m not familiar with the relationship between
local and central government in these countries, but that may be a factor in
how communities come to a decision.
Unless there is a national crisis, I think it is unreasonable for small
communities to selflessly volunteer, for the benefit of the whole country. The
more conventional method is to compensate people for a loss, whether it is
tangible or intangible. Therefore financial incentives need to be defined
carefully at the start of the process and not vaguely promised. One
suggestion would be that the local taxpayer is compensated for having a
local facility, either by a reduction in council tax or the county getting the
equivalent of the business tax that the GDF will generate over an extended
period of time. Such as the time the repository is under construction and
open to receive waste. This may also act as a stimulus to dealing with the
nuclear waste quickly. The principle should be that the area most

inconvenienced should receive the "compensation" in terms of, for example,
the full local business tax.
Central government should aim to be at arms length in the site selection
process and confine itself to identifying all geologically suitable areas.
Which I assume to be most rock types, as EU and other countries are
looking at granitic, clay, salt and gypsum formations. Centrally setting the
policy via the Environmental Agency and the HSE should be used as these
bodies have an overall view of safety of the public and environment and may
be more trusted than other bodies.
I do not know what guidance was used to define ‘safe’ disposal, but if it was
‘one equivalent death per million people per year’ then this should be
publicised. Perhaps equivalent costs of public protection from other hazards
should be published as well. Using emotive terms like "dangerous for
thousands of years" need to be qualified- other industrial chemicals are
dangerous for ever eg mercury, asbestos and arsenic, but are safely
disposed of/stored using modern techniques. Therefore costs should be
balanced against other known government expenditure to protect its citizens
ie ~£1.5m cost per road death saved for new road schemes, the cost/benefit
of having a standing army, lives saved/prolonged by a national health
service etc.
As a final thought-the same principles of risk and benefit outlined above
could be employed for the current “fracking” debate. Get some hard
numbers on risks and benefits and people will be able to make informed
decisions. (Perhaps extracting all the gas now will preclude the danger of
future generations drilling into a GDF!)
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Dear ;"IRWS TeanL

Please find below my submission in response to your open consultation on the
MRWS siting process for the GDF .

.

I pr~,ent the,e \ iew, in an independcnt. pehon.iI

c''1xlcit~.

The ;\1 R\\'S GDF 'iting appruach adopt, \\ h.,t i, \\ idel) cnn,idercd international!) to he be,t practicc in
tcrtm of pUlling ill\ohcmcnt and \L)luntari,m in prilllc po,ition. Although ;\IRWS h." heen ,lllI\ -mo\ ing
and '0 far un,uccc"rui. thi, i, not a rca,on to jelli,on thc.' c important principit;, . . \Ithough \ olunteer-ba,ed
GDF 'iting ha, ta"en KUMO (Japan) more th.1Il 10 year, '0 rar, \\ ith no re,ult )et. Canada i, 1110\ ing
1'01'\\ .lrd \\ ith 'Dille ,ucee',. lhing a hroacll) ,imi lar approach. Therc arc abo po,iti\ c e:\perience, in ,e\ cr.,1
Europe.1Il c'ountrie, . .\1) liN cllnl'iu,ion is that the rund.lIllental hasis of ;\IR\\'S ,hould he retained and thc
cmpha,i, ,hould be nn enhancing it, lather than ma"ing signil'icant change,.
I belie\e tlli, i, an opportune tillle 10 consiti0r how to build on Ihe basic principle, 10 Illa"e the procc» mOl'e
dynamic and lIltilll.ltel~ effecti\e. This wil! require 1I10re focus Ihan a Gowrnmenl departll1cnt din;clcd
proce" can re.ili'lie,tll) be e\p~Cled 10 generale. It requires a champion organi,ation Ihal hJ, Ihe ,ullhorit)
tn promote Ihe GDF and ih c"cntial place in the energy infraslructure of Ihe nalion. Since carrying Ollt Ihe
e"ellli,,1 con.;ullalion, and c,t.,bli,hing a workable process. GIlvernmenl h." heen a p.",i\e promoter and
~D'-\', R\\,/\'ID h.I\ heen able 10 interacI with intere,ted parties only in a re'pon,i\e fa,llion. Thi, h."
pron:d un,ati,faclory to m.ln) i,I\'ol v~d in th~ proce". r\ similar situation. \\ ith the GI1\ el'llln~1Il holding all
the alllhorit) \\ ilhoul full) cxerci,ing il and Ihe wasle management agcne) un.tble 10 be pl'llllcti\e,
dampened the whole proce." in j.'pan Illr many year, and has still nOI been properly re,ol\ cd. In ,lInrt. Ihc
G DF siting and de\ eloplllclIl pf'llce.;, lIe~ds to be aeli \ ely lIIark~tcd to andncgoliarcd \\ ith prmpcc·ti\ c ho,t
com11lltnit ics by ,Ill org.lII"aliun th.1I can speak with ab.,olule cnnlidcnce and aUlhorit) . 1\D.-\' , R\\';\ID i,
the onl) organi,ation \\ ith the knowledge and ultimate remil til nil this role .
As champion, R\\';\ID need, an OpCII platform and Ihe loeu:; from which to an,\\cr :111) ,lIId e\cr) que,tion.
Thb h.l' been impo,sible ll1 d"te .tnd crilicisms that I h.lvc heard from :;ome kc} ph,)e" in Cumbria about
the lac" of inrol'lnali on .lI1d clarit) on topics such as economic b~ne['jb, GDF option, ,md allern.tti\ c"
programme 'Iaging dctail" il1\clIlory uncertaillli.:" etc .. which would ha\e enabled a m.llure di.liogue In
lake place, ,eem ju'lified.
The ch.tmpilln nced, a fi rm plalform and the abilily 10 d,scu!iS Ikxihly \\ ilh potcntialllO,t communit ie.,. III
Ihi, re'peel it \\ould be helpful if Government sp(lke \\ ith conv·iction and clIlhlhia,m from mini,tcri.1i lewl

ahout the national requirement for geological dispo,al and cn,ured tlhltthc re,ource, and legal ha,i, arc
functional and not inappropriately constrained. Go\crnmcnt could then ,tep bach. until such time a, \\cllcharacterised ,olutions have emerged to a point \\ here a decisioll can be taken. Part of this support \\ ould be
In promote the concept that onc or 1II0re GDFs are pan nfthe U K ' ~ futmc national energy policy
infrastructure - they arc not just for legacy wastc,. The GDF progralllllle will 'pan at least the next 50 to
100 year,. dming whieh tiille both the national and global nuclear power landscape \\'ill change
significantl). For example, practical and polic) con,ideratillns on the re,ouree potential or used nuclear fuel
lIIay change a, a re,llit of intcrnational devcloplllenh in nucle;II' energ) ,uppl). We ,annllt be surc tod.l)
ahout the material, that the UK \\'ill \\ ish to dispo,e of ovcr the rc,t of thi, ccntury. or el'cn II'hcn II c lIIight
wish to dispo,e or .'Ollle of thelll. Comequently. ilexibility will be needed in mnsidering GDF in\'entone,.
II'hicl! waste, to di'IX)se of when and how one or 1II0re GDF., might be brought on line. This abo ha' to be
tailored to Ihe ,iling environlllcnis thai will elllerge from ~IRWS . There .Ire adl.mced solutions a\"ail.lblc
world\\ ide lor an) of the rOlltes that might be taken b) the UK .lIld RW~ID necd, to be able to di,cu" Ihese
mailers freel) and openly.
An acknowledged willingncss 10 be Ilexible in 1'\,IRWS slaging \\'ould .tI,o be hclpful. adapling the technical
,Iaging to the lechnical dillcrences bel ween pOlellli ... 1 ,ites/col1l1llllnilic,. MRWS Siage -l needs 10 be able to
adapi ii' inle,ligaliun and ilnalysi;; \\'ork 10 the dilTcn:nt geological el1\ironmcnts Ihalmay come fonlard
and to the dilTen:1lI ,ite t:haracteri,lic,.· For example. a flexihle pi ograml11c mighl wish to targel cerlain
gcoillgical indic.llor~ early I'llI' some potential siling locations. \\'ith limiled. largeted surface m bon:hl1k
il1\·cstigatiolb. ~loving direclly inlo large-scale ,ile inlcsligatio ns ma) not allla)S be thc moSI appropriale
wayfnm'ard. The I\IRWS programme. as estahli,hed in 2008 . idenliried only the cnarse stagc, that will he
required - il no\l needs mOl'e texture and oplions. There \\,111 be allcrnalil e \\'ays forw;lrd , depending on the
local ions that emerge.
A. fundamellial con,ideralion IOday i, \\'hether tn pennit an additional path\\'ay in MRWS. \\'here R\\"~ID
would e:-.prc" preferences for Ihe geological ancl geographical em'ironments in which Ihey \\'ould \\ I1r~.
This wl1l1ld 001 replacc Ihe open \'olullleer proce.;,. bUI would be an c'den,illn 10 il. \\'here RWMD
continueciln re'pund 10 any \"Olunlcer, thai come fom ard I'iil Ihe e)(i,ling mechanisms of MRWS. bul cuuld
simullanc()u,l) fncus special clTolts on approaching conllnunilies in cen.tin areas. Prcferent:e shnuld be
expre'>Scu unambigullu,I). One a'lX'cl of preference is Ibal RWl\ID could 11011 more erfeClilci). efrieicntl)
and cconomic.tlly in cerlain geological enl ironmenh where Ihere i" aeil anced expericnee in olher cnulllric,.
parlicularly in Europe. For exampk. France. SII illerland. Belgium and Ihe Kelhcrland, arc all \\olling in
chi) cnl'ironmenh Ihat share many char;lcleri,tic' 1\ ilh defimlblc geological fnrmations and em ironmenh in
Ihe UK. Thi, ,1101i1d not he ,een as a re\"er,ion to Ihe technit:all} led approachc, llfthe 1980,. hut a ,ellsihk
mean, of capitalising on ,hared Eurllpean cxperi.:nce. In praclicaltenm. it l\lluld mean thai RWl\ID 1I1ilbed
,nme Dr ih resource, 10 promote tii,cussiom \\ ilhin rcgion, of the UK where it considcr, thai geological
L'llnciilions would .111011 illo mOle for\\'ard mO'1 etkclil·e1y 10 meel Ihe aims of MRWS.
In a mon: pro.IClill! rok a, Cb.ll11pion. RWi'vlD 1I0uid need improled inl~rnal rc"ource, 10 e~lend it,
"Icncc. en~inccrin~
di,po,al
ha, hecn treated
...
... and ,cience communication cUI)ahililic,. To date. ...~~o k)~ical
...
.
1~lIher a, .In unwanled orphan in Ihe UK. GDF del ciopmcnl need, 10 be ,een as a ke} componenl of our
nation.lllel'hnological cupabilil}. Tilere arc career, and researcll .lIld delelopmenl challenge, aplelll) here.
for future generation, of UK ,cientists and cngineers. Clo,e rclalion,hip, bClween RWl\ID acadcl11i ....
llalinnall"boraloric, and indu,tr) should he althe COIC ofdclclopmcnh. Wilhin len )car,.the CK could be
in Iheforefront of thi, ared of technolog) again. wilh spin-olT 10 m.tim counlric, Ihal hal'e rapidl}
del eloping nudear power progr.lllll11es. Thi, require, R\\,I\'ID 10 bc ahle ((1 ael as UK champ inn. The
Ilexihilil)' 10 go out and lal~ tn cOl11mllllilies pro.lCti\'c1y. in an opcn and po,iti\"c manner. scent- like an
il11pon.lI11 pari of Ihi, cnublemcnl.
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To Whom It :Yla~' Concern
Managing Radioactin Waste Safet,
rhanh.) ou for allowing me to comment and cxpr"" Ill \' \ ie\\s on the GOI crnment s
ivj.maging Radioactil'e Waste Sal~ty Str.lteg) r
and haw recent c.\perience ot :-'hep\la~
District Council's application to gain public consent to apply fix Stage hlo. As YOli
arc allare consultation with the public failed and l11~orit) no \"Otc \Ias returned. I \\a,
requested m) vic\l; on the procedures of the application by the NDA and fllmardcd
my comments and \HI, inliJrmed that some of the comments \\ould be fomarded on
tn you in duc course h) the NDA. Therdore you could possibly alread) hal e recd \ cd
sume of the points cont.lined in thi, letter.
Shep\\a) District Council presented their application to the SSG. \\hidl \\as \Id l
attended and also held local drop in days at numerous location~ throughout Romney
i\larsh. A great deal of interest \1 as sho\ln but the \\hole presentation lacked dri\c.
imagination and vision. Plc.!se lind listed below my commcnt~ rro~l my point of \ ie\\
.15 Chairman of the Dungencss SSG:
It \\ as obI iously apparent that there was a gn:at deal of resentment from
attending that local taxpayers were seeing a considerable amount of
their money being used to fund this survey. This set the scene immediately
as a foundation of resentment against an expenditure of this nature in
tinks of tight budget restraint.

ll.

th()~c

b. It was upparent that the opposition had seized the PR initiati ve lmd \\ on the
PR battle from da) one. There was talk ot~ including newspaper articles of a
nuclear dump. \\hich included environmental implications. The dump ga\ e the
impression as one article st.!ted a vision of' Fly Tipping' on the 1\larsh.
c. Although this \\US the first public airing of the proposals for seeking
approl.!1 for stage t\\O I belie\e the opportunity for the full bene tits from , tage
t\\O \\as not explained /exploited in sufticient detail. Ifit had been explained in
detdil that it ",as not committing SDC to the scheme but a full and detailed
report of the suitabilit) or not of the area would have carried weight. For
e.\ lunple a report \\ould have included survey of sea defences. environmental
considerations. geological suitability. employment long term and during
cllnstruction. trdllsport trends and others, all of these tindings would hal e been
mailahle to the KCC and SDC for considerations and ruture use.

In cunclusion ol"th" above if the follo\~ing had been in place it more balanced \ ie\\
\\\Juld ha\l~ been presented and a different cunclusion po>sibly arrived at. '1he lack of
support from the NDA'DECC in certain areas placed SDC on the back fllot. If
limding had been prol ided lor thc cost or at the vcry least some matching funding it
would hal e disper,ed a majnr grievance from the outset.
The DECCINDA could have pnJl'ided direct or indirect support for the publicit)
campaign for which SDC was sadly lacking. SDC lost the PR battle from the outset
and required professional assistance badly in this area to counter a I CT) Ilell
organised PR against them. In many ways they were cast adrift.

1 he GOI ernment;; commitment tu geological disposal and lolulllarism i;; accepted and
p,lrtner,hip is the accepted way furward. Thc fact is it has not produced the results to
date might mean changes arc needed to bl! madl:! in the approdch. I'he fact remains
that there are limited number of siws, which are available for thb kind of facilit) in
the UK. It would be useful if the DECC would identil) these an:as/sitt's and target
their cfl(1fts in their direction. '1his would Sa\ e a great dt:al of tiJll~, effol1 and mon~:
to diminate unsuitdble sites from the-outst:t.
t)11':~ ~itesllocations throughout the UK had bet:n identified the area should be
inllmned of thdr suitability and be invited to apply if the) are interested. At this p\lint
a Ii:\\ minor change, could be introJuced. Consider joint funding Il1r Incal District
Cuul1I:ils and also DECCINDA should be prcpared to prc,ent a detailed profcs,i<lnal
pre~entation of the benefits of ,tage tllO at the same >omclime.

Both attempt> to date hale been apposed at C<lunty leld: in Cumbria the local
District> Coun.:ils supported the participation of Stage I·our. In Kent !i'om the outset
KKC \\a, against any participation and brought pressure to bear at the I'CT) beginning
for non-participation. Althuugh the) did not interfere directl) the) employed
considerabk means at their disposal to ensure a no \ote. Would it not be possible to
be abk to obtain b) discussion with Count) Councils an e,lrlier indication of their
thoughts to allol\ the NDNDECC to hal e a better indication of the outcome ,)1' their
final decision.
Currentl) \\ith toe i,sues of FED and LLW Interim Storage studies in hand I do nllt
Ii:d the time is right to pursue the issue of ~IR WS. I do belie\t~ that there might be a
po'sibilit) in the future to return to the matter if the climate changes. I hope this i, 01
~\Imc usc and 11'\ au b..: more that \I illing to discuss the content> L1r this letter \1 ith
yOU on the teI,ep~ne}pr \\hen lie next meet.

Itt

-

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

06 June 201318:16
radloactlvewaste (DECC)
Nuclear Dump

In \\ ho m il i\lay Co ncern
We h.l\ e been bcen Ihrough Ihi, proce,!> already, pled,e accept Ihe people of Cumbria do not \I ani a nuclear
dump.
The geology i, unsuilable, and \I e cdnnOI 1n"1 Ihe aUlhoritie, il1\ 01\ cd 10 ha\ e an hone,1 input in Ihi,. it
,CCI1\<, lhey wanl 10 go over and o\er lhe proee,s Ulllil thc) gCllhc ,1Il,,\cr lhey \\'alll- TilE A;-.ISWER IS A
RESOU.':DING i':O,

Thi, email \\·a., n:cci\cd from the I~TI:.Rl\ET and .."anncd b) lhe GmcrtlmCnl Secure Intranct anli -\ in"
,cn icc !>uppltcd h) Vodafonc in partner,hip \\ ilh S) m.lIllce. (CCT;"I Certifil-atc Numbcr 2()()lJ/OlJ/0052.j In
ca.' c of problenb. ple.hC call your organi.,alion's IT lklpdc,"-.
COlllllllll1iedtillll' \ i,1 the GSi ma) be automatically logged. mo nitored amI/or rccorded I'llI' leg.!1 purp,,,c.,.

Response form
Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY

Name

REDACTED

Organisation / Company

REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED

Organisation Size (no. of employees)
Organisation Type
Job Title
Department
Address

REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED

Email

REDACTED REDACTED

Telephone

REDACTED REDACTED

Fax

Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes

Would you like your response to be kept
confidential? If yes please give a reason

No

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

This is an individual, personal response to the consultation. It brings together
some of my thoughts and experiences from having worked as a technical
consultant in the UK and overseas waste disposal programmes for 20 years.
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED I would be

happy to provide DECC with further information and explanation of the views
expressed in this submission, if that would be useful.

The three questions asked in this consultation are all clearly linked, and so my
views expressed below relate to each of them. My views are ordered under
headings that I think represent some key issues for the MRWS siting process
going forward to implementation.
An open siting process or one focussed on nuclear communities
Having observed the UK disposal programme develop over the last decade, and
the emphasis that has often been placed on learning lessons from overseas
programmes, notably Sweden and Finland, I think there is sometimes an
underlying expectation that a volunteer site for the GDF is most likely to come from
an existing nuclear community, and this has influenced the thinking of some
organisations. However, such a conclusion was not drawn in the 2008 White
Paper (“A Framework for Implementing Geological Disposal”) which treats all
communities as equal in an open siting process. The problem with this approach is
that it fails to recognise two fundamental points:
1. All communities are not equal. The very fact that the majority of the waste is
already located in West Cumbria, and at a few other nuclear sites, means that

the existing nuclear communities must be part of the solution, whether or not
they make a Decision to Participate in the siting process. If nothing else, the
waste will need to be transported through those communities to another
location if the GDF is ultimately located elsewhere in the country. For this
reason, I think the MRWS process needs explicitly to recognise that a small
number of existing nuclear communities have unique status in, and input to, the
MRWS siting process and so might need to be treated differently to other
communities.
2. Understandably, non-nuclear communities have much less experience and
knowledge of radioactive waste management issues than the existing nuclear
communities, and so the MRWS siting process is very unlikely to be ‘on their
radar’ as a key issue. It is not surprising, therefore, that few if any non-nuclear
communities responded to the initial Stage 1 invitation to express an interest.
To engage non-nuclear communities in an open siting process inevitably
means that they must be provided with considerably more information and
proactive encouragement than nuclear ones - and much more so than they
have been given to date.
There is some argument to say that the siting process should have begun first with
an open and honest discussion with the West Cumbrian communities, together
with a small number of other existing nuclear communities, in recognition of their
unique status as the current ‘hosts’ of the stored wastes. Indeed this was a
recommendation that formed part of a ‘model implementation process’ that was
proposed in a report to NuLeAF [Miller, B., Richardson, P., Wylie R. & Bond A.
2006. The Implementation of a National Radioactive Waste Management
Programme in the UK: Implications for Local Communities and Local Authorities].
It is correct that non-nuclear communities should also be invited to engage in the
siting process but a separate method of engagement needs to be adopted for
them: one that explicitly addresses their needs for additional background
information and support. This extra effort may well be rewarded because it should
be recognised that there are examples of repositories being sited in non-nuclear
communities, such as at WIPP in the US and Andra’s Meuse/Haute-Marne site in
France.
Engaging with non-nuclear communities and clarity in an open siting
process
Following from the above points, and considering that MRWS is intended to be an
open siting process, I do not think enough effort has been put into engaging with
non-nuclear communities. The current MRWS approach is entirely responsive, in
that it requires a community to make the first move before any meaningful
dialogue can begin. My view is that a much more proactive approach is needed in
which Government actively and practically engages early with both nuclear and
non-nuclear communities, and provides considerably more information about the
GDF, and the likely benefits and disbenefits that could accrue to a host
community. This requires much more than a simple mail-shot of printed materials
being sent to local councils.
Ideally, to help this proactive engagement, the current MRWS Stages 1 and 2
should be reversed, so that the next step would be for Government to publish a

national map showing all of the areas that potentially might be suitable, from a
geological perspective, for hosting the GDF. I understand that this approach was
considered and rejected by Defra when drafting the 2008 White Paper. However,
the current approach has not succeeded in attracting volunteers and it is my view
that reversing the stages would mean that the map would act as one potential
trigger that might cause non-nuclear communities in the ‘potentially suitable’ areas
to become actively engaged in the debate. Again, this would take some work but
the basis of the map already exists in the form of the sub-surface screening criteria
that have been developed.
Another potential trigger for community engagement would be for Government to
be much more open about the value and nature of the engagement and
community benefit packages that are offered. Although the 2008 White Paper
discusses these packages in conceptual terms, it is entirely silent about the likely
financial value of them. I understand that Government wants these packages to be
flexible and to agree the details in dialogue with a host community. It seems to me,
however, that it is essential to indicate up-front at least the likely ‘order of
magnitude’ financial value of the package that is on offer. Is the potential benefits
package worth a few millions of pounds? Tens of millions or hundreds of millions?
No one knows. So it is entirely understandable that a community, especially a nonnuclear community, would not want to engage in the process without at least a
basic indication of what the potential benefits to them might be.
On the same issue of benefits, it is evident from observing some of the local
stakeholder dialogue sessions that some people do not have confidence that the
promise of a benefits package would ever be honoured by future Governments,
unless that promise is backed by statutory legislation. Trust over the long-term is
an essential requirement of the process, especially given the very long operating
lifetime of the GDF, which equates to around 20 or more 5 year Parliaments. For
this reason, I think Government should take steps now to set-up an independent
benefits fund with strong legislation to protect it, and with clear governance
procedures setting-out how it can be accessed, and when, by a future host
community. The fine details of the fund may later be agreed with the chosen host
community but having its basis established in advance would be a strong signal to
potential volunteer communities that they are entering into a well defined and
legitimate process. There are precedents from other industries for the setting up of
community benefit funds, such as the Sullom Voe Agreement that formalised
funding arrangements between oil companies and the local community in
Shetland, related to the development of the oil terminal.
In terms of making other information available to potential host communities so
that they can engage with the MRWS process, I believe much improved and
targeted (localised) information is needed on the nature of the GDF and its
potential impacts. Listening to local stakeholder dialogue sessions, it is evident to
me that, despite the information that has been provided, many people do not feel
their particular issues and concerns have been adequately addressed. Note that
the concerns of some members of the public are often quite different to those of
the technical community, and are usually much more immediate and local than the
impacts considered in long-term safety assessments. Often the answer given to a
question from a stakeholder about, say, the number of vehicle movements to and
from the GDF or its visual impact is “It depends”. This is not a useful response and

not one that is not likely to engender confidence, although I understand the
reasons why some technically-based organisations are unwilling to commit to
making clear statements regarding potential impacts due to the GDF in the
absence of detailed designs. Partly this is due to the very large number of open
issues related to such things as the waste inventory, the facility design, its surface
footprint, its operational lifetime, transport routes etc.
The consequence of having so many open variables is that a potential host
community cannot easily grasp what the impacts of the GDF would be for them in
their own local environment. This is not easy to address, but I do think a move
away from generic designs and drawings to something that more clearly sets the
GDF in the context of local conditions, for a potential host community, would aid
engagement. This would take some effort and possibly would mean limiting some
of the variables, such as the inventory, so that certain impacts might be more
readily defined. Quite simply put, if the MRWS process cannot describe to a
potential host community early on and in simple detail (and in a way that
addresses their own concerns) what it is they are being asked to volunteer for, and
the potential consequences for them, then it is not surprising that communities
reject the invitation to engage at the first opportunity.
Bespoke legislation
A clear decision-making process is essential for siting and implementation of the
GDF, and it is my view that Government should rethink the need for bespoke
primary legislation for its development. At present, all decisions and approvals
concerning the development of the GDF are being shoe-horned into existing sets
of legislation that were never intended for this purpose. Inevitably, this will bring
about a number of complexities and unintended consequences that might be
avoided if properly designed bespoke legislation were enacted that clearly and
robustly sets-out in law the key aspects of volunteerism and the right of
withdrawal, community benefit packages, land-use planning approvals, safety and
environmental regulation etc.
Although it may take some time to achieve, I think bespoke legislation is the best
way to smooth the future decision making process, and to clearly set out the roles
and responsibilities of all stakeholders. For example, bespoke legislation could
clarify and simplify the planning application and approval process in areas with
two-tier local authorities whose jurisdictions do not necessarily align on the map
with potential host or volunteer communities. And, as another example, bespoke
legislation could make regulatory oversight and staged approvals simpler by
establishing a single, unified safety and environmental regulator for the GDF, and
so avoid the obvious tensions that will arise from regulating the facility
simultaneously under both NIA’65 and RSA’93.
Summary
The overarching point I wish to make in response to the consultation is that the
entire MRWS engagement and decision-making process needs to be put on a
clearer footing, so that potential host communities know from the outset what it is
they are being asked to volunteer for, and what the scale of the potential impacts
and benefits to them would be in the short and long-term. Under the current

MRWS plan, these details are opaque. I understand that this is somewhat
intentional because of the desire for the process to be flexible but the unintended
consequence of so much flexibility is that there is a fundamental lack of clarity and
specific information in the 2008 White Paper about the key issues, drivers and
consequences that would influence a community’s decision to engage with the
siting process.

Response form
Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY

Name
Organisation / Company
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REDACTED

Organisation Size (no. of employees)
Organisation Type

REDACTED
N/A

Job Title

N/A

Department

N/A

Address

REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED

Email

REDACTED REDACTED
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REDACTED REDACTED

Fax

Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes

Would you like your response to be kept

No

confidential? If yes please give a reason

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

Recommendation 1
Any future MRWS process needs to be chaired and managed by a person
independent, of any government body, and with the power to apply judicial
standards for witness evidence from organisations contributing to the MRWS
Partnership activities.
Recommendation 2
Any future MRWS process needs to ensure that potential host communities have
separate representation from town and parish councils and that these town and
parish councils are independently responsible for assessing and reflecting the
views of potential host communities. The DMB, within the MRWS process, should
have no influence on, or role in assessing, the potential host communities’ views or
in representing those views.
Recommendation 3
In order to provide confidence to local people, the MRWS Right of Withdrawal
should be extended to the host community and not solely vested with the DMBs.
And this Right of Withdrawal is enshrined in statute.
Recommendation 4
Any future MRWS Partnership must ensure that the process and decisions are truly
independent of the DMBs. DMB representation on any future MRWS Partnership
needs to be that of observer status only, similar to the status afforded to NDA and
DECC, in the West Cumbrian MRWS Partnership.

Recommendation 5
Before any consideration is given to continuing the MRWS process, there needs to
be a UK wide search for the most suitable geology for a GDF. This work has
already been partly been carried out so the cost of this search would not be
prohibitive.
Recommendation 6
National Parks, SSSIs and SACs, together with other landscapes of future cultural
value to the nation, should be treated as excluded areas from the outset. Only after
demonstrating that all the previously identified geologically ideal locations, are in
fact unsuitable for a GDF, should consideration be given to the excluded areas.
Recommendation 7
Any future MRWS process needs to build in fiscal probity as mandatory
requirement on the MRWS Partnership and to provide independent financial
oversight of the same, in order to prevent wasteful use of public monies.
Recommendation 8
Cumbria, as a whole, should be excluded from any future MRWS process, because
of the lack of trust engendered in the DMB borough councils. Furthermore, there
needs to be an independent audit of the MRWS activities in West Cumbria, to
determine whether adequate procedures were employed to manage the fiscal risks
and to establish criteria to be used to manage any future MRWS process.

1) Throughout the MRWS process in West Cumbria, there have been repeated instances where
information is omitted from data provided by NDA and DMBs. Such omissions are
misleading and convey a false impression of the impacts a GDF would have on the local
community. I refer to correspondence in the Whitehaven News between David Wood and
Mr. McKirdy of NDA and separate correspondence between Cllr. Tim Knowles and David
Wood. The damaging impact of the Stage 5 exploratory workings, on the Ennerdale valley,
were only admitted (by NDA) in the last weeks leading up to the three DMBs decisions on
proceeding to Stage 4. This admission was made after the Stage 3 consultation had
concluded.

2) The MRWS White Paper sought to provide flexibility in defining a ‘host community’. Whilst
flexibility is essential, such flexibility is open to abuse; as was the case in the MRWS process
in West Cumbria. The MRWS Partnership treated the borough, as a whole, as the ‘host
community; such that the views of a true ‘host community’ are subsumed into and
combined with the views of the wider community. This is at the heart of the Partnership’s

failure to implement and deliver voluntarism.
The DMBs sought to represent the views of the potential host communities. It was only
through the efforts of numerous parish and town councils, working with Cumbria
Association of Local Councils (CALC), did the real views of the potential host communities
get voiced.

One example of the MRWS process, as managed by the DMBs, failing to
reflect the views of one potential host community, can be seen in the parish of
Ennerdale and Kinniside. The MRWS Partnership claimed that the Copeland
communities were overwhelmingly in favour of proceeding to Stage 4.
However when an independent parish wide referendum was held, nearly 95%
of the electorate voted not to proceed to Stage 4. The views of this community
were demonstrably misrepresented by the MRWS Partnership.
3) The MRWS Public Consultation document page 93, paragraph e) states “In the event
of the partnership concluding that the omission of a potential host community from
the PSA (potential site area) would create insurmountable problems for the siting
process, then it could recommend the inclusion of the community concerned if this
was supported by a full justification and explanation.
When asked if a DMB would override the wishes of an unwilling host community, the
Chairman of the MRWS Partnership replied “Yes, we do at this point believe that
there are limited circumstances where a borough or county council could ultimately
override the wishes of a potential host community (just like in the traditional
planning process).”
The voluntarism of potential host communities cannot be safeguarded by DMBs in
West Cumbria. The host communities need a right of withdrawal, that in exercised
independently of the DMBs.
4) The structure of the MRWS Partnership was fundamentally flawed and lacked even the most
basic standards for independence. Often the DMB Council Leader would chair MRWS
Partnership, strongly influencing the MRWS Partnership advice and recommendations.
When the DMBs sat to consider the same MRWS advice and recommendations, they did so
under the chairmanship of the same person, who had chaired the formulation of the MRWS
advice and recommendations. This in itself is sufficient to undermine the credibility of the
MRWS Partnership.
5) DECC’s ‘Call for Evidence’ states: “The Government remains firmly committed to geological
disposal as the right policy for the long-term safe and secure management of higher-activity
radioactive waste.” However the MRWS White Paper fails to address the issue of seeking the
most suitable geology first. If fact it does not even give any consideration to finding the most
geologically suitable areas, before engaging with communities. The reference in DECC’s ‘Call
for Evidence’ reads: “Evidence from abroad shows that this approach can work, with similar
waste disposal programmes based on these key principles making good progress in
countries like Canada, Finland, France and Sweden.” This also fails to record that in each of
these countries, the most suitable geology was identified before seeking volunteer
communities. In each country, volunteer communities were found. However, the UK is alone

in seeking the volunteer community before identifying where the most suitable geological
areas for a GDF are.
6) The MRWS Partnership excluded some locations from the search for a GDF, based on the
BGS report. What the MRWS Partnership totally failed to consider was the need to exclude
locations based on other grounds than future potential mineral resources. Once it became
publically known that the MRWS Partnership intended to consider siting a GDF within the
Lake District national park, there was a public outcry from both local people and from the
public at large. Not only local people but the wider national community are not willing to
volunteer the Lake District national park into hosting a GDF.

7) Several independent geologists stated that the rock volumes within the Western Lake
District were unsuitable in the search for a GDF. Even the MRWS Partnership’s own
consultant geologist stated that the poor prospect, of finding suitable geology in the
Western Lake District, would render Cumbria unsuitable for commercial exploration.

Despite this information being made available to Copeland Borough Council
(CBC) and that to proceed to Stage 4 would most likely lead to a massive
waste of public money, CBC decided to vote to proceed to Stage 4. When
asked why they were willing to risk losing such large sums of public money,
the Leader of the Council, Cllr. Elaine Woodburn stated that “On the issue of
financial risks it really is for the Government in the shape of DECC to decide
whether national taxpayers money is well spent searching in West Cumbria
for a site. It is for us to decide whether we want to be part of that search or
not.” In effect, Copeland Borough Council knowingly made a decision that
would lead to a huge waste of public money.
This same information on the geology of West Cumbria was also know to
NDA and DECC. Consequently, both DMBs and Central Government had
shown a lack of financial probity in the use of public money. This leaves open
to question which body should manage the finances for any future search for
a GDF.
8) The MRWS Partnership had recognised that there is a lack of public trust in both central
government and the local councils. The entire MRWS process, as described above, has only
served to add further to this lack of trust. More recently the Copeland Community Fund
took the unprecedented step of not granting financial support an Ennerdale community
playing field project. This decision involved Copeland Borough councillors, causing the
community to feel that this action is in retaliation against the Ennerdale community’s
referendum decision not to host the GDF.

-

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

31 May 201312:00
radloactivewaste (OECC)

radioactive waste

Dear Sirs,
Currently resident in Cumbria I was and remain totally opposed to the creation of
storage facility as turned down by Cumbria C. C. earlier this year.

a

The reasons:
1 testimony from 2 Professors that the site was not safe
2 no veto option as the stages

~Jent

on

3 ruination of Ennerdale by boring tests
4 damage to lanes, roads, infrastructure
5 danger of leaks into the water of the Lake District, ruining the tourist industry
6 appalling safety record at West Cumbria nuclear facilities already
7 Hodge report saying £S7 billion was needed to ensure safety right now
8 geographical remoteness of Westminster government, no knowledge of Cumbria and no
interest.
Should this issue resurface here I would treble all my efforts to spread the word among
everyone I knO\~, and hope for the same outcome as last time.
Yours sincerely,

·..

[

Please use Ihis form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive Waste
Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing dale for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radloactlvewaste@decc 9S1 90V uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Wasle Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07

55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY
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2.2 B~ 1960 the cillph.bi> IIWi le~ much un marine di,pus.,1 [31 ...\!thuugh the l. K sigllcd the London
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aftcr that datc thc Royal Socict~ and the Royal Academy of Engineering (RSRAE) [91 could still
contemplme marine disposal. talking of possible future intcrnational research projects despite the lilctthat
submarine disposal was "cur"l'el1l~\'" prohibitcd.
2.3 Onshore geological disposal is there lore more a mailer of expediency tlmn of scienti fic argumcnt: it
was an option resorted to once marine dumping. and proposals around offshore disposal lor higher aeti\ it)
wastes (e.g. seabed emplacement) had become unacceptable. It has no more scientilic basis than. sa)
medical triage during an emergenc~ when time and resources arc limited. Triage per se is notjustiliablc in
normal circumstanccs.
2.4 Thc scientific method relics fundamentall) on making predictions \\hieh are thcn tested by
experiment. The 'cxperiment" concerning the geological disposal of long-lived nuclcar \\ aste can nc\ cr be
tested. because of the quasi-geological timcscalcs. and therefore a crucial elemcnt of thc science is
missing. Phrases like' it is gellerally accepted Ih,,(. or 'sciclltisls are ill accord tllllt". quotcd both by
politicians and sc"ientists. do- not magicall) wave a \\and over hopes and bclicfs about thc safety of nuclear
waste burial - however sincerel) held - to turn thcm into sound science. The phrases arc also less than
pcrsuasive \\henullercd b) the consulting geologists and engineers \\hose livelihood depends upon
progressing geologic(ll \\aste disposal. Furthermore. these sorts of generalisations arc circular and sell~
referencing: country A decides to go for this method of disposal becausc countries Band C rccommend it.
and l·ice-1'eI'SlI.
2.5 I am not advocating that deep geological disposal should necessarily be abandoned. But it needs to be
approached \\ ith the utmost caution. \\ ith research and investigations spread over olle or even two
generations. There is no other man-made process which is overtly designed to be effective over 100.000
)ears. Whcreas it may be considered irresponsible to leave the \\aste probl~mto the next gcnenttion. it i,
C\'en more irresponsiblc to arrive at a hast) 'solution' "hieh may al1'ect30.000 future generations. Thc
onl) recour,e. both logically and morall). is to stop producing more of the wa,te no\\ \\hile \\e consider
"hat to do nc:--!. 111 parallel \\ ith that. a progrumine of secure surface storag~ for. sa). I 00 ~ car, \\ ill
reduce the immediate threat of accidents.
2.6 rhe hubri, of engineers is almost limitle".l'vIuch is made of their 'enginecred barrier ;)stcms·. and
,ome tuke the \ iew that tlw host geolo£) is more or less irrelevant, because the man-made barrkr' \\ ill
,uflice. ·1he ,afet) casc is a probabilistic estimate involving the compounding or indh iduul prob.lbilities
lor failure of components of the s~stcm. This method suffers from a number of IlU\\S. including:
I. The upscal ing of values from the laboratory to the lield level.
2. rhc short timcscale of measurement compared \\ ith the timcscale of a GDI·.
,
rhe lilct that some crucial parameters arc derived by 'expert e1icitation'- a euphcmi,m for muking
J.
it up: an educated guess.
2.7 T\\'o e,amples illustrate this hubris. The lirst is the KBS-3 method ofcncapsulution Of\\:l,te in copper
canister,. de\cioped by the Swedes 37 )eMS ago and adopted b) the UK. From the conlident prediction
then that the copper \\ ill onl~ corrode b) a millimetre or t\\'o in a million years. \\C ha\e recentl~ had the
di,cO\'e~ of a new mechanism of pitting of the surface of the copper c\ en in the absence of o:--ygcn. The
copper canister may now corrode awa) in a fe\\ hundred years [I OJ. A second example is the 1986
Challenger 'pace shuttle disaster. The oflicial NASA view was that a catastrophic malfunction \\ ould
occur oncc e\ cry 100.000 trips. on average. Privlltely. some engineers thought that the probability \\ as
more like I in a 100. In the event. the probability of disaster prmed to be of the order of I in 10.
2.8 The onl) rutional solution to the cnginecred barrier system problem is to ensure that the geolog) - the
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final barrier - is intrinsically safe. That means !lat layers in an ern ironment of stagnant groundwater nO\\.
and absence or raulting and rracturing. In my view the onl) feasible rock types that lits the criterion for
the UK arc certain clays, putty-like. but much Imrder, alwa) s prO\ ided that the layer bc of adequate
thickness.
3. The onshol'e UK search process

3.1 In pamllel \\ ith the marine dumping summarised above. the UK started to investigate onshore
geological disposal at around the sume time that the Flowers report on nuclear power and the environment
was publ ished in 1976 [I 11. One key linding of Flowers has been consistently ignored ror the last 35
years:
"Tilere shllllid he nil CIIlll/llilmellll1l alurge I'mgmlll/I/e o(lIl1c1ew)!ssi"n pOIl'er IIl1lil illms beell
demolll'/mwt/ heYlll7d remollah/e c/lIl/hlll1m a melllOd exisls 10 eIISIWI! Ihe .\{!Ie col1laillmem o/llIlIglin'''- highly mc/illacliI'e 1I'{/.\'/e./ilr Ihe illde./!lIil<! IiI/lire" (Chapter XI. para. 27).

3.2 Flowers referred to between the BGS (then known as the Institute of Geological Sciences. IGS) and
the UK Atomic Energy Agency (UKAEA) of 1975 and before that to irn estigate onshore disposal sites
and options. noting that high-Ievcl waste (HL W) continued to be dropped into a shali at Dounreay. The
results of the BGS investigations lVere made public in 1979 [121. The UKAEA commissioned the IGS to
drill the Loch Doon granite, but the local district council refused planning permission for the drilling.
Follo\\ing an appeal by the UKAEA.the public enquiJ) reporter rejected its appeal. The lailure of the
process here. as at various other sites \\here the UKAbA subsequentl) applied lor permission to drill. \\as
essentiall) due to deceit and lack of transparency lI3J. compounded h) an attempt to limit the terms of the
inquif) 11-1 J. The national programme of test drilling \\as abandoned in December 1981. due to public
protests. \\ith onl~ the region inland from Dounrea) ha\·ing been success full) drilled. The overall
impression was that the Thatcher government had been rw,hing to\\urds nuclear ne\\ build. \\ itholll ha\ ing
first made the casc that ne\\ reactor, wcre justified: thirt) ) cars later the government b repeating this
fu ndamcl1lal error.
.
3.3 Ne\\. broader principles, involving search for ;uitable geological em ironments rather than just rock
types [I5J \\ere employed in the late 1980s search of the UK lundma;s. A sccret list 01'537 potential sites.
mostl) on accessible land such as MOD propert). \\.1; compiled by the BGS and Pieda [16.17]. The li;t
was sifted progressil ely using scientific and sociological criteria. but e\ cl1luall) reduced to a shortlist or
about a dOlen tthe number depends upon how the) arc counted). A 'Scllafield-B' site had been added in at
this late ,tage. and this became. alier another location shili and political interference. the Longlands Farm
site selected for a Rock Characteri;ation Facilit) (RCI ).llad the Nire" appeal into refusal of planning
permission been successlill.the RCF would undoubtedl) ha\e become the UK's intermediate Ic\cf "aste
(ILW) GDI .
3.-1 The Inspector or the 1995-96 planning inquity [18J round a series or objections:
I.
,
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

No lormal involvement of any regulator lor the 0\ erall GDF project.
Connection between RCF and GDF "direci alld ohl'iol"".
I.egal issues viS-ii-vis Irish Government not resol\ed.
Alternative sites need to be e"amined.
Short-listed alternative sites must be subject to public consultation process.
[,ceptional justification is required 101' an) GDF ncar the sea.
Various adverse environmental impacts.
Site is not a true Basement Under Scdimcntaf) Co\cr (BUSC) site.
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9. National site selection process Ila\\'cd.
10. Selection of Longlands Farm based irrationally on nearness to Sellafield.
I I. UK sites else\\ here ha\ e greater potcntial to meet legal and regulatol) requirements.
12. No sites under investigation internationall) rcsemble Longland; Farm.
13. Nire:-. did notundcrstand groundwater conditions suflicicntl).
14. Poor undcrstanding of fuult behaviour.
15. Nire:-.too optimistic due to lack of appreciation oflimittllions of the site.
16. No model for gas migration ready Il)r testing by an RCr.
17. Safct} a~scssmcnt predicts zones of disc1mrgc to biosphere. but present-day discharge not
understood.
18. Site concept vulnerable to rapid upward tran~port of radionucl ides.
19. No further invcstigations of the site are justified.
3.5 The Secreta!") orState J(lr the Environment follO\\ed the Inspector's recommendation that Nire,';
appeal be dismissed. in March 1997. His successor. alier the national cicctions. stated that Nirex had Oono
Oo
plmll 10 ill\'elligme {{IIY oliJer IlIes . Nirex published a series of science \ olumcs collectively term cd
A'irex 9- in 1997 and 1998. updating I\'irex 95. Although CCC rerused Nirc, permis~ion to kcep the
Longlands Farm boreholes open in 1999. \\c sec here the start of a predetermincd plan to return to
Sellafic1d e\cntually.
3.6 The RSRAE report or 1998 [91 called for Ooan org{{lIis(l{irJII, independelll hOlh 0/ gm'e/'l/llU!11I {{/ld riflhc
nile/ear indlllll:l', 1{{lked wilh idel1lif.i'ing possihle lile.l. and lI'ilh Ihe rC.\(J/trcel' to COllllllissirJII reiel'{{111
re,lem'eil. ,. Thc I louse of Lord, Science and Technology Commillce Third Rcport or 1999 [8J
recommcnded that:
Oolhe./ll'Ill'h(/le o(sile seleclirJII ... ll'OlIlrI C0I1,ill o!'C.IWhli.ll1illg f/llalilalll'c £'1'11('1'/(/ {//uillsing Iilem
wilh rlc,k ,llIlIlles 10 irielll!f.i' a "long lisl" 11/, ,\((1 '. / 5-JO /JOtelllia/ly Illiltlhic I'ilt'l, 711e l'I'ilel'ia {/Ilhil
slilge \I ollid hI' I'l'im{/ri~l', 1,1111101 e.\'clllsi1·e~t '. geologn'al Ollri iI,rrlrogeologlCfd ... The./II/olli" o/ .Iilel
./i)f)leirlll11·e,\ ligalirJl1l1'olllri he del'/I'ed hy W11I1IItalirJII 01' hy lIIillg a l'Ohmteerillg approacH'

3.7 The MR WS consultation document or September 200 I made no rercrencc either to s} stematic site
selection. a, recommcnded by the t\\O learned ,ocietics and b) the I louse of Lords. or to site search. but
conccntratcd purely on volulllarism. It is surprising that the consultation documcnt doc, not cite a Nirex
tcchnicalnotc on \ olunlarism. dated September 2000 [l9J. but \\ hkh doubtles, hclped formulatc the
voluntari,t procc,~.
3.8 The commillcc tbat was subsequently SCt up. CoR \\ M (in retrospect tcrmcd CoR \\ M-I). comprised
social scienti~ts and their ilk. but no earth scicntists. Gi\cn thm a government \\ill ne\cr embark upon a
polk) lor which it has no idea or the outeomc. and gi\ en that the local councillor Scllaficld \\ould be
bound to voluntecr. it can be argued that this nc\\ stratcg) \\as onc ofpredetcrmination. i.e. ol'returning to
Scllalidd \ ia a '\ oluntarist' process. and thus sidestepping the rundamcntal scientific problcms raised at
thc Nirc:-. inquir). Part orthat prcdetermination process \\as to c\clude earth ,cientists from the
commillee.
3,9 CoR WM-I staJ1cd work in Novembcr 2003. Nirc!\ presented its \oluntarist reportll91to thc
committec. in a marginally updated form. in rcbrual) 2004. 1100\e\cr. another interim report b) Nircx
[20j. dated Jul) 2003. sank without tracc, This c,cdlent rcport discu,sed hOl\ to identil) rcgions and
districts. thcn mOl e to the assessmcnt or potentiall) suitable sitc,: it even supplicd CO,tS and timcscales. A
systematic national survcy. followed b) a desk-bascd e\ aluation of 15 sitcs. then b} surl:lce-bascd
evaluation orthrce sites. would COSt £491M (.£6781'v1 in 2013. ulllming for inflation). rhc national surve)
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Ilouid co;t £5M, and desk-based evaluation or 15 ;ilc; £40M. altoda) -; prices. 'nli; ~upprc~~ed or
lorgollen report is the only governmental mention ;ince the 1980s Or;) stcmatic piecclI ise geological
~earchcs.

3.10 An anonymous. annotated Nirex report dated October 2004 l21 J is available at the Cabinet Onicc
Ilebsite.lt anticipated possible oqtcome; to the CoRWM-1 deliberations. by recommending action a good
18 momhs in advancc of the CoRWtvllinal report. Thc aim lIas to push for geological dispO!>lll.lt
contain, recommendations on how to larget tvlP;. and includes a detailed compilation or parliamental")
questions. The overall flal our or the document can be summarised b) the folloll ing:
•
•
•

-'Tile pllrpose all/I ailll is 10 <'l1ahie 0111' largel grolll'S 10 reali,<, Iilal ... 'tlllr' wily if Ille heslll'lIY
jimvllrd. lIIile!",ise !ilere e{{11 he no.fil/llre del'e!0pllleni ollile IIlIclear illdIllIlJ'.··
"We ilol'e 10 he s'lIre Iilal 'opilliolllellliers lire Ctlreflllly recl"llited /Illd groomed'--i\lllllle or ell/willee Iilose AlPs willi lire IIgllill\-("

• "IJlvestigate \l'lIys of".\"iIlK oIlier orgllllistltioll.\ e.g B0S. Geological Society . . "
Jm) emboldeningJ
3.11 This document rcveals hml the Nirex thinking or the time lias more aboul PR manipulation than
transp<lrent science. For example_ Nirex hoped that the nuclear lIaste inventor) - a rundamcntal parumcter
in an) disposal options - should -hope filII) - be kept ;ecret. The BGS and the Geological Society or
London II ere indeed -used'. a; Nirex put it. in later phases or the MR\\ S proccss.
3.12 I he December 2004 report b~ the Iiousc or Lords Science ,1I1d Technolog) Commiuce [22J '"''
high I) critical ofCoRWrvl. railur~s includcd its unreasonabl) broad rcmiL and lach orph)sicnl ;cienti>b
or cngil1\:cr\ onlhe cOl11millec. The Sciencc and Tcchnolog) commillce '''15 chaired b) Lord Oxburgh. an
eminent geologist. It said that too much reliance II a; placed on the adl ice or its contractors in practicc
this mcant Nirex.
3.13 In 20D5 Nirex publishcd a reI iCII or the site ~election process [23 J that led to thc selection or
Longlands Farm. Atthc ;ame time the prel iou~l) secretli,t of 537 potential sites \Ias releascd - bUl onl)
in an onlinc searchable form. count) b) count). Despite thi> reI iCII purportcdl) being in the il1lercsts or
transparenc)_ it misleads in larious lIa)S, fore,ample. in tl")ing to disgui<e the lilctthatthe Iinal site lIa;
nClcr in thc original list. I IUlle di;cu,sed the c""ion, and manipulations or this so-callcd -tran;parenC
report in more detail e1SCII hcrc [2-1J.
3.1-Iln latc 2005 Nirex claimed [25 J that the \Irex 9- set of ;cicnce documents. issucd alicr thc end or the
1995-96 Planning Inquir). had ~o" cd man~ orthc problems di;cm cred b) the Objcctors at thc Inquir)
itself. and tlmtthe outcomc of the Inquil") might ha\c been diflcrcl1l_lhld \irex 9- bccn aluilable in timc.
This asscrtion. which implics that the Longlands I ann local it) i~ indeed ;uitable. is not true. On the
contral"). de\,)iled cxamination [2-11 orthc h~drogcologicalmodclling in V/I"ex 9- ;holl'; thatthc
h) drogeological parameters ,,,signcd to fhult zones_ in particular. hal e bccn manipulated so as to rcmol e
the prclercntial fluid-conducting propert) or the major filUlts. (he modelling is csscntiall) dbhoncst.
Empirical evidcnce that the luults in the Scllafield I onglands I arm area act as good conduits l'or lIatcr
includes the fhctthat the local lIatcr uti lit) targct; it; drilling on these t:lUlts to getthc highest 11011' ratc;
[24].
3.15 In March 2006 the BGS_ cOl11mis;ioned b~ Nire,. I\as "lid to be finJlising a report into the suitabilit)
or UK rock formations lor hosting nuclear lIastes. A joint BGS/Nirc\ statement. amoul1ling to one page of
text. asserted that "it e//II he (1Il7dllded Ihal mlher 1II0re IlulII Ihe Iwel'wllliv tielerlllined 30% I'rol'"rl i<lll (!I
Ihe UK IlInti IIII1SS 1I"01l1d I'rol'ide II pOlel1lill/~r IIdlah/e gelllogiwi leillng /111' a repmillJl:I'-' [261. 1 his
iU
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;tatemel1l bccame the sole geological justification for deep disposal quoted in the 2008 MR WS White
Paper. The anticipated research report. due to be finalised b) late 2006. \\as never published. That such a
fundamental conelu,ion underpinning a White Paper could be bascd on an unsuppOltcd assertion is
unacceptable. It is dii'licult to a,oid the suspicion that the sune) revision had led to West Cumbrian rod.s
being omilted Irom the report. and that the report lIas therefore suppresseu.
3.16 Once the CoR WM-I report [27 J \\a, published it \\ as cherI') -picked by government for the 2008
White Paper. I he report recommended geological dispo,al, but onl) lor existing wastes - it \\as not a
'greenlight' for ne\\ build. It also recommended a robust programme ol'intcrim storage. Both these
recommendations hme been ignored.
3.17 CoR WM-I \\a, reconstituted in 2007 as CoR WM-2. \\ ith ne\, membership including two geologbts.
11\ remit included scrutin) of plans for geological disposal. But as a serutineer ol'this aspect it failed
dismall). ta\"ing the 'three wise mon"e),' approach to gcolog) - '\\C don't yet kno\\ enough'. CoRWM-2
can be added to the Ibt ofnelariou<, doubters ,uch as the tobacco lobb) and climate change deniers. in
their practice of agnotolog). One e,ample. indicating either an astonishing misunderst<tnding. or else a
blatant di,regard lor the truth. is gi\en h) the CoR WM-2 chair in a leiter to a Cum brian con,tituent, in
\\hich he allegcs"'1t ('()ulel he {f/ gucelthalthe Briti.liI f!mce.I·1 h", al", screellcel oUllllIsuilllhle ge(}log.1'
he/(}/'(!

",killg {,(}lIIlI/lIIlitiel
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I'IIlu11leer:' [28].

3.18 The concept of a '\ olunteer communit) . is nebulous: in the MR \\ S process the delinition of
"\ olunteer' has been perverted during stages 2 and 3 of the West Cumbria process. and the \\ord
'eon1111LJnit)' is in man) instances meaningless. I shall not del\c further intothe ila\\cd West Cumbrian
'\ olunteer" proce"s here. as it has been disclI!"ed at Icngth in other consultation responses (lor example.
those "fCoLJncilior John Wilson. Nrl.A and SPANO). Regarding 'community': this word has also been
distorted in the West Cumbrian proce",. Con,idering the UK as a \\hole I have already pointed out [2-11
that there \\ere 5e\ eral potential!) suitable "ites considercd in the 1989 national search. comprising terrain
of dOl.ens of square" ilomctrcs. in \\ hich therc are no inhabitants. and. furthermore. some of these sites
\\el'e 0\\ ned b) the MOO: So \\ho is supposcd to '\oluntcer' site, such as these?
-I. Other countries

4.1 The OCCC call for e\ idence (para". 4-5) asserts that programmes of waste disposal site selection in
other countries arc ma\"ing "'good !,rogrl!\'s"'. using '"lIlI ({!'I>rO({ch b{/,\ecl Oil l'oIWlil/ril'l1ll/1It1 p({rtllership"'.
rirstl): ei\ il nuclear PO\\ er has been in e,i>tenee 101' 60 ) ears. and not a single one or the 32 countrie:>
\\ ith nuclear reactors ha,) et opened a GOF lor intermediate 01' high-le\cI waste" This can in no \Va) be
termed "'guod progrcsI"': on the contral) it is lamentable and irresponsible - and b) the latter, I mean that
it is irresponsible to continue producing such \\ a'ite \\ ithout an) clear means or \\ hat to do with it.
Seeondl). three of the foul' countrie, cited as e~amples (I inland. S\\eden and France) all carried out
,) ,tematic geological sun e) s or their entire count!'). belore homing in on potential sites by a process of
siliing and elimination. ani) alier that \\ere 'col11munities' illl oiled. \\ ith the powcr to approve of or \eto
the project \\ ithin their boundaries.
-1.2 ("lI1ada. the lourth countr) cited. is in the special position or ha\ ing ,111 area of 60 times that of
L: ngl,lnd and Wales. but onl) hall'the population. Most of Canada comprises hard rock terrain at the
surlbcc. \\ith IeI') 101\ relic!". Such rock is intrinsieall) lairl) promising as a GOF host rock. It is therefore
reasonable for Canada to re\ erse the internationall) agreed process of geology lirst. lilliowed b)
\ oluntari"m. especiall) \\ hen the Canadian, appl) a stringent test of \, hether the geology is Iikel) to be
suitable once a communit) ha, volunteered [29]. Canada i, currently at the stage or ha\ ing evaluated 27
\ olunteered localities lor geological :>uitabilit) (equivalent to MR V. S stage"). Se\ en localities \\ere
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rcjectcd (as \\ould an) UK sitc such a, Longlands I ann. had it becn subjcct to the same prcliminal) tests
a, thc Canadian ,itcs).
4.3 Fr:mce is at the stage of constructing an underground laboratol) in chi) llt Bure. I'rench Ia\\ on I)
permits retrie\ able storagc lor 1(0) cars. so it ha' not) ct come to grips \\ ith thc problem or irrc\ ersibilit)
or dispo,al. I rancc's solution i; therclore one of c,tcnded robust underground storage. not of final
disposal.
-IA S\\cdcn's prelerred GDF site. at Forsmarl,.. is currentl) und\!r consideration by the regulators. It is
likel) to run into ,e\ere difficult) bccau,c thc coppcr cneapsulationmethod (termed KBS-3) ha, h\!cn
found to have a fundamcntal \\eUKnCSS [IOj. KBS-3 i, the techniquc being putlorwurd in the UK.

-1.5 finland submitted a construction application lor its proposcd GDF at Olkiluotu in Deccmber 2012. It
ma) run into the samc problems as thc Swede,. bccause it also usc, thc KBS-3 cncapsulation method:
ho\\c\er.l· innish regulation docs not appcar to be a, indepcndent or as robust as its French or S\\edi,h
counterparts.
S. IIlIJependence of the nuclear \\ aste disposal agency
5.1 Luropcan Union Council Directhe 20111701[URATOM state, (Alticle 6.2) ",\IelllherSla/e, '!/{Ili
1.'11.,11/'1.' litallile COIllPCtel1l regu!alol:" lIUliIorily H.lunc/iolla!~1" .1('/wralejrolllilllr ollter hodr or
orgalliWi/ioll ('onccnled lI'i/1t /lte prolllOlioll or u/i/i.lallOn olnuclear (,Ilel~t:) ' or radiollc/il"c 1II1I/eria!.
including eleclricily prodllc/wlIlIm! radiois%pe lIpplic(f{iol1l. or II illl lite /lUlIllIgCIIICI7I (1l 'pel1lllle!lIl1d
radioac/iI'e lI·lII/e. in order /0 elllllre ~/tec/iI'e independence li'olll undue inlluence on if"~ reguitl/01J '
limc/llm, .. [30].

5.2 Given thai Ihe directil e applies to all stages of 5pcnl tilel and radioacti\ e \\ aste managcment. from
generation to disposal (Art. 2.1) it cannot bc argued that site selection is e,empt Irom rcgulation. As
shown above. the 'scrutin) . b) CoR Wr... I-2 \\as completel) inadequatc. Nor is it satisilictor) to \\aituntil a
site or sites have becn selected. because then an) regulator) agenc) \\ill be constraincd b) \\hat is 'on
oner". Indcpendent regulation has to include the proce~s b) \\ hich sile selection is made.
5.3 The Nuclear Decommissioning Authorit) (NDt\). into which Nirex \\as absorbed in April 2006. is
velY Illr Ii'om being independent. NUciearSpin obtained documents [32] under Freedom of Inlormation
showing that in 2008 thc NDA \\ as serious I) considering s\\ itching to an 0\ crtl) pro-nuclear stance.
Although this polic) \\as nol adoplcd. lor lear ora backlash. the su'picion is left thai the NDA remains
pro-nuclcar. but COl ertl) so. This contlict or interest \\ ithin DCCC can onl) be resol\cd b) remO\ ing the
nuclcar \\astc disposal responsibilit) from the NDA. and lHI,.ing nuclear \\a,te polic) olrthe Ortice or
Nuclear Dc\ elopmcnt \\ ithin DECC itscll: and placing it in another department to allo\\ lor critical
challcnge.
5.4 Swedcn and Canada each prO\ ide funding lor genuine!) independcnt rc\ ie\\ and scnnin) ofnucieur
waste disposal plans. In the UK conceited and thoughtlili opposition (\\hich is distinct from mcre
nimb) ism) is being provided I'm hOl1o b) independent specialists (as is the casc \\ ith m) 0\\ n \\ork). or b)
the NGOs. Instead. some OM orpublic mone) has gone to I'R agencics in an (unsuccessful) allcmptto
solien up the popUlation of West Cumbria. II' the UK gO\ crnment has nothing to lear then it should set up
an independent revie\\ agenc). 10110\\ ing the e,ample of the S\\cdish NGO Ollicc lor Nuclear Wastc
Revie\\ (MKG).
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6_ The amhiguuus rule uf the BGS
6.1 In 1971 Baron Rothschild introduced the customer-contractor principle to British ci\ il ;cience
funding. A large tranche of research money was taken a\\a) Irom research councils, and ghcn imtead to
government departments, which then 'commissioned' the research the) needed (or thought the) needed)
Irom government research agencies. Any single department (sa). [nerg) as the 'customer' usuall) had
on I) one place to go to lor (say) its North Sea research (in this case. the British Geological Sun C). as the
'contmctor' in tht! new parlance). This crude attempt to appl) a free-mar1"et price mechanism to ~cicnce
R&D has no mort! sophistication than a child's game of shop. It \\as intcnded to gi\e the t'lxpa)cr better
\lllue lor mone) , but it depends entirely on the acumen (or othemise) orthe departmental ch il sen ant
ad\ ising his or her Minister how and whcre mone) should be spent.
0.2 In the site search process there appears to bc no alternative but ror government to contract the BGS. as
the nation's archivist of gcological information. BGS national searches took place in the 19705 and again
in the 19805 - the latter leading by political manipulation. not b) good seknce. to the choice of a
'Sellalield' site.
6.3 In 2006 the BGS co-authored a one-page assertion [261. joint I) \\ ith Nire:\. but ne\er published the
scientilie e\ idence underpinning it. as discussed above. The role of the I3GS has tim, been compromised
by its willingness to put its imprimlllllr to such ajoint statement. \Ihile \\ ithholding the c\ idcnce upon
II hich it is based. '1his crude approval b) rubber-SlUmping is \\ hat the cu;tomcr-contractor relation,hip
has been rcduced to. The BGS has been rurther comprombed b) a recent slUtemelll from it!> head or
nuciear \\aste rc;carch that \Vest Cumbria ",,!ICrs IWlenliallo liml l/ good ,ile"1331. \\ hercas all thc
published evidence. and thc previous BGS site scurches. sa) that it docs not. "I he BGS sub, equcntl)
reru;cd to rclea~c any geologic.1I information to support this claim.
6.4 rhc BGS lIa, commi,sioned b) the NDA to undertake a geological scrcening exercise of West
Cumbria [341. CompJrison or the conlidcntial draft BGS 20 I 0 screcning report (sent to me anon) mousl))
\\ ith the final published \ ersion. together \\ ith the published peer revie\\ s. shO\\5 that severe alterations
\\ere made to the draft. at the behest of the NDA. The final BGS screening report did not remove aquifer
rock \olumes Irom consideration: this fundamental screening criterion \\as to be postponed until site
sun C); \\ere ;tarted. The I3GS ,hould not allO\\ ilScifto be compromised in this wa).

0.5 In2012 the Gcologic.11 Societ) of London ollcrcd its support lor the \Vcst Cumbria MRWS
partner;hip proccss. 1100\c\cr. the technical e'pcrt; or the so-called 'contact group' assembled lor this
purposc comprised an aeadcmic \\ho sits on the board of the I3GS. plus t\\'o emplo)ees of the BGS. West
Cumbria MR\vS alleged that the t\\O BGS ollicers had attended this meeting in their own time. but
'Iccording to the I3GS the) \\crc there in an onicial capacity. In short. this was a piece of subterfuge b) the
BGS to inlluencc the outcomc of thc consultation. It \\ould have becn more honest to admit that it was the
BGS offering its opinion. not the learned societ). 1 hc I3GS ha, beeonw untrust\\orth).
6.6 FIO\\crs [lljnoted 35 years ago tlwt "We IIlII'e no dOl/bll"l/llile IGS [now the I3GSjllll/SI do Ihe
Il'Ork. hilI in slIch CI \I l(l' 1!1l/llhe.1 retainlilelr independence 01 jlldgelllenl:' It is precisely this
"independence olil/t~~lIIen(' thJt has demon;trabl) been lost by thc I3GS in rccent) cars. While it is
dillicult to avoid using the BGS in future. it i, clear that the I3GS's lindings in un) ILlture national or
regional site search must be subject to tran'parent and oUhide ,crutil1). prererably rrom o\'Crseas. In
addition. the tcnll' or reference lor the BGS l\Or1" must not be undul) constrained.
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7. Has the UK learned any lessons to date?
7.1 DECCs lirsttangible reactions to CCCs decision to opt out of the West Cumbria MRWS Partner,hip
process have been to uckno\\ Icdge thut the "cllrrel1(" proce,s In1s come to an end. but thcn to talh to the
tllO borough councils alone. There is thus widespread suspicion that DECC may try to resturt a nc\\
process in West Cumbria. but II ithoutthe county council.
7.2 On 30 April 2013 DECC replied to qucries b) a Cum brian resident [311. The oflicialwrote:

"Ii is 111.1'0110/ ell/n'el/hlll/he Pllhlic 1//(llIil:1' i'l1lo/he Nircx /lock Clwrlle/crimlioll Facilil}' (RCF)
.f{Jlll1dllllllll1e BorrOl"dllle l'olCllllic Grolll' f!(rock l1ear Sel/(itield il 1IIIIIIilllhlc,lill' II repolilfl/:),,"

7.3 This is untrue, fhe Inspector stated:

"717C I'r"iec/ inlhis ins/(lI7ee il Ihe il7l'e,'igolioll & ehllraelerisa/iclll ol/he BVG & (/\'erZl'il1g " edill7el7l,
i/ilhis I'arliellior I'/lZ: onrl 11/1 RCF ol1.lll'here clse \l'ollid 1711/ ochie!'1! Ihi.l,"

7.-1 The Inspector \\as explicit that the application to construct an RCI- could not be decoupled from the
Potential Repository Zone (PR7.) surrounding it. and therelore ofa GDr , I he BVG IVas the target host
rock, lound ut an uccGssiblc depth (but also surlicientl) deeply covered b) sediments) belo\\ Longiands
Farm. In recommending dismb"tI of the Nirex appeal. the Inspector did indeed conclude that the BVG_
lorming part ofa so-called -modilied I3USC environmcnt. wus unsuitable_ DI:.CC refuscs to uccept this,
and indeed appear, to smear the rcputution of the Inspector and his A,sessor_ insinuating that the) were:
"1101 qllalifiedlo os,ll's.,)idZt' lhl! sIItclv clI.letill' II gcologlL-ol di'J}(JllI/.flldlll.l l'illlll'llIl1l1illg
III'plim/io/1, alld SIIe/11I ellle II a, 1701 I'"/ hy _"irex 117 who/II'as 1111 aplliw/1017 fJl7Zl',1UI' a /lock
.
Cill7l'{Ielerislllirm Facliil,r:- [31]

7_5 This seems to impl) that the Inspector had e~ceeded hi, po\\er, at the planning inquiry_ It is smear_ b)
association II ith the phra~e -not qualilied-. One might hal e equal!) stat<:d_ anu be as equally li1ClLlall)
correct_ that the Inspector and hi, A;~c,>-,or --II cre 1701 qllali/ied 10 11I1~~C Ihe ElIro"i"ioll SOllg Co11ll!Sl, ami
[lley I"ere lIolll.lked 10 do .w--_ Ifsuch a speciou; argument i~ the ba,b l'or DECC tr) ing to return to the
Sellalielcl area_ DECC \\illiail )et again_
7.61n conclusion_ DECC appeals to halc Icarned little or nothing rrom Ihe !VIRWS process orthe lust
uecaue_ In particular_ DI-CC refu,c, to engage "ith the detailed geological objections put lorward h)
myselfand others_ This merd} reinlorcc~ m) \ iell that Sellalield h.l, been the predetermined destination
lor the UK-s GDF ever since the laIc 198(k and that DECC is elen no" contemplating a way round the
setbacks of unsuitable geolog) and lach of local 'iupport. rurther el idence lor predetermination has been
gi ven elsewhere [1-11_
8. Conclusions und recommendations
8.1 The government is caught bctllcen a roch of unsuitable geolog) (West Cumbria) and a hard place
populated by understandabl) suspicious citizens (that i,_ much orthe rest of England. where potentia II)
good clay geology lies underfoot). The history of search processes during the last hall~century SllOlI'S that
citizens of the UK arc correct: \\heneler the subject concerns cil il nuclear power generation, nuclear
weapons_ nuclear accidents_ or nuclear \\aste storage and dbposaL successive governments have been
proven to be consistent I) untnlstl\orth) _DECr. the currentl) re'>ponsible department lor civil nuclear
matters_ has a built-in pro-nuclear bias_ and is congenitall) incapable ofho'ting an MR WS-type process.
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g.2 Re'iponsibilit) for site $carch should be removed from the NDA. The nCI\ organisation should be trul)
independent. Responsibilit) could be given to the Environment Agenc). and. just as this agcnc) funds
itself partly through licensing of lll1d permits to the industries that it regulates. the nel\ site search
organi$ation could be funded by the nuclear industry. This should include legac) \\astes. except that Irom
nuclciu' weapons production. which should naturall) be funded b) the Ministl) of Defence. 1 he
organi!.ation should report directly to governmeJ1l in the manner of a ro) al commission.
8.3 A new White Paper is required. MRWS is its present form should be scrapped. fhis I\ould also be an
opportunity to replace the currcnt rather puerile name. \\ith its present participle lind redundant ad\erb.
8.-1 Geological screening must take place he!;J/'c volunteer communities (if there are an) to be consulted)
arc asked to come fon\ard. By 'screening" I do notmcan the relativcl) tri\·ialtests as carried out b) the
I3GS in West Cumbria in2010; I mean des!,.-top studies to chec!" I\hether rcgions. areas and rock \olumes
ha\e any potential to host a GDI'. The claimed excuse that this I\ould cost too much b untrue. as the
Nire:-. costings from 2003 showed. Voluntarism must not. hOI\ e\ cr. be abandoned: it can 10110\\ on
logically. as other countric$ have donc. once long lists and then short lists ha\ e been dnl\\n up based on
geology and hydrogcolog).

8.5 As recommended b) COR WI\1-I. processes lor legaC) 1\1Iste must be separated Irom those for nc\\
build I\aste. This \\ould. atlellst. pro\ide a predictable quantit) of"aste arising \\ithin a "nol\n
timefral11e lor consid~ration by any community or local authorit): public trusl in the process might then
begin to return.
8.6 Whereas the I3GS ma~ in pmcticc be the only national organisation capable ofsune)ing the UK in the
progrc"ivc levcls of detail rcquired. its \\ork nevcrtheless ha~ to be scrutinised b~ a trul) independent
e),.pert conullillee. Its role in the last forty years has become diluted and distorted to that or being merel)
another commerci'll contmctor. albeit with privileged access to data archives. The \\ i~hes of the
'cu<;tomcr" (in the lir~t instance government. butuitimately the public) have been allowed to o~crride
impartial science.
8.7 The I3GS maps and ancillary research. justilYing the 2006 assertion that 'rather more thun' 30· 0 of the
UK landmass is potentially suitable for a GDI'. must bc published immediatel).
8.8 fhe government should. if it \\ ishcs to re-start an MR WS-t) pe of process. se:lrch for a C1:I) site in
England. 10110\\ ing international experience. There arc no hard roc"s in lo\\-reliefterrain to enable the
e:-.amplc, of Finland and Swcden to be lollowcd: therelore it should search lor cia) host roc"s similur in
properties to those being investigated in l3elgium. France and S\\ itLcriand. There arc several CI:I)
lormations of adequate thickness and hydrogeological properties in eastern and southern longland. But
until it earns the trust of the public it will continue to encounter problems of nimb) ism c\ en if the gcolog)
can be shown to be sound.
8.9 The government should give serious consideration to long-term (100-) ear) secure surlilce storage. as
recommended b) CoR WrvJ-l. This is in elTect a requircment of current und proposed reactor sites.
although currcnt unti-terrorism measures arc feeble or non-existent. The highest priorit) here should be
the Sellalield storage facilities.
8.10 The timescalc i, long -thc UK is back at the stage that Finland. S\\eden and rrance \\ere atthirt) or
more) car'> ago. It should be recognised next qUllrler of a centur). at least. must be de\ otcd to thorough
research into waste cncapsulation and secure surface storage. together \\ ith honcst and transparent seurch
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lor a satisfactory rcpositor) site e1sewherc than in \Vest Cumbri.\.
8.11 A process lor indepcndent and critical scrutiny of sitc scarch and sub,cqucnt ~itc charactcri,ation
should be put in place.
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UlI.wilahilily Sc/'ecllillg

or lVesl ('/lIII/will. Commissioned Report CRiI 0/072. r·r

•
What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White
Paper do you think could be improved and how?
There are many aspects that are good and should continue. Earlier
preliminary geological investigations would be useful to defend against
unsubstantiated allegations that the geology is unsuitable.
I think the volunteerism approach must continue, however at times DECC
seem to be in a position of weakness, and at the mercy of the community
engaged in the process. Community benefits in the early stages of the
process are necessary, but the continuation of benefits should be predicated
upon prompt (not rushed) progression of the process.
The GDF needs a ‘champion’. I can fully understand why DECC have been
opposed to taking this approach as it could be misperceived as coercion.
However the majority of the communities were only informed from a negative
perspective or not at all.
•
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the
MRWS site selection process?
I don’t know how to attract a community, but perhaps starting with individuals
and organisations would be more effective. Not withstanding that the
community would need to be in agreement to any plans, has the
communication strategy considered attracting individuals, organisations or
Government departments that are land owners where the surface facilities
could be situated as these groups have an established relationship (and
even trust) with the local community?
More national awareness, debate and publicity is required but will need
careful handling of presentational aspects. Greater awareness of the socioeconomic benefits during construction and operation is needed.
•
What information do you think would help communities engage
with the MRWS site selection process?
The thing all communities want to know is ‘what is in it for me’.
Secondly they want assurances that there will be no detriment to them and
a robust ongoing monitoring regime to protect future generations.
I think the important thing to consider is who are we communicating with?
Local Authorities or the public in general, as we will need to communicate
differently with each group.
If we approach councils and local authorities they will consult the local
community. This conventional consultation route is likely to attract a
minority that are opposed to the GDF and have the effect of influencing
those in the community that are not otherwise informed in addition to
presenting their own views loudly.
Up until now there has been no advocate for the GDF. Does DECC have a

strategy to establish a GDF advocate. Without prejudicing any future
competition for construction and operation of the GDF, has any
consideration been given to establishing a consortia to give the concept of
the GDF a more commercial persona. Communities may find it easier to
relate to employment opportunities and greater local prosperity if the GDF
concept had a more commercial ‘appearance’.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

09 June 2013 00:39
rad,oacltvewaste (DECC)
Comments on Slling Proposat for a Geological Disposal Faclilly

Dear Sir/Nadam
I refer to the consultation on ~lanaging Radioactive Waste Safely. I am an interested
individual and have observed from a distance ~Ihat has been happening regarding encouraging
communities to express an interest in hosting a repository
1 . The current process for communities to express interest in hosting a geological
disposdal facility is not conducive to encouraging a community to express interest. The
process for identifying a locality for disposal of radioactive waste needs to address
emotional matters associated \~ith a community expressing interest.

2. In many areas of England and Wales, mere mention of the posibility of a community
considering vOlunteering to engage with the process is sufficient to arouse very strong
negative emotion amongst a minority of
people. Consideration of this
irrational backlash is likely to be an
important consideration for any community leaders considering expressing an interest ,~ith
a vieIV towards getting benefit for the community in the medium to long term. The current
process does not give any short term benefit to a community "Ihich expresses interest in
hosting a geological repository whilst at the same time it will create difficulties for
the local leaders putting forI-la r d such a proposal .
3. In my view, the process for expressing an interest must be linked IVith short term
benefit for the community involved. This could perhaps be achieved by giving preference to
the are in government spebding plans and prioritising infrastructure enhancments, health
care improvements, schools improvements etc fOl' that locality . In this way, local leaders
can shm. some immediate benefit from the expression of interest . Such an approach could
encourage more communities to express inter est in hosting a geological disposal facility .
4. The process involved in determinining the acceptability of a locality could also be
streamlined and aligned IVith comments above - for example : soon after a community has
expressed interest (and an initial package of support agreed with government) test
drilling could be carried out to check out the geological suitability of the area.
This information could be available at an earlier stage and allow a community to make the
decision to proceed with the process based on actual information gathered.
In view of my ,.ork, and the likelyhood of those IVith a vested interested in creating a
negtive backlash against the search for a repository, I wou l d appreciate if you were not
to publish any of my contact details
Yours sincerely

Please use this form to respond to this cali for evidence on Managing Radioactive Waste
Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

raqioactlvew8steiOldecc gSI nov uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07

55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY

J

Carts before horses go backwards In
clrcles[ until they notice and change Itl
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particularly from tho who have been engaged in (or have been interested observers of)
e. The responses to this call for evidence will inform a
the MRWS process to
consultation that will folio ater in the year.

8. Higher-activity radioactive wastes a produced as a result of the generation of electricity
in nuclear power stations, from the as ciated production and processing of the nuclear
fuel, from the use of radioactive materia 'n industry, medicine and research, and from
military nuclear programmes.
9. As one of the pioneers of nuclear technology,
UK has accumulated a substantial
legacy of higher activity radioactive materials. S e of it has already been processed and
sites. However, most will only
placed in safe and secure interim storage on nucl
become waste over the next century or so as existin facilities reach the end of their
ifetime and are decommissioned and cleaned up safe and securely.
e higher-activity wastes can remain radioactive, and us potentially harmful, for
hun
ds of thousands of years. Modern, safe and secure I rim storage can contain all
rial- but this method of storage requires on-going h an intervention to monitor
this m
the mat . I and to ensure that it does not pose any risk to hu
or environmental
health.
. e the Government believes that safe and secure inte' storage is an
effective m od of managing waste in the short to medium term, t Government is
commilted to
livering a permanent disposal solution.
11. In October 2006, 1I0wing recommendations made by the independent ommiltee on
Radioactive Waste anagement, the Government announced its policy 0
disposal, preceded
safe and secure interim storage. The Government s
announced that it wou
ursue a policy of geological disposal with site sele
voluntarism and partner ip. This remains Government policy.

12. Geological disposal involves is ting radioactive waste in an engineered facility de
inside a suitable rock formation t nsure that no harmful quantities of radioactivity e r
multi-barrier approach, based on placing packaged
reach the surface environment. It i
wastes in engineered tunnels at a d h of between 200 and 1DOOm underground,
or natural events.
protected from disruption by man-ma
13. Geological disposal is internationally reco ised as the preferred approach for the longe waste. It provides a long-term, safe
term management of higher-activity radioa
solution to radioactive waste management that does not depend on on-going human
intervention.
For a number of decades HMGs of all 3 persuasions have sought to legitimise their
determination to bury nuclear wastes in Cumbria. Historically this has meant unwarranted
interference in the Lake District joint structure plan , a spurious research programme by NIREX
to fabricate a case for a Cumbrian disposal site, and more recently, an out and out altempt to
manufacture consent, enchantingly known as 'Managing Radwaste safely'. This lalter exercise
was, of course, in flat contradiction to HMG's very own code of practice on consultation. The
next episode in this cyclical process is not difficult to predict. The recently launched centralised
arm of the Cabinet Office called the Major Project Authority is the bulldozer that will overrule
any objection to the Highspeed Rail link, proposed newbuild Nuclear power stations etc & etc.
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This of course makes nonsense of the lip-service the MWRS white paper pays to what it calls
'Voluntarism', but then the propaganda machine will make a big play on how 'undemocratic' the
approach was to designate the County Council's Cabinet as 'key decision making body' when
the clear candidates for such decision making are-'naturally'-the borough councils whose
cabinets agreed to proceed with MRWS next stage.
The democratic deficit that characterises the entire shameful history of the nuclear industry's
'waste disposals' matches the purblind ignorance on which such proposals have hitherto been
premised. A case in point is the recent discovery of several canisters of waste in the english
channel that, it was confidently assumed in the 50's & 60's, would by now have totally
disintegrated and their payload dispersed.'
As this is being written, DECC are announcing tighter restrictions to enable local communities
to veto windfarm development. This initiative identifies the parish or even smaller unities as the
rightful decision maker over the siting of new wind turbines. The MWRS process drew in the
umbrella organisation for Cumbrian parish councils for what was called a 'partnership'; of
course that did not mean that CALC made the least contribution to the decisions when,
eventually, they were made. But if local interests matter when it comes to nasty windfarms, why
can they be excluded from consultation when it comes to a [hold your nose] 'geological
disposal facility' ?
When a proposed windfarm is the subject of planning procedures, there is no question as to
where the turbines are to be located; without pinpointing grid references, there is no plan at all.
When it comes to a GDF, we are not allowed to be site-specific about it until after the decision
has been taken to become a host community. This means, conveniently, that authority to make
that decision can be juggled around in order to produce the right answer. Once a host
community has thus been identified, it will be up to those who made the decision to appease
the people whose actual territory it is, under which, [hold your nose], the nastiness will be
buried. So the people whose house prices will be afflicted , who will have to move out or put up
with gargantuan quantities of spoil trucking its way out of the ground and along their roads to
some immense slagheaps somewhere else, will have no veto, no right of withdrawal and no
possibility to take part in a decision which will already have been taken by someone else.
But the Govt. will not be able to pretend that it had no part in it; or that it was the democratic
result of an impartial process with no predetermined outcome. A community finding themselves
fingered for a dump will, naturally, look for champions who will take the matter through the
courts and on to Strasbourg, and the same argument that is offered for objections to windfarms
will be used against the GDF, namely that the community that is most directly affected should
have a veto on whatever the council chamber cabal has foisted on them.
With so long a history of self-delusion and bad faith, HMG needs to recognise that it has become
unfit to arbitrate on the issue and should, instead, make proper provision for secure
immobilisation and storage of this material so that, hopefully, a less compromised authority
sometime in the next century, can reach decisions about it's ultimate fate. After all that is the
earliest that much of it will become sufficiently passive for burial.
And, oh dear! It should heed the main conclusion of the Flowers report, that there should be no
question of further newbuild before an integrated and adequate strategy for waste is in place.
4
http://www.splegel.deltnternatlonal/europe/legacy-danger-old-nuclear-waste-found-Inengltsh-channel-a-893991.html
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Response form
Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY

Name

REDACTED

Organisation / Company
Organisation Size (no. of employees)
Organisation Type
Job Title
Department
Address

REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED

Email

REDACTED REDACTED

Telephone

REDACTED REDACTED

Fax

Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes

Would you like your response to be kept

No

confidential? If yes please give a reason

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

On Issue 1:
The proponents of radioactive waste disposal could mount a more robust
argument in its favour. For the community here in West Cumbria the
problem of radioactive waste disposal is not an abstract one. Failure to
secure the best option, namely deep geological disposal, will have
significant safety and socio-economic consequences as the alternative of
indefinite surface storage is followed. I do not believe that the local debate
recognised this issue.
The proponents also need to counter the argument that the host rock here in
West Cumbria is not the best available. While this statement is true, it is not
the point. Regulatory criteria have been set for the performance of a
geological disposal facility. These criteria are demanding and ensure public
and environmental safety in the future. A site for a geological disposal
facility needs to meet these criteria, but it does not have to be the best
available host rock in the country.
On issue 2:
It has frustrated local supporters of deep geological disposal that more
specific proposals about infrastructure development and community
benefits were not brought forward. Whilst the motives behind this approach
were sound and understandable, in hindsight we can see the drawback of
this approach. Other developers of major schemes bring forward specific
benefits proposals and this is not unethical. A hypothetical scheme of
infrastructure and benefits could be developed without prejudice to the
debate.

The West Cumbria MRWS Partnership final report (at para 12.11) states that
until sites are narrowed down it is impossible to define what an appropriate
package might look like. Such a black and white approach has not helped.

On issue 3:
What was lacking from the debate in West Cumbria was any outline of what
would be, for us who live with so much radioactive waste stored at Sellafield,
the consequences of not proceeding with deep geological disposal.
Before putting the question about accepting a disposal facility to the
community for a decision, there needs to be more specificity about topics
such as


Site specific R+D



Site specific design and logistics studies



Locality specific packages of infrastructure development



Community specific benefits packages.

A view is that developing such knowledge and such specific proposals is to
prejudge the community decision. Hindsight shows that since 1979 such
decisions have failed to be made largely because the debate has been too
abstract and detached from the potential host communities.
The option of deep geological disposal has never had a serious alternative,
the question always has been about where is the site to be. This is a large
and difficult topic for the public to grasp. Abstract arguments about
principles are indeed necessary, but are not sufficient. Information about
what would result from saying yes or no is needed.

1.
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED welcomes the
opportunity to respond to the Government’s Call for Evidence on the MRWS siting process.
However, in the time available REDACTED has not had the opportunity to consult with
REDACTED REDACTED. The views expressed below are therefore based on REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED (DECC has a copy).
2.
REDACTED notes that the Government intends to issue a consultation paper in the
autumn. We would ask the Government to provide a minimum 12 week consultation period to
allow parish councils and others ample time to consider and respond to the consultation.
3.
In REDACTED view some revision to the MRWS site selection process would be
essential if the Government wishes to encourage communities to participate in it’s ongoing
MRWS programme. Decision makers representing local communities are more likely to be
attracted into the MRWS process if they are confident that safety, rather than technical or political
expediency, will be the primary consideration and, also, if they believe that the benefits for their
area are likely to clearly outweigh the costs. The Government’s past approach has lacked
adequate focus on these important considerations. Four matters in particular require Government
attention and review.
4.
Firstly, a project to build a Geological Disposal Facility will only have credibility in the
minds of potentially interested communities if it is clear that geological and safety considerations
are the primary drivers in the site selection process. An initial appraisal of the relative geological
suitability of different parts of the country needs to be undertaken. REDACTED believes that the
difficulties in undertaking this work have been overstated in the past. The cost of not undertaking
such an appraisal and failing to generate credibility for the site selection process in the minds of
the public at an early stage will be far greater than the cost of undertaking it. Unless a community
is satisfied that there is a prospect of geological suitability, it is most unlikely to be willing to
address the many other complex issues associated with a GDF project.
5.
Secondly, communities are likely to be doubtful about a GDF site selection process unless
they have been satisfied that the Government’s policy approach is sound and they understand
why alternatives have been rejected. In the past the Government has defended it’s policy of
geological disposal and voluntarism in terms of ‘the international consensus’, but without
adequately explaining why our diverse geological conditions, our population geography and our
past nuclear industry experience makes international practice right for us in the UK. As
REDACTED has suggested in the past a Strategic Environmental Assessment of MRWS would
go some way towards meeting this requirement.
6.
Thirdly, the Government needs to consider presenting the GDF project as an integral part
of a wider economic/social development programme that is designed around the specific
aspirations of a potentially interested area. The past approach of presenting a GDF as a single
project with unspecified community benefits attached will not generate a sufficiently broad base
of community interest to carry the project forward. A community needs to be able to see the
genuine prospect of a programme of beneficial transformational change. Alongside this the
Government needs to consider a more active role for itself in promoting interest in a GDF based
development programme. There is no reason why such a proactive role by Government should
undermine the principle of voluntarism providing the commitment of ultimately only working

with a willing community remains paramount.
7.
Fourthly, the Government should give greater attention to the perspectives and potential
role of town and parish councils. The network of such local councils presents the Government
with an important resource for the dissemination of information, addressing misunderstandings
and gaining the trust of potential host communities. Any reviewed site selection process should
explicitly recognise town and parish councils as statutory local authorities and place them
appropriately within decision-making arrangements at all stages in the site selection process.
8.
REDACTED hopes that the above points are of assistance to Government. We are willing
to expand on our views if this would be helpful.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

.

.

09 June 2013 21 :03
radloactlvewaste (DECC)
MRWS response.

Dear Sir
In response to our impression of the MRWS scheme in Cumbria we would like to raise a few issues.

1. The people of Cumbria - while aknowledging that they have on the whole lived safely with the nuclear
industry on our door step since the 1950s are not stupid. We lived through the NIREX debarcle and know
that our geology is the most fractured in the UK - not safe - also with the biggest rainfall. It would be
wholly wrong to ignore the geology of the area and indeed a safe geology ought to have been been the
Government number 1 priority - NOT finding a compliant willing community. GEOLOGY first - then willing
community. The world would have quite rightly looked on with horror if the UK buried the most dangerous
substance on earth in the most unsafe goeology.
2. The entire community should have had there say and this should have carried weight. In this day and
age - not a day goes by when we are not reminded that those who we have put in place to represent us
are acting in their own self interest, being wined and dined by those there to influence their vote. Caution
by the MRWS on Councillors from the West Coast of Cumbria - especially when the MP there to represent
them is an ex nuclear employee.
3. Why was a get out clause denied to us if we had agreed to move forward. of course because if we had
agreed to go to the next step you would never have let us say no. Trust has been undermined by MRWS
denial of this simple request. Big mistake.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Vodafone in partnership With Symantec. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In
case of problems, please call your organisation's IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Response form
Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
Responses can be returned by email (preferable) or post.
Email address:

radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk

Or by post to:

The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2EY

Name

REDACTED REDACTED

Organisation / Company

None

Organisation Size (no. of employees)

None

Organisation Type

N/A

Job Title

REDACTED

Department
Address

REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED

Email

REDACTED REDACTED

Telephone

REDACTED

Fax

Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes

Would you like your response to be kept

No

confidential? If yes please give a reason

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal facility site
selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS)
White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider the following issues in your
response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do you think
could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS site
selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the MRWS site
selection process?

Introduction:Having been involved in the opposition to the failed attempt by UK NIREX to gain
permission for a Rock Characterisation Facility in the mid 1990’s at Longlands Farm (A
Precursor to a geological Disposal Facility) I was horrified to discover in May 2011 yet
another attempt to site a Nuclear Waste Disposal Facility in West Cumbria.
The 1996 UK NIREX planning appeal failed at Longlands Farm primarily because of the
complex geology found in West Cumbria. Indeed and after several years of investigation
and by its own admission, UK NIREX were between 90-99% deficient in their
understanding of the complex hydrogeology i.e. The geological transportation
mechanisms by which harmful radionuclides could find their way into the biosphere.
My understanding as to how West Cumbria came to be selected as the only candidate
site in the 1990’s arises from a statement made by the then Sec of State for the
Environment (The late Nicholas Ridley)... “...It would be better to look in those places
which have a measure of support for the civil nuclear Industry” – Hansard 21st March
1985. In essence, find an inherently surrounding acquiescent population. This, after
years of failed attempts sometimes with violent public opposition, in the early to mid
1980’s to investigate sites, for the most part along the eastern seaboard of the UK
(Killingholme and Elstow) where low relief and Oxford Clay predominate, indicating
predictable hydrogeology. Presumably, this was the reasoning as to why these areas of
the UK were initially investigated despite vehement local opposition at the time.
Currently, government is engaging with the private sector to commission new
commercial reactors. This is interesting given the conclusions of the 1976 Sir Brian
Flowers Report which recommended no new build be undertaken until the problem of
what to do with legacy radioactive waste is resolved. Thirty Seven years have passed
and the UK no nearer to the resolution of how to facilitate a permanent, (Preferred
Geological Disposal) intergenerational solution for its legacy nuclear waste. It is
appreciated that since Flowers, overriding factors such as; base load electricity security
and importantly our current understanding of human induced climate change through
the burning of fossil fuels resulting in ever higher concentrations of atmospheric CO2
may well have led to the belief within government that priorities have to be re ordered.
Although I do not live in the Solway Plain I consider myself after 41 years resident in
Cumbria to be a “Cumbrian” I am a member of REDACTED have therefore been party to
the consultation response it has submitted. I wholeheartedly endorse all the aspects of

REDACTED submission. As detailed in REDACTED submission the aspect of
“grooming” should give any right thinking individual cause for alarm.
Again and as mentioned in the REDACTED submission and exposed by Emeritus
Professor David Smythe one has to call into question the role of the BGS concerning the
sudden appearance of the Solway Plain as an area for potential investigation when it had
previously been ruled out. For any professional body to be manipulated to the extent
that its previous conclusions are changed is most worrying and will not bode well for
participation in any further MRWS process elsewhere.
I also wish to bring to the attention of the reader four further items which came to light
over the course of stage 3 which are of equal significance and of similar concern.
1) The late consultation submissions received by MRWS in two large envelopes
totalling some 122 responses all with just a, “Yes I agree,” to all the statements
and leading questions (some misleading) in the consultation document. I exposed
this in the Whitehaven News at the time and a response was forthcoming in the
following week’s publication from the leader of Copeland Council, who at the time
was also Chair Person of MRWS Cumbria. The response was in essence that
people did not need to know the detail of what they were agreeing about. – I did
not consider it worthwhile to pursue the argument further but an obvious
conclusion can be drawn. Do Turkeys vote for Christmas? In any event I likened it
to how Robert Mugabe has continued electoral success in Zimbabwe.
2) It was made known to me by a retired legal professional that an FOI request had
been made concerning the nature of a meeting between Lord Markland, Jamie
Reed MP, executives and Councillors from both Copeland and Allerdale Councils
and executives from the nuclear industry. This meeting was at the Trout Hotel in
Cockermouth about the same time an expression of interest was forthcoming. I do
not have the details to hand so cannot be precise on the date, but it is sufficient to
say I have never seen a more heavily redacted document. The only conclusion
I/anyone could draw from it was that Jamie Reed was a vegetarian.
3) During the run up to the final vote on the 30th Jan 2013 I decided to join twitter and
managed to engage with many “pro” stage 4 individuals. Many of whom I still
communicate with now. It soon became apparent some were employed on the
Sellafield site. An exchange between two employees was of significance.
Essentially, one explained that he was not in favour of proceeding for reasons of
poor geology. The response from the other was to suggest that perhaps this
employment was not for him and therefore he should know what to do. I had
thought the era of workplace intimidation ended in the mid 1980’s but manifestly,
it is alive and well. I was so outraged by the exchange that I copied it and sent to
my County Council leader who while not making reference to it directly,
nevertheless explained in his rejection speech of the 30th Jan, made the comment
that.. “Not all Sellafield workers were in favour of proceeding”. I do not know, nor
have I ventured to ask if this knowledge was relevant to what he had to say, but
the fact is; he said it.
4) During stage 3 I wrote to both the Director of Children’s services for Cumbria and
to Robert Piccard who at the time was chair of CoWRM to express my concern
that MRWS Cumbria were engaged in an “educational” exercise to inform
Cumbrian schoolchildren of why a repository was necessary and that other
Countries had communities who had “volunteered” Most importantly no

countervailing argument was ever forthcoming by MRWS Cumbria to our
schoolchildren concerning the simple fact that all other Nation States had firstly
screened out areas of poor geology before asking for volunteer communities. My
response from Cumbria’s director of children’s services was a poor attempt to
dissemble. Robert Piccard had the good sense to decline to comment on this. I
thought matters of ethics concerning nuclear waste disposal were CoWRM’s
remit?
It should be clear to anyone that an IPSOS MORI poll does not and cannot ever trump
the will of the electorate as expressed by the overwhelming expression of rejection to
proceed to stage 4 by the votes taken by Parish Councils. In any event and again
underscored by the REDACTED response, the one valuable metric the IPSOS MORI poll
discovered was that 80% of those questioned knew little or nothing about the proposal.
The only conclusion anyone can draw from such a result is that the consultation
exercise had failed.
It is both fatuous and ethically deficient to put the argument, as some have done, to
assert that “West” Cumbria is best placed to take this waste because the waste is
already here. Two points on this. No one knew when Calder Hall – Winscale – Sellafield
was built for atomic weapons purposes the underlying geology would be of significance.
Secondly, the transportation of nuclear materials is safe and well regulated. Waste, for
the most part in the form of spent fuel was safely transported to Sellafield so it will be
straightforward to transport “conditioned” waste to elsewhere.
What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do you think could
be improved and how?
Any process which seeks to deal with the vexed question of Radioactive Waste with the
intent of finding a solution by way of Geological disposal has to take into account the
extreme longevity of the waste (30,000 generations) and, crucially the containment of
waste from the biosphere. Simple logic demands such a process be grounded on best
science and sound ethical principles. – The clue, if one were needed, is in the name
“Geological”. It is simply NOT good enough to firstly ask for “volunteer communities”
before proceeding to embark upon detailed geological studies of ANY area that may
wish to put itself forward as a willing host community. The more so when it is known
that a community is already known to have grossly sub optimal geology and is
economically nuclear dependant. – Such an approach is ethically bankrupt and had has
directly led to the current failure of West Cumbria going forward. Simply put, the cart
has been placed before the horse. Any new white paper needs to reflect this.
In these straightened times it is also worth reminding ourselves just how much of the
tax payers money was expended by UK NIREX at Longlands Farm in the 1990’s - £400M If the same exercise were undertaken today that would equate to well over £875M. Added
to this the statement by the Cumbria MRWS employed consultant geologist Dr Jeremy
Dearlove that the prospect of finding any suitable rock volume within West Cumbria was
low. Cumbria and in particular, West Cumbria with its complex geology and high relief is
one of the most studied geological environments on the whole planet.

Conclusions.


If the UK is set on geological disposal of radioactive waste as its preferred option
(and I do not currently believe this may be a final option) then it must do as other
Nation States have done. Screen out regions which are known to have sub optimal
geology and rule them out for good. Only when a map is produced of potentially
“optimal” geology in a regional context should any process concerning
community participation begin.



Call a spade a spade. In reality no community is going to “volunteer” to take the
Nation’s Nuclear Waste without firstly having the confidence it will be safe and
secondly, being paid in some way to do so. I find the use of the term “Volunteer
Community” misleading. What in effect we have is a “Community Contract” Even
with the knowledge of optimal geology (if produced by the BGS) a community
must be able to have such results internationally peer reviewed. There has to a
consensus within the professional geological community that areas identified
within a regional setting have sound geology.



Throughout stage 3 no attempt by DECC was ever made to quantify a community
benefits package save that it would be “Transformational”. Perhaps and with the
knowledge of West Cumbria’s suboptimal geology and economic nuclear
dependency offering itself as a candidate was, with hindsight, a good thing. I
believe that in order to gain the interest/acceptance of communities where optimal
geology exists the money will have to be on the table and that was a point not lost
on Eddie Martin in his rejection speech of 30th Jan 2013.

I have been particularly drawn to the arguments put forward by John Wilson from
Keswick and others who have pointed out the stupidity of potentially siting a GDF
under or adjacent to the Lake District National Park for the reasons he and others
have given which are far too many to detail here. – Please refer to them. It should
be very clear that no attempt to site a GDF should proceed within or adjacent to a
National Park. I was very struck by the interests from overseas reporters (Japan
and Australia) who highlighted the stupidity of this. Cumbria was in danger of
being the object of international ridicule, which, had it occurred, could have
irreversibly damaged its valuable tourism brand.
I have not commented here upon how the Cumbria MRWS process was effectively
“usurped” by councillors (Two of whom chaired MRWS Cumbria at different points
along the process) who were known to be supportive of proceeding to MRWS S4 in
Cumbria. Others have described this very well. And, I have not as yet formed an opinion
as to how any future committees should be constituted concerning community
participation, but it is sufficient to say and for the reasons given above and by others
Cumbria did not get it right. The consultation exercise failed:- everything else follows.
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS site selection
Process?




The first problem to be resolved is “what constitutes a community”. The Cumbria
MRWS process exposed the stark differences between the largely urban areas
such as Workington and Whitehaven where there was considerable support to
proceed to stage 4 and rural communities such as Ennerdale and the Solway Plain
where there was overwhelming opposition where it would be likely that any
investigations and potentially construction would take place. Add to this the
tourism town of Keswick where again very little support existed. Most

interestingly, all these areas have different geologies. If the suitability of regional
geology is the starting point for a National search for a GDF then the one thing all
communities within such a region will have in common is their geology.


Unlike the MRWS Cumbria process, which to most observers appeared to be
dominated by decision makers who were intent on proceeding to stage 4, any new
process must from the outset have at has its core principle; transparency. The
issue of secrecy as to how someone may eventually vote to proceed further or not
(predetermination) should not even arise if the “homework” has been done. In
any event I do not believe the process in Cumbria with just a few executive
councillors deciding, was right. With any environmentally controversial project
differences of opinion will exist. – But and crucially, if a community within a
region has expressed a will to proceed or not (by way of a vote) then the argument
is won or lost, as is the case. If won, the community decides to participate. – That
is not say those who hold the alternative and minority view should be “locked
out” of any process going forward, rather they should be encouraged to
participate and with appropriate funding as necessary. Going forward it becomes
an issue of transparency, fairness and inclusivity. – The important thing is, the
“community” has decided to participate.



Given the government’s commitment to proceed with New Nuclear it must be the
case that new build generators will have to pay for their waste treatment and
disposal. The question as to how to place an economic value on legacy waste
should not be that difficult. One way of doing this might be to place a value of
£/Tbq. Since it is known how much legacy waste there is a simple calculation will
give an answer. Variants concerning the radionuclide composition of the waste
could also be used. The crucial thing here is to draw a distinction between legacy
waste and waste arising from new build. – I shall explain my reasoning further
below.



If an optimal geological region is identified and, given legacy waste has an
economic value then a good starting point exists to interest a community in
participation. However and in order to effectively “sell” the concept to a
community and just as importantly surrounding communities, much more detailed
work on “who gets what” and over what time frame will need to be done and done
well. The lesson from Cumbria won’t help here given the vastly different
circumstances which existed and that no specific benefit package was ever put on
the table.



It should be stressed it is not just a question as who gets what and when, but also
where within a region. I believe any calculation concerning distributions should
be done both at the individual householder level and community level. e.g. A
region, once identified could be “zoned” by area with areas nearer to a GDF
getting more of the cake than those further away. For the purpose of explanation
make the boundary of the area 50Km and within that, zones of 5Km. Perhaps
householders within zone one might pay no council tax and receive a £500/yr
payment (rising at the same pro rata value with energy increases) towards their
energy costs for a period of 100 years. – Or such a period as is thought attractive.
Further householders might all be offered free installation of solar or other
renewables. Decreasing graduated discounts should be offered to householders
up to zone 10.



It would be an interesting exercise done in conjunction with the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors. It may well be the case that some areas within the
community see rises in property values and some, perhaps nearer to the PRZ
(Potential Repository Zone) see a fall. – A well thought out and fair mechanism will
need to be agreed upon to compensate householders whose property has
suffered a decline in value and a transparent mechanism will need to be agreed. I
understand compensation packages are now being reassessed on the HS2
project.



Community benefits generally. It will be the case that many communities where
there exists optimal geology will have already identified infrastructure projects
which will be of benefit to them. These should be sought out and funding provided
from within the legacy waste budget. Decisions concerning which projects should
be funded must come from within the local communities and would be best
decided by Local Authorities/Elected representatives. However, I would add to any
benefits package the funding of a community college with specific emphasis on
energy, renewables and waste to degree level. – This could be done in
conjunction with an established university and Sellafield.



The controversial question of new build nuclear in its proposed design format
leaves much to be desired. Other Nation States such as Germany have taken the
decision not to proceed. Personally, I do not object to Nuclear Power but I do
think not enough R&D effort has/is being placed on the potential for sub critical
reactor designs which lead to less waste, don’t have the possibility of
catastrophic reactor core failure and offer the potential with other technologies
such as small scale high energy particle accelerators to go a long way to solving
the problem as to how some of the more long lived and bio-hazardous wastes
could be consumed. The problem has always been one of investment in R&D by
both governments and the private sector, the latter requiring visibility on returns
on investment. (ROI)



The reality of a GDF is that no decision to close it permanently will be made for
probably 100 years. This timeframe offers a real prospect, with the right level of
investment, that closure and final disposal may not arise. Just as examples of
engineering and technology failures can be cited so too can their successes.
Throughout history there have been many examples of pure research which have
led to game changing technologies, new opportunities and relative prosperity.
Nowhere has this been more evident than in the field of human DNA which took an
initial expenditure of £1Bn and several years to be able to read the complete DNA
code of one individual. A decade later, machines are now available which cost a
fraction of the initial research machine and can produce results within just a few
hours. A whole new industry on genetic medicine has sprung up offering the
reality of designer drugs tailored to an individual’s own DNA. – The driver for this
innovation has been visibility on ROI. Governments, though legislation can, if they
choose, set the financial conditions to drive innovation and new technologies.
This is where an opportunity exists to drive innovation though incentives and
disincentives and I believe it entirely relevant to the problem of Nuclear Waste.



If a formula were constructed to place an economic value on wastes arising from

new build where, over time, the value of waste increased disproportionally with
inflation then a financial incentive would arise to produce less waste or to treat it
more effectively.
What information do you think would help communities engage with the MRWS
process?


Firstly, obtain the geological consensus. This was never done in Cumbria as the
cart was before the horse. Do NOT put volunteerism before the Earth Science.
Doing so will yield the same result. So...... “ Geologists and Earth Scientists agree
that our region is safe for a Nuclear Waste Repository......”.



As pointed out by Eddie Martin in his reasons for rejection no attempt was made
by government to quantify what a benefits package would be. Before proceeding
the NDA will have to agree with the treasury what the quantum of a benefits
package (as that relates to legacy waste) will be. Bluntly, here is the money and
we can’t take it back!



Providing the preceding two issues have been addressed with transparently then
a good starting point exists to engage with communities. Much work will have
already been done to establish geological consensus and define the quantum of a
benefits package. I think it VERY important to detail what householder benefits
would be in any literature BEFORE expressions of interest BUT this should not be
overplayed. People can and do work things out for themselves and there is simply
no need to do a “double glazing sales pitch”



In addition to potential householder benefits outlined above, more thought should
be given as to how householders may derive additional benefits which are
“GREEN” and are interwoven at the community level. One example is
transportation and the provision of electric charging points for electric vehicles
which may attract a zero or much reduced recharging cost. Residents within the
PRZ zone might also be offered some additional financial incentive to purchase
zero emission vehicles. The point I seek to make is; there are many innovative
ways to influence individuals which are all related (directly and indirectly) to low
carbon which is one reason as to why government wants to proceed with nuclear
new build.

I also think it important to engage at the individual/householder level. e.g. both
direct mail to householders and a telephone number to which local enquiries can
be taken.
Finally, I wanted to draw to the attention of the reader the plight of West Cumbria which
has for the past 50 years suffered a severe economic decline with many of its traditional
industries having closed. Nuclear and its associated industries are for the most part the
only game in town in West Cumbria. It saddens and angers me as a Cumbrian to
understand there exist within my County areas of extreme child poverty which exist
alongside great wealth. We are better than this. We have to provide the opportunities for
our future generations to be well educated and prosper. What I can say is that West
Cumbria (despite the increased current investment) receives well short of what it should
do for shouldering the Nations burden of legacy nuclear waste.
On the matter of legacy waste, its treatment and current storage and as identified by the
recent NAO report much more needs to done concerning interim storage. This will


require yet more investment if the current population of West Cumbria and for that
matter, much of Northern Britain is not to be exposed to “intolerable” risk. Cleary, the
question of safe interim storage has to be addressed... not a day should be wasted!
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

In response to this Call for Evidence and the specific questions posed, I structure this
response around four key issues, with specific recommendations for action. I would be
pleased to provide further comment and detail, if required.
1. The Right of Withdrawal from the site selection process.
Cumbria County Council (CCC) highlighted “the need to strengthen the right of withdrawal,
to make it legally binding” as a key concern in its letter to Baroness Verma (DECC
Parliamentary under Secretary of State), dated 01.10.12. Writing to CCC in March 2013,
Baroness Verma opined that “The Right of Withdrawal had not been enshrined in statute
because Councils do not need statutory powers to withdraw from a voluntary process.
Nonetheless, at your request, we undertook to make the Right of Withdrawal statutory,
subject to future agreement with local Decision Making Bodies that this was the best
option.” It is clear from the minutes of the CCC Cabinet Meeting held on 30.01.13, which
resolved not to participate in Stage 4 of the MRWS process, that undertakings provided by
Government were not sufficient to meet the concerns of CCC.
In taking forward the MRWS process, Government should give consideration as to
how the Right of Withdrawal from the siting process can be safeguarded in law at
the earliest opportunity. This should include consideration of how different
elements of local government (e.g. Borough and County Councils) engage with the
MRWS process to exercise the Right of Withdrawal.
2. Negotiation of community benefits.
CCC requested further clarity concerning the negotiation of community benefits in relation
to hosting a national Geological Disposal Facility (GDF), in their letter to Baroness Verma
(01.10.12). The minutes of the CCC Cabinet Meeting held on 30.01.13, make clear that the
clarification provided by Government was not adequate.
In taking forward the MRWS process, Government should consider developing and

publishing a framework for negotiation of community benefits at the earliest
opportunity, with appropriate consultation.
3. The scientific basis for radioactive waste disposal.
In its letter to Baroness Verma (01.10.12), CCC highlighted that “the suitability of the
geology was of paramount concern to many residents of Cumbria due to the lack of
definitive information presently available”. The minutes of the CCC Cabinet Meeting held
on 30.01.13, make clear that members did not have sufficient confidence in the scientific
basis of radioactive waste disposal to agree to continued participation in the MRWS
process. The Leader of CCC summarised this issue, as follows: “To some extent, these
diverging opinions - geological, scientific, environmental - along with earlier studies, such
as those of Nirex, have contributed both to the confusions and, indeed, the concerns
expressed by many. And we have seen that confusion in some of the thousands of email
and letters we have received.” The lack of confidence of local stakeholders in the scientific
basis for radioactive waste disposal highlights a critical disconnect in engagement between
scientists, implementing authorities, national and local government, and local residents. If
the MRWS process is to develop successfully, the confusion and concerns on behalf of
local stakeholders concerning the credibility of scientific evidence to support safe disposal
of radioactive wastes must be acknowledged and adequately addressed. In part, this
confusion and concern undoubtedly stems from the fact that detailed scientific
consideration of potential disposal sites was not scheduled to take place until the later
stages of the MRWS process.
In progressing the MRWS process, Government should give consideration as to how
local stakeholders can be supported to develop confidence in the soundness and
trustworthiness of the scientific evidence, at each stage of MRWS process, such
that an objective and reasoned synthesis of diverging views can be made.
Government should look to the example of the equivalent process in Sweden to
understand how local stakeholders have been successfully engaged in building
such confidence.
Government should consider how elements of the scientific investigation
programme could be brought into an earlier phases of the MRWS process.
Government should look to the development of the successful counterpart
programme in Finland to understand how (high level) independent site evaluation
can be undertaken to screen potential volunteer communities at an early stage,
providing confidence, in principle, of the suitability of the local geology, as an
enabler to successful community engagement.
In supporting independent scrutiny of radioactive waste management and disposal
strategy and implementation, Government should consider whether the Committee
on Radioactive Waste Management is sufficiently resourced to scrutinise the MRWS
process as it develops in later stages, in which the work of the Committee will
inevitably increase.
4. Interim management of radioactive wastes.
Government is correct in its belief that near surface storage of radioactive waste is not a
sustainable long term management strategy (Point 10 in the Call for Evidence document).
A key lesson learned from the MRWS process, and the successful counterpart process in
Sweden, is the expectation that the implementation timetable may be delayed so that the
concerns of local and other stakeholders can be recognised and adequately addressed.
However, the age and condition of some UK radioactive waste storage facilities, combined

with the wide distribution and varied inventory of higher activity wastes, requires progress
toward geological disposal at the earliest opportunity. Clearly, there is a risk that transfer
of waste from legacy storage facilities to new temporary stores, awaiting further treatment
or conditioning prior to ultimate disposal, may prove problematic and expensive if the
timetable for a Geological Disposal Facility is significantly extended, to enable stakeholder,
technical or other issues to be addressed.
Government should consider a reappraisal of its approach to interim radioactive
waste management, incentivising operators to condition radioactive waste to be
suitable for interim storage and final disposal at the earliest opportunity.
Government should consider incentivising operators to minimise the volume of
conditioned waste as far as possible; this may, for example, require reappraisal of
the waste transfer pricing arrangements to provide the necessary commercial driver
for waste volume reduction. This approach would provide Government with greater
flexibility in selecting a disposal site, since the production of conditioned waste
packages with enhanced passive safety and minimum volume will enable:





Reduced reliance on the geological and engineered barriers by enhancing
confidence in the performance of the waste package.
More robust models, with reduced uncertainty, to support operational and post
closure safety assessment of a GDF.
Overall environmental impact of the GDF construction to be minimised, through
reduced transport and excavation, together with earlier closure.
The cost of extended long term storage and ultimate disposal to be minimised,
whilst simultaneously enhancing safety and security.

This approach would also build confidence in potential host communities by
demonstrating, through actions, that Government, implementing authorities, and
regulators are committed to safe radioactive waste disposal.
Please note that the opinions expressed here are mine alone and do not necessarily reflect
those of REDACTED REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED REDACTED
REDACTED, 9 June 2013.
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Please use this form to respond to this call for evidence on Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely: Review of the Siting Process for a Geological Disposal Facility.
The closing date for the submission of responses is 10 June 2013.
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radioactivewaste@decc.gsi.gov.uk
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The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Room M07
55 Whitehall
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Would you like to be kept informed of
developments with the MRWS
programme?

Yes

Would you like your response to be kept

No

confidential? If yes please give a reason

The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
My feedback based on the points above is as follows:
- I support the UK Government’s policy to explore options for suitable longterm management of higher-activity radioactive waste, with GDF being the
preferred approach.
- The MRWS programme of voluntarism and partnership should not however
be the preferred approach for site selection. There should be a much more
holistic approach based firstly on finding suitable geology, then taking into
account any other designations which exist in those areas (e.g. National
Park status). If suitable geology is found, the process of voluntarism can
then be applied within those areas.
- For communities to be a ‘attracted’ to a site selection process, there needs
to be clear parameters from the outset on benefits and impacts.
Communities need to be confident that they can ‘opt out’ at any stage of the
process and that the views of those communities located closest to any
chosen site are represented fairly at local level. I do not think this was
achieved through the recent MRWS process.
- I think clarity on who leads the MRWS process (and is therefore
accountable) is important and a better understanding earlier in the process
of what a GDF would bring to a host community and surrounding area
(positives and negatives).
Finally, I think there would be national public outcry if there was any
suggestion that a GDF was being considered within the boundary of the
Lake District National Park, or any other National Park.
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Managing Radioactive Waste Safely: Call for Evidence on the Siting Process
for a Geological Disposal Facility

9th June 2013
The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely team
Department of Energy and Climate Change
55 Whitehall, M07
London
SW1A 2EY
Dear Sir/Madam
There appear to be an assumption that the majority of Copeland residents are in favour of going
ahead with GDS in our area and that anyone who is not for this proposal is anti-nuclear. I assure
you that neither of these is true.
I have attended a number of consultation meetings over the past several years.
I attended CoRWM meetings held loca lly and have also been invovled in the local consultation
meetings.
I was one of a group of local residents invited to full day consultation exercise held at the
Copeland Borough Council Offices, Catherine Street, Whitehaven on 8th January 2011. I was even
paid expenses to attend!
Local residents met with a consultation team, VisiontwentyOne, led by Hanna Carly. We were
given a detailed questionnaire with our responses collected via electronic voting pads.
To the question "Would you be in favou r of siting the waste repository under the National Park?"
the response was a very definite NO.
The question was then asked "How would you feel about the waste being put under the National
Park with the entrance being outside?"
The response was a very definite NO.
The question was rephrased several times but the response continued to be NO.

It was made clear to the team of consultants that any attempt to put nuclear waste under the
Lake District would have a very serious affect on the Lakes image. So how did we get ever get to
the point of considering the National Park as a possible site for the GDF?

I feel I have been consulted and my views and those of others in that and other meetings have
been deliberately ignored. Is it any wonder that the consultation exercise is so distrusted!
I also looked up the question posed in the Mori Poll which is being used to support the notion that
the bulk of the residents in Copeland and Allerdale are in favour of the project proceeding. The
question asked was:
"Should West Cumbria take part in the search for a geological disposal facility site?"
I probably would have answered "Yes" but not without further clarification. When I contacted
Rose Neville, the designer of the survey, I put it to her that the inclusion of the Lake District
National Park in the question would have resulted in a much different outcome. She felt that it
might well have done.
Not the care as taken with the Scottish referendum question!
I also asked her to explain a statement in Mori's document regarding the representative crosssection of residents:
"A statistically robust sample of more than 1000 in each area, an overall response rate of 45.6%"
The answer was that while 1,412 Copeland residents (Mori figures) had responded positively to
the (flawed) question set out in the telephone survey, this represented only 45.6% of those who
had been actually been contacted by phone. So correctly, the poll result should have been "68%
of those who responded to the telephone survey."
If Copeland's figure are representative of the survey as a whole, then 3096 were phoned, not
1412 as stated. To claim that 68% were in favour is not correct. Rose Neville conceded that while
some had not been at home when the call was made, others had declined to take part.
The true figures are that of those 3096 residents of Copeland who were phoned,
960 responded positively or 31% of the whole sample.
This is not a poll to indicate the possible result of an election. This poll produced a figure which
Jamie Reid and Copeland and Allerdale Councils are using to try to claim they have a mandate to
proceed in West Cumbria. They do not.
I am definitely not anti-nuclear. I was born in West Cumbria and have had Sella field as a close
neighbour for over 40 years. I have family and friends who work in the industry.
I understand that there is a major national problem with nuclear waste, which must be
addressed, but the site chosen must be the best possible site we can find. This is not under the
Lake District where the geology is very complex. Even the NDA's geological adviser, Dr Dearlove,
at the meeting in Keswick on 1th January this year, expressed the opinion that the chances of
finding anywhere in the Lakes was very remote and agreed that "no commercial operation would
go down this route".
.
Please set up a process which will arrive at a safe solution to this problem and ensure that those
pushing to go ahead with a GDF regardless of the suitability of the geology in Copeland and under
the Lake District are not allowed to do so.
In the meantime, urgent work is needed above ground at Sellafield to safely process and store
the legacy waste from our nuclear industry, both civil and military. This is not Copeland's problem.
It is national problem and work is needed immediate to secure the waste currently stored in
deteriorating facilities which were never designed to accommodate these wastes for this length of
time.
Yours Sincerely,
2
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal
facility site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive
Waste Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider
the following issues in your response:




What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection process?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

My experience of the MWRS process in Cumbria in 2012/3 makes me make
the following observations.
The MWRS process should start with identifying suitable geological sites in
the UK and not by asking for volunteer areas and then trying to find reasons
that the geology might be acceptable in that area. The Cumbrian process
was completely back to front.
The MWRS process should exclude specific parts of the UK including
National Parks and areas of outstanding natural beauty, wildlife diversity and
unique landscape, and nearby land that would adversely affect such
protected areas.
There should be rigorous and predefined and agreed criteria for noting
‘community approval’. That a local government ‘unelected inner cabinet of a
very few people’ should decide the way forward under the umbrella of
‘community approval’ should not be acceptable.
Any survey of the local population regarding their views on a local nuclear
repository should be undertaken only after the population are fully informed
about the pros and cons of the proposal in a language that is
understandable. It should not be acceptable to include responses from the
population if they are not aware of the issues. I suspect therefore that this
means that the survey should be done at a later stage in the local
consultation process after there have been wide public debates and media
discussion.
The benefits to the local community should be clearly spelt out so the local

population can more openly gauge the pros and cons of progressing the
MWRS process locally to best benefit the whole community.
The ability of the community to withdraw at any stage up to final agreement
without penalty should be enshrined in law.
Before final approval the whole community should have a robust and clearly
structured independent referendum vote.
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Government must communicate to the public that the repository is now a major
national necessity that is becoming time critical, due to the hazard from old and
decaying assets (buildings), containing mobile nuclear waste on the existing sites.
The repository defines the required waste product specification for the treated &
conditioned wastes, currently being retrieved and processed e.g. at Sellafield and
Dounreay. The nation is currently at risk of producing the wrong waste products until
the repository location and design is finally determined. There is a major risk of major
abortive spends to the tax payer and risk of re work. That aside, assuming the correct
products are made then very expensive surface or near surface stores will have to be
built pending the repository availability with significant financial consequences e.g.
14no. ILW stores @ £250m plus operational & decommissioning costs say at least £5
billion to the tax payer, plus other site and overhead costs
Therefore the safety, environmental, security and financial consequences of delaying
the repository must be better communicated and articulated for the public and all
stakeholders.
A strategy of voluntarism will not work due to the nation's current mind frame and the
central and local government structure. The threat to the nation of not dealing with
nuclear waste is not understood due to poor communication and therefore lack of
awareness.
More work must be done to provide a whole value proposition to targeted
communities. In other words a wholly underpinned technical and business proposal
providing the correct science, engineering, safety case, environmental case, security
etc, is absolutely essential. It should also have the full support of all regulators. They
often pull in different directions so where does that put the lay person in having trust
with any viable proposal. In addition to this tangible benefits to suitable communities
must be offered and delivered. This will be range from sustainable jobs (operating the
repository) to other benefits e.g. infrastructure and supporting institutions, for instance
research and the local supply chain.
Only when the correct solution has been determined and community benefits defined
then the government should approach & negotiate with suitable councils. A
fundamental for any host community is of course suitable geology.
Finding wholly homogeneous rock (e.g. unfractured and almost impervious) is virtually
impossible in the UK. Cumbria is certainly not ideal (hence GDF rejection in the mid

1990s, inter alia). Therefore the repository integrity must depend upon man made
engineered barriers. Given the enormous volume of waste at Sellafield, and its
physical, chemical and radioactive diversity, it is wholly impractical to transport it all
elsewhere. This has to be faced up to. The nation may need more than one repository
in the UK to overcome local prejudices i.e. people will keep their waste but will not
willingly accept it from elsewhere. Allerdale and Copeland are wholly receptive to a
repository in their area but for obvious tourist industry reasons Cumbria CC are
currently against. Government has to find a way of resolving this disparity between
Cumbria CC and the West Coast councils. A part of the way forward is to address the
misunderstandings and uncertainties held by many over the disposal of nuclear waste
in the ground. The latter can only be resolved by providing a holistic and viable
technical solution with integrity as previously mentioned.
An example of the many uncertainties are the route paths of man made radioactive
isotopes back to the ecosystem. Some of the many hundreds of waste forms contain
actinides with half lives of hundreds of thousands of years. For instance, it will have to
be wholly demonstrated that isotope Carbon 14 from radioactive decay cannot escape
as a gaseous carbon dioxide and enter the food chain. If we cannot guarantee the
migration of such isotopes from the repository then we do not have the right to bury
this material only to be dealt with by future generations. We have no idea of the
capability of society in say 300 years time. Looking backwards it would 1713 AD. Will
society advance as much again as it has hitherto, it could of course decline, who
knows? These are the moral and ethical issues that must be articulated. The public is
not ignorant hence the need for improved communication and transparency.
We may need to construct long life near surface stores if robust safety case for a deep
repository cannot be made with regulators. Concept designs exist for 1000 year stores
(c.f. current surface stores of 125 year maximum extended life)
A step change in delivery strategy is required because we appear to be no further on
with resolving the siting of suitable repository. CoRWM's recommendations were a
compromise. Voluntarism will never work unless undertaken in the manner I have
outlined e.g. targeted negotiation with a holistic value proposition.
I have always held the view that the NDA should not be responsible for delivering the
repository. Under the Energy act they have a clear set of drivers to clean up &
decommission the existing nuclear sites. A separate autonomous body should take
the repository forward as there is arguably a conflict of interest within the NDA. They
were not set up for delivering this kind of major undertaking. A body similar to
Olympic Delivery Authority should be formed with appropriate leadership, a lot of
lessons can be learned from this for the benefit of delivering a timely repository
Therefore a sound strategy is required to take it forward, involving media, stakeholders
and regulators. From this we will provide realistic programmes and finally projects, the
biggest being the repository itself.
The above requires significant leadership as we are running out of time.
The majority of the public listen to good media communicators with a care for the
environment e.g. Sir David Attenborough and Michael Palin. The nuclear industry as it
currently stands will not deliver a repository even with the perfect technical answer
unless more advocacies are secured from the many sectors of the public and local
government.
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We agree wholeheartedly with the comments made by both REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACT
(the latter on behalf of SPAN D) in their responses to your consultation. As such we do not
intend to highlight the obvious shortcomings that thankfully lead to the failure of the MRWS
process in Cumbria. It is a scandal that it was allowed to progress as far as it did wasting both
time and money.

I
I

I

The fact that the nuclear industry is in the area around Sellafield is a by-product of the war.
Originally there were factories producing TNT at Drigg and Sellafield and these were
superseded in 1947 by a processing plant to provide nuclear warheads for the MoD. The site
then extended. Now that there is a large and ever increasing percentage of the Country's
nuclear waste already at Sellafield this is no excuse for ignoring the area's known geological
deficiencies. These should have ruled it out from the start as being a possible candidate for the
construction of a GDF. Other parts of the country are known to contain areas where there is a
good chance of finding the required geology for the construction of a SAFE (or as safe as is
possible) underground repository for nuclear waste. It has been suggested that some of these
areas are on land already owned by the MoD.
Besides the points raised by REDACTEDREDACTEDREDACTED we believe the following are
of relevance:
1) Responses to letters sent to the DECC were of a standard format and failed to answer
the points raised in the original letters.

2) Being repeatedly told that a proposal has popular support (based on a discredited Ipsos
Mori opinion poll) was frustrating.

3) The potential damage to Cumbria's tourism economy was played down. In fact Cumbria
Tourism, which should have been watching its members' interests, was noticeable by its
initial silence. Whilst probably untrue, it has been suggested that
REDACTEDREDACTED was too closely connected to the MRWS process, as
REDACTEDREDACTED is associated with produced a lot of the
REDACTEDREDACTED for the project As a last fling of the dice there was an offer from
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the Govemment of £500,000 to protect the Lake District's image, if the Councils gave
their consent to progress to stage 4. This could be seen as belated recognition that it
would create a problem.

4) The Lake District is one of the most beautiful and loved parts of the UK yet it became
more and more apparent that the NDA had hopes of finding a site for its GDF beneath a
part of it. Due to the limited amount of reporting of the issue in the national news media,
there was very little public awareness outside Cumbria about what was happening (in fact
there was a lot of unawareness within Cumbria itself). Once people became aware of the
situation, they were horrified - hence the petitions. Even if it had been decided to
construct a GDF outside the boundary of the LDNP, there would have remained an
overwhelming amount of opposition, due to safety concerns exacerbated by the suspect
geology.

5) The problem of nuclear waste is a national one not just a local issue. Even when the NAO
brought out its damning report about the dangerous storage conditions at Sellafield it
seemed to hardly warrant a mention in the national news media. The report was issued
on the day that the US presidential elections results were announced. It is imperative that
the Govemment ensures that the necessary funds are made available to upgrade the
current storage facilities and this will remain a requirement even if a decision is eventually
made to construct a GDF elsewhere.

I

6) The fact that the MRWS partnership was supposedly preparing its report to advise the
DMBs, it was for us a matter of concem that representatives from the three Councils had
such an influence over the drafting of the report. The presence of the Leader of Copeland
Council at the Partnership meetings was very noticeable. Her enthusiasm for the MRWS
process is well documented.

7) Whilst the three Councils were supposed to be the DMBs in reality the decision was to be
made by a very limited number of Councillors - those in the Executive or Cabinet.
Remarkably in the case of Allerdale the seven councillors did not even see fit to give their
fellow members an opportunity to express their opinions. Of those seven councillors five
live in Workington, an area that never stood any chance of having a repository built
underneath it! In short the decision was to be made by people who were not going to be
directly affected by any construction.

8) It was blatantly obvious that our local MP, an ex-Nirex employee, was totally in favour of
progressing right to the end of the MRWS process. So with the Executive Committee of
the local council and the local MP being so in favour of continuation there was a real
danger that the views of concerned residents would simply be ignored. Thank goodness
the Cabinet members of Cumbria County Council listened. This was despite the pressure
put upon them by Baroness Verma and others from DECC.

In conclusion the whole MRWS process, as it was carried out in Cumbria, has caused many
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to get a better understanding of the issues (including costs) involved in the storage and
disposal of nuclear waste. Whilst the MRWS process should have been seen to have been
carried out in an open and transparent way to engender trust, this sadly has not been the case.
The integrity of some Councillors, MPs, the BGS, the NDA and even DECC might all be called
into question.
Lessons need to be learnt, if the process is to be carried out to find an alternative volunteer
community:
1) This time it is essential that an assessment of the geology is carried out first. The NDA's
belief that it can engineer solutions to compensate for deficiencies must not be relied upon, as
none of these have been tested satisfactorily for anything like the timescales that would be
involved.
2) Clarification is required to establish what is a "host community" when it comes to the
exercising of the right of withdrawal. The situation in West Cumbria proved to be very
unsatisfactory, as the views of the real potential host communities were in grave danger of
being completely disregarded by the official DMBs.
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Tile Goverm1uint isinterestea in' yo~r vietis~~ the geological disposal facility
site selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive Waste
'Safely (MRWS) White Paper. To assist us you may wish to consider the
following issues in your response:
•
•
•

1.

What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do
you think could be improved and how?
What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS
site selection p~ocess?
What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection ~rocess?

What aspects of the site selection process in the MRWS White Paper do you
think could be improved and how?
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1. 1

The issue does not turn narrowly on the MRWS site selection process.
Disengagement from the process by Cumbria County Council' and the Shepway
District Council2 ought to give the ruling classes pause for thought on the approach
adopted to date by Governments, on permanent disposal of higher level radioactive
nuclear waste. Such waste has been allowed to accumulate in Britain, since the
1950s. The approach has been none other than an afterthought, bolted on to a
penchant for operating and promoting scores of reactors busily creating new
nuclear waste, by the nanosecond, continuously enlarging waste stockpiles. How
bizarre can Government policy get?

1.2

Evident derailment of the Government's vaunted site selection process for GDF
warrants rethink of the Government's current nuclear new build ambitions and
trajectory. Derailment can be seen rooted in systematic political obfuscation, as
well as obstinate refusal to accept salient independent advice on nuclear new build.

1.3

Take, for example, resounding political silence on a plain fact of physical certainty.
The physics of atomic fission could not be clearer. The primary product of nuclear
fission is the creation of radionuclides. These radionuclides make up the nuclear
waste. Surplus neutrons and energy (including heat and radiation emissions)
comprise a secondary product. Utilising the heat to raise steam comprises a third
stage. Finally, using the steam to drive a mechanical turbo generator comprises the
fourth stage, resulting in the generation of electricity.

1.4

Plainly, the starting point of any policy on nuclear power has to be the creation of
additional radioactive wastes. It is an irrevocable certainty that each watt of
electricity generated by nuclear power stations begins inexorably with the creation
of fresh high level radioactive waste. Ultimate disposal needs to ensure isolation of
these radioactive wastes from the biosphere for periods of up to 240,000 years. No
known containment material is capable of maintaining robust integrity over these
timescales, under conditions of constant radiation bombardment from decaying
radio isotopes and consequential self heating, as well as geotectonic processes.

1.5

Successive Government policy has recklessly revelled in creating ever increasing
quantities of intermediate and high level radioactive wastes, under serial nuclear
new build, without having to hand a proven environmentally safe and permanent
waste disposal facility. In any other walk of life, this would rightly be branded an
insane policy, cooked up in a madhouse of elected Members of Parliament,
Downing Street tenants, retinues of Government Ministers, cabals of departmental I
offiCials, and coteries of vested lobby, science, technology and industry interests.
Only such a madhouse could deliver the spectacle of Governments repeatedly
hawking to the public separate policies on nuclear new build and nuclear waste
disposal, respectively, cast in independent silos inconceivably insanely out of sync.

1.6

The incumbent Government arguably scaled peak insanity by enshrining a threefold gift (under legal fiat) for producers of intermediate and high level radioactive
wastes in the UK.

Webb T (2013) Lakeland says 'no' to nuclear dump. The Times, 31.01.2013.
2

I

Lennon S (2012) Locals say no to nuclear waste dump at Romney Marsh. Kent Online, 20.09.2012. Available at:
http://www.kentonline.co.uklkentonlineinews/20121september/20/no_nuclear_waste_dump.aspx
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a.

Under the Government's proposed Contracts for Difference scheme3.4,
electricity consumers will forcibly be locked into compensating all nuclear
power station operators for the extortionate costs of creating new nuclear
waste, over the 60-year operating life of each new reactor. Nuclear waste
producers will simply collect compensation direct from consumers in higher
electricity bills. Under this measure, prospects for creating masses of
additional new nuclear wastes over the next 60 years couldn't be belterl

b.

Future taxpayers are now forcibly locked as well into accepting a fee from
each nuclear power station company, in return for taking full ownership of all
nuclear waste that each company had previously been paid (via higher
electricity bills) to creates. This rather neat trick ensures each nuclear waste
producer enjoys the munificent benefit of legally walking away from all the
problematic radioactive wastes, with clean hands.

c.

As final gift, future taxpayers are now forcibly locked into assuming full
responsibility for managing and permanently disposing all nuclear wastes in
environmentally safe manner, as well as for perpetual post disposal
monitoring.

1.7

Moreover, it is inherent to site selection that an operating disposal site will
eventually store all historical and all new nuclear waste outputs in future. The
disposal site will inevitably be enlarged on continuous basis as and when it begins
to fill up, given alternative additional disposal sites are unlikely to be available.

1.8

In their Sixth Report published in 1976, the then Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution appear to have anticipated uncertainty of public
acceptance of grafting a site selection process on to nuclear new build
programmes. Remarkably, the incumbent Government disbanded the long
standing independent Royal Commission in 2011, following the 2010 UK General
Election 6. According to the Commission's Recommendation 277 :
'There should be no commitment to a large programme of nuclear fission
power until it has been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that a
method exists to ensure the safe containment of long-lived highly
radioactive waste for the indefinite future.'

3

DECC (2011) Planning our electric future: a White Paper for secure, affordable and low-carbon electricity.
Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change by Command of Her Majesty.
July 2011. CM 8099. Department for Energy and Climate Change. URN11D/B23. Available at
http://www.decc.gov.uklenicontenVcmsnegislation/white-papersiemr_wp_2011/emr_wp_2011.aspx

4

ECC (2011) Electricity Market Reform. House of Commons Energy and Climate Change Committee. Fourth
Report of Session 2010-12. Volume 1. HC 742. The House of Commons, 16 May 2011. Available at
www.parliament.uklecc

•
•
7

DECC (2011) Waste Transfer Pricing Methodology for the disposal of higher activity waste from new nuclear
power stations. Department of Energy & Climate Change. URN 11 D/923, December 2011. Available at
http://www.decc.gov.uklenicontenVcmsimeetinQ..energy/nuclear/newIwaste_costs/waste_costs.aspx
On 22"" July 2010, DEFRA announced the abolition of the Royal Commission as of end of March 2011 .
According to the archived RCEP webpage
(http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.ukl20110112040753Ihttp://www.rcep.org.uk), the Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution (RCEP) was established in 1970 as an independent standing body to advise the Queen,
Government, Parliament, the devolved administrations and the public on environmental issues.
RCEP (1976) Nuclear Power and the environment. Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, Chairman Sir
Brian Flowers. Sixth Report Cmnd 661 B. HMSO.
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1.9

The incumbent Government has also ignored advice in the 2006 independent
review report from the Committee on Radioactive Waste Management". According
to the Committee's para.26 (Overview):
'It must be emphasised that CoRWM's recommendations are directed to
existing and committed waste arisings. CoRWM believes that its
recommendations should not be seen as either a red or green light for
nuclear new build. The main concern in the present context is that the
proposals might be seized upon as providing a green light for new build.
That is far from the case. New build wastes would extend the time-scales
for implementation, possibly for very long but essentially unknowable
future periods. Further, the political and ethical issues raised by the
creation of more wastes are quite different from those relating to
committed - and therefore, unavoidable - wastes. Should a new build
programme be introduced, in CoRWM's view it would require a quite
separate process to test and validate proposals for the management of
the wastes arising .. .'

1.10

The MRWS site selection process appears further flawed in exempting
communities in Wales9 from consideration under the Government's proactive
invitation for Expression of Interest in volunteering to host a GDF. According to the
White Paper at para.1.11 :
' ... For Wales, the Assembly Government does not accept that any
decision on legacy waste should necessarily set a precedent for the
disposal of waste from any new nuclear power stations, and considers
that it would be unproductive at this stage to ask Welsh communities to
consider accepting waste from new nuclear power stations at this time .. .'
If it is so good to dispose nuclear waste made in Wales outside Wales, why is it not
equally good (or, even better) to import nuclear waste from elsewhere for
permanent disposal in a geologically suitable site in Wales? In the wake of failure
of the site selection process in England, is it not only proper to focus on Wales?
After all, witness the spectacle of the Welsh Government, the Welsh Assembly,
Members of Parliament from Wales, Wales Assembly Members, Welsh Ministers
and Welsh Government officials avidly championing any proposal for installation
new nuclear waste producing reactors on Anglesey, on the one hand, while
refusing on the other hand to proactively invite Expressions of Interest from
community councils in Wales on volunteering to host a GDF. As matters stand, the
situation in Wales is simply not known I Peak insanity would appear no less rife in
devolved Wales! Voluntary exclusion of Wales from the site selection process is
tantamount to unjustifiable bias. Particularly, given that the Welsh Government
evidently possesses full devolved planning powers under which to determine
consents for a GDF anywhere within its jurisdiction in Wales .

•

•

CoRWM (2006) Committee on Radioactive Waste Management. Managing our Radioactive Waste Safe/yCoRWM's Recommendations to Govemment. CoRWM Document 700, July 2006. Available at
www.corwm.org.uk
DEFRA (2008) Managing Radioactive Waste Safely: A Framework for Implementing Geological Disposal. A
White Paper by Defra, BERR and the devolved administrations for Wales and Northern Ireland. Cm 7386. June
2008. Available at htlp:llmrws.decc.gov.ukl
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2.

What do you think could be done to attract communities into the MRWS site
selection process?

2.1

The present impasse leaves the Government with limited scope, perhaps along
following lines.
a.

Halt all additions to stockpiles of legacy nuclear wastes. It is irresponsible to
create additional nuclear waste in the absence of a proven safe fully
functioning disposal site.

b.

Honestly spell out to the public the unbreakable link between each watt of
nuclear electricity generation and additional nuclear waste creation.

c.

Admit candidly the Government has already legislated to lock citizenry firmly
in a triple whammy. First, consumers will be required to pay significantly
higher electricity bills in order to reward each new reactor operator for creating
additional nuclear wastes over the next 60 years. Second, at some point in
future, taxpayers will be required to accept a fee from nuclear operators in
return for taking full ownership of all new nuclear waste (under nationalisation)
that will have been created by all operating companies at all new nuclear
reactors. And, third, future taxpayers will assume full and direct responsibility
for the environmentally safe management and permanent disposal of all
nationalised nuclear waste, thereby enabling nuclear waste creators to wash
their hands off the problems of nuclear waste they created.

d.

Plead desperate need to locate, build, operate and monitor an underground
disposal facility at geologically suitable site, for at least a century or tw0 1O, to
determine properly if and how all safety aspects pan out (including ability to
withstand future versions of earth penetrating bunker busting munitions).

e.

Ensure that Wales participates fully and promptly in the entire site selection
process.

f.

Focus on non-nuclear means for environmentally safe generation of electricity,
for the entire duration of a century or two it would take to demonstrate a GDF
was operating successfully for environmentally safe disposal of nuclear waste.

g.

Put an end to this back-to-front policy. Only when a permanent nuclear waste
disposal site has been proven to have effectively demonstrated
environmentally safe operation, could the Government be justified in
considering revisiting nuclear new build. Even then, wholly on self-funded
cradle-to-grave full cost recovery basis (inclusive of successful permanent

The suggested period of time might or might not be sufficient for sound appraisal of impacts on repository
envelope of decay heat flux, ground water pathway and flow variation, response of dynamic extremophilic
geologic biota to novel source of radiation energy, and influence of geotectonic processes. Perhaps a tangential
analogy might aid illustrate features of time as well as quantitative parameters at play. Minamata disease is a
crippling form of mercury pOisoning. The use and disposal of mercury in the environment has gone on since
ancient times. However, it was the industrial quantities of disposal of mercury wastes, by the Chisso factory in
Minamata Bay (Japan), that first resulted in demonstrable detection in 1959 of the level of risk to human health
(neurotoxic as well as teratogenic effects) and environmental harm (bioaccumulation along aquatic food chains).
Sources:
Park C (2005) Oxford Dictionary of Environment and Conservation. 3" Edition. Oxford University Press, Oxford.
Allaby M (1983), Macmillan Dictionary of the Environment. 2" edition. The Macmillan Press, London.
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nuclear waste disposal and post disposal monitoring).
h.

2.2

Communities content to host nuclear new build should be required to submit
to the MRWS process as a pre-condition. Elimination from waste disposal site
selection should ipso facto result in elimination from nuclear new build site
selection. That should be a logical expectation, eliminating transhipment costs
and risk. That would serve to arrest as well proliferation of extremely
hazardous nuclear industry sites.

The prevailing mess plainly highlights cavernous deniocratic deficit in the exercise
of power, whereby the ruling classes promulgate unprecedented legal obligations
on distant future generations. Grave obligations are being foisted on citizenry for
the privilege of the ruling classes' preference for creation of increasing quantities of
nuclear wastes into the foreseeable future. There is a need to take cognisance of
good practice governance, bearing on a compact of accountability between the
governing classes and the governed. Unprecedented levels of uncertainty
attending risk of harm to the environment or human health appear inherent to
disposal of higher level radioactive wastes. As such, suitable measures may well
be warranted, requiring each candidate at every Parliamentary and devolved
parliament election to disclose, in her/his manifesto, the respective position on the
following matters:
.
•

the creation of additional nuclear waste at any proposed new nuclear power
station in order to generate nuclear electricity;

•

requiring either taxpayers or electricity consumers to pay higher electricity bills
for funding the output of nuclear waste creating power stations;

•

requiring future governments and taxpayers to take full ownership of all the
nuclear wastes the operators of nuclear power stations have previously been
paid to create over the lifetime of each reactor; and,

•

requiring future taxpayers to assume full responsibility for environmentally
safe management and permanent disposal of all the nationalised nuclear
waste, and for post disposal monitoring of each dump site for perpetuity.
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3.

What information do you think would help communities engage with the
MRWS site selection process?

3.1

The Government has effectively marshalled its vast machinery and influence to sell
nuclear power to the public as a technology that generates electricity without
emitting waste greenhouse gases. The Government has tirelessly and vociferously
asserted that waste greenhouse gases are highly problematic to handle and
contain, and to dispose permanently in environmentally safe manner. The best
solution is to stop or drastically curtail additional greenhouse gas waste emissions
from the energy sector. Unconstrained elevated anthropogenic emissions to the
atmosphere are considered capable of inducing potentially dangerous climate
change, over the course of the prevailing century. Furthermore, once started,
anthropogenic climatic disturbance could last for up to a millennium.

3.2

Curiously, the Government has not been equally tireless and vociferous in public
pronouncements that each watt of nuclear electricity inherently and irrevocably
produces additional highly radioactive nuclear waste. On the contrary, Government
Ministers and DECC officials consistently purvey weighty silence on nuclear waste
production every time nuclear power is touted as essential to keeping the lights on.
The Government's machinery never states in the same breath that nuclear wastes
are highly problematic to handle and contain, and to dispose permanently in
environmentally safe manner. That, the best solution is to stop or drastically curtail
additional nuclear waste production. Proposals for burial of nuclear wastes deep
beneath the ground are replete with rank uncertainty on the geological fate of longlived radioactive elements. Geological disposal would have to ensure nuclear
wastes remain safely isolated from the biosphere for periods of up to 240 millennia.
By comparison, modern humans have existed on the planet for barely a quarter of
that length of time. It is plainly irresponsible to present nuclear generated electricity
to the public as if the anthropogenic nuclear wastes it creates were simply a side
issue, when deciding choices in energy policy on how to keep the lights on.
Moreover, the Government's silence laden public plug for nuclear power
perpetuates failure of normative rules and sound principles of good governance.
Silence on nuclear waste embodies a ruling class mocking accountability ethics in
violation of intergenerational equity.

3.3

To engender a modicum of respect for the MRWS site selection process, the
nuclear waste silence and sleight of hand policy on nuclear new build need to be
purged.

3.4

A starting point of information requires the Government to state unambiguously
that a nuclear new build policy means swapping additional greenhouse gas
emission for additional nuclear waste creation. That, the incumbent
Government is bequeathing a zero sum gift to future generations, burdening them
with the legacy, risk and responsibility of dumping and managing for perpetuity
nuclear wastes in underground vaults.

3.5

As second strand, the Government should emphasise emphatically the triple lockin requirements on citizenry on nuclear waste creation, nationalised
ownership and final disposal, as paraphrased in paras 1.6.a-c, above.

3.6

For a third strand, the Government should explain candidly a likely reality of the
scenario sketched at para.1.7, above. Namely, a disposal site will inevitably be
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enlarged on continuous basis as and when it begins to fill up, given alternative
additional disposal sites are unlikely to be available.
3.7

As a fourth point, the Government ought to adopt the logic of siting a GDF only
where suitable geological conditions are proven and where local
communities are wholly accepting of the first strand of information (para.3.4,
above).

3.8

On a fifth point of information, the Government should ensure full transparency
from the outset on findings of all geological research, the state of knowledge
and assessments bearing on each potential candidate disposal site.

3.9

In a sixth strand of information, the Government should be obligated to subscribe
to the logic of siting all nuclear new build only where there already exists a
fully functioning GDF, having demonstrated inter-generational environmentally
safe operation.

3.10

As for a seventh point of information, the ruling classes in Wales are manifestly
obligated to admit communities in Wales fully and promptly into the GDF site
selection process. Nuclear new build dreams for Anglesey fall to be properly
aired only subsequent to a fully functioning GDF, successfully having
demonstrated environmentally safe permanent disposal of existing stockpiles of
nuclear waste made in Wales.

end.

10.06.2013
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The Government is interested in your views on the geological disposal facility site
selection process outlined in the 2008 Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS)
White Pa(:!er. To assist us you may wish to conside~ the following issues in your
response:

The problem is to develop trust in the predictions of the safety of the processes of
getting the waste delivered, the installation and its conservation. The nature of the
monitoring should also be explained to ensure that hydrogeological processes,
earthquake probalities, effects of climate change do not endanger the stored material in
centuries to come. Bribery and enticement of current residents is not sufficient: future
generations are implicated in the decisions.
The science behind the decisions should be fully peer-reviewed by people who are able
to demonstrate their true independence. The peer review process should be openly
accessible to all. Previous disputes should also be reported in full both those where
the evidence has not been found acceptable and those where disposal sites have gone
ahead with no regrets as yet.

6

Dear Sir/Madam
I oppose the geological siting of radioactive waste and opposed it last time
the Government attempted to "buy off" Cumbria with promises of increased
funding to communities and councils. I live in Cumbria and I am raising my
child here. My father, grandparents and further lived in West Cumbria. I do
not believe your plan to be safe nor well developed and it has too many
possible outcomes that could result in catastrophic long term damage to life
of all kinds.
.
I urge the government to use its resources and time to finding a less
environmentally abusive method of reducing waste (and suggest a long term
proactive strategy of creating less waste by investing in green energies) and
for one, wish to officially make known my wholehearted objection to the
proposed geological siting, in Cumbria or any area.
Though maybe you would like to suggest Surrey as an alternative? I am sure it
would prove highly interesting to see the response.
Yours,
REDACTEDREDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTEDREDACTED
Sent from my ipad

